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Preface

Wekuwe to "Solution Land!" Swing the doors open wide and step
right up to the next level of helping both yourself and those you
choose to assist, to a double portion of the most powerful and
dynamic changework and action strategies known to mankind.
Herein lies a wealth of resources, strategies, and skills that will
assist you, the agent of change, in making you r life more powerful,
pleasurable, and productive than you thuught possible. What you
will find within these pages will enable you, the NLPer, to effect
deep and pervasive change and transformation in yourself and
others from the inside out.

Plow many times have y o u asked yourself, "Just how can I help
myself or another tci really Attain a belter or highi'r quality of life, to
achieve the wants and needs, desires and dreams that are possible
in life?" How often have- you searched and semght after
techniques, skills and strategies to do just this?—those tried and
proven to work.

My search for answers has led me to study many different
technologies and (he developers who created them. Originally, I
began seeking an understanding o\ problems and what caused the
problems. Later, it became clear to me that what I had true interest
in concerned solutions, not problems. 1 wanted tci know what
actions a person could take to make improvements, "additions and
editions," in their lives. What 1 found along this path to what I call
"Solution land" was the field of Neuru-Linguistic
Programming—NIP—and its trail of resnurccs, strategies, and
skills.

Yet, I had difficulty in finding a clear and precise handbook, a
guide, that would provide me with the essence of what we now
recognize as NLP. 1 was seeking a work that made the key distinc-
tions empowering me, ihe helper or the "helpee," to have ready
access to sequential solutions when 1 needed them most. In this
work you will access strategies and skills with which to launch
and accelerate your results and accomplish what you may not
have even thought possible—real and long-lasting, pervasive
improvement in quality of life, change, not as a result of talking
about what you want or don't want, but "Hiking Actityn" tu make it
happen!



T have personally used this guide for nearly a year and many of the
techniques for over ten years consistently The explanations of the
change work and personal transformation patterns have proved to
be extremely helpful in developing a mind frame of under-
standing, a positive expectancy for change to get out of 'problem
land' enabling you to propel yourself' forward, towards what you
want.

lf you buy any book on NLP changework or technology this year,
or are looking tor a comprehensive and complete work to capture
the power ami energy of NLP, take this one home with you...take
it truly home, to the level of MLNIJ.

1 am grateful to Michael Hall and Barbara Belnap for allowing
access to the technology of NLP with such clarity and heart. I
might wefl end by asking, "Just how much can you help yourself
and others to transform and to come alive!?"

E. Keith Lester, M.A.
Lakeland, FL, September 1997

Foreword

"Why did you write this book?" she asked.
"And for whom?" he chimed in.
"For what purpose? " yet another asked.

Ft began one day when Barbara and 1 caught a vision of collecting
all of Oie central NLP patterns by which we can create resourceful-
ness and excellence in everyday life. We dreamed about collecting
and putting them into "one wonderful volume." Working in the
context of managed care herself, Barbara conceived the idea ol
using the JVLP patterns as a book of "brief psychotherapy" for
therapists- This seemed to make sense. After all, managed care in
the USA focuses on both brief and high quality therapy. So we
thought we would identify the cognitive-behavioral processes
within NLP and specify how to use this powerful change model LEI
a step-by-step fashion.

So we created that ordering format in our minds, and then chaos
(as it so often does) crashed our party. This transpired because, as
we began gathering NLP patterns and organizing them into this
work, Barbara kept experiencing "thought balls" about who else we
could include in our focus. She had ideas about others who would
also want to have this one volume of NLP patterns—NLP trainers,
beginning and advanced students in the domain of nemo-linguis-
tics, teachers, and Human Resource people in corporations who
provide training in communication, team building, and personal
effectiveness, therapists, parents, etc.

But this idea for an expanded audience messed up our original
plans, U also messed up Keith Lester's original Preface to this
work. Nor did I find that it settled well for myself. After all, my
style in research, writing, and in planning and organizing
materials operates from establishing a concentrated focus and
staying with it until 1 complete a project.

Nevertheless, 1 did make the change in focus. After all, what
magician worth his or her salt defaults to inflexibility? As we made
the change in the text's focus, it meant shifting from directing thi-



work to words therapists to presenting af) of the basic and central
patterns of NLP so that readers could easily translate and apply
them into multiple domains:

13usi ness
Education
Psy chotherapy
Personal effectiveness
Sports and athletic coaching
Interpersonal relations
Communication enrichment
Negotiation, mediation, conflict resolution
Etc.

Thus it tame to pass.

We collected, all of the core patterns that have come to distinguish
NLP as a "magical" realm of change, transformation, personal
development, and "the technology of excellence," Then another
thought ftal! came crashing inLo the realm of our consciousness.
"What about all the people who may read this work who don't
any have expertise with NLP, but just know the basics?" Tor those,
[ therefore put together a very brief and succinct introduction to
NLP's magic

In this way, this volume took its present form. Here we offer
primarily a concise presentation of NLP with a fairly exhaustive
display of the patterns of "magic" or, as the title suggests. The
Sourcebnok Of Magic.

"Magic" Huh?

In NLP, we typically use the term "magic," not to designate
external magic whereby we change the laws of physics. Tt refers
rather to the seemingly wild, wonderful and "magical"effects that
occur when we know the structure of subjectivity.

When we do not know how human subjectivity (mind, emotions,
motivation, health, language, etc.) works, it leaves us rfiA&ss about
experiences (i.e., their whys and wherefores) and about change (Lc,
few to transform things, the leverage point of change). When we
do not understand human Functioning (cognitive-behavioral or
neuro-linguistic functioning), it leaves us "in the dark" about how

tt.) improve human efficiency, happiness, and effectiveness. We
therefore live in a world of darkness and confusion about the role
of language" in human consciousness, neurology, and health.

Conversely, when we do understand the structure of subjectivity
(i.e., the central focus of NLP), it gives us a working knowledge of
the magical wands" at our command for change, continuous
improvement, health, happiness, success, and excellence. In other
words, knowing the leverage point in the human system of mind-
emotion, memories, hopes, desires, and fears, etc., provides us
with a place from which we can do some magic for fun and profit,
for development of excellence and for making a significant contri-
bution to human welfare.

Hence, the neuro-iinguistic model itself, and the techniques for
"running your own brain" (Ihe patterns themselves), essentially
provide us with a sourcebnok of magic. This reflects the theme from
the first books in this field, Tht Structure Of Magic {Volumes I & 11,
1975 and 1976). Tt reflects the works of \iagic Demystified (1982),
Magic In Action (1985), and Vic Secrets Of Magic (1998).

Now as it happens, the founders of this domain—a linguist (Dr
John Grinder) and a student studying computer programming
who then became an unofficial Cestait therapist (Richard
Bandler)—specified the very structure of magic as lying within the
human representational systems, These "language" systems of
mind-body include not only words and sentences, but other
"languages" as well, "languages" that operate at various logical
levels.

At the primary level we have sensory-based sights, sounds, sensa-
tions, smells, and tastes (i.e., the VAK) that make up the
"language" of the sensory modalities of awareness. Within this
level, we have the qualities (properties, distinctions, features) of the
modalities, Recently Hall and Bodenhamer (1498) have noted that
these have been inaccurately labeled swi'mndalities. These distinc-
tions do not actually exist at a lower level (especially not at a lower
logical level). These qualities and duiracteriaiks of the visual,
auditory, and kinesthetic mndalities comprise the features that
stand out as salient inside (or within) each of these awareness
modes.

Mi i



When we move up frwm the non-linguistic level of sight sound,
and sensation (the sensory modalities), we come to Lhe first level
oi propositional language—sensory-bawd words. Here we have the
empirical language of science, testable by the senses.

Next we move up to another level and to another kind of
"language"—evahtatipe language. Here we interpret and evaluate
Irom the previous language and create a higher level abstraction.
And this process of abstracting can, and does, continue up to more
and higher levels. Eventually, we get to the meta-level of metaphor
and story.

What significance do al! of these levels of consciousness have in
actual experience? Considerable. Because when we change any of
these various languages qf ffe mind—our internal sense of reality
itself changes. And when that happens, magic occurs.

Learning The Incantations Of "Magic"

In detailing here the NLP Model with its basic patterns, we offer
two kinds of "understandings." The first has to do wiLh a theoret-
ical kind of understanding, the second with a practical kind of knowl-
edge. Together, these understandings empower us to "run our own
brain."

In the first part of this book, you will learn how your brain
operates and how to run it. Doing this then empowers you to take
charge of your life, build enhancing maps, move into social and
relational contexts with more grace and joy, and achieve the
outcomes you want in order to increase your overall effectiveness.

These funds of knowledges also separate how we experience
"problems" and solutions. Knowing that we have a problem, and
even knowing lohy we have that problem in terms of its causes and
origins, differs radically from knowing what to do about the
problem.

The first knowledge gives us theory, explanation, and causation.
Here we can specialize in formal and technical knowledge. Here
we become an expert in explanations. Here we know about. The
second knowledge endows us with wisdom, practicality, and
transformation. Here we know how. It gives us Imp-to knowledge
to make us experts in changing.

In this book, we have provided only a little bit of the frrst knowl-
edge and a whole lot of the second knowledge. In the first chapters
you will find an overview from the cognitive psychology field of
the new domain—Neuro-Linguistic Programming fNLF). In the
chapters that follow, you will discover multiple patterns of trans-
formation that give you know iiwp for taking effective action with
regard to various problems and challenges that can sabotage effec-
tiveness .

Caveat Emptor

We have designed this book as si concise NLP reference manual (i.e.,
a sourrebook of magic) with nearly a hundred specific patterns.
We have designed it in such a way that, ideally, it will facilitate
your practice and use of neuro-linguistics as you work with
yourself or others. And yet, as wTe do this, we do not want to leave
the impression that tn&dtf reading this book will make you n
master in this field. It will not.

As with any experiential set of learnings, to master a field you
have to practice the skills and patterns with others in the context of
high quality training and under the tutelage of qualified people.
The "magic" occurs in the overall effect and sometimes speed of a
process. But mastery involves so much more.

Therefore, in using these NLP patterns and becoming highly
skilled with them, we highly recommend that you avail yourself of
the required training in both the verbal and non-verbal aspects ot
this model. This will enable you to practice the patterns in a safe
and wise context. When you do so under the supervision of quali-
fied and expert trainers, you will get the specific coaching and
insights that will enable you to hone these skills and effectively
integrate them into your person. To further encourage you to do
this, we have included an Appendix of NLP Training Centers in
the USA and the UK.

Of course, when you contact any of these Training Centers, do
inquire about whether that particular Center operates from a set of
criteria and conducts its training as a competency bused training.
Personally we do not believe in the "correspondence course''
approach to NLP or in the short training programs that promise



mastery in five days. Instead, look for Iftose programs thai provide
the necessary depth and quality essential for becoming an effective
practitioner.

A Touch Of General Semantics

Now the phrase "iteUHhtittguistic training" actually began way
back in the 1930s and 1940s under the tutelage ot Count Alfred
Korzybski. In fact, he used "neuro-linguistic trainings" as a part of
his modus opemuti for founding the field of General Semantics
(CS).

In his landmark work, Science And Sanity: An Introduction To Notl-
AmtQietum Systems And General Semantics (1.933/1994), Korzybski
established the distinction between map and territory. His
cottstractivist epistemology set the. bask framework for NLI'
influencing Richard Handler and John Grinder in their first work,
The Structure Of Magic, as well as anthropologist Gregory Bateson
{Steps Ttrnwrd An Ecology Of Mind, 1972) who contributed to the
presuppositions and theoretical underpinnings of NLP.

In this work, 1 (MH} have used my background as a General
Semantkist to utilize: some of the linguistic formulations that
Richard and John did not bring over into the MeLa-model,
Korzybski argued that these extensions.] devices provide the human
race with tools (or technologies) for both science and sanity. As you
read this work, yuu will note these formulations in the writing
itself. For those unfamiliar with Gt\ this work may present itself to
you as of a unique and strange format. For a fuller work on the
linguistic contributions of GS to NLP, see my work, The Secrets Of
Magic (1998), that extends the Meta-model using some of the
Korzybskian "magic,"

Quotation Marks {" "). As an exlenskmal device these
mark off terms and phrases, which, to varying degrees,
present questionable neuro-linguistic mapping. "Quotes"
indicate that the reader should handle with special care
some word, term, or phrase. For example, words like
"time" and "mind" (that we typically take for granted and
assume that we know the meaning of) involve several
kinds of distortion that make them problematic Ihese
represent not nnly nominaliza lions, but also terms that one
can use in multiordinal ways.

XVI

{-). ThLs device enables us to deal with
dichotomized and fragmented maps. As used in die phrase,
"iieura-thigitiatic programming" hyphens reunite the world
torn apart into tiemttfe (hence "deTTu'ntalism") that do not
and cannot, stand alone. GS uses hyphens to heal the
elemental ism and dualism that has so thoroughly affected
the West. Hence, "mind" imd "body" references nothing
tangibly real—only a linguistic Fiction. So with "time" and
"space." Yet mind-body and the time-space continuum do
Deference real phenomena and give us a more true-to-fact
map.

Et cetera or etc. Used here, not as a trite, over-used term
due to bad habit, but intentionally to convey a non-
Aristotelian attitude. Why? Because in the infinite world of
the territory, no map can say it alt. To remind us of this nan-
alhiess in the world, we use "etc," Etc. alerts us to avoid
thinking that we have "said it all," or that what we have
thought or understood brings an end to the subject. As you
read, let "etc" cue you to think about the many other
things that we could add. If in deletion we leave character-
istics out, in "etc." we remind ourselves of this mapping
phenomenon.

E-Prime/E-Choice. Simply, English without (or primed of)
the verb "to be." When we prime linglish of this false-to-fact
verb (is, am, be, being, been, was, were, etc.) wTe eliminate
two entirely erroneous problems: the "is of identity" ("He is
an American") and the "is of predication" ("That chair is
red"). These "ises" map out false-to-fact representations to
thereby misrepresent the stmetunil relationship of the Lerri-
tory. That creates problems for sanity—for adjusting to the
territory. (See Appendix C also.)

Process language. Since reality at the quantum level (as we
now knowT it via modern physics) exists as much as "a
dance of electrons" and sub-atomic parts, "thing" language
creates all kinds of problems in representation. We need a
language that describes a dynamic world. We need more of
u prtwess language, consisting of verbs, actions, functions,
and processes. This corresponds to the emphasis on de-
nmninalizing nounified terms in NLP (see chapter 7).

xvii



.... When you find a series of dots (...) within a quotation,
we htfve simply deleted par I of the quotation. When you
find such in a net of instruction*, we use thai to signify, "Stop,
go inside your mind...and experience these words find
instructions fully-"

If you get lost, there is a glossary and index At the back of this
book.

Pattern Sources

Where did these patterns come fnim? Who created them? What
other individuals piayed a key role in evolving them to the form
thai you find hem?

NLF primarily arose from Richard Bandler's discovery of Fritz
Peris' work. In fact, Richard, hired by Dr Robert S. Spitzer, edited
his first book, Eye Witness To Thefapy (1973), while an undergrad-
uate. (This hook has been coupled with The Gestalt Approach,
written by Perls, and is now published as Tlic Gestalt Approach And
Eye Witness To Therapy) As a senior Richard received permission to
teach a seminar class on Cestalt therapy. Spil/er then introduced
him to Virginia Sutir and Liter hired John Grinder and Richard
Bandler to edit some tapes of Virginia's work which became the
book Changing With Families.

Thus most of the original patterns, representational systems,
reframing, parts parlies, Meta-modeling, integration of parts, etc.,
came from flerte and Satir. We can hardly say that any of these
patterns "belong" to anyone or that anyone exclusively developed
them. Actually each reflects Ihe growing, evolving knowledge of
the field—the "lime-binding" process of Korzybski, And, of
course, knowledge and use of these patterns will stimulate a
person's creativity to find new and productive uses. If you, or
someone you know, did play a key role in the development of a
given pattern, send us your information and we will most gladly
put it in the next edition.

Because you can run some of the patterns on yourself, and others
necessitate having someone run the patterns on you, you will find
varying formats. For the most part, when you find an expression

w i n

such as, "Now have the person imagine floating above his/her
Time-fine..." ynu generally have a pattern that requires someone to
coach and facilitate the process. Yet we have discovered that, with
almost all the palLerns, trtosl people can run them on themselves
after they have been led through them repeatedly, especially in a
supervised coaching context. F. very lh ing habituates. And so,
running your brain using these wonderfully magic patterns will
also habituate.

Micfatd Hall, Ph.D.
Colorado, Spring 1999



Part One

The NLP Model

The Source Of I lie Magic

For Transformation And Excellence



Chapter 1

Introduction To NLP Magic

Magic Has Structure

When we don't know how something works or how it operates
and the principles that drive it, wu live "outside the secret" of
what seems like magic. Dn you recall any moment wherein you
suddenly experienced the shock of finding "magic" in your
world?

How does flipping this switch turn on the lights?

You've got to be kidding! You mean by typing on this keyboard
and pushing these sequences I can send e-mails around the
globe?

You mean you put this food in the micro wave and push these
buttons and it will cook the food in seconds?

To an outsider to the secret of the magic, things often seem prepos-
terous, incredible, unbelievable, non-sensical, etc.

How can the world be a globe that turns around the sun? That's
cra7,y! So how come we don't just all fail off?

What wild flights of imaginationJ To think that we can build
flying machines. Next thing you'll know—he'll think wo can fly
to the mnon!

As an uninitiate to the secrets, such wild and wonderful ideas and
experiences can only seem like "magic" And yet knowing what
we know today about gravity, aero-dynamics, the electromagnetic
spectrum, artificial intelligence, information processing via
parallel processing units, etc, we no longer thijik of such things as
"magic." We view them as just "knowledge."



Now suppose similarly we learn somt1 of the "secrets* of the magic
thiit occurs in the human brain-and-neurology system? Suppose
we know the factors, components, and principle* that govern
human neurological information processing so that we gain insight
into how the bio-computer of our brain and nervous system
works? Suppose we become initiates to how the human internal
world that we refer to as "mind," "emotions," "personality,"
"genius," etc., works? Further, suppose wt1 discover its structure of
"magic" and, as with processes in other sciences, we can identify,
specify, and effectively work with those "patterns" of magic? Now
just suppose that... .

When you fully imagine this dream of pushing the limits of scien-
tific discovery into the internal, subjective and phenomenological
world of human beings, you have stepped into the world that we
call NLP—N euro-Linguistic Programming.

The "Magical" World Of Human Subjectivity

Actually, the breakthroughs in this domain of human Neuro-
Lingttistics have surpassed the limits ol what many people can
even imagine as possible. Similar to Lhe way scientific discoveries in
physics, electronics, quantum mechanics, etc, far exceed even oui
science fiction imaginations—so NLP has also surpassed what
many in the field of human functioning, psychology, and commu-
nication ever thought possible in their wildest dreams.

"What incredible discoveries?" you ask,

• Altering a phobic response that has lasted for decades in as
little as ten minutes

• Modeling the internal processes (strategies) of "genius" and
teaching others to replicate them consciously

• Discovering the components of "consciousness" that make
up the "building blocks" of "mind," "emotion," "person-
ality," etc-, in order to engage in some human "design
engineering"

• Finding and reprogramming the structure of "meaning" in
human neurology and processing to eliminate negative and
dysfunctional meanings and replacing them with enhancing
meaning

• Using hypnotic states to program one's autonomic nervous
system p rocesses for health and effectivei>ess

• Changing limiting and sabotaging beliefs

• Intentionally and consciously evolving human conscious-
ness and skills

• Completely transforming toxic states of self-contempt,
loneliness, boredom, despair, seriousness, etc.

Wild dreams? Not any longer. NLP has actually developed models
thai make such human technologies possible. In the twenty-four years
since the first Neuro-Linguistic Programming book appeared (7 he
Sintcture Of Magic, 1975), incredible discoveries have come to light
that encourage us to think of the human neurological system of
mind-and-body as a "computing" or information processing
system that we can program. Having specified a paradigm about
how human subjectivity works, NLP has made available a set of
distinctions that initiates us into the very secrets of what otherwise
seem pure "magic." And with these secrets about the structure of
magic, we can now direct the processes involved.

In 1977 Richard Bandler and John Grinder revealed what they
designated as "The NLP Ten Minute Phobia Cure." They revealed
it bydoing such. They would work with a person with a phobia and
make it such that they didn't have it anymore. The person wnuld
walk in and couldn't even talk about the phobic item (whether an
elevator, a snake, public speaking, conflict, etc.) without feeling
the panic, distress, and fear. I hen after a few minutes of running
them through a specific pattern—they would feel surprised to find
that they couldn't get the panic back. Magic.

Further, what made this "magic" seem even more spectacular was
that they only talked to the person. Word magic! Or at least—so it
seemed. Yet in spite of the seemingly "magical" nature of this
process, the two co-founders of this new domain knew and simply
worked with the very structure of the magic.



If in 1977 they had performed such wonders and with no explana-
tory model, they would have had a single piece of "magic" and no
understanding of how it worked, how to tL'ach it, how to replicate
it, or how to discover more of the same. But they did have an
explanatory model. They also spent several years developing
supporting tooJs, patterns, and processes for their work. They
further had legitimizing ideas which they had gathered from such
domains as behaviorism, neurology, linguistics, cognitive
psychology, general semantics, etc.

Tills explains why they did not dismiss their "magic" as mere
flukes. John and Richard had discovered the structure of the
magic. So the transformational technology that began to emerge
from cutting-edge models of information processing, cognitive
psychology, and linguistics in the early iy70s led them to more
discoveries. And since lhat time, the technology of magic has
continued to develop.

The Story

\euro-Linguistic Programming came together when two men,
both outside the field of psychology (therefore without its inherent
biases), initiated a tremendous paradigm shift using their model of
human Functioning, Thomas Kuhn (1962) describes outsiders to a
paradigm as those who typically bring about revolutions in science.

One man (Dr John Grinder) came from the held of linguistics and,
specifically, transformational grammar. The other man (Richard
Bandler), could claim no expertise whatsoever, except he had a
natural and wonderful genius. As a young college student he
could only lay claim to an innate genius in replicating (or
modeling) patterns. In school at Santa Cruz in southern California,
Richard studied mathematics and computer programming.

Together they stumbled upon some pieces of genius and excellence in
human functioning. It just so happened that Richard met Virginia
Satir and then Fritz Perls through working at Science and Behavior
Books. The publisher first asked Richard to listen to audio and
video tapes of Satir and transcribe them. Later he sent Richard to
one oi her trainings to run the sound equipment and to record the
family system processes.

As he ran the sound system for Virginia, Richard says he would
play rock music in the sound booth and listen to Virginia through
his earphones. And as he did so, he picked up on seven of Salir s
patterns that she used in her work that seemed so magical.

Later he said, "You simply use seven patterns and continually re-
cycle through those seven." She inquired as to what this voung
twenty-one-year-old kid thought were her seven patterns. He
enumerated them—to her surprise. Richard later told me (MH)
that she said she knew four of the patterns, but had never articu-
lated the other three, but that he had correctly identified them.

The next genius that Richard met was Fritz Perls. He became
acquainted with him via audio- and videotapes. Dr Spitzer (1982)
later noted that Richard would sometimes mimic Fritz so weD that
he caught himself calling Richard "Fritz," About that time, Fritz
died, Dr Spitzer, who had an unfinished manuscript of Perls's,
asked Richard to work or editing It Richard selected various
teaching films of Fritz and transcribed them, which then became
the book Etffi Witness to Therapy (1973).

From these experiences, Richard got permission as a senior in
college to begin conducting a Gestalt Awareness class at the
college. Terrence McClendon (1989) described this in The Wild
Days: NLP 1972-1981. In those class sessions Richard "became* a
Fritz Peris from having learned Gestalt therapy only by modeling
Perls' palLerns as gleaned from tapes and books. Dr Grinder
entered the scene at this point having become Richard's supervisor
for the course. McClendon writes,

John with his brilliant modeling skills from linguistics in
conjunction with Richard mho had the experience in behavioural
modeling skiBs and hi* krttxoledgi in the new contemporary
systems of psychotherapy, formed a relationship which later on
proved to be exceptional and beneficial io both. (p. 1(J)

Richard wanted to understand more about his own skill in repli-
cating patterns- And inasmuch as the patterns that he replicated
with Virginia and Fritz primarily involved language, John
provided the linguistic analysis. Reportedly, John promised to
enter the adventure if Richard would teach him how he did it.



Richard, having worked as a computer programmer Ln modeling
human tasks, breaking them down, and compiling programming
formats, and John, a linguistic expert who modeled thy structuring
of language, then became engaged in a new form of modeling—
modeling human excellence. Consequently, Richard and John set
out to pull apart flie component pieces that enable the human brain
(actually the entire mind-body nervous system) to become
patterned. This lead to their asking all kinds of questions:

What comprises the components of a sequence?
What initiates the sequence?
How does the sequence work?
What else happens?
What distinctions does the brain make?
How does il sort and code these awarenesses7

How does language facilitate this process?

Bandler and Grinder began this exploration viewing the human
brain as a "computing" information processing unit that can
become "programmed" with "programs" for thinking, emoting,
behaving, etc. As structure drives and informs language, mathe-
matics, music, etc., so structure also determines and runs human
processes. As we can program a computer to do human tasks [e.g.,
working with numbers, adding, multiplying, word processing,
etc), so similar processes must occur in us a I neurological levels.

After, all, some people have the ability to perform high level math.
Others, (e.g.. Perls, Satir) have a "program" to use language
eloquently and "magically" to bring about significant personality
changes.

How do these "programs" work? Whal comprises their component
parts? What creates the programming? How does one change such
programming? How can one train one's conscious and uncon-
scious mind to develop the necessary intuitions to run such
programs?

The paradigm shift that Bandler and Grinder initiated grew out of
their collaboration. Eventually the results of this became the field
of Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLPK Immediately upon
studying Perls and Satir, they published two volumes of Tin'.

Structure Of Magic—books about therapy and language, Virginia
Satir and anthropologist Gregory Bateson wrole the in tiwl nations.
These revolutionary books establish ltd the foundation of the
technologies that formed the field of NL1J—the field of modeling
human excellence.

As I hey brought those books to press, Bateson introduced them to
another magician, hypnotist Milton Erickson, MD, Handler and
Grinder immediately modeled Erickson's marvelous language
and non-language patterns that formed his skills ill hypnosis. The
next year [1976), they produced two volumes of the hypnotic
techniques of Erickson (Pattern*, Vol. I & 11, 1975,1976) which led
to finer distinctions in the NLP model.

There you have it. Using the formulations of linguistics. General
Semantics, and cognitive psychology (especially George Miller,
Karl Pribram, Eugene Galanter, etc), Bandler and Grinder
modeled the models that they found in such diverse fields as
Gestalt, Family Systems, and liricksonian hypnosis. They didn't
create a new field of psychology. Instead, they created a meta-field.
Through modeling, they sought to discover and undersland Lhe
patterns and structures that u>ork.

Each of these highly skilled wizards of communication facilitate
wonderful lite-changes when Lhey talk with clients. What did they
have in common? They adopted an entirely new focus—one never
before used in psychology. Namely, outside of the "Lheories" that
explain H'/JI/ it works, what processes describe how it works?

Tftia aummsiTS2jL's the heart and passion of NLP: modeling, searching far
•processes and the "how," and disdaining the "why," and focusing on
experiences of excellence rather tiiaii on canes ofpathology.

Psychology for a hundred years had operated from a completely
different orientation, Based on the medical model and physical
"hard" science model, it looked at pathology {at distortions,
perverskins, pain, distress, etc.}, seeking to understand the source
("where did this come from?", "why is this so?"), and wtinting
empirical, external proof.



The paradigm shift completely uprooted Lhe old formulations Ln
psychology. The "why" question which had focused clinicians
entirely on knowing the source of a difficulty, in one fell swoop
became irrelevant. Suddenly a new focus emerged: "How" does it
work? Empiricism, modernism, and positivism gave way to post-
modernism, phenomenology, and construerionism. The basic
question changed from "What isr the real nature of this problem?"
to "How has this person constructed his or her felt and experi-
enced reality?"

Tlie Patterns Of NLP

Since those early days, the field of NLP has generated trainings,
workshops, conferences, journals and publications, thereby giving
birth to change patterns. I hese gave people a way to "run their
own brains" in new, creative, and productive ways. Some of Lhese
patterns radically transform a person from feeling caught up in
immense pain and distress to feeling free to live a more sane and
empowering life. Some patterns delineate the secrels cf genius so
that "ordinary" people can learn to do new and marvelous things.
Some patterns simply identify the component pieces and
sequences of basic living strategies—how to speak up assertively,
huw to eat sensibly, how to negotiate in business contexts, how to
parent with loving firmness, how to read mure intelligently, how
to spell, etc.

From the mundane to the sublime then, NLP patterns give $
step instructions fur "how to run our own brains," They provide us
with knowledge about liozv to "program" our organic and neural
bio-computers to create highly efficient experiences.

This means that while NLP has lots of psychotherapeutic applica-
tions, NLP does not merely describe another psychology. It began
there. Having modeled two psychotherapists and two schools of
psychology—it started in the field of therapy. Yet the co-founders,
and those who followed, did not keep it there. NTLP describes a
much larger field, namely, the field of human subjectivity, and even
more pointedly—the h'cld of human excellence.

Part of the radical paradigm shift that NLP brought to ps
has to do with its focus. Prior to the cognitive psychology revolu-
tion in the 1960s, psychology had primarily focused on under-
standing the "why" questions:

• Why are people the way they are?
• What causes people to get so messed up?
• Wrhere does human psychopathology come from?

In response different psychologies invented different reasons and
explanations: Freud used various Creek mythologies to explain
the sexual drives which he held responsible for most problems;
Adler explained the "why" in terms of inferiority; Jung explained
the "why" in terms of the collective unconscious, and so it went.
Almost everywhere therapists focused on the source, assuming
that people had to understand the "why" to gel better

Handler and Grinder challenged that assumption calling it
"psycho-archeology" and "psycho-theology." Coming from the
Cognitive-Behavioral models of Korzybski (1941/1994), Chumsky
(1956), Miller (1956, 1960), the semi-cognitive, existential, and
humanistic model of I'erls, the systems model of Satir, the cyber-
netic model of Bateson (1972), etc., they introduced a new focus.
As inheritors of the Information Processing models of the cogni-
tive revolution and computer science era, they focused on the
"how" questions:

• How does this or that brain work?
• How do "minds" get programmed in the first place?
• What comprise the components of information processing in

the mind?
• What representational components comprise "the difference

that make a difference?"
• Flow does the programming work?
• How can we interrupt, alLer, and/or transform the

programming?
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The Structure Of "Subjectivity"

NLR as a modeling field of human subjectivity and excellence,
focuses primarily on h&W things work

• How does language work1

• How do human "minds" function?
« How many styles of "thinking," processing, representing,

sorting, etc., tan we find?
• What dif f e r en ce do d i Pier en t processing styles make?
• What sequence of thoughts, representations, etc., create a

human program?
• How can we run or program a brain to run more efficiently?

With this emphasis on Structure—the early developers of NU'
began inventing and constructing all sorts of "patterns" for
changing behaviors. These structured processes operate in human
Experience (consciousness, representation, feeling, etc) as human
technologies for change and excellence.

In that sense, these transformational pattern* ofier to the social
sciences (communication, relationship, thought-emotion, states of
consciousness, etc.) technological advances that we have seen for
several hundred years in the hard sciences.

Transformational Patterns—
"Magical Incmtatkms For Growth And Excellence'

We offer this brief synopsis of NLF in order to hook your interest
and capture your fascination in this model and its patterns (which
we refer to as "techniques" or "technologies"), Since so many
patterns have emerged, and so many more will emerge, we have
focused on the original patterns that empower people to "run their
own brains" as they construct subjective "realities" that will
enhance their actual functioning. We have here written out and
condensed those patterns to give you the know-how knowledge,
hence the step-by-step format-
No single volume to date has collected all of these NLP patterns in
this kind of format. We have written this book to fill that void.
Previously, one would have had to purchase dozens upon dozens

of books to locate these patterns. Typically a person can find three
or four patterns in a given book, although some may have ten or
fifteen patterns. Books have even been written lhat only have one
pa Hem in them! We have usually referenced works that continue
more in-depth presentation of a given pattern. We have also
sought lo provide, for those new to NT.P, a picture of the ejtten-
siveness of this empowering and paradigm-shilling model.

You will find in the next chapter a very brief overview of the essen-
llnh of the NLP Model. We have presented this so that even a
neophyte to this field can immediately begin using these know how
patterns. We trust also thai this collecting and organizing of
patterns will assist the NLP veteran by providing an easy access to
the patterns. Perhaps this will, in turn, stimulate additional
creativity as practitioners use patterns, or component pieces of
patterns, to create new arrangements.

From the beginning, the NLP founders recognized that this model
functions not only remedially, but also genertiweiy. Using both the
model and its technologies, N1..I' offers processes for creating new
and unthought-of patterns of excellence. This enables us to develop
and evolve more and more as we actualize more of the human
potentials avail a hie. May lhat he forever Lrue of your adventure
into this domain!

Conclusion

As a model for "running your own brain," Neuro-l.inguistic
Programming offers not only a theoretical model, but also actual
patterns for doing so. These human technologies for change, trans-
formation, and renewal enable us to examine Ihe maps lhat we
have built as we have moved through life, and to update those that
don't serve u.s well. In the pages to come, we will introduce this
positive, solution-oriented model and then articulate cutting-edge
technologies of the mind-body lor becoming increasingly resourceful
in the way we live our lives.
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Chapter 2

The NLP Model

Design, Language, And Components

What do you need to know to work with your own Neuro-
s or the Neuro-Linguistks of another person?

Briefly, NLP refers to modelling human excellence in order to
create cutting edge huinan "technology" (or "magic") that allows
us to improve our quality of life. We model huinan excellence by
finding, identifying, eliciting, and designing various patterns or
"programs" that work within the mind-body (neuro-linguiatic)
nature of our experience

We have the following three components that make up our Neuro-
Linguistics:

Neura: the voluntary and autonomic nervous systems
through which we process experiences via our five senses
(visual, auditory, kinesthctic, olfactory and gusLatory) and
nur "made-up" sense, language, (which we call "auditory-
digital"). This highlights the importance of human
neurology and physiology as part of the human informii-
Lion system.

Linguistic: language and non-verbal symbol systems by
which we code, organise, and attribute meaning to neural
representations (re-presentations), "Linguistic" does not
refer only to words and propositional language, but to all
symbol systems: the sensory systems of visual, auditory,
kinesthetic, etc. nnd the non-propositional symbol systems
of mathematics, musk, art, etc.
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Programming (also, processing, psychology): the process
of yetting ourselves into regular and systematic patterns of
responses (habits). Unfortunately, when people Jon't know
tn relate this term to tht'. computer metaphor out oi which il
arose, they tend to contaminate it with ideas of "manipula-
tion," "control," etc. Yet, in context, "programming"
operates as jusL another word for patterns and refers to the
organized "plans" and processes that can become installed
in human functioning.

The Components Of "Mind" Or Consciousness

One of the early NLP books carries a title that highlights the focus
of this model. Using Your Drain—For A Change (1985) describes the
centrality of "thought" and locates NLIJas a cognitive-behavioral
model. Rational-Emotive Behavior Therapy {REDT, formerly RET)
similarly focuses on "thoughts" as primary in driving human
experience. In RRBT, however, "thoughts" show up primarily as
words, self-talk statements, and beliefs, and more recently as
internal imagery.

NLP accepts this analysis of the cognitive nature of human mental
processing, and it doesn't stop here. It enhances the cognitive
model significantly by extending its analysis of "thought" Lo
include the five sensory mudalities (modes) of awareness. These
include:

Visual (pictures, sights, images)
Auditory (sounds, noise, music, etc.)
Kin esthetics (sensations, feelings)
Olfactory (smells)
Gustatory (tastes)

We summarize these sensory modalities as the VAK (visual,
auditory, kinesthetic). The VAK comprises the basic components of
"thought" or our representation systems (RS) by which we repre-
sent (literally, re-present) information. These representations
comprise the language of our bicHComputer and so by using these
representational systems we not only re-present information to
ourselves but program ourselves.

Figure 2.1

Tite Representational Systems Of Moduli tic* And Subrtindntitics

Modalities; Subjnodalities:

V —
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auditory tonal (sounds, music)

auditory digital (words)

kinesthctic or btxiily sensations

visceral (put sanitations)

tactile (touch)

mela (= emotions]

olfactory

gustatory

Within each modality
we have the qualities

or finer distinction
that cue the body.

informing it how to feel

or respond-

Since we experience "awareness" via these sensory components,
treating the VAK or RS as our programming language gives us a
way to understand, model, and transform experience. Bateson
noted (in his Introduction to The Structure Of Magic), with both
surprise and regret, the genius of Bandler and Grinder to pick
something as simple as the senses to use as the core components
of human representation.

Bandler and Grinder constructed the NIP model of "mind,"
"personality," "experience", etc., using the VAK as a notational
system. In doing this they provided a simple, yet profound, way
for describing with precision our subjective internal experience.
I'rior to this, "introspection" had always failed Lo produce any
accurate, useful, or legitimate approach. Even though modern
psychology, beginning in the 1880s with Wundt's introspective
method, sought to identify the "table of elements" in thought,
with a precise language, such introspection proved unwieldy and
ultimately untrustworthy.

With the introduction of the notion that sensory systems comprise
the elemental components of thought, NLP provides a precise
language for describing and manipulating the introspective world
inside consciousness. This new precise "language of the mind"
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a!so provides a way to describe the processes (aT strategies-
"sequences of representations") that we use in our minds-and-
bodies to create our programs that make up out unique models of
the world.

Thus, "in the eye of the mind" we make "sense" by using our see,
hear, smell, and taste senses to code information, whether past
experiences (memory) or imagined experiences. Each sensory
modality provides us with an additional language of the mind.
Beyond them, at a meta-level, lie the symbolic systems for repre-
sentation and coding. This obviously includes language, along
with math, music, poetry, proverbs, stories, etc. Each modality
provides additional avenues for coding and representing struc-
tural information or programs.

The domain nf submodaiities refers to the tfuai&ies of our RS
which allow us to speak with even more precision and specificity
about the contents of our thoughts. What significance dots this
have? Tt essentially provides the finer coding (or encoding) for the
"mind." Through these finer distinctions we gel to the very struc-
ture or process of the thinking that "programs" human neurology
for feelings, reflexes, behaviors, speech, skills, etc. So, in addition
to the forms of cognition (VAK and Aj), N i l ' relies upon
sub modalities to specify differences.

Paradoxically, however, to recognize, detect, and observe
SUbmodaHtieS, you have to "go meta." You have to step back from
your sights, sounds, sensations, etc. (the VAK} and notice them. Do
I have this ended in color or as a black-and-white picture? I low
high or low do I have the sound volume? What tone and lempo
encode tliis awareness of the sound?

This means that, while the finer distinctions of the VAK occurs
within the mode of awareness, to observe such, we have to "go
meta" [above or beyond) the representation. Then, from there, we
can make alterations and transformations in the coding. This
differs from the traditional Nil.[' explanation. Tor a fuller descrip-
tion and understanding, see Hall and Bodenhanier (IW9, The
Structure Of Excellence),
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Some of these qualities and characteristics of the RS function in a
way similar to die off/on switches of 0 and 1 in a computer (thus
offering digital distinctions). Through awareness ;ind recognition
of sub modalities we can make distinctions between closely
related, but different, experiences. What codes the difference, for
example, between thinking about a fearful event and experiencing it
as such? Traditional psychology has spent decades coming up with
"explanations." Unfinished traumatic memories, weak ego
strength, too many dysfunctional defense mechanisms, an
undeveloped psycho-sexual or psycho-social stage, etc.

The developers of NLP asked a different question, "How do each
of these experiences work?" From that they came up with a very
different conclusion. To merely think about experience, one simply
needs to code it from a second perceptual position, from a
spectator's point of view, as if watching a movie. To freak out and
go into hysterical emotional reactions one simply needs to step into
the movie and "be there." Stop out and it changes. Step in and it
changes. Off. On. The secret lies in the coding. We don't need more
explanations.

Figure 22

Specific Qualities And Distinctions hi Each Representational System

Visual:
location of images
distance
snapshot or movie {fttill or
moving)
number of ima^e*
bordered or panoramic
color or black-mid -white
shape

size
hori/vfintal and vertical
perspective
assotiated or dissociated
3Oor flat(2Dl
brightness (from dull ti>
bright)
foreground and background
contrast

Auditory:
• location of sounds
• distance
• number of sound sources
• kind of sound (music, noise,

voice)
• whose voice

tone
volume (from low to high)
quality (clarity, intelligi-
bility or lack thereof)
pitch (from kw to high)
melody.



Kineifthetic:
• location of sensations i
• what sensations i
• still ormoving t
• pressure I
• area and extent i

* intensity
* temperature
t moisture
I texture
» rhythm

And in the auditory digital system of language:
• locntion of words • oFsdf and /or of others
• sensory based or eval native • current in da ted -
• simple or complex

Processing Levels

NLP Operates not only as a model, but also as a niodel-about-models,
as illustrated in Figure 2.3.

NeorologicaHy, WC first map the territory of the world as we
generate non-language representations using our sensory
channels (the VAK). These neurological representation? exist at a
level below, or prior to, words. Then, tu think about those RS, we
map at a higher level. We make a linguistic map by using words,
symbols, metaphors, etc. Language: functions as signals about
signals—a meta-level.

Within the level of modalities, we have the domain that we have
come lo know as submodolities. This term, "siifcmodalities,"
however offers a mislabeling. These discrete facets of the VAK do
not actually exist at a lower logical level ("sub") to the modalities.
They acLually comprise the features and characteristics within the
representation. And yet this set of distinctions (submodalities)
does explain and govern much of "the magic" that occurs in many
ol the NLP patterns. In applying submodalities, we make finer
distinctions about the coding of an experience, and that, in turn,
leads to greater precision ill designing strategies and working with
subjective experiences.

Finally, at the top level of the figure, note the meta-modality of
language. This describes nur sixth sense inasmuch us by language
we talk abaut our senses; the meanings we attribute to what we
see, hear, and feel.
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Figure 2.3

The NLP "information Processing" Model

More Abstractive l^ansuage (the Milton Model}

i t
Linguistics (a meto-Wel si

Evaluative Language

Sensury Language
MODALITIES

Sensory Based Representations

Visual / Auditory / KinestMic / Olractury / Gustatory Representations
Submodtilities

(Specific Qualities within Each Representslional System)

Higher Information Processing Levels

Above the neurologicEil and language R5, we have an area noted
in Figure 2.3 as the meta-level,

''Meta" (a key word) refers to something "above" or "beyond"
something else. When something stands in a meta relationship to
something else, it exists at a higher logical level and refers to, on
stands as "about", a lower level.

When we move up the continuum on the figure, we find the vieta-
hivl phenomena: beliefs, values, criteria, t'rames, presuppositions,
metaphors, narrative, etc Here we have also developed meta-
levef technologies: Time-line patterns, the V-K dissociation,
ecology checks, Milton-model (hypnosis). Core Transformation,
Meta-belief change work, Keframing, etc.

At the primary level, thoughts induce states. The coding (and sub-
qualities of the KS code) of sights, sounds, and sensations moves
us into a mind-hndy state of consciousness. Ihis continues as we
move up Lhe scale. When we turn our states reflexively upon
other slates, we create and experience states-about-states (lear of
fear, calmness about anger, joy about learning, love about loving,
etc.). Hall (1995) designated these sta tes-about-sta les as Meta-
states.
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The Meta-states model {1995) makes even more explicit these
internal processes thai occur at these higher levels. We have long
known that phenomena at Lhese higher logical levels drive and
control the lower levels (i,e,, "primary stales"). The Meta-statcs
model ma kes this explicit and shows howT i t works. So we have pul
it at the higher levels, above the level of the RS,

Logical Levels Of States

A primary state refers to a state such as those that involve primary
emotions (fear, anger, joy, I ust, relaxation, pleasure, disgust, etc.). A
Me la-state, by contrast, refers to those slates that contain dioughts-
and-emotions about a primary state: anger at one's fear, guilt
about one's anger, feeling upset about one's disgust, fear of one's
fear, depression abuut one's fear, etc.

States-about-states (Meta-states) explains the critical importance of
the unconscious frames that govern our presuppositionaJ lives. It
also explicitly details Hateson's insights about meta-levels, Batesnn
argued that we can discern meaning not only via the words or
syntax of a structure, but by considering the larger contexts within
which the words and syntax occur. This explains how Meta-state
technology can have such pervasive and. generative effects in
change work.

The Meta-states model explains many of the so-called "failures"
which some people have experienced with NLR Essentially, they
have worked with a meta-level experience or phenomena using
primary state technology. For instance, to test kinesthetic
anchoring (see the Anchoring Pattern), one might have a person
access a state involving meta-levels rather than primary levels and
set a sensory-based (YAK) anchor for resilience, proactivity, self-
esteem. One might then fire off the anchor at a later time and,
finding it would not re-access that state, one might then conclude
that "NLP does not work."

Meta-level theory explains that, while we can anchor primary
states with sights, sounds, and. sensations (VAK), Meta-states need
•i !ueta-mecimnism (like language, higher level linguistics, symbols,
etc.) in order to anchor such experiences- After all, self-reflexi\ e
consciousness operates at a meta-level to the basic modalities
level.
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The Meta-states model distinguishes between primary and meta-
sUtes Primary states (e,g., fear, anger, etc.) generally refer to the
territory beyond our skin. We use such states to cope and master
things. Meta-states deal with high level abstractions: self, time-
space, morality (good/bad; right/wrong), relationships, values,
beliefs, emotions, etc. Meta-states inherently involve recursive,
self-reflexive consciousness which enables us to reflect on our
thinking (i.e,, meta-think), feel about our feelings {meta-emote),
talk about our la Ik (meta-communicate), etc.

Primary level anchors set up a neurological "learning" whereby
outside stimuli condition our response. Anchors, as conditional
stimuli, function as NLP's user-friendly version of classical condi-
tioning. We anchor content.

When we set an anchor at a meta-level (the Learning II level), we
anchor the method of how we process the learning context, rather
than the learning itself- Bateson designated these anchors as
"context markers" (trigger, suggestion, weird, etc). They identify
the frame of reference under which we operate lhese access the
context, which triggers a different kind of processing. Here we
have meta-anchors.

Words generally comprise these context markers or meta-level
anchors. We can include (as meta-level anchors) most evaluative
terms, terms about classes and categories, complex equivalences,
meta-frames about meanings, cause-effect terms, meta-progroms
that refer to one's meta-processing level, etc- Anchors that contain
a meta-level within them involve the auditory-digital representa-
tion system- (Do you find many of these terms new and strange?
They make up other facets of the NLP model that we will gradu-
ally define as we progress!)
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The Mechanisms Of Change
Understanding How The "Mtigk." Works

Given this model of human functioning and patterning, how do
we explain "change," transformation, pathology, renewal, etc?
How do the human technologies incorporated in the trmsformatfan
patterns work? How doe;; this technology function to effect change
and transformation in human affairs?

First, the transformation technology functions as all Cognitive-
Befmnorat psychology models function—by the cognitive-emotwe
mechanism of representation. We don't operate on the world directly,
but indirectly, through our maps of the world. MJ 1 combines the
best of the cognitive movement and the best of the behavioral
movement. Written with a hyphen, cognitive-behaviom] recognizes
that both factors operate ill our mind-bodies as an interactive
system. This model incorporates the best also from the neuro-
linguistics of General Semantics and from the family system
model of the MR1 (Mental Research Institute) that generated the
Solution-Oriented Brief Iherapy model All of the explanatory
mechanisms that one finds in those domains, apply here.
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As a cognitive-behavioral model, we begin with the post-modern
reLOgnilion of constructivism. "Hits means that the internal repre-
sentations we have of the world—we have constructed and store
in our nervous system, fhe human experience involves creating
internal representational maps of the territory.

Thus, as we process, code, and construct our internal mt)del(s) oi'
the world (our cognitive-emotional schema & or paradigms) we
experience, feel, communicate, and behave. Our sense and experi-
ence of reality come from our maps u/reality. Therefore, when we
change our maps—we change our reality I his summarizes the
basis of human transformation.

As a meta-psychology model, NLJ1 began by exploring how
human programming (learning; conditioning, experiencing) gets
coded at the neuro-mental (or neuxo-linguistic) level As a result,
NTLP generated a working pattern of the structure of human subjec-
tivity.

Korzybski (1941/1^4) noted thai in the process of "abstracting"
infnrmation from the world—we make a map of reality. He
formulated the now-classic map-territory distinction, "The map is
not the territory," He alsu noted that, if our map has a similar
correspondence (the correspondence theory of truth) or a useful-
ness so that it leads us to the places we want to go (the pragmatic
theory of truth}, then, as a map, we can work effectively from it. If
it meets neither of these criteria, then it functions as a "problem"
to us and needs changing, updating, or deleting!

MLP, incorporating Chomsky's transformational or generative
grammar, formulates a map-making model using three "model ing
processes/' These include deletion, generalization, and distor-
tion, which refer to the fact that, as we handle the billions of bytes
of information per second striking our nervous system, we delete
most of this information, generalize a good bit of it, and distort the
rest of it. As a result of our abstracting via these processes, we
create a paradigm. We model the world, and then use our nervous
system and "mental" constructs to navigate our way through life.

As such, we then recognize that cognitive-behavioral mechanisms
ultimately mediate our experiences. We create our reality through
our perceptions. This map of the territory differs radically from the
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territory itself. If our experience of reality seems moist limited,
problematic—then the problem lies in our paradigm, not in the
world. Thus it becomes a case, not of the world's existing as too
limited and impoverished, but that our map of the world suffers
from impoverishment.

Our neuro-hnguislks thus describe the central mechanism that
mediates our experiences. When we change our neuro-linguistu-
structure (how we use our languages of the mind and our physi-
ology), we change our reality and our experience-
On To The Patterns Of Human Technology Or Magic

Understanding how we use the representational systems and their
submodalities and how they put us into mind-body states (neuro-
linguistic stales}, and how we all model the world using the
processes of deletion, generalization, and distortion, we can now
track down the patterns that create our subjective experiences.
Such "strategy" analysis allows us to effectively work with subjec-
tive experiences.

Using cues to neunvprocessing such as eye accessing cues
(Appendix A), linguistic markers, non-verbal calibration, physi-
ology, etc., we can obtain the person's internal formula, program,
or strategy that runs their experiences. This formula gives us an
inside track to the structure of their subjective pain and distress.

The NLP model does not consider people broken, only their maps'.
People work perfectly Well NLP operates from, the same premise
that has become a password in Narrative Therapy:

"The pL'ratin is not the problem;
the problem is the prahleml"

Pathology occurs in our neuro-linguistic maps 0/ the territory.
Operating trom poor and impoverished maps results in impover-
ished and limited ways of living, thinking, feeling, relating,
behaving, etc.

The change process then requires another set of patterns by which
we can disrupt old patterns and. co-create new, more effective
patterns. Patterns, as step-by-step processes, can help people bring
about their transformation.

Enough explanation and theory—on to the patterns! Tn the pages
thai follow, you wili find pattern after pattern for effectively
working with human maps. Each pattern has a brief description of
the concept, and sometimes an explanation, and sometimes
additional information about the source of the pattern.

We have written each pattern as a step-by-step process. From time
to time we have even written some of the language in script form.
We did it this way intentionally. We wanted to provide enough
content so that even those unfamiliar with a pattern could
immediately use it knowledgeably. We also wanted to avoid
reducing the patterns to mere outline form, assuming your
acquaintance and memory, choosing instead to present them as
well-constructed, complete and effective change pieces.

Structural Outline Format

In this book we have sorted "problems" (i.e., challenges, difficul-
ties) into the following categories. We have provided this classifi-
cation of types or kinds of "issues" so thai the reader can use them to
more effectively choose, work with, and apply the various NLP
patterns. This categorization thus provides a way to sort and
separate "problems." In choosing to organize the NLP patterns in
this way, we have used this category list as the organizational
structure for the following chapters. Thus, we can think about
human difficulties falling into the following areas:

• Parts—suffering from two or more "integral parts" in
conflict

• Identity—suffering from having one's sense of self in
distress

• States—experiencing problematic, unresourceful and/or
emotional states of consciousness

• Language—experiencing cognitive errors in self-talk and
languaging oneself in negative and. distressful ways

• Thinking Styles—suffering from cognitive and percep-
tual distortions or simpW inappropriate meta-
prog rams

• Meanings—suffering from limiting beliefs and dimin-
ished meanings

• Strategies—suffering from not knowing how to engender
a piece of desired behavior (micro- and macro-
behavior)
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We offer this purely arbitrary system simply as a way to manage
a-nd chunk the following material. Obviously, a person may suffer
I mm incongruity when one part of the self wants to play during
work time and work when it is lime to play. We could also frame
this as a person struggling with beliefs about such conflicts and
what this implies about their identity, the states they get into, etc.
Each represents a constructedJTRWC of'reference and therefore neither
exists as more "real" or "true" than the cither. Each, has different
degrees of usefulness.

Further, we do not think of these categories as exclusive ones.
They merely offer us one way to sort out human difficulties and
Ihe factors that prevent us from experiencing our full potential. We
have sorted them in this way simply so that we may address them
with various patterns in the MLP arsenal of techniques. Thus, if a
particular pattern does not shift a "problem/1 simply go to another
category that may allow you to construct the "problem" in a
different way, and see if the technologies there will allow you lo
transform it.

Figure 2.5
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This diagram enables us to think about a "problem" in terms of
waving from present state to desired state. This dtrordingly allows
us to analyze the "problem", first in terms of how we currently
experience it, think about it, feel it, the strategies and internal
re presentations that comprise it, etc. (present state analysis). We
can then move our consciousness to consider the desired state thai
we want to achieve and similarly analyze it.

Doing this analysis Lhen raises resource questions—questions
about how we moot from one state to another and how we create
bridges between them.

• What resources do we need to move from present state tn
desired state?

• What human technologies within the NLP model will assist
us in moving from present state to desired state?

• What internal representations, sub modalities, meta-
pnograms, strategies, etc. will assist with this?

And now, the patterns.



Part Two

NLP Patterns

The incantations For Transformation And Growth

(The SauTcebook)



Chapter 3

The Basic Patterns

Patterns For Running Other Patterns
(Meta-Pattems)

Ha ving examined the NLP Model in chapter 2, you have just about
everything you need to use lhe NLP transformation patterns that
you will find in this book, "just about," however, implies that ynu
will need to add a couple more pieces before getting out your
magic wand and using this book as a sourcebook ot incantations
for growth and change.

On previous pages, we introduced the concept of logical levels.
This leads to a crucial distinction in human experience between
content and process. lrurther, because this distinction plays such
a crucial role in what follows, we thought il best lo offer some
additional explanations regarding it before turning you loose.

Content describes the what and the details. It refers to both the
juicy details about what someone did, when, where, and with
whom, and also includes the boring details. It generally describes
the primary (and snmetimes the sole) place upon which most
helping models focus.

Process, by way of contrast, refers lo how something operates, to
its struct are. And, as a model about models, NLP adds a whole
new and higher dimension—it focuses primarily on process.

In the area of con ten t, people want hi know detail upon detail of
all the facets that make up an experience:

• When did that terrible thing happen to you?
• By whom?
• And how did you feel about that?
• And what else?



In some therapies, practitioners even believe that if you go over
and over and over the details enough—eventually people will get
over the hurL (Yes, they may eventually become desensitized to it,
or jus I plain bored!! Of course, sometimes going over it again and
again only reinforces the generalisations made in and from the
traumatic event, thus reinforcing the problem. Every visit to the
therapist only deepens the pi V.

in NLP, we don't do that.

In NLP, we want to know about the process of an experience in
terms of its structure, not specific details. Handler has said,
"Therapists are far too nosey—far too nosey." To discover the
structure, we have to go meta, to a higher level, and, from that
m eta-position, look at the structure of the representations, the
submodality qualities and distinctions, the conclusions and
abstractions that die person made about the experience, etc. And
this explains the power of this model to change things so quickly
and thoroughly.

We can think of word processing on a computer as fairly compa-
rable to human processing structure. Suppose you wanted to
change a letter or document that you typed using a particular
software for word processing. Now suppose you decided you
didn't want the text to start on the first line of every page, but
several lines down. How could you change that? You could go in
and then, page after page, you could make that content change at
each specific location in the document. Or, you could forget about
the text itself, and instead go to a "Format Menu." Then from there
you could type in a command that would, in effect, change the
entire document for you. At this higher level, in one fell swoop,
vou would change everything. Working on the change in this way
makes a transformation at a structural level.

Kurther, when we transform a program at a meta-level, we create
pervasive, system-wide changes. NLF seeks tu do precisely this
regarding kujuau texts that tell our stories and plot our futures.

Programs Ta Run Programs

In a later chapter we will introduce the NT,P Meta-programs.
These higher level programs function in human consciousness
much like an operating system functions irt a computer. They run
our style of perceiving, sorting for information, and processing
data. When we change one of them, we often create pervasive
change over our entire mind-body system.

The same tends to happen with these first NLP meta-pattems. We
introduce them here because they exist as more than just specific
transformation patterns. They essentially give us the ability to use
this model and to apply the technology to a wide range of things,
A therapist would need them in working with a client. So would a
manager in working with and through the people in his or her
organization. And so would a parent, a salesperson, or anyone
working in the context of self or other people.

The Urst Meta-Pattem

Where do we begin? Where should a therapist begin with a client?
Or a manager with the people he/she oversees and manages? hi
NLP, we begin "with the end in mind"—with the outcome that we
desire to attain. So we typically ask ourselves or another:

• "What do you want?"
• "If you didn't have your difficulty, what would you like to

have instead?"
• "Where du you want to go upon getting to your destina-

tion?"

Before introducing specific transformation patterns, we need to
know what we, or other persona, want, what desired outcome we
should go tor. We begin then with the concept and the meta-
pattern of" weH-for?ned objectives or outcomes. After that we will
present other meta-patterns needed to engage someone in the
transformational process itself.



#1 Well-formed Outcomes

Concept A primary characteristic of the cognitive-b^hfivinral
psychology model lies in its hands-on, experiential approach as
well as its directness. This contrast with the indirect and non-
directive style of Rogerian and Psychoanalytic schools. From
Erickson's direct hypnotic approach, to the co-created directed-
ness of Solution-focused Brief therapy, tu the coaching style in
NLP for "running your own brain/' and the confrontational
approach in REBT of arguing against and training a person to
stand up to irrational cognitive distortions, all of these models
operate with an tyv on the desired outcome.

In other words, these models of human functioning operate from
a highly intentumd state with a constant view of the objective or
outcome. They focus on questioning such as:

"What would you like to accomplish today?"
"How can I assist you in dealing with this difficulty?"
"If a miracle happened tonight, and tomorrow you didn't
have the problem, how would you know?"
'What would let you know?"

NLP offers a model tor developing Well-Formed Outcomes,
Inasmuch as this process functions as a pattern itself—we intro-
duce it as the first pattern, actually a meta-pattcni. This pattern
uses the criteria of well-formedness to create effective goals that
motivate and empower because we have formed them welt. We
have structured them so that, by their very design and make-up,
they pull us into our future, fit our criteria and the form for effec-
tive goal fulfilment.

WetS-fonnedness in Desired Outcomes

On the surface, "setting goals" sounds like an easy and simple
thing to do. Yet the fact that most people have great difficulty with
goal-setting and goal fulfillment suggest otherwise. It suggests
that the process of moving from one's present state to some
desired state involves more complexity than appears on the
surface.

In this pattern for Well-Formed Outcomes, we have identified the
key factors that enable us to identify what we want \md to
organize our responses so that we can take definite and positive
steps to make our desires and hopes real. This pattern also
provides an informed way to work with someone in assisting and
facilitating their process of attaining desired objectives. This
pattern engages others (clients, customers, Mends, children, etc.)
in a response-able way by taking their words and concerns a I face-
value and helping them to map their goals more intelligently.

L.sing this model as a map for designing goats with others enables us
to bypass many of the problems that traditionally arise in helping
situations. Namely, that some people:

• 1 Jon' i really want to change
• Don't feel ready to change
• Fear change, etc.

Further, using these criteria, we can engage in goal-focused
conversations in business, personal relationships, and therapy.
This creates a new orientation for all involved—a solution-
oriented focus.

Key Criteria That Make An Outcome Well-formed

1. State it in the positive. Specifically describe what you want.
Avoid writing goals that describe what you do not want. "1 do
not want to be judgmental." Negation ("not") in the mind evokes
what it seeks to negate. "Don't think about Elvis Presley."
"Don't think about using your wisdom to live life more
graciously." Rather, describe what you do want. "If you don't
have this pmblem occurring, what will you have occurring?"
"If we had a video-recording of your goal, what would we see
and hear?"

2. State what you can do—what lies zvithin your area of
control or response. If you write something like, "T want others
to like me/' you have not written anything that you can do.
Consequently, that goal will disempower you! State tilings that
you can initiate and maintain, things within your response-
ableness. What specific actions could you take this week to
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dther reduce your difficulty or to eliminate it altogether? What
one thing could you do today that would movi> you in that
direction?

3. Coiitextualize. Define and emphasize the specific environ-
ment, context, and situation needed to reach your goal* Don't
write, "I want to lose weight." State specifically how much
weight you wish to lose, e.g,, ten pounds within two months.
This gives your brain information about what to do! Identify
the place, environment, relationship, time, space, etc., for this
new way of think ing-feel ing, behaving, talking, and so on.
Finally, "Where don't you want this behavior?"

4. State in sensory based words. Describe specifically and
precisely what someone would see, hear, and fuel. Whenever
you use an abstract or vague word, specify the behaviors that
someone could video-tape. Not "I want to become charismatic
in relating to people" but, "I want lo smile, warmly greet
people with a handshake and use their name..." Asking for see-
hear-feel language, over and over, eventually re-trains us to
think in terms of behavioral evidences. This makes our goals
more real and less abstract or vague.

5. State in bite-size steps and stages. Chunk the outcomes
down to a size that becomes do-able. Otherwise the goal could
become over whelming. Not, "I will write a bonk" but, "I will
write two pages every day." Not, "I wiJl lose fifty pounds," but,
"1 will eat ten fewer bites per meal!"

6. Load up your description ivith resources. What resources
will you need in order to make ynur dream a reality? More
confidence in your ability to speak in public? Then write that as
a sub-goal. As you think about living out this new objective In
the next few weeks, what other resources do you need? What
about assertiveness, resilience, confidence, the ability te took up
information and check out things for yourself, reality testing,
etc.?

7. Check for ecology. Does this goal fit in with all of your other
goals, values, and overall functioning? Do any "parts" of self
object to this desired outcome? Go inside and check to see if this
goal is acceptable to all the parts of self.

8. Specify evidence for fulfillment. How will you know, in
addition to the previous criteria, when you have reached your
goal? Make sure you have specific evidence for this.

Using these criteria, either with self or with others, provides a way
to quality-check our objectives. This enables us to form our desired
outcomes so that we code and map them in a well-formed way
about the future we want to create. Smart goal-setting will take us
where we desire to go.

Well-
Formed ness
In
Desired
Outcomes

State it in the positive
State what you can do
Contextualize
State in sensory-based words
State in bite-size steps and stages
Load up your description with resources
Check for ecology
Specify evidence for fulfillment

#2 Pacing Or Matching Another's Model Of The World

Concept. Pacing or matching another's model of the world
describes the second meta-pattern technique. "Pacing" refers to
the process of matdiiu% another person's words, values, beliefs,
posture, breathing, and other facets of ongoing experience.

Pacing or matching a person's behaviors describes the structure of
what we call "empathy" or "rapport," In other words, as we enter
into the other's conceptual mental-emotional world, and use their
language, value words, frames of reference, etc., we take on their
way of thinking and feeling about the world—their model of the
world. We thereby take "second perceptual position," and this
matches their "reality."

Reflecting back to another person his or her own map of reality
communicates our understanding, confirmation, and empathy.
Bandler and Grinder (1975, 1976) noted that most people use a
favored representational system (YAK). As we listen for the predi-
cates people use in these categories, and use them in our commu-
nications, we linguistically pace (or match) others' reality. This
creates "a yellow brick road" right to their heart.
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If someone says, "The way 1 see things right now, I can only see
things getting worse and that makes me fiet'l really bad.../' we
tvoiild use similar visual and emotional terms. To say, "I h^ar what
you're saying" shifts to the auditory channel and fails to pace the
person. To say, "It looks like things have turned dark in your
world..." would fit

Because pacing represents such powerful technology, you can find
books devoted to creating rapport—learning how to improve your
awareness of, calibration to, and reflection buck of, the responses
of another person.

#3 Calibration To Someone's State

Concept, Calibration refers to using our sensory awareness to
develop an intense focus that allows us to detect another's mental-
emotional state, mood, experience, etc. Calibrating a machine
refers to learning fts unique responses and gauging it. Calibrating
to another human being entails learning to use sensor}- awareness
(eyes, ears, skin, and other sensory receptors open and inputting!),
to recognize the unique facets of another's experiences as he or she
processes information, goes in and out of stales, etc.

Bandier and Grinder (197ft) identified eye accessing cue patterns as
one key set of responses to pay attention to. F.ye accessing cues
refer to a person's eye movements as he or she "thinks," processes
information, "goes inside" to make meaning of words or referents,
etc

As a general pattern, the majority of people move their eyes up to
visualize, 'liiey move their eyes laterally (side to side) when inter-
nally hearing and talking in self-dialogue. And they move their
eyes downward when accessing feelings. Further, given the
existence of the right and left hemispheres, a normally right-
handed person will look up and to their left when remembering
visually, laterally to their left when remembering auditurially or in
words, and down and over to their left when remembering highly
valued feelings, (For a diagram of this, see Appendix A).
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Similarly, a righ(.-handed person will normally Umk up and to their
right to create imagined pictures, laterally over to their right to
construct sounds, music, and words, and down and right to access
normal feelings and constructed feelings. Treat these accessing
patterns as generalizations and always calibrate to the unique
person with whom ynu communicate. Cerebral ly reversed people
wTill remember and construct experiences in an opposite way.

Eye accessing cues then provide us with some indication AS to
which representation system (US) a person may access while
thinking- We can also calibrate to other neurological signs such as
breathing, muscle tone, physiology, skin color, etc, AJJ of the early
[1970 and 1980} N 1.1'books provide a great deal of detailed infor-
mation on calibration and pacing.

Calibration plays a crucial role in communication, teaching, and
psychotherapy, because every person has his or her own unique
way of experiencing and responding. One imporLant area for
calibration involves detecting when a person agrees or disagrees
with us. Can you tell? Some people respond in obvious ways that
leaves no doubt, others in less obvious ways. Some people show
only the most minute changes to indicate "Yes, 1 am with you," or
"No, I do not follow or agree." (For an exercise on calibration to
"agree"/"disagree" see Appendix H).

#4 Checking The Ecology Of A Pattern

Concept. The human technology of running a "reality check" and
an "ecology check" on our thoughts-emotions, experiences, states,
beliefs and value hierarchy offers a pattern that operates at a
higher logical level than content. This phrase "checking ecology"
refers to "going above or beyond" (meta) our current experience
(or someone else's) and asking about it

• Does this state, belief, idea, feeling, etc, serve you well?
• Does it enhance your life or limit you in some way?
• Would you like to change this programmed way of thinking,

feeling, behaving?
• Does tliis way of functioning empower you over the long

run?
• Will this make you more, or less, effective?
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Moving to a mcta-position, or a meta-levd of observation, and
evaluating the overall effect of a belief, behavior, or response
enables vis to "evaluate our evaluations." 'Ihis gives us the
technology to do a reality ch#k on every pattern. And in so doing
we have a way to keep our lives balanced within all of the contexts
and systems in which we live.

Human consciousness operates as a mind-body system of interac-
tive parts- All of the component pieces interact. So when we influ-
ence one component in the system, this usually has repercussions
on the other components. Consequently, this pattern for checking
ecology focuses on making sure that a proposed change or new
behavior will operate productively and take into consideration all
of OUT outcomes and values.

After all, un-ecological change will either not hist or it might even
create conflicts or more problems. So if we do not take Into consid-
eration the overall impact of changes, we can create change that
may look really good on one level, but on another, invite disas-
trous effects

Various Ecology Frames Exist In NLF

• Conflicting outcomes suggest that, when a person doesn't
obtain a desired change, this occurs because he or she has
good reasons for not achieving those changes. To achieve a
goal without first taking care oi conflicting outcomes may
create harm. With this pattern we can check for ecology.

• Present state outcomes assume that every behavior /response
has some useful function. Since this function will work in a
unique way for each person, it becomes important to
identity and preserve this function when making a change.
So we ask, "What will 1 (or you) lose wi th this change, belief,
or behavior?"

• Questionable presuppositions imply that sometimes change
does not occur because it does not fit with either the person's
external or internal reality. When we want to change
something, we should also examine the presuppositions
behind that desire. Frequently people ask for motivation to
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get more done, when what they really need may involve a
better way to decide wViether they should do the thing in the
first place.

Ecology Checks to Make

• Incangrucnce. IDo we (or others) respond congruently when
thinking about making a change? Watch and listen for incon-
gruent responses as the person describes or experiences the
desired outcome.. H" he or she responds incongruently, men
explore one of the following three questions:

a) Do we (or they) have one or more parts expressing
conflicting outcomes?

b) Do we (or they) have a conflicting part that continues to
play an active role when we inquire about the desired
outcome?

c) Do we have sufficient sensory acuity to detect the incon-
gruence?

• Forecast possible problems. JJWhat problems could arise by the
proposed change? Will it get the wanted outcome? What will
the person lose by getting the behavior?" (Any gain always
involves some loss, even though minor.)

• Deletions. As we gather information, check for anything not
mentioned. Have we considered the internal responses,
processing, and external behaviors of all other relevant
people with respect to the proposed change?

The Pattern

1, Invite the person to step buck or up. Upon identifying any
thought, representation, belief, value, pattern, experience, state,
etc, step back and think about (meta} that experience. "And as
you think about..."
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2. Invite an evaluation. ",.,and you can notice if it serves you well
or not, whether it limits or enhances your life, if every part of
yourself finds it useful or unuscful,.." "Does this empower or
limit me?" "Does it expand and open up more choices, or create
new and different limitations?"

#5 Flexibility Of Responses

Concept. This meta-Ievd skill, or pattern, involves cultivating
within ourselves (or others) more flexibility in responding.
Contrast with the opposite—rigidity of response. This means that
we constantly check the ongoing and current outcomes. When we
discover a set of responses that we do not wanL, we "do something
different.* In so doing, we operate from the basic NLP
Communication Guideline Principle:

77ii> me&nbtg of our communication
lies in the response we get —

regardless of our intention.

So when we discover that the response we receive differs from the
response we want, we shift the triggers and stimuli that we offer.
If we keep offering the same stimulus, time after time, we will get
the same respoitses —and more of them!

The NLP model encourages our development of flexibility by
presenting the realization that each person operates out of hts or
her own model of i-he world. And, however it works, it works. It
may not work well. It may not work to achieve what the person
wants, but it works.

rCLP does not operate from a dosed-system and rigid model that
"human nature" is "the same" in all humans. Rather, NLP views
each person as operating with and from a unique and idiosyn-
cratic set of patterns. Depending upon how a person has
constructed his or her reality, his or her responses make sense in that
construction.

We thus begin by discovering and calibrating to that "reality" SO
that wre can figure out how that particular system of meaning
works. Once we have done the work ot calibrating and pacing, we
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ask the person to run an ecology check on their system. This
allows ihem to discover and determine if their system of thoughts,
beliefs, values, and programs works to enhance their life, or not.
Obviously, this helps us to engage another person without imposing
our beliefs, values, perceptions, etc. And in this process, it encour-
ages active involvement, motivation, ownership, responsibility,
etc. Overall, it makes for a respectful way to interact with others.

Our own flexibility develops as we recognize that everybody
operates from a map of reality, that we all navigate and make
decisions based on our maps, that most of our maps come from
early childhood, and became installed through cultural, family,
educational, religious osmosis—and that we humans typically do nut
know that our maps "are" not real in an external way' We typically
grow up not questioning our thinking. Rather, we just assume that
if we "think" something —it must "be" real! ("I think— therefore I
am.")

To the extent then that we betiem in our beliefs, we have little flexi-
bility. To the extent that we question our beliefs and recognise them
as mental constructs (and inherently fallible), we develop greater
flexibility and tentativeness. (By "the way, both believing and
questioning our beliefs describes a meta-state construction which
we will present more fully later.)

The Focus Of Tfie Meh\-Pattertt$

In one sentence, the primary goal-directed focus of the NLP model
involves moping a person from a present slate to some solution state hj
clarifying the difficulty and bringing various resources to bear iliat will
move him/lierfrom the present state to the outcome state.

This fix:us makes the enure process of applied human technology
solution-oriented and resource-oriented. While problem origin,
facets, and nature play an initial role in the process, we do not
believe that we have to know the source of a problem to solve iL
In fact, to develop too much of a problem consciousness tends to
reinforce the problem causing us to focus on it. Rather than
psycho-archaeology as we mentioned earlier (Handler, 1975), we
shift to 3 more positive solution outcome focus.



I his outcome focus underscores the importance of bi-coming dear
about our objectives and goals and the criteria Lhat enable us to
design well-fnrmed solutions. It underscores the importance of
thinking in lerms of resources for bridging the gap:

• What resources do you need to reach your goal?
• What resources have you lacked that prevented you from

moving there?

Overall, this approach creates a here-and-now focus so that what
we do todav, and huw in this moment we use our "past" or our
"future", how we map out reality, how much responsibility we
assume, etc., become the primary concern.

#6 Stttte Ettcitatim

Concept, One of the most crucial NLP skills involves the ability to
effectively evoke responses, experiences, memories, etc., from
ourselves or another. Ey eliciting states, beliefs, RS, submodalities
resources, etc., from self or other, we can discover the form of an
experience. TTus, in turn, allows us to replicate it (e.g., in terms of
motivation, creativity, resilience, etc.). We do not have to observe
blankly such resources, merely wishing that we could access them
too. Via eliciting, we can discover and model internal programs,
Elicitatiun can also transform experiences by replacing old diffi-
culties with new resources, I his transformation plays a crucial role
in effective communicating, persuading, and motivating.

During elidtation, people will essentially "go inside" their
"memory" to the internalized referents Lhat they have stored. Eye
accessing cues will provide some indication of their VAK
processing- When a person takes an internal trip, give them time
to process. Tf we talk during their TDS (transderivational search),
it may interrupt the process.
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The Pattern

1. Mow to an uptime state. Open up all of your sense receptors so
that you can input all of the sights, sounds, sensations, etc.,
presented, ("Uptime" refers to adopting an "up", or alert,
orientation to the external world),

2. Assist the person in accessing the state. Think about a time
when you felt..." (then name the state, e.g., confident, creative,
honest, forthright, in love, etc.). HlidLing the structure without
the person's having entered into that state reduces our explo-
ration so that the person just talks about it rather than re-experi-
ences it. Lack of accessing the state removes the person one
level from the experience itself and will result in more of the
person's theory about it rather than ihe experience,

3. Elicit as pure a state as possible, if you ask for a "strong belief,"
pick something that the persnn doesn't have laden with
emotionally significant issues, (e.g., "I'm a worthwhile
person",) Pick something simple and small (e.g., "I believe the
sun will rise tomorrow." "I believe in the importance of
breathing."). The mental pnxresses of the experience will
involve the same structure and, with less emotion, we can get
"cleaner/' and more direct information about the structure.

4. Express yourself coiigntently and evocatively. In eliciting,
remember that your elicilation tools consist, of the words you
say and how you say them in terms of your tones, tempo, body
posture, etc. So speak and sound in a way that accords with the
subject Speaking congruently will evoke the state more effec-
tively. If the person gets stuck recreating the state, ask, "EX) you
know anyone who can?" "What would it feel like if you became
them for a few minutes and did it?"

5. Allow the person time to prutt'SS. If the person doesn't seem to
access the state, have them pretend. We refer to this as the "as
if" frame in NLP (see the pattern for "as if"). "What would it be
like if you could?" "Just pretend that you can for a moment,
even though we know you really can't,..."
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6. Begin wiih non-specific ivordt? and nan-specified predicates (e.g.,
"think, know, understand, remember, experience," etc.). This
allows the person to search for the experience in his or her RS.

7. Fnlt(w> up with specific predicates. As you notice the accessing
of certain RSr help the person by using sensory-specific words.
If they use a visual predicate, then you can follow up wiLh a
visual, "And what do you see...?"

8. Use good downtime questions. Use questions that presuppose
the person has to "go inside" to get ihe information or experi-
ence. "Downtime" refers to an internal state in contrast to the
sensory awareness state of "uptime." When we do not have
access to the information or experience, wo have to use our
strategy to go inside and get it.

9. Identify the submodatities. Once the person begins accessing,
focus on the form and structure of the experience by getting the
person's submodafity coding.

In eliciting, wo help the person to become conscious of factors that
normally operate outside the range of conscious awareness. Here,
our own patience, positive expectation, and acceptance make it
easier for the other to access the information.

#7 State induction

Concept Sometimes wo (or another) seem unable to access a
particuliiT resourceful state, way of thinking, feeling, acting,
rolating, etc. If we cannot reach a desired resourceful state when
we need, then we will feel "stuck," i.e., at an impasse, without
coping skills. To assist with this, wTe have three foci tor accessing
and inducing a resourceful state. Wo use these processes to move
ourselves down "the rvyal roads" to state (Hall, 1995) of "mind" and
"body" Ihese include:

• Remembering a state. We can use our memories to "recall a
time when" we thought, felt or experienced the particular
resource, "Have vou ever X?"
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• Creating a state. We can use our imagination to wonder about
"what would it look, sound, and feel like if..." In this way we
can construct the components that make up the state. Using
the "as if" frame will enable us to find information coded in
various modalities and submodalities and to construct the
resource state we desire.

• Modeling a state in someone she. "Who do you know who
thinks, feels, acts, relal.es, etc., in this resourceful way?"
"Have you seen or heard thorn do this?" "Imagine yourself
taking their place for a day, as you step into their body,
looking out of their eyes, and you can bo them for a while as
you learn their strategy..,"

The Pattern

1. Catch a state in process and anchor it. If we stay in uptime with
our sensory awareness alert to the experiences of others, we
will develop the skill of catching "states" as they occur. By
accessing and anchoring those states, wo can assist that person
to loam how to control his or her own subjectivity.

2. Ask someone to specifically remember the state. "What did that
state of...feel, look, sound like when you experienced it?"
"Recall a time when you felt safe and secure..." (or any other
resourceful state from momory). Have the person use his or her
creative imagination about the components thai make up the
state. "t>egin to allow yourself to simply imagine walking in
with calmness and presence of mind..."

3. intensify the stale. Turn up the representations. After
accessing the representations that induce a state, amplify them
to strengthen the intensity of that state.

• Identify Ihe driver submodalities that make the representa-
tions sensory rich and full. What submodality really
drives or kicks in this state for you?

• Usevariouslinguistic intensifiers. What would you need
to say to yourself that would crank up this state so that
you sizzle?



4. Access I lie physiology of ihe stale. To use physiology to a
states, we put our body into the kind of posturing, movements,
breathing, etc., that corresponds to the state. "Show mo with
your body, your posture, etc, what it would tee] like if you fully
and completely experienced X." 'How would, you breathe?"

5. Gauge ike state. "How much do you now experience that
confidence? If you gauged it between zero for not-at-al!, and
ten for totally, what would be your score?

#S State Interrupt

Concept. Sometimes we get into men La I states and emotional
states that do nol serve us well at all. When that happens we need
to break state or to interrupt the pattern and stop the functioning
of the ongoing strategy.

The process of breaking or interrupting states occurs every day
because our states of mind-and-body do not stay the same. We
experience multiple states and shift our patterns naturally. By
developing awareness, this enables us to take charge of altering
our states and those of others. A "state" of consciousness (a mind-
bodv or neuro-semantic state) involves internal RS (VAK,
subrnodaiity qualities, beliefs, values, decisiuns, etc., and physi-
ology), and whenever we alter these components we can alter or
interrupt the state.

The Pattern

1, Identify the current state. What state has this person accessed ?
What state of mind have they entered into? Their state of body?
Their state of emotion?

2, Alter some significant factor of the state. Change any "driving"
submodality in VAK modalities. Listen tu that voice as Donald
Duck speaking. Hear it us if it came from a distance. See it in
black-and- white, etc.

3, Interrupt. l.Joing almost anything new, different, weird, or
unexpected will interrupt a state. Stand on your head up
against a wall. Use the "1" hand signal for "time-nut." Shift to
a sexy tonality. Look up in the sky, and ask, "Is that Halley's
comet?" State your telephone number backwards.

A good pattern interrupt will jar consciousness so that it cannot
cmiUntie with its current internal representations and physiology. If
you journal your slates (we have a process for this in Lhc chapter
an slates), you have an excellent opportunity for nutieing the
natural pattern interrupts that occur in your life. Because our
states constantly get interrupted and altered, knowing, and having
access to, several good "pattern interrupts" enables us to stop
some states from becoming too powerful or overwhelm ing.

#9 Anchoring

Concept. Anchoring, as a pattern, provides a user-friendly version
of Pavlovian conditioning that allows us to handle "experiences"
(internal, subjective experiences—memories, emotional states,
awarenesses, skills, etc,).

Behind anchoring we recognize the principle that, neuro-linguisti-
eally, things become linked together in our very neurology.
When we do, we can then triggtT this or that experience (state,
thought, emotJon, response) by experiencing one piece of its
make-up.

Pavlov discovered this principle in working with experimental
laboratory dogs. He observed their unconditioned response to
meat powder which activated their saliva glands. To this response
he then attached another trigger (a bell) and foimd that exposure
to the meat powder with the bell soon conditioned the dogs to
salivate tu the ringing of the heJI. They learned this response by
linking up neur©logically "the sound of a bell" to "meat powder"
and, since their autonomic nervous system would salivate to
"meat," it taught that part of their neurology to salivate to the
sound of a bell.

In humans, VAK stimuli constantly get associated with various
states of mind-emotion-physiology inside us. These stimuli (or
anchors) create our responses for thinking, emoting, etc. We begin
life with a neuro-physiolugy loaded with unconditioned
responses. Then, when in a responsive state (e.g., pain, pleasure,
fear, anger, etc), another stimulus becomes attached to the
stimuli. These responses can become so associated (in our
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associative cortex) with the original stimulus that they can set off
the response. We call this a "conditioned response" because we have
conditioned the person to learn it.

This explains the origin of our "buttons.'' Such "buttons" essen-
tially operate as the "bells" that get us to salivate! In general
semantics we refer tn this process as a "semantic reaction." 1 his
means that the "meaning" or "significance" of the stimuli exists in
terms of the response it elicits in us. This explains the meaning of
meat]ing. A "meaning" consists of a neurological linkage between
a stimulus and a state, hence "neuro-semantic," This generates, in
NLP, the formula that sets up several linguistic patterns that create
the foundation for refraining meaning.

Figure 3J

Vie Structure Of Meaning

External Stimulus equals or leads tn Internal Significance/State

(ES = / ^ IS)
Such an association (a neuro-semantk association) can even
become linked and conditioned in us apart from OUT conscious
awareness, since this process involves the functioning of our entire
neuro-physiG-psychological state. This description also accounts
for the state-boundness of information. When we have accessed a
state, all of our learning, memory, communication, perceptions
and behavior operate as state-dependent.

So what? We all have anchors sel in our neurology! As a semantic
class of life, living in the world where billions of stimuli occur, we
inevitably get things linked together. And many of these connec-
tions do not serve us well. They just wire us up with lots of
"buttons" so that we. experience emotional states (semantic
reactions) to certain stimuli.

Now we can explore these neurological linkages. "What kind of
anchoring situations have you had?" or "Which ones would you
like to change?'11 On the downside, we find that many people do

not associate resourceful stales, but mi resourceful states, to
challenging situations. In other words, they have linked up
meanings that put them into a negative neuro-semantk slate in
response to some trigger.

An anchor then operates as a sensory stimulus that has become so
linked to a specific state that it can instantly put one into that state in
a way that "feels'" automatic, immediate, and beyond one's
control. Recognizing that this neurological mechanism empowers
us to set up useful anchors, we can change "internal experiences"
(states) so they can serve as resources.

This also indicates the extent to which we live in a symbolic world.
We lake in various stimuli as "symbols" and then react/respond to
those symbols which create our semantic world or reality. When
we create our symbolic / semantic model of the world, we respond
to the world via our symbols (meanings: memories, imaginations,
beliefs) rather than to the stimuli as stimuli.

The result? Our men flings begin to carry far more importance than
mere stimuli and eventually become stabilized into beliefs, values,
altitudes, etc. Anchors function as triggers for state access.
Anchoring uses an element ot an experience to bring back the full
experience. Anchoring can occur in any sensory system and also in
the language system. Finally, anchoring re-induces states without
the need to "think" ahout things.

The key anchoring factors involve:

• State intensity: at the peak of an experience.
• State purity: distinct, discrete, specific
• Anchor uniqueness: unusual, precise, distinct, replicahie.

The anchoring pattern gives us the ability to work with association
and dissociation as states (as in the phobia cure). We can also
anchor an unresourceful cue picture to a resourceful desired
outcome picture and Swish our brains (the Swish pattern). We can
anchor resourceful states so that we can later "fire them off" and
re-experience them. Thus, the general purpose in anchoring
involves managing an experience so that we can access it at wilL



The Anchoring Pattern

1. Decide on a hehauiitr, sftafe or response you would tiki: to recreate.
Also identify what kind of an anchor (cue system or trigger)
you want to set (eg., a silent hand movement, a smile, an
unobtrusive touch, a word).

2. Elicit a response. Ask a person to remember, imagine, or think
about a state and go back and remember it fully... . In eliciting
the response, make sure that the person has an intense

e (something worth anchoring).

3, Calibrate tc and detect the response. Because anchoring links a
new stimulus to a response:, notice when a person has a
response, and calibrate by noticing eye accessing cues, body
gestures, posture, breathing, movement, etc.

4, Add a stimulus. Now, to the person s response add a sight
(make a face or gesture), sound (make a noise), sensation
(touch) or word. Always anchor with unique triggers, and do so
in all of the sensory systems (this creates redundancy which
makes it stronger).

5, Tesl. Break state and then re-trigger the stimulus and notice
if the response occurs again. If it does, then you have anchored
the response.

#10 Accessing Positive Intention

Concept. When "n eg a Live" behaviors occur, we typically ihink of
them as driven by a "bad" intention. Most psychotherapy operates
from that assumption as well. In NLP, we start from an entirely
different basis. We deal with problematic emotions and behaviors
by assuming that they serve (or served) some useful purpose of
value and importance. This attitude lies at the heart of reframing:

I very behavior has a positive value—in some way, for some
purpose, at some time."

To find, access, and/or create a Positive Intention in a behavior
enables us to adopt a more effective reaction to the behavior and
the part that produces it. We then have more control over it. This
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cuts out the negative looping that results when we turn our
psych if energy against ourselves in hating or resenting some
emotion or behavior. Behavior that pu?.zles and /or confuses us
actually only demonstrates that most of its context lies outside our
awareness. This process involves asking a person or some part of
a person what it hopes to accomplish of value.

The Pattern

1. Identify a ptvbtevi or difficulty. This works especially well for
problems which seem to serve no useful purpose.

2. Find the jwri responsible.

"Some part of you produced this response or behavior. As
you allow youTself to become aware of that part of you,
some thought, emotion, or belief, you can begin to ask that
part what it sought to do of positive value for you. What did
you seek to accomplish of importance through it?"

3. Continue asking the punitive intention question. Sometimes we
have to get the outcome of that outcome, and the mets-outcome
of that outcome, and do this several times before we find an
objective that seems "positive." So keep recycling through the
question until you find the positive intention.

Conclusion

While textbooks now classify NLP as falling within the Cdgnitive-
Kehavioral school, it is also now seen as encompassing several
other fields:

family systems (Virginia Satir)
existential humanistic psychology (Perls, Rogers)
Lrjinspersonal psychology (Assagioli, Masiow)
the neuro-sciences
linguistics (Chomsky)
General Semantics (Korzybski)
hypnosis (Erickson)
logical levels (Bateson), etc.



NLP itself began, not as a school or even within a school, but as a
metii-school as it created models of various therapies arid
processes. From the beginning, it sought to apply modeling princi-
ples lo how things work.

We have identified ten Mcta-pattems that enable us to run She
Patterns of Transformation that follow.

Mdu-patterns:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Well-Formed Outcomes
Paring or Matching
Calibration
Ecology Checking
Response Flexibility
State Elicitation
State Induction
State Interruption
Anchoring

10. Accessing Positive In ten lion

Chapter 4

Parts

Apart Of The Whole
—Warring Parts

Patients For Incongruity

Sometimes one facet of ourselves will conflict with another facet.
The classical work/play conflict serves as a good example. We
want to get some work done. So we start to do it. Then a little
voice-, or thought, in our head pipes up and bays, "Wouldn't you
rather do something fun?" I Jter, we go outside to play or to take a
walk, and a little nagging voice in our head pipes up again, "You
ought to be inside taking care of business." On such occasions we
feel conflicted. This may take many forms. We may feel: indeci-
sive, anxious, inwardly torn, stuck, procrastinating, etc. "I want to
develop the skills of strength, firmness and assertiveness and 1
want to be loving and understanding so that 1 don't hurt people's
feelings." "I want to passionately go after my dream, but 1 want to
feel safe and secure financially and not risk anything/'

In this chapter we offer numerous patterns for the resolution of such
conflicts—strategies that enable us to become more integrated,
whole, and at peace with ourselves.

(As an aside about the term "parl(s)," we use it here simply
Lo designate ft facet within the whole system, and do not use
the word in an elementalistk way. Nor do we actually or
literally think of these "parts" as separate entities. This
language simply maps out that different facets within the
system can create problems and distress for the system.)



#11 TJie Collapsing Anchors Pattern

Concept. A "state of consciousness" always involves both mind-
and-body. When we experience two states, which radically differ
(relaxing and tensing, feeling afraid and joyful), operating at the
5ame time within us, they tend to interfere or interrupt each other
So what can we do about this? We can access and anchor each
(with different anchors) and then lire them off simultaneously.
Dobig this forces our one neurology to deal with tlie messages and
experiences of the two states so that they collapse into une
response. We cannot think-and-feel calm and tense simultane-
ously. So, when we communicate to our nervous syslem to do
both, this usually results in a "collapsing" of the anchors and
states. Sometimes this results in confusion, disorientation, inter-
ruption, and even some slight amnesia.

This technology enables us to change a response that does not
work very well. By using this Collapsing Anchors pattern, we
pair a powerful negative anchor with a powerful positive one.
When the collapse occurs, we will experience a loss of both
responses. This technique works especially well for changing
feelings and behaviors (programs) resulting from prior experi-
ences (in other words, old, unuseful anchors). It also utilizes
"unconscious" processes and therefore does not necessitate that
we consciously need to understand the process. We use this
pattern when we have two states conflicting and sabotaging each
other. Or, if we have an unresouiceful state (an old anchored
experience) that interferes with life, we can now let that response
collapse into a more resourceful state.

The Pattern

1, Access an unremurcefiil shite. Invite, elicit, or just catch a
person in, a negative state and set an anchor for it. To do this
with their conscious awareness, invite them to talk about it
while including the qualities of their sights, sounds, sensations.

Z Break state. Stop, interrupt and have them yet that state aside.
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3. Acorns a resourceful state. Ask the person to think about the
state that they would prefer to operate from, "What would you
like to experience when in that situation?" Describe it fully:
"What would you sec, hear, feel, smell, taste? What words
would you say to yourself?"

4. Amplify nut! anchor. As the person accesses the resourceful
state, have him or her double the size of their pictures, to make
the voice stronger and more intense, or to make whatever
submodality shift they need to do to amplify the state. When
they eventually reach a peak in this resourceful state, anchor it.

5. Again break at ate.

6. Fire off I he imresourcefid anchor and tlien mtmediatehffire off the
resourceful anchor. Hold each anchor and let tlie neurological
processing continue—asking the person to "just experience this
state fully " Hold the positive anchor longer than the negative
anchor,

7. Test your work. After you have broken state again, fire the
anchor for the unresourceful state or ask the person to try and
recall their previous negative state to see if it returns. If it does
not, you have succeeded in collapsing that anchor.

8. Refresh the resourceful anchor. As a good ecology process, go
back and re-access the resourcefi.il state, making it stronger,
brighter, bigger, or whatever submodality amplification inten-
sifies it, and re-anchor it,

#12 The Putts Negotiation Pattern

Concept. When one "part" or facet of a person enters into a
conflict-causing relationship with another part in such a way that
it initiates self-interrupting and self-sabotaging priKesses, we
create an internal "fight" between these two parts. Frequently,
people will live for years or even a lifetime with such internal
conflict raging within. This, of course, wastes tremendous
amounts of psychic energy, sabotages effectiveness, and creates
iricongruency.



The pattern of "parts negotiation" provides tht? technology to
change that. With it we ran pitt a stop to the conflict between the
parts and negotiate a peace settlement. With this approach, we
view each "part" as having a valid purpose and function, one that
simply gets in the way of, and inter totes with, the other part-
Accepting this, we then simply construct a way so that both parts
can sequence their activities and create a win/win solution for
both.

The process involves first finding and accessing each part, discov-
ering their purpose, role, and positive intention, finding out how
they interrupt each other, and inviting each of them to sequence
their activities so that they don't interrupt the other.

The Pattern

1. Identify the parts. "What part of you creates this behavior?"
"What part creates this emotion or thought?"

2. Determine I he desired outcome. What does each part want?
And what meta-outcomes do each obtain by the first level
outcomes? Specify ill VAK terms.

3. Bngitge the parts. Check to see that each pa rt understands and
values the role and function of (.he other part. Assist each part
in realizing that the problem lies in how each interrupts the
other (hence, a sequencing issue).

4. Determine the positive intent If step 2 did not elicit and
identify the positive value of each part, then continue asking
each part, "What positive function do you serve?" Do so until
each part can see and value the Importance of the other part,

5. btegotiate an ffgreemcrtt, "Do you value your own function
enough, that if the other part will agree to not interrupt you,
you will do the same in return?" Have the person check to see
if he or she has an internal sense of "yes" or "no." Continue
until the parts reach an agreement.

!l>

6. Make a dad. Ask each part if it will actually cooperate for a
specified amount of time. If either part becomes dissatisfied for
any reason, let it signal you that the time has come to renego-
tiate.

7. Kim an ecology check, "Do any other parts play a role in this
process?" "Do any other parts interrupt this part?" If sor

renegotiate.

#13 Tlie Six-step Refrtiming Pattern

Concept As we get "organized" in the way we think, feel, speak,
and behave we develop some faceL of ourselves (a "part"). These
parts operate not only to accomplish outcomes, but they also
establish our meanings. And when our meanings become habitual,
they drop oat of our conscious awareness. As we no longer
consciously attend them, they begin to operate at unconscious
fa«b. So behind every belief, emotion, behavior, habit, etc, we
have some "part" organized to accomplish something of value due
to some frame of reference (or meaning).

Over time these parts become more and more streamlined or
automatic and function as our basic frames of reference. This saves
us time, trouble, energy, etc.: an "ecology" of mind (Bateson, 1972).
Yet this can also create major problems for us. As things change,
our organized "parts" can come become increasingly irrelevant,
inaccurate, and sabotaging, it, as a child, we developed a part to
"keep our mouth shut" because "kids ought to be seen, not
heard," then we might have installed a "non-assertive" program
based on those old meanings. Initially, that part functioned appro-
priately and usefully but, over time, we can simply outgrow those
old programs.

The six-step refraining pattern addresses "programs" of behav-
iors, habits, emotions, etc., that have become so unconscious,
automatic, and unyielding to change that we now need to address
them at an unconscious level. This technology becomes useful
when conscious thought (as in goal-setting, education, or
reframing) doesn't work, or when the response continues to
operate even against our better judgment. This pattern works well



for habits Such as smoking, nail biting, phobic responses, etc If
you say to yourself, "Why do 1 do this?" nr "I hate the part of me
that..." then try this pattern.

This pattern provides a way to re-align our parts. That, in turn,
creates better integration, self-appreciation, and harmony. Our
unconscious mind has already established numerous communica-
tions with us—wu cull them "symptoms." This pattern gives us a
way to use these sympLoms in developing more functional behav-

The Pattern

1. Identify a behavior that you find troublesome. Find a behavior
that fits one of these formats:

"I want to stop doing X."
"I want to do X, but something stops me."

2. Communicate zvith the "part" that produces this behavior. Go
inside and ask, "Will the part' of me that generates this
behavior communicate with me in consciousness?" Wait tor
and notice your internal responses: feelings, images, sounds.
Always thank the part for communicating. Say, "If this means
Yes, increase in brightness, volume, intensity." "If this means
Wo, let it decrease." (You may also use idiomotor signals such as
designating one finger to move in response to "No" and
another in response to "Yes".)

3. Discover its positive intention. Ask this Yes /No question;
"Would you agree to let me know in consciousness what you
seek Lo accomplish by producing this behavior?" Wait fnr
response.

If you get a Yest then ask yourself, "Do I find this intention
acceptable in consciousness?" "Do 1 want to have a part that
fulfills this function?" H No, then ask the part, "If you had
other ways to accomplish this positive intent that would
work as well as, or better than, this behavior, would you
agree to try them out?'"

If you get a \\ir then ask yourself, "Would T agree to trust
that my unconscious has some well-intentioned and positive
purpose for me, even though it won't tell me at this
moment?"

4. Access your creative part—the part of you that comes up with
new ideas. Anchor it. Now ask the part that runs the unwanted
behavior to communicate its positive intention to your creative
part. Using the positive intention, have the creative part
generate three new behaviors which it would evaluate as useful
or mure valuable than the unujanted behavior, and to then commu-
nicate these behaviors to the first part.

5. Commit the part. "Will you now agree to use one of the three
new alternative behaviors in the appropriate contexts?" Let
your unconscious mind identify Lhe cues that will trigger the
new choices, and experience fully what it feels like to effort-
lessly and automatically have one of those new choices become
available in that context

h. Chuck for ecology. "Does any part of me object to having one
of these three new alternatives?"

#14 The Aligning Perceptual Positions Pattern

Concept. Sometimes our ability to perceive things from out of our
own eyes (first-person perception) and frnm out of the eyes of
another person (second-person perception, the "empathy"
perspective), and from an observer position (third-person percep-
tion), gets out of alignment. Structurally, each of these perceptual
resources can operate as separate "parts."

These perceptual positions refer to the ways that we can "lexik" at
the world. Conceptually, we can become stuck in one position or
another The FirsL three refer to the three perceptual positions identi-
fied in NLP—the last two have arisen within the past couple of
years.



Fifti position: Self, from one's own e y e s ^
StcviiJ position: Other, from eyes of anolher person—other-refer-
encing.
Third position: External view, from any other pusilion—metii-
position.
}-'tmrili position; We, fmrn viewpoint of the system, group—group
referencing.
Fifth position: Systems, from viewpoint meta to the system, simul-
taneously referencing all of the positions—in tegrati on -refer-
encing.

Those stuck in first position can become totally self-referencing in
their view of things so that they think-and-feel in highly "narcis-
sistic" ways. They will process things only in terms of themselves.
Those Stuck in second position tend to become totally other-refer-
encing in their perspective and. can get stuck in the role of rescuers
and caretakers to the exclusion of taking care of themselves.
People stuck in third position may take a historical view, a cultural
view, etc., so that they become so dissociated from their body and
emotions that they seem more like robots than people (Satir's
"Computer" stance).

Not only can we get stuck in one position, but we can experience
an out-of-alignment between these perceptual positions. Problems
may also arise from having parts of ourselves react from different
perceptual positions. When that happens we end up working
against ourselves. Aligning perceptual positions in all representa-
tional systems results in inner congruence and personal power.
I his pattern also enables us to resolve inner conflict and attain
internal alignment.

Use this triple description pattern whenever you lack a full
awareness or perspective on a given problem, 'lake all three
positions to broaden your thinking-feeling. This can truly enrich
perspectives in such situations as conflict resolution, mediation,
influencing others, persona] flexibility, etc. The technology enables
us to gain an expanded perspective on problem situations.

The Pattern

1. Identify target information. Specify a limitation, a problem or a
situation in which you (or another) feel stuck. Describe the
situation in which you would like to have a more congruent
response,

2, identify the visual auditory and ki aesthetic factors within each
perceptual position.

a) Visual: What and how do you see the situation? From
what perceptual position? If you have two or more
"parts" that reference this same subject, check what
perceptual position each part uses. Do some parts see the
situation as an observer or from the eyes of another
person? Locate the position of each part. Point out (inter-
nally or externally) where you find them. Do some of the
parts seem closer to the situation than others? How does
each part see the situation? What does each part actually
see? What differences occur between them?

b) Auditory: WhaL sounds and words do you hear about the
situation? From what perceptual position do you. hear
these tilings? If you have two or more parts, what does
each part say? Listen for the pronouns that each part uses.
A part in the. observer mode will have a neutral voice and
will refer to "he" or "she." An "other" voice will typically
refer to "you" with a more judgmental tone. The "self"
voice will use "I" and "me." Where exactly in your body
do you hear each part? (Side positions often indicates
other or observer, self usually comes from vocal chord
area,)

c) Kinesthetic: What do you sense about the situation? From
what perceptual position? For multiple parts, where do
you sense each part in your body7 What emotions do you
experience with each part? Do you have any neutral parts,
as if you only observe and don't experience life?



3, Realign perceptual positions in all representational systems- For
the observer alignment (third position), go through thy VAK
checks.

a) Visual; Ask Lhe observer part, "Would you communicate
any information you have gathered to the self part?"
Continue the dialogue until self and other view the situa-
tion similarly.

b) Auditory: Ask the observer part, "Would you shift
pronouns to support the self using T, 'he,' or 'she?'" AJso,
please use "self" tone of voice.

c) Kinestheiic: Ask the observer part, "Would you be
willing to shift feelings to those compatible with self
feelings?" Also move feelings to the place where "self
holds feelings,

4. Align your self in terms of the VAK perceptual positions.

Make sure you see from your own point of view and out of
your own eyes. Make sure your voice location arises from your
own vocal chords and that you use "I" pronouns. Make sure
that all feelings come from inside Lhe "self" and reflect
resourceful states.

5. Do an other alignment (2nd position) in the same way,

"Please adjust your perceptions to make them compatible with
the view held by self." Move the location of other to the place
occupied by self. Please move the voice you hear lo the vocal
chord area and have it represent "self" bringing any enriching
information to the self' position. Align feelings from 'other' to
those of "self" Integrate feelings in such a way as to make the
"self" more flexible and resourceful.

h. Run an ecology check. I3o all the parts feel aligned and in
harmony?

7. Future pace. Allow yourself now to become aware of new
behavioral possibilities.

Describe any new abilities and behaviors that now become
available to you. And you can notice yourself performing in the
future as the "self" part increases in richness and flexibility. It
the "other" part objects to integration, you can request that this
part return to the person to whom the thoughts and feelings
belong.

#15 The Agreement Frame Pattern

Concept. When two people conflict and lack agreement about
something, they will continually butt heads. Often disagreements
will arise because people look at given situations from different
points of view, and they do so in categorical ways. To achieve an
agreement frame, both must move to a higher logical level thai
encompasses all of the concerns, perceptions, and frames of refer-
ence. This pattern enables us to facilitate the process whereby
people or groups in conflict reach quality agreements with each
other.

The Pattern

1. Identify the current frames. Ask each person for a specific
description of their outcome. "What do you want specifically?"
"What values, beliefs, and criteria drive this goal?" "How do
you evaluate this as important?" (These questions not only
gather important information, but also pace each person so that
each feels heard and understood. It also begins to construct
meta-outcomes for an agreement frame.)

2. Identify common elements. Find a common element (at a
higher level) that unites the outcome and see if you have agree-
ment at this level, "jack wants a blue chair and, Jill, you want a
red one. It seems that, at least, you both agree on purchasing a
chair, right?" tiy pacing the higher leveJ want, it moves the
parties there.
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3. Identify a higher level category. Tf you get a no, then move the
parties up to the next category. In the example, yon might use
"Furniture-" "Do you both agree that you want to purchase
some piece of furniture?" Continue until you find some level
(category) of agreement, "So you could both agree on an expen-
diture for the house, right?"

4. Utilize tlie parties' meta-ouhwnes to formulate the larger level
agreement frame. "By purchasing X, what will that do for you,
Jack?" "And if you purchase Y, what will that do for you, Jill?"
"When you get that outcome, what does that do for you?"
Continue this until the parties agree to the other person's
higher level intent. "So you both want a com fortable and attrac-
tive home? "

5. Frame tiu; negotiation using the higher level agreements. Move
back down from the general frame of agreement to specific
exchanges. "Would buying this blue chair meet Uie criteria of
purchasing something comfortable and attractive?" "Would
letting Jack decide this one and Jill the next meet your joint
criteria of having equal input into decisions?"

6. Confirm agreements. During the process, continually identify
and solidify nil levels of agreement reached and their impor-
tance to each party.

#76 the Aligned Self Pattern (Using Logical Levels)

Concept As humans, we can become torn and out of alignment
with our values and beliefs regarding our identity and our mission
in the world. "Who am I?" "What is my mission in life?"

We can also get so caught up in all the details of this or that task
that we forget our overall purpose. The Aligned Self pattern
addresses these problems. Using this pattern, we can rediscover
and reclaim our values and beliefs about our identity and mission.
We can then utilize it to integrate all of our experiences in order to
operate more congruently. This pattern forms Dilts' Neurological
Levels Model which utilizes environment, behaviors, capabilities,
values/beliefs, identity, and spirituality as categories of self-defin-
ition. While these levels do not describe a true logical level system
(see Hal!, 1997, NLP: Advanced Madding Using Mehi-States), they
do provide a most useful model of distinctions about beliefs.

The technology in this pattern works to bring renewal and realign-
ment of identity and mission for those who feel that they need a
sense of purpose that will transform their emotions and behaviors.
It provides a way whereby we tan experience an increased sense
of self. Use this technology when you feel out of balance.

The Pattern

1. Identify resources. Begin by identifying an ability or resource
which would aid you (or another) in becoming more congruent
and purposeful. You may want more calmness, confidence,
assertiveness, centered ness, resilience, etc. Elicit and anchor
these resources fully.

2. Establish six anchors. Identify a visual space for environment,
behaviors, beliefs and values, capabilities, identity, and spiritu-
ality

3. Anchor the resources (X) into the visual space.

Focusing on the environment space, answer the question,
"When and where do 1 want to act with more X?"

focusing on the behavior space, answer the question, "What
behaviors do T need in order to act more X in those times and
places?"

Focusing on the capabilities space, answer the question, "What
capabilities do I have or need in order to perform those behav-
iors in those times and places?"

Focusing on the befiefs/values space, answer the questions,
"What CttluCb and beliefs do 1 need to support and guide me to
my goal? For what reasons do I want to use these capabilities?"

Focusing on the identity space, complete the sentence, "lam the
kind ofperiwn who X-es."

Standing in the spiritual space, answer the questions, "What
overall life purpose do 1 pursue? How would 1 describe my
personal mission?"



4. Solidify gains.

Solidify spirituality identity. Allow yourself to fully experience
the spiritual space that you have entered and taky that physi-
ology and inner experience and step back into Lhe identity
space so you experience both states simultaneously. Notice how
the experience of spirituality enriches your experience in the
identity space,.. .

Solidify capability. Take the experience of both your mission and
identity and bring them into your capability space. Again
notice how your experience of capability becomes enriched by
spirituality and identity... .

Solidify belief. Bring your vision, identify, and capabilities into
beliefs and values space. Experience how they all strengthen,
change and enrich the beliefs and values you experience within
yourself.

Solidify behavior. Bring your vision, identity, capabilities, beliefs
and values into the behavior space. Allow yourself to no I ire
how all the manifestations of the higher levels give additional
meaning to new behaviors.

Solidify environment. Bring all levels of your sell' into the environ-
ment space and notice how your experience of today becomes
fully transformed and enriched by spirituality, identity, capabil-
ities, beliefs, and behaviors,

5. Allow the entire process to integrate. Allow all the new insights,
beliefs and qualities from each of the levels to integrale.

6. Solidify values into capabilities. Future pact-. Now, taking this
new reality, imagine yourself moving into your future fulfilling
your expanded potentialities.,.

(Note: You can do this process kinesthetically if you mark off
spaces on the floor for each level and use language with lots of
kinesthetk- predicates. To adapt for auditory representational
systems, designate a place for each voice. Then use auditory
language,)

#17Tlie Resolving Internal Conflict Pattern

Concept. Given that we can experience and exhibit internal
disagreements, this provides yet another pattern to help sort out
the polarities involved- We can use it with beliefs or with internal
"parts". This offers another pattern to promote personal align-
ment.

The Pattern

1. Identify a personal conflict. Think of some "conflict" that you
experience between values, beliefs, roles, goals, parts, etc.

2. Recall a memory from the observer position. Remember a time
when you experienced the conflict and review that memory
from an observer point of view (dissociated).

3. Take first position with otu side. Now step into the experience
and take one side of the conflict- From this position, fully
review the opposite side of the conflict. Notice what informa-
tion (pictures, sounds, sensations, words, values, intentions,
beliefs, etc) you can recoive via this process.

4. Search for positive intention. Ask the opposite side, "What
positive intention do you have in this context?" "What meta-
outcome do you seek to achieve by doing what you do?"

5. Switch roles. Switch now to the opposite part, step into the
experience and repeat this process, identifying the positive
intention, belief and goal of the other part. Gather as much
information as you can from this point of view.

6. Repeat. Co back and forth doing this until each part has a full
understanding of the other's beliefs, values, and positive inten-
tions.

7 Go to a meta-positinn. Imagine moving up a logical level and
taking a position above both of these parts. From this perspec-
tive, ask the parts to come up with an outcome satisfactory to
both.
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8. Run an ecology check and integrate. Once you have checked out
the ecology concerns, bring the new belief or the new
integrated part into the body and let it becume a part of you.

9. Future pace.

#18 Tiie Advanced Visual Squash Pattern

Concept. Individuals frequently develop unconscious parts or
facets of themselves which disagree with eadi other. When parts
become in congruent to each other and to the rest of our system, we
become incongruent. To re-integrate these parts we will first want
to identify the positive intent of each part. Originally developed
by Bandler and Grinder, this advanced form comes from Dr Bobby
Hodenhamer. You can do this also by using a spatial anchor on the
floor for each part, observer, and meta-position.

The Pattern

1. Identify and separate the parts. "You have a part lhat responds
by generating a certain behavior, do you not?" Identify and
separate this part from other parts with which it conflicts. One
part may desire food, another part may desire to lose weight.
These parts will make different value judgments.

2. Form a visual image of each part. Make a full representation of
each part- "What dtics the part responsible for X look like?
What does the part sound like? How does the part feet?" Upon
doing this, put the images nf each part in your palms. "Which
hand would this part want to be in? Will it move on to your
right or left hand?" Ask the other part to move on to the other
hand. When working with another person, observe his or her
gestures. This will enable you to identity which hand repre-
sents which part.

3. Separate the positive intention of each parl from its behavior.
Flvery behavior has some use in some context. No matter how
harmful a part's behavior, it seeks to do something of positive
value. "Go inside and ask this part, 'What positive purpose du
you liave in producing this response tor me?'"
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Establish a common positive intention. Find a positive inten-
tion that represents the positive outcomes for both parts. (See
Agreement Frame.) Tf you do not receive a positive intention,
continue to reprocess fire question, "What do you evaluate of
value and Importance by doing that behavior?"

4. Transfer resources from one part to the other. You may say to the
person, "Now that you realize that these two parts have a very
similar positive intention for you, does each have resources that
the other could use?" Most of the time you will get an affirma-
tive answer. (If you don't, continue to work between the parts.)
If you get a resource, ask the part to inform your (or another's)
conscious mind of the resource(s). Now, form an image ot the
resource.

Motion with your hand from the hand of the person, up their
arm, through their head, down the other arm and into the
opposite part in the other hand, then say, "Now, transfer the
resource from this part to the other." Calibrate as the person
does this. Do this with each resource. "And you can notice how
this part begins to look and feel differently.,." This procedure
facilitates neurological integration through submodality
mapping across. The mapping takes place as the image of a
resource is transferred across to the other hand.

5. Form an integrated third image. Ask the person to form a third
image of what the parts would look like with combined
resources. Once they form this image, have them place this
image in the center of the other two images on their hands.

6. Tun: the images in the hands toward each other. Ask the person
to turn his or her hands to face each other and to create a series
of visual images representing a transition of each part to the
center image.

7. Lead by placing your Stands in the mirror image of the person'*
hands.

"You now know that each of these parts has a similar positive
intent for you, and you have exchanged resources from one to
the other. Now, allow your hands to come together only as fast



as you can permit the integration of these two parts into one
super-part, preserving the highest positive intent of each."

Now move the person's hands together just slightly faster than
they do.

8. Complete tit? integration. Once the hands come together allow
the person adequate time to experience total neurological
integration. When the parts have integrated, ask if the two parts
have merged into one image. Ask the person lo describe the
image. With hands together, lead the person to bring the new
integrated part ink> him- or herself.

Conclusion

These patterns address the all too common phenomena lit human
experience of incongruity, inner conflict, and the lack of balance
between all of the facets that comprise our reality- These parts
installed within us can cause us to become very torn and full of
conflict when they get out of alignment with our whole system of
beliefs, values, decisions, strategies, etc I he technologies within
this chapter aim at re-creating balance and wholeness. They aim at
integration, completeness, and inner harmony.

What can we expect from these things? A greater experience of
congruency which, in turn, makes for greater personal power. And
with more power—we have more focus and energy to devote to
our dreams and visions.

Chapter 5
IDENTITY

Inventing And Re-inventing "Self"

Patterns For Building Empowering Self-Images

"All man's miseries derive from not being able to sit quietly
ifi n room alone."

Pascal

Some of the difficulties that we struggle with arise from, and
concern, an abstraction—the paradigm we construct in our mind
about ourselves:

"Who am 1?"
"What value or worth do I have as a human being?"
'What confidences, skills, or abilities can I own as my own?'
"Am I a loveable, attractive, and desirable person?"
Etc.

Those "self" questions raiiie inquiries about {1} identity, (2) self-
esteem, (3) self-confidence, (4) self-loveability, etc. From the begin-
ning of life, we embark on this journey ofself-discovery as we differ-
entiate ourselves from mother and father, family, teachers, and
social groups. We do this to identify our values, beliefs, skills, etc.

Without such individual awareness, we will not feel or attain a
sense of independence nor a sense of being personally response-
able (responsible) for ourselves. And without lhat we will lack the
autonomy to "know ourselves," and lack the integration that
comes from centering ourselves in our values and beliefs, fulfilling
ourselves by finding our aptitudes and skills, and feeling secure
with clear and definite boundaries.

The importance of these self constructs also shows up in our
ability to move on to inter-dependence. Healthy relationships flow
best from a person who has differentiated him or herseff from
•there, who assumes proactive responsibility for self, and who can
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extend him or herself for the sake of others. Without such indepen-
dence, people frequently move from dependence to co-depen-
dence. The foil owing patterns in NLP offer ways of addressing
and resolving various "self" problem s.

#19 The Belief Change Pattern

Concept. Heliefs develop over time via our experiences, as we
entertain thoughts and representations, and then, at a meta-level,
say "Yes," to them. Once thoughts have transformed into beliefs,
they function as our perceptions about things. These "grown-up"
ideas then become habit and drop out of OUT awareness. Beliefs, as
grown-up understandings, become durable maps by which we
code ma»dng$. Then, as perceptual fillers, we "see" our beliefs
everywhere. This describes how we endow beliefs with a self-
fulfilling quality so that "as we believe, so we experience." Thus
beliefs function as a central part of our psychological organization.
Richard Bandler (1982) wrote,

Behaviors are organized around some very durable things called
beliefs. A belief tends to be much more universal and categorical
than an understanding. Existing beliefs can even prevent a
person from considering new evidence or a flew belief.

Structurally, beliefs operate as a me la-lev el phenomenon about
ideas, representations, and states. This means that while we may
try on various "ideas" and "thoughts" about ourselves, a "belief"
does not arise until we affirm, validate and say "Yes" to those
ideas. We "believe" in information at a higher logical level than we
represent information. To create a belief, we bring a state and
conviction about some teaming or conceptual understanding. You
have tago meta in order to experience the phenomenon of belief.

By contrast, a state of doubt refers to a state of disconfirmatiun, a
state of saying "No!" to the primary level of thoughts. Tins also
indicates, structurally, a meta-state composition. Indecision, by
contrast, generally operates at a primary level Can we change our
beliefs? You betf handler (1985) noted,

The process of changing a belief is relatively easy, as long as you
luwe the person's consent [I mphasis added)
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The technology within the belief change patterns offetB us a way
to change the very structure of a "belief." By using diese processes,
we can transform, update, and clarify beliefs about our "self" that
no longer serve us well. Use this Excellent pattern whenever
someone wants to change a belief, and especially a ".self" belief.

Preparing For Belief Change

1. Identify ii limiting belief that you would like to change. Use the
following sentence stems to evoke beliefs and to get your
limiting beliefs. "What I believe about myself is..." "What J
believe about X (e.g., people, work, relationships, God, health,
responsibility) is..."

2. Identify your mela-Hmiling beliefs. What do you believe about
that belief? Step back from your belief and ask about the
meaning you give to it,

3. Note your belief representations. How do you represent your
belief? What representational system? What submodaiities
drive the belief? What languaging do you use?

4. Identify your doubt representations. Ihink of something you
feel in doubt about, llow do yuu represent "doubt" in RS,
submodaiities, and language?

5. Contrast your doubt and belief representations. How do these
two sets of representations differ in structure? Identify the
submodalities that distinguish Lhem.

6. Test tin? submoiialities. Do so one at a time to discover which
submodaiities most powerfully affect or alter the belief or
doubt: location, brightness, clarity, voice, tone, breathing, etc,

7. Create a new positive enhancing belief that you would like to
believe. What would you like to believe instead of the limiting
belief? State it in positive terms as a process or an ability. "1 can
I earn to handle criticism effectively." "I can learn quickly and
thoroughly."

8. Check the ecology of this new belief Does any part of you object
to having it?
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Transforming TJte Belief

1. Turn your limiting belief into dmtbi. Access your limiting belief
and slowly change it into Uie submodaiity codings you have for
doubt.

2. Begin to switch the old limiting belief hack and forth from belief la
doubt. Continue to do so .repeatedly. Once you get the hang of
turning it back and forth, begin to do this faster and faster and
faster. Do this uiitil you feel disoriented, di^zy, confused.

3. Put in the nra' enhancing belief in the place of the uhl. Turn all of
the KS and submodalities down so that you ain't see, hear, feel
the limiting content. Replace with the new enhancing belief—
turn up all of the RS and sub modalities. Switch this to belief,
then doubt, back and forth several times.

4. Stop with the nezv enhancing belief coded as belief. Turn up all of
your driving sub modalities. Amplify as needed to make a
compelling representation. Stop, absorb, consider what this
looks like, sounds like, feeJs like. Future pace into tomorrow.,,.

rt. H$t, Break state. Think about the subject of the old belief.
What happens?

#20 The Dis-identification Pattern

Concept Sometimes we over-identify with some facet of our life
experiences—OUT beliefs, body, gender, race, etc. Such over-identi-
fication can lead to conceptually positing one's self as dependent
upon external qualities and actions, thereby constructing the self
as a victim, dependent, etc.

Assagioli (1365, 1973) provided a process for discovering one's
higher self by creating an "exercise in dis-identiftcaiion" (1161 which
begins by becoming "aware of the fact, 'I have a body, but I am not
my body'."

Every time we identify ourselves with a physical sensation we
enslave ourselves to the body.,, , I have an emotional life, but I
am not my emotions or my feelings. I have an intellect, but I am
not that intellect. I am I, a center of pure consciousness-

(117)
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Assagioli used the linguistic environment ("I have.-t am not...") to
apply this dis-identiheation to our other human powers and
expressions ("I have a will, I am not a will," etc,). Then, using
hypnotic language patterns, he wrote out an entire induction for
accessing this state-about-a-state:

I put my body into a comfortable and relaxed position with closed
eyes. Tliis done, i affirm, "f have i) body but I am not my body.
My body may find itself in different condition* of health or
sickness; it may be rested or tired, but titat has nothing to do with
my self my Teal 'I.' My body is my precious instrument of experi-
ence and of action in the outer world, but it fa only an instru-
ment. I treat it well; 1 seek to keep it in good health, but it is not
myself. I have a body, but I am not my body.

I have emotions, but I ant not my emotions. These emotions are
countless, contradictory, changing, and yet I hww that I always
remain i, myself, in times of hope or of despair, in joy or in pain,
in a state of irritation or of calm. Since I can obsenv, understand
and judge my emotions, and then increasingly dominate, direct
and utilize them, it is evidence that they are not myself. I have
emotions, but I am not my emotions.

S have desires, but I am not my desires, aroused by drives,
physical and emotional, and by outer influences. Desires too are
changeable and contradictory, with alternations of attraction and
repulsion. 1 have desires, but they are not myself.

I have an intellect, but i am not my intellect. It is more or less
developed and active; it is undisciplined but teacliable; it is an
organ of knowledge in regard to the outer nwrld as well as the
inner; but it is not myself, i have an intellect, but 1 am not my
intellect."

After this dis-identifiaition of the 'I' from its contents of
consciousness (sensations, emotions, desires, and thoughts), I
recognize and affirm that I am a Centre of pure seif-
cansciousness. I am a Center of Will, capable of mastering,
directing and using all my psychological processes and my
physical body.

(118-119)



Wliai tim I then? What remains after discarding from mif self-
identity the ykyskal, emotional and mental contents of my
persotutlity, of my ego? U is the essence of myself—a center of
pure seif-consdousness and self-realization. It is tfw permanent
factor in the ever varying flow of my personal life. It is that which
gives me the sense of being, of permanence, of inner security. I
recognize and I affirm myself as a center of pure self-conscious-
ness. I realize that this center not only has a static self-awn rents*
but also a dynamic power; it is capable of observing, mastering,
directing and using nil the psychological processes and the
physical body. I nm a center of awareness and of power.

(119)

Over-identifying with temporal facets of self or with our situa-
tion atu>e< us to become "possessed" by tin? identification. We
then become our rules, our masks, our emotions, eic. And, this, in
turn, "tends to make us static and crystallized...prisoners.

(121)

The type of patients for whom the exercise is particularly
indicated includes all those mho are over-emotional, and alt tftose
who are either strongly identified aritk a particular affective slate
or linked with an idea or plan or type of action- • which may be of
a higlier or low order—which keeps the patient in a state of obses-
sion. This includes fanatics of all kinds.

(1211)

Among some patients, particularly Americans, there is a great
deal of resistance to the idea ofdis-identifying oneself from one's
body, feelings, and thoughts; and a deep fear of becoming split
into different parts by so doing. However, on the contrary, many
patients like the idea of fulty experiencing a center within
themselves, a center from which they can find the strength and
the wisdom to withstand the stresses of modern life.

(122)

The Pattern

1, Start with the supporting belief Accept the enhancing belief
thai you transcend your powers, expression* of personality and
your circumstances.

2. Dis-identify linguistically. Use the linguistic environment, "1
have- but I am not..." to frame any and all of your powers and
functions and circumstances as not you.

3, Dis-identify in trance. Access a relaxed and comfortable state
and induce yourself into this transcendental state about your
psychological and physiological powers. "\f 1 lost any of these
powers, my core self would remain/'

4. Distinguish self and function whBt in trance. As you recognize
more fully how each power, function, circumstance, etc., differs
from your core self, reframe iLs meaning as that ol a function or
tool to use in navigating through the world.

5, Send your brain up another level to orate a transcendental
identity. Specify the You who exists above and beyond these
powers—the user of the powers, the state of "pure conscious-
ness." Represent this with a symbol or word to anchor it fully.

6. Create an image of this higher self as a stable center ou t of which
you can live and express yourself.

#21 Vie Re-imprinting Pattern

Concept. Traumatic episodes and reactiuns can arise from
traumatic experiences, negative input through stories, movies, and
imaginings. As such, once we map out a "trauma," the trauma can
come to function as belief and identity imprints that lead to limiting
beliefs.

"Imprints" themselves can involve positive experiences as well as
negative. Frequently, people abused as children will grow up and
make unconscious choices that put them back into situations that
seem to repeat the prototype trauma situation. By definition, an
"imprint" codes people with a map that seems to function in a
very ingrained way—one not so easily affected, by conscious
methods oi cognitive restructuring.
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imprints may involve single experiences or a series of experiences.
From them we may come to believe the imprint as reality, " Eh is is
the way things are," Imprints can even arise from the beliefs of
significant persons, the belief of another person which becomes
imprinted in the child. Sometimes the belief opera tea in a "delayed
action" format. Thus, at the time, the person may reject the other's
view, but later the other's beliefs (as internal representations) seem
to "come alive."

Imprints, as beliefs, also work in a self-fulfilling way. When we try
to argue with a belief, the person may have too much data,
gathered over time, supporting the belief. By going back to the
original imprint, we come to a time before the person's maps
became cluttered by later confirmations, in imprint situations,
often a person switches positions with a hurtful person and
experiences the other's reality, A child in an intense ongoing
relationship with parents often imprints or introjects some of the
parent's beliefs and behaviors and makes them part of his or her
own beliefs.

Chi tdren do not have a dear sense of their self-identity. They often
pretend to think and act as someone else. Sometimes they take on
the role model, lock, stock, and barrel, with very little discrimina-
tion about the consequences of what they have accepted. Our
adult selves, in many ways, involve an incorporation of the
models we grew up with. Our model of adulthood has the features
of past significant others. Jn them we can find family beliefs, prece-
dents, rules, scripts, etc, that have arisen from our chitdhood.

Intro ject inn of a significant other frequently, although not always,
occurs in the imprinting process. When this doesn't occur, we
probably just have a problem with a person or certain behaviors.
The key lies in what belief(s) a person developed via the imprint
experience. Imprints generally operate outside conscious aware-
ness.

The mechanism for discovery of the imprint comes from anchoring
an imprint feeling (a negative emotion) and using the emotion as a
guide to finding past memories, (See Change History for the trans-
derivational search—TDS). Travel back with it to the point where
you feel confused, to the point of "I don't know," At the impasse,
we have probably come to "the right address." The emotion will
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lead to the experience out of which we made the limiting belief, if
one erux^unters a "blank," anchor that blank as a dissociated state,
and take it back in time to a significant past imprint.

When a person reaches an impasse or imprint, immediately inter-
rupt them and anchor & powerful resource stale (courage, power,
etc.). Take that resource slate back into the impasse to help the
person get through it,

Hv finding the imprint experience and re-coding it with the
resources that all the persons involved needed back then, people
change their perspectives and the subsequent beliefs that derived
from that experience. Re-imprinting creates a multiple perspective
viewpoint which serves eis the basis for wisdom in making
decisions, dealing with conflicts, negotiating, relating, etc.

Re-imprinting helps with the updating of internal maps by
highlighting resources one can use to resolve and/or avoid trauma
situations. In re-imprinLing, we even give (mentally in our minds)
the people who perpetrated hurt the resources they needed in
order not to have created such hurt. Doing this doesn't excuse or
condone the hurtful behavior, but maps out appropriate resources
and behaviors- Often, victims of crimes build limiting beliefs that
are then maintained by anger and fear. These show up as revenge
beliefs and create even more stuckness by creating a "victim"
identity. Giving the perpetrator the resources they needed prior to
the incident where the imprint occurred helps to resolve the
episode in their memory-

Ke-imprinting helps a person to update the internal maps. It
allows them to hold different beliefs and resources. It allows the
imprint experience to mean something resourceful.

The Pattern

1. Identify the problem. What belief, behavior, emotion, etc., do
you want to change? What associated feelings go along with it?
Inquire about what the person has done to change that belief or
behavior. Ask, "What stands in the way?" "What stops you1"

2. Locate the experience. With the anchored feeling, in itiate a TDS
using your Time-line, etc, to locate the imprint experience.



extend him or herself for the sake of others. Without such indepen-
dence, people frequently move from dependence to co-depen-
dence. The foil owing patterns in NLP offer ways of addressing
and resolving various "self" problem s.

#19 The Belief Change Pattern

Concept. Heliefs develop over time via our experiences, as we
entertain thoughts and representations, and then, at a meta-level,
say "Yes," to them. Once thoughts have transformed into beliefs,
they function as our perceptions about things. These "grown-up"
ideas then become habit and drop out of OUT awareness. Beliefs, as
grown-up understandings, become durable maps by which we
code ma»dng$. Then, as perceptual fillers, we "see" our beliefs
everywhere. This describes how we endow beliefs with a self-
fulfilling quality so that "as we believe, so we experience." Thus
beliefs function as a central part of our psychological organization.
Richard Bandler (1982) wrote,

Behaviors are organized around some very durable things called
beliefs. A belief tends to be much more universal and categorical
than an understanding. Existing beliefs can even prevent a
person from considering new evidence or a flew belief.

Structurally, beliefs operate as a me la-lev el phenomenon about
ideas, representations, and states. This means that while we may
try on various "ideas" and "thoughts" about ourselves, a "belief"
does not arise until we affirm, validate and say "Yes" to those
ideas. We "believe" in information at a higher logical level than we
represent information. To create a belief, we bring a state and
conviction about some teaming or conceptual understanding. You
have tago meta in order to experience the phenomenon of belief.

By contrast, a state of doubt refers to a state of disconfirmatiun, a
state of saying "No!" to the primary level of thoughts. Tins also
indicates, structurally, a meta-state composition. Indecision, by
contrast, generally operates at a primary level Can we change our
beliefs? You betf handler (1985) noted,

The process of changing a belief is relatively easy, as long as you
luwe the person's consent [I mphasis added)
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The technology within the belief change patterns offetB us a way
to change the very structure of a "belief." By using diese processes,
we can transform, update, and clarify beliefs about our "self" that
no longer serve us well. Use this Excellent pattern whenever
someone wants to change a belief, and especially a ".self" belief.

Preparing For Belief Change

1. Identify ii limiting belief that you would like to change. Use the
following sentence stems to evoke beliefs and to get your
limiting beliefs. "What I believe about myself is..." "What J
believe about X (e.g., people, work, relationships, God, health,
responsibility) is..."

2. Identify your mela-Hmiling beliefs. What do you believe about
that belief? Step back from your belief and ask about the
meaning you give to it,

3. Note your belief representations. How do you represent your
belief? What representational system? What submodaiities
drive the belief? What languaging do you use?

4. Identify your doubt representations. Ihink of something you
feel in doubt about, llow do yuu represent "doubt" in RS,
submodaiities, and language?

5. Contrast your doubt and belief representations. How do these
two sets of representations differ in structure? Identify the
submodalities that distinguish Lhem.

6. Test tin? submoiialities. Do so one at a time to discover which
submodaiities most powerfully affect or alter the belief or
doubt: location, brightness, clarity, voice, tone, breathing, etc,

7. Create a new positive enhancing belief that you would like to
believe. What would you like to believe instead of the limiting
belief? State it in positive terms as a process or an ability. "1 can
I earn to handle criticism effectively." "I can learn quickly and
thoroughly."

8. Check the ecology of this new belief Does any part of you object
to having it?
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Transforming TJte Belief

1. Turn your limiting belief into dmtbi. Access your limiting belief
and slowly change it into Uie submodaiity codings you have for
doubt.

2. Begin to switch the old limiting belief hack and forth from belief la
doubt. Continue to do so .repeatedly. Once you get the hang of
turning it back and forth, begin to do this faster and faster and
faster. Do this uiitil you feel disoriented, di^zy, confused.

3. Put in the nra' enhancing belief in the place of the uhl. Turn all of
the KS and submodalities down so that you ain't see, hear, feel
the limiting content. Replace with the new enhancing belief—
turn up all of the RS and sub modalities. Switch this to belief,
then doubt, back and forth several times.

4. Stop with the nezv enhancing belief coded as belief. Turn up all of
your driving sub modalities. Amplify as needed to make a
compelling representation. Stop, absorb, consider what this
looks like, sounds like, feeJs like. Future pace into tomorrow.,,.

rt. H$t, Break state. Think about the subject of the old belief.
What happens?

#20 The Dis-identification Pattern

Concept Sometimes we over-identify with some facet of our life
experiences—OUT beliefs, body, gender, race, etc. Such over-identi-
fication can lead to conceptually positing one's self as dependent
upon external qualities and actions, thereby constructing the self
as a victim, dependent, etc.

Assagioli (1365, 1973) provided a process for discovering one's
higher self by creating an "exercise in dis-identiftcaiion" (1161 which
begins by becoming "aware of the fact, 'I have a body, but I am not
my body'."

Every time we identify ourselves with a physical sensation we
enslave ourselves to the body.,, , I have an emotional life, but I
am not my emotions or my feelings. I have an intellect, but I am
not that intellect. I am I, a center of pure consciousness-

(117)
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Assagioli used the linguistic environment ("I have.-t am not...") to
apply this dis-identiheation to our other human powers and
expressions ("I have a will, I am not a will," etc,). Then, using
hypnotic language patterns, he wrote out an entire induction for
accessing this state-about-a-state:

I put my body into a comfortable and relaxed position with closed
eyes. Tliis done, i affirm, "f have i) body but I am not my body.
My body may find itself in different condition* of health or
sickness; it may be rested or tired, but titat has nothing to do with
my self my Teal 'I.' My body is my precious instrument of experi-
ence and of action in the outer world, but it fa only an instru-
ment. I treat it well; 1 seek to keep it in good health, but it is not
myself. I have a body, but I am not my body.

I have emotions, but I ant not my emotions. These emotions are
countless, contradictory, changing, and yet I hww that I always
remain i, myself, in times of hope or of despair, in joy or in pain,
in a state of irritation or of calm. Since I can obsenv, understand
and judge my emotions, and then increasingly dominate, direct
and utilize them, it is evidence that they are not myself. I have
emotions, but I am not my emotions.

S have desires, but I am not my desires, aroused by drives,
physical and emotional, and by outer influences. Desires too are
changeable and contradictory, with alternations of attraction and
repulsion. 1 have desires, but they are not myself.

I have an intellect, but i am not my intellect. It is more or less
developed and active; it is undisciplined but teacliable; it is an
organ of knowledge in regard to the outer nwrld as well as the
inner; but it is not myself, i have an intellect, but 1 am not my
intellect."

After this dis-identifiaition of the 'I' from its contents of
consciousness (sensations, emotions, desires, and thoughts), I
recognize and affirm that I am a Centre of pure seif-
cansciousness. I am a Center of Will, capable of mastering,
directing and using all my psychological processes and my
physical body.

(118-119)



Wliai tim I then? What remains after discarding from mif self-
identity the ykyskal, emotional and mental contents of my
persotutlity, of my ego? U is the essence of myself—a center of
pure seif-consdousness and self-realization. It is tfw permanent
factor in the ever varying flow of my personal life. It is that which
gives me the sense of being, of permanence, of inner security. I
recognize and I affirm myself as a center of pure self-conscious-
ness. I realize that this center not only has a static self-awn rents*
but also a dynamic power; it is capable of observing, mastering,
directing and using nil the psychological processes and the
physical body. I nm a center of awareness and of power.

(119)

Over-identifying with temporal facets of self or with our situa-
tion atu>e< us to become "possessed" by tin? identification. We
then become our rules, our masks, our emotions, eic. And, this, in
turn, "tends to make us static and crystallized...prisoners.

(121)

The type of patients for whom the exercise is particularly
indicated includes all those mho are over-emotional, and alt tftose
who are either strongly identified aritk a particular affective slate
or linked with an idea or plan or type of action- • which may be of
a higlier or low order—which keeps the patient in a state of obses-
sion. This includes fanatics of all kinds.

(1211)

Among some patients, particularly Americans, there is a great
deal of resistance to the idea ofdis-identifying oneself from one's
body, feelings, and thoughts; and a deep fear of becoming split
into different parts by so doing. However, on the contrary, many
patients like the idea of fulty experiencing a center within
themselves, a center from which they can find the strength and
the wisdom to withstand the stresses of modern life.

(122)

The Pattern

1, Start with the supporting belief Accept the enhancing belief
thai you transcend your powers, expression* of personality and
your circumstances.

2. Dis-identify linguistically. Use the linguistic environment, "1
have- but I am not..." to frame any and all of your powers and
functions and circumstances as not you.

3, Dis-identify in trance. Access a relaxed and comfortable state
and induce yourself into this transcendental state about your
psychological and physiological powers. "\f 1 lost any of these
powers, my core self would remain/'

4. Distinguish self and function whBt in trance. As you recognize
more fully how each power, function, circumstance, etc., differs
from your core self, reframe iLs meaning as that ol a function or
tool to use in navigating through the world.

5, Send your brain up another level to orate a transcendental
identity. Specify the You who exists above and beyond these
powers—the user of the powers, the state of "pure conscious-
ness." Represent this with a symbol or word to anchor it fully.

6. Create an image of this higher self as a stable center ou t of which
you can live and express yourself.

#21 Vie Re-imprinting Pattern

Concept. Traumatic episodes and reactiuns can arise from
traumatic experiences, negative input through stories, movies, and
imaginings. As such, once we map out a "trauma," the trauma can
come to function as belief and identity imprints that lead to limiting
beliefs.

"Imprints" themselves can involve positive experiences as well as
negative. Frequently, people abused as children will grow up and
make unconscious choices that put them back into situations that
seem to repeat the prototype trauma situation. By definition, an
"imprint" codes people with a map that seems to function in a
very ingrained way—one not so easily affected, by conscious
methods oi cognitive restructuring.
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imprints may involve single experiences or a series of experiences.
From them we may come to believe the imprint as reality, " Eh is is
the way things are," Imprints can even arise from the beliefs of
significant persons, the belief of another person which becomes
imprinted in the child. Sometimes the belief opera tea in a "delayed
action" format. Thus, at the time, the person may reject the other's
view, but later the other's beliefs (as internal representations) seem
to "come alive."

Imprints, as beliefs, also work in a self-fulfilling way. When we try
to argue with a belief, the person may have too much data,
gathered over time, supporting the belief. By going back to the
original imprint, we come to a time before the person's maps
became cluttered by later confirmations, in imprint situations,
often a person switches positions with a hurtful person and
experiences the other's reality, A child in an intense ongoing
relationship with parents often imprints or introjects some of the
parent's beliefs and behaviors and makes them part of his or her
own beliefs.

Chi tdren do not have a dear sense of their self-identity. They often
pretend to think and act as someone else. Sometimes they take on
the role model, lock, stock, and barrel, with very little discrimina-
tion about the consequences of what they have accepted. Our
adult selves, in many ways, involve an incorporation of the
models we grew up with. Our model of adulthood has the features
of past significant others. Jn them we can find family beliefs, prece-
dents, rules, scripts, etc, that have arisen from our chitdhood.

Intro ject inn of a significant other frequently, although not always,
occurs in the imprinting process. When this doesn't occur, we
probably just have a problem with a person or certain behaviors.
The key lies in what belief(s) a person developed via the imprint
experience. Imprints generally operate outside conscious aware-
ness.

The mechanism for discovery of the imprint comes from anchoring
an imprint feeling (a negative emotion) and using the emotion as a
guide to finding past memories, (See Change History for the trans-
derivational search—TDS). Travel back with it to the point where
you feel confused, to the point of "I don't know," At the impasse,
we have probably come to "the right address." The emotion will
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lead to the experience out of which we made the limiting belief, if
one erux^unters a "blank," anchor that blank as a dissociated state,
and take it back in time to a significant past imprint.

When a person reaches an impasse or imprint, immediately inter-
rupt them and anchor & powerful resource stale (courage, power,
etc.). Take that resource slate back into the impasse to help the
person get through it,

Hv finding the imprint experience and re-coding it with the
resources that all the persons involved needed back then, people
change their perspectives and the subsequent beliefs that derived
from that experience. Re-imprinting creates a multiple perspective
viewpoint which serves eis the basis for wisdom in making
decisions, dealing with conflicts, negotiating, relating, etc.

Re-imprinting helps with the updating of internal maps by
highlighting resources one can use to resolve and/or avoid trauma
situations. In re-imprinLing, we even give (mentally in our minds)
the people who perpetrated hurt the resources they needed in
order not to have created such hurt. Doing this doesn't excuse or
condone the hurtful behavior, but maps out appropriate resources
and behaviors- Often, victims of crimes build limiting beliefs that
are then maintained by anger and fear. These show up as revenge
beliefs and create even more stuckness by creating a "victim"
identity. Giving the perpetrator the resources they needed prior to
the incident where the imprint occurred helps to resolve the
episode in their memory-

Ke-imprinting helps a person to update the internal maps. It
allows them to hold different beliefs and resources. It allows the
imprint experience to mean something resourceful.

The Pattern

1. Identify the problem. What belief, behavior, emotion, etc., do
you want to change? What associated feelings go along with it?
Inquire about what the person has done to change that belief or
behavior. Ask, "What stands in the way?" "What stops you1"

2. Locate the experience. With the anchored feeling, in itiate a TDS
using your Time-line, etc, to locate the imprint experience.



3. Using a Time-line, travel back with the emotion. Establish a
Time-line and go back to the imprint experience. Have the
person stay with the feeling (white you hold the anchor) and
begin to remember fhe earliest experience of this feeling. When
the person has reached an earlier ev per fence, while associated
in this regressed state, have him or her verbalize the beliefs
(generalizations) formed from that experience,

"Take a moment and think about how frustrating {or
whatever the negative emotion) everything has been. lake
that feeling back in time.... What do you experience? Does it
involve anyone else? ...Do you see the person looking at
you? ...Go ahead and put yourseJf inside 'the you back then'
for just a moment. What beliefs do you have about this
experience? ...What beliefs about others, about the world,
about God?..."

Sometimes when the person verbalizes the belief, this will
represent the first time he or she has become aware of it. The
articulation of the belief itself will cause the misbelief to simply
evaporate.

4, Break state and review the experience. Ask the person to step off
the Time-line and review the imprint experience, identifying
the situation and the other participants.

"I want you to come back here to this room now, and to leave
that past memory."

Then have the person experience the episode as if watching a
movie of himself.

"Look back at that experience you had, put it way out there
so that it completely leaves, so that you no longer find
yourself in it at all...and watch that younger you.... How has
that experience affected you since that time?"

Ask the person to verbalize any other beliefs formed as a result
of this imprint (those beliefs that arose "after the fact").
Sometimes people don't form beliefs at the time of the imprint,
bul later. We can build imprint beliefs both during and after the
episode.
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5. Find the posit iiv intent m Hie feeling or belief. Determine the
positive intent. You may have to ask the "character","What
positive intent did you have in doing this?" (Note: "Character"
represents Robert Dilts' terminology and refers to a real or
imagined part.) Did it seek to install this belief that you exist as
a worthless person or try to screw you up? Would this part like
it if it knew what is now going on with you?

6. Identify and anchor tiu; needed resources. Ask the person to
identify and anchor the resources and choices that he/she
needed back then and didn't have. Do the same for any other
parts in the situation,

J'What would you need to give those parts in order for them
to respond differently?" "More acceptance." "So they need a
realization that different people have different models of the
world."

Get those resources. "I want you to vividly recall a time when
you fuily had that accepting feehng. Find a specific example."
Anchor it.

7. Apply ftfi resource. Ask the person to review the imprint
experience, off the 1 i me-line, from the perspective of each of the
parts involved. Holding the anchor, give each part involved in
the situation all the resources it would have needed to achieve
a desired outcome—back then.

"Take these resources and give it to this other person, this
other person is in your brain right now—that image or
memory comes from your brain. So take this and give it to
him. What does he or she do differently?... What beliefs do
you now build out of this experience?... Just go inside, and
allow your unconscious mind to review each experience
with this experience knowing that they now have the
resources they needed. We know that this person didn't have
that resource at that time, although as your resource, you can
update that model now.,/'



"There is a younger self bat:k in that experience that needs
resources that he or she didn't have thm. What resources do
you have now that would have allowed you to build a
different set of beliefs then?,- What insights, skills, abili-
ties...? What is the closest you have tome to having that
resource? Now take thatliyht and shine it back through your
history. Shine it on that younger you...so that as that younger
you begins to feel this resource, you can allow yourself to
imagine huw that would have changed things. And you can
now allow yourself to be relaxed and secure, calm and
comfortable with yourself in that memory...see that younger
self in front of you building resourceful beliefs and abilities."

8. Associate and relive the imprint experience. Becoming each part,
have the persun step onto the Time-line (holding the anchor)
with all the resources previously given to that part. Then have
the person update and/or modify the beliefs associated with
the experience.

9. Receive resources. Ask the person to step onto the Time-lint: as
their younger self and receive the qualities, attributes, they
needed from each significant character.

10. Review end future pad. Ask the person to step off the Tune-
line and review the changed experience. When he/she feels
satisfied with the outcome, have the person step back onto the
Time-line, and then muve up quickly into his/her future. Then
stop and use the resources to see how they will ihink-feel and
live in a new and different way,

#22 Tiie lime-line Pattern

Concept. Sometimes the problem we struggle with does not
concern anything in today's reality but something that occurred in
"the past." Thus the problem exists about how we keep our thoughts
and feelings from the past in our current awareness.

As we take cognizance of Lhe world via our nervous system with
its five central portals, we input information. Next we process that
information with our internal programs. We also go further as we
create abstractions of those abstractions. Through words and

concepts, we start constructing an internal world full of "ideas"
that transcend our senses, Immanucl Kant called these a priori
categories of the mind. Korzybskt called them higher-^>rder
abstractions. In KLP we call them non-stfisary based symbolic maps.
In everyday parlance, we call them "ideas/' "beliefs," "under-
standings," etc.

"Time" exists as one of these. This term refers to what? Since the
"coding" of anything determines everything, we need to become
aware of how we rq>resent this abstract concept. Source: Bandler,
James and Woodsmall (1988), Hall and Bodenhamer (1997),

"Time" Eliciration Pattern

1. Think of some simple activity you regularly do. Think of some
simple thing that you did five years ago, one year ago, this
morning, that you will do next week, next year, five years from
now (brushing teeth, going to work, getting dressed).

2. Notice your representations. What awareness do you have of
this activity that allows you to distinguish having dome it? In
what modality? With what submodality qualities? Especially
notice how you use location: sii:e, detail, space segment of
"time": the size of "today," "a week," "month," "year."

3. Step back and identify the overall configuration. I Joes your time
structure lcxik like a line, a boomerang, a spiral, etc.? Do you
have some metaphor for it? Do you have more than one lime-
line or time-configuration? How many? For what arenas of life
(business, personal, recreational, spiritual, etc.)?



Figure 5.1

"Time" OrtMttntions
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The coding/structure of 'time" enables us to tell the difference
between events past, present, or future- It affects our personality
in major ways since it affects our sense of cause-effect, order,
structure, etc.

Figure 5.2

"Time" Styles
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The Pattern

1. Identify your "time"~lme(s). Having elicited your representa-
tions for "lime" past, present and future via the metaphor of a
"line," now imagine floating above it and looking down upon it.

2. Float back in "time" along the 'lime-line. As you do, notice the
You of your "past."

3. Wow go forward in "time", observing both the events you
represent and how you represent those events, remembered or
imagined.

4. What "time" problems did you notice that you'd like to
address? What events exercise too much importance? What
events carry too little impact?

5. How might wu life to alter your "time" Hue? Identify some of
the things you might like to change about the events on youi
"time" line: shape, configuration, tilt, color, etc.

6. Using I tie suhmodulities, change the properties of the situa-
tion, e.g., distance, size, brightness, etc,

#23 Tite Change Personal History Pattern

Concept. The "past" only exists "in our mind," Externally, in the
world "out there," it no longer exists. It has passed- But we keep it
inside us (in our mind and body) and call that "past" OUT
"memory." And yet OUT memories continually change. With every
new understanding, development, learning, and experience we
keep revising and updating our past memories. Since our memory-
only exists as a construction, Richard ttendler has noted that, "It is
never too late to have a happy childhood."

Now what we remember, why we remember, and how we use our
memories involve our personal response-ability. To carry around
"accurate,' but hurtful and traumatized memories just because
"that's what really happened," only empowers those events. By
doing so, we keep cuing our mind-body system to "live in the
past" and to keep re-accessing negative emotional states. When we



do this, we creale ongoing hurt and disem power merit. Not a wise
way to run ogr own brain. Now we can use this pattern to change

l histories!

This pattern offers a way to recode the "past" in such a way that it
no longer serves as a reference for destructive feelings or for
defining self in negative ways, ft recodes memories as resources
and learnings; and becomes an enhancing orientation for moving
into the future with a positive attitude. The process finds a
problem memory, traces it to its source, reframes it with resources
and then brings that resource stato up to the present and into the
future.

The Pattern

1. Access a problematic memory. Access and elicit the problem-
atic:, unwanted, or unpleasant feeling. Find a memury wherein
you felt less than resourceful. As you do, establish an anchor for
this state. Calibrate to this state in the person.

2. Invite the person io engage in a trattsderwationel search (TDS).
Utilizing this anchor, assist the person in finding a previous
experience when this same feeling occurred, "Take this feeling
and let it guide you back in time to help you remember other
times when you felt this same kind of feeling. Allow yourself to
float back, in your mind, all the way back to previous times and
places where you felt this..." Whenever you note that the person
seems to re-experience the same negative state, have the person
stop and re-anchor it. Ask, "What age do you feel yourself in
this experience?"

3. Continue the TDS. Using the anchor, have the person go back
through time and find three lo six experiences of this .same
negative state, Each time ask his/her age while re-anchoring.
When you get bark lo the earliest one, stop,

4. Break state lo dissociate and to anchor resources. Have the
person step out of lhat "younger him" and watch that younger
him from his adult self. Now inquire, "As you look hack on
those experiences, what specific resources would vou need in

those past situations for that younger you to have responded in
a more effective way?" Elicit and anchor these resource slates
fully.

5. Collapse resourceful anchor with the unresottrceful tmcJior. As the
person returns to the earliest experience, simultaneously fire off
the negative stale anchor and the resource anchor As you do,
ask, "What would that past memory feel like when you know
you have this resource with you back then?" "How would this
resource make thai past different?" Then have the person come
up through history, stopping at each past experience with the
new resource so that hi* history begins changing, so lhat each
experience becomes more resourceful and satisfying.

h. Trouble-shooting. If the person has difficulty changing the
past experience, bring him to the present and construct and
anchor more powerful resources so that his resource anchor
becomes stacked with resources.

7. Break state. Once you have changed all of the past experi-
ences, have the person break state. After a little bit, have them
think about that problematic or unwanted feeling,

8. Test. What happens? Have the memories changied? In what
way? Does the person experience ihe resource as there?

9. Future pace. HinaHy, have them think about similar experi-
ences that may occur in the future. As they do, you may want
to fire off the resource anchor.

#23b Hie Chattge Personal History Pattern—Adaptation

The following adaptation of this pattern restates it using the Meta-
states model. This was developed by Hall and Hodenhamer

I. Identify the problem e&Cttt, This will serve as the primary state.
"Think about a time and place in your history that still troubles
you." "How does it trouble you?" "What problem does it create
for you?" "When you step into that memory, what emotion
arises? What meanings?" NOWT step out of thai problem state.

n



2. Take an observer's viewpoint of thai experience. This represents a
mcta-state alxuit the primary stale. Moat above your Time-line
(dissociate) and go back to the problem event and observe it as
a witness to it. From this meta-position, set1 that younger you
going through that event. (If you have difficulty staying disso-
ciated, put your representations up on an imaginary screen.)

3. Gather learnings about the event from [he observer position. This
allows you to mnve into another meta-state about the primary-
learning about the event. "What resources did that younger you
need?" "What resources did the others in the situation need?"
Identify the resources needed that would have changed it.

4. Return to the present and fully access file resources. From the
position of thchere-and-now, access and anchor each and every
resource needed. Amplify these and then test your anchors for
the resources.

5. From the observer meta-position, transfer the resources. Win en
you have returned tci the past event, give that younger you each
resource as a gift horn your present self. Then let the event play
out with the resources, and imagine the younger you now
acting, thinking, feeling, etc,, in a transformed way. From this
position, you can also give the others in the movie the resources
that they needed,

6. Come forward through your history with the added resources. Step
into the movie and become that younger you for the moment,
and then imagine yourself moving up through your lime-line
experiencing the resources so that, as you move through each
subsequent year of life, the resources transform your history
and enrich vour life. Let the resources transform yourself and
the others.

7. Return to the present nnd run an ecology check. Does this new
edition of your memory provide you with a sense of closure?
Does it encode bettor learnings and responses? Does it enhance
your life? Would you like to live with this new edition? Does it
provide you a more useablc map for navigating life?

8. Future pace. Look out into your future from the perspective
of having made these changes in your sense of your personal
history, and imagine them continuing into your future...

#24 Tile Swish Pattern

Concept. Since "brains go places" and take us to thoughts-and-
feelings that may create problematic and limiting states, the Swish
Pattern enables us to identify the cues that swish tho brain to go
wherever it goes. Detecting these then enables us to re-direct our
brain so that it goes to somewhere more useful and productive.
This pattern can change the way we feel and behave.

"Mind" (consciousness) operates as our information processing
mechanism with the languages of "mind":

i. our representational systems with their sub-modality quali-
ties

iL the linguistic map involving the digital symbols of words,
sentences, etc.

iii.the physiological system of breathing, posture, facial expres-
sions, etc.

We deal with reality indirectly through map representations.
Therefore our responses to the world (emotions, behaviors,
etc.="pattems") arise from our model of the world. Change that
model, and we change ourselves, our responses, our emotions, our
patlerns.

We elicit "states" of consciousness by responding to specific
stimuli (external or internal; remembered or imagined). Taking
charge of our states (state management) involves actively
"running our own brain" by using the languages of "mind."

The Swish Pattern represents an especially generative pattern. If
you think about "the behavior that would change I he old
response," you program iti a specific action or response. But if you
think about "the me for whom this would no longer operate as a
problem" you send your consciousness to a more powerful,
positive, and confident You—or self-image.



The neurodynamic principle behind this pattern involves the fat"t
that brains move aunty from unpleasantness (pain) atid toward pleasure.
So, whenever we attach a "pleasure" meaning to a stimulus, we
program ourselves to move toward that "pleasure." In this way,
we diiectionalize our consciousness and wire it neurologitally.
Often these pathways outlast their value. Generally, we always
make our best choice at that moment

The Pattern

1. Develop a full representation nfthe cue picture (or sound, sensa-
tion, word). The cue representation "triggers" the person into
feeling stuck or unresourceful, or Into problematic behavior.
"What do you see, hear, feel just before yuu engage in
unwanted behaviors?" Make the cue picture an associated image.

2. Develop a fully represented desired self image. Develop a repre-
sentation of a desired self that no longer has these problems.
Put into this image all of the qualities and a ttnbutes (not behav-
iors) that you believe necessary to the desired outcome. Make
this picture dissociated.

3. Check far objections and see that all parts want the desired
.self. Quiet yourself and go inside and ask, "Does any part of me
object to this new image of myself?"

4. Lint the two representations. We now want to treate a linkage
between the representations so that the cue always leads to Lhe
resourceful picture. In building this mechanism, we will use the
person's driving modalities. Start with a cue picture big and
bright, in front of the person and construct a small dark future
self in the corner tir in the middle of this picture. Akvays start
with the cue image and then add the future self image.

5. Swish. As the cue image gets smaller and darker, have the
future self image grow bigger and brighter until it fills the
whole screen. Do this very, very quickly, in just a couple of
seconds. Do it as fast as it takes to say, "Swwiissshhhhh." After
this, ask the person to clear "the screen.'

6. Repeat this swish five or six times, allowing your brain tn go
quicker and quicker with each swish.

7. Test. Ask the person to think about the cue image (or behav-
iorally test by creating the external cue for the person!).

S. Mature pad.'.

Distance/Color Swish

1, Establish the cue image. And as before, make sure you have it
close, full and associated.

2. Create and establish a future self image.

3- Ecology check.

4. Link the pictures. Have the cue image close and full of color.
Have the self image far away and black and white.

5, Swish: Move the cue image out while the ideal self image
tromes in closer and full of color. Ask the person to hold thi:>
imnge for a few seconds.

fi. Repeat five or six times.

7. Test.

#25 Tlie Circle Of Excellence Pattern

Concept. This pattern provides a marvelous resource for becoming
more centered and balanced as a human being. We have also
found it especially useful in encouraging performance excellence
or any task expressing mastery.

The thoughts-and-fee lings lhat we hold as we move through the
world affect tremendously whether we operate from a "center of
strength" or from a vacuum of weakness. By building and
anchoring a state of excellence, we can operate from our best. Using
the subconscious mind, this strategy anchors desirable patterns of
behavior into the physiology which we can then use in all aspects
of our lives.



The Pattern

1. Identify an excellent state. Name a slate that you would like to
have available to use, a state which allows you to act with full
capacity.

2. Imagine a circle on the floor. As you place the circle in front of
you make sure that it has enough size for you to step into.

3. Endow the circle with color. Pick a color to symbolize the
resource and then begin to notice the qualities of the circle in
terms of color, texture, material, size, etc.

4. Take, a nwta-position. As you stand outside the circle, recall a
lime when you had all the qualities you would like to have
available now and in the future. You may protend you have
these qualities or you may copy the qualities someone else has.
Recreate a full experience including how you feel, what you say
to yourself, what you see and how you hold your body when
you possess these abilities. Decide on an anchor, so Lhatyou can
recreate this state instantly by firing the anchor.

When working with another person and he/she experiences
these qualities and abilities, anchor them with a touch on the
shoulder. Reinforce this by asking the person to think of a
number of instances or ways in which he or she can feel excel-
lent. Anchor each one.

5. Image yourself in the circle possessing all the qualities and
abilities you want. Hear what you say to yourself, see what you
look like and nonce what you now feel.

6. Fire your anchor. While holding the resource anchor, step into
your circle of excellence. Move into that picture of yourself.
Allow yourself to totally experience your thoughts, memories.
awarenesses, and feelings—associatedly—and to make these
representations even bigger. See what you see as you have all
these abilities fully available. Talk to yourself in a powerful
way. Allow yourself to believe that all these qualities have
become yours and thai they will grow and increa.se... .

7, Future pan-. While you continue to experience the circle,
think about what it looks like and feels like to have these quali-
ties or slates.., . See, hear and feel yourself performing exactly
as you would like to in these special situations... . After you
become fully aware that this state belongs to you and that you
can call on it anytime you want to use it, step out of the circle.

8. Break state and test, Think of something you did yesterday.
Now test by firing your anchor to recreate this "excellent state."
[f you need to reinforce it, simpty recycle back through ihe
exercise.

#26 The Decision Destroyer Pattern

Concept Sometimes, as we move through life, we make some poor
decisions. Afterwards, those decisions become part of uur mental
map and begin to operate as a major psychological force in our life
(as a Meta-state). This pattern destroys such limiting, destructive,
and unenhancing decisions.

"Decisions" function as part of our mental maps that provide
specific instructions about what to do. And, while a decision in
one context and at one time may function very well for our benefit,
as contexts and times change these decisions can become out-
dated and unuseful. This pattern allows us to alter the decisions
that we have constructed.

The Pattern

1. Identify a limiting decision thai you still Uve with. What did you
decide? Fully express the decision and its meanings. When did
you adopt this decision? How long have you lived with it?
flow has it become limiting to you? (:uJly elicit this informa-
tion.

2- Identify an enhancing decision you'd iikc to lire life by. By using
the criteria of the well-formedness conditions (the first meta-
pattern)—access fully a more enhancing decision that would
serve you better now and in the future. As you access this
decision state, anchor it fully.



3. Float alwvc your TUne-ihw bud: to when yew made the Ii7tt~t!in£
decision. Observe it dissociatedly from above your Timc-line.
Float down into the experience—Eind observe it associatedly
Anchor this experience.

4. Repeal. Float back to other instances of this limiting decision
until you get to the earliest experience of using this limiting
belief.

5. Now float back up above your Time-line and fully re-access your
enhancing decision.

6. Go back fifteen minutes prior to the decision. Once you have
your enhancing decision fully accessed from above the Time-
line, float back to fifteen minutes prior to the earliest decision,
then float down into that yotmger you, bringing with you that
Enhancing Decision fully and completely

7. Experience the old situation with new resources. As you do,
bring these enhancing resources with you, letting them (in your
mind and internal experience) completely change your aware-
ness and feelings as you experience the effects of this new
decision.

8. Then quickly zoom up through your Time-line to the present.

9. Stop at the present. Fully integrate the experience and future
pace.

#27 The Core Transformation Pattern

Concept, Creating a transformational change that operates out of
one's core values, beliefs, and identity moves one to a state of
congruence and wholeness.

This firsL pattern plays upon the term "Core" as a metaphor of
"depth", suggesting going "down" to one's core and identifying
or discovering one's core values and states. It presupposes that all
of one's parts works out of that core. The next pattern does the same
thing, but plays upon the term "Meta" and so takes us up to our
highest, most transcendent values.

The purpose of each pattern involves developing and maintaining
an inner sense of well-being, wholeness, and connection with
those traits and qualities with which we most want to identify. By
doing so; we can then integrate: them so that we will operate in a
centered and balanced way even when experiencing times of
trouble or distress.

This pattern takes us to our "deepest levels of being" and uses
these resource? states (con? states) to transform our emotions,
behaviors, and responses with an ongoing sense of well-being- Use
this pattern to address inner conflict or disharmony with yourself,
a lack of integration between parts, and/or just a desire for a more
resourceful center. Source: Andreas and Andreas (1991) Core
Transformation, developed from the six-step refraining model

The Pattern

L Choose a part to work with. "What part (a behavior, feeling,
ete.) would you like to work with today?" Think about any part
of yourself that you have which you might not yet appreciate.

2. Experience unit welcome the part. "Where do you feel the part
in your body?" Welcome and receive the part. "What difference
do you feel in your body as you do this?"

3. Distwer the purpose and intention of the part Ask the part what
it wants for you that it values as positive.

4. Discovering ttte outcome chain, "Ask the part, 'If you have the
outcome from the previous step fully and completely, what do
you want through having that, that you value as even more
important?'"

5. Repeat, Repeat .step 4 until you reach your core state which
will involve a state of consciousness similar to "love, peace,
oneness, or being-ness," etc. Once you access your core state,
take some time and enjoy experiencing it fully and completely.
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6. Reverse ihe outcome chain with the cote state. Begin by gently
inviting your part to notice, "When you have this core state
(name the one elicited from step 4) as a way of being in the
world, hoiv does already having (core state) make things
different?"

Then more specifically, ask, "How does already having this core
state (name it) as a way of being transform; enrich, radiate
through X, Y, and Z (name the intended outcomes from
step 4)?"

Finally, transform the original context with the cone state: "How
does already having this core state as a way of being in the
world transform your experience of (name the context where
you wanted a change)?"

7. Grow tip the part. To do this, ask your part the following
questions: "How old are you?" "l>o you want to have the
benefits that come from evolving forward iii time to your
air rent age, with this core state fully present?" F.volve forward
through time, from whatever age you find this part, all the way
forward to your current age, having this X (core state) there
through every moment of time.

B. Bring the part fully into your body. Notice where you have the
part now located in your body and allow it to flow fully in and
through your body, through the "outcome chain/' with the
grown-up part fully in your body (general, specific, original
context),

9. Check far objecting parts. "Is there any part of you that objects
to your having X as a core state now as a way of being in the
world?" hiring any objecting parts, and any additional parts
associated with this issue, through steps 1-9 before going on.

10. Time-Hue generalization. Begin by envisioning your Time-line
and floating back over it to just before your parents conceived
you. Now, with your core stale radiating through your being,
allow yourself to move forward through "time," letting this
core state color and transform every moment of experience up
to the present. Next, envision yourself moving forward on that

1>JU

same trajectory into the future, noticing how it becomes colored
by the fact that you have this tore state. Finally, cycle bat k
through the Time-line generalization several times, Faster each
time.

(Note: You will find it helpful to write down each intended
outcome and con: state so that, when you begin the process of
cycling back through this series of states, you will remember
and name the outcome states in the order in which you elicited
them from the person.)

#28 The Meta-Tratisformation Pattern

Concept, We can create generative transformation that will
permeate all of our personality if we make a change at a higher
logical level—a meta-level. The primary difference between Ihis
pattern and Core Trans formation lies in the operational
metaphors. In Core, we use the idea of "going down" to our
"core," to identify and access deep "core" states. Here we turn the
metaphor around, and go up {meta) to a higher logical level to
access desired transcendental meta-states. By find ing the positive
intent of each state, we get to our highest transcendental Meta-
states, hence meta-tmnsfoTmittwns.

This pattern fully develops our desired outcome and elicits a
desired chain of states. Continue to ask the exploration question,
"What do you seek to experience, accomplish, feel, etc., and, when
you get that, what does it get for you?"

Generally, in NLP, we do not ask the "why" question or go
exploring the past for exfrtatwlions or causes. Such why questions
tend to focus us on problems, the past, and on causations. And the
answers we get to such questions usually only keep us in the
problem. Instead, we focus primarily on how and what questions.
"What do I seek to accomplish by these current actions?" This
question orients us toward our objective, purpose, and our desired
state(s). Once we know our chain of desired sta les, we can then ask
the hew $ lid zvhai questions. "How can I best get there? What
resources will help me?"
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Because we try to accomplish something of value as we discover
these desired status, we can then allow these answers to become
the basis of our inner life! In other words, we can "just step up into
these desired ouLcome states." We can use them as our way of being
in the world. Source: Hall (1996).

The Pattern

Four Going-Up Steps:

1. Identify a behavior. Consider some behavior, state, experience,
or habit that you do or engage in, but which you; do not
evaluate as effective or pleasant. What behavior or state do you
experience that you don't appreciate about yourself? (You can
also use this pattern with positive behaviors that you do like
and appreciate.)

2. Explore your 'what' ef intention and design. "What do you seek
to gain by doing this?" "How does this hold value or purpose
for you?" "What dn you want to achieve by this?"

3. Keep repealing. 'And wha t do you seek to accomplish, experi-
ence or gain when you do this?" Continue this line of
questioning until you begin to loop. "What do you want,
through obtaining this, that you deem even more important?'
"It' you get this desired state, in just the way you want it, what
would you like that is even more important to you?"

4. Continue until you limp. Eventually you will generate a string
of desired states. You'll know when you've reached the top
when you begin to loop among the highest states.

Four Going-Down Steps:

5. Fully describe your ultimate, transcendental Mctastate (TMS),
Describe what this ultimate transcendental Meta-state would
look like, sound like, feel like, the language you use to talk to
yourself about it, etc.
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6. Step into the TMS. Use all of your descriptive cues to help
your brain-body create die desired state and then just step into
it. Use the "as if" frame if you need to: what would H look,
sound, feel Eke to fully and completely experience the TMS?

7. Experience the state fully. After you step into the TMS, allow
yourself to experience it fully so that you can absorb it
throughout your body,

8. Lise the TMS to relate Us resources downward. How does
already having this state transform your experience? How does
it enrich it? How does it change the way you Lhink-and-feel?
Take the TMS and Set it organize, modulate, alter, and drive the
lower states.

#29 Vie Making Peace With Your Parents Pattern

Concept. Sometimes our "self" ima^e results from having adopted
the same view of ourselves which we believe our parents held
about us. If we believe a parent labeled us as "stupid," we often
keep that belief as part of OUT self image. This pattern helps to
identify these dysfunctional introjects and to shift them into a
resource. It operates from the p re-sup position that all behavior,
physical and emotional, has a positive intention. When we can
identify this intention, we can use it to change our beliefs.

So when, as an adult, we have not "made peace" with our parents,
but continue to expend a lot of mental-emotional energy on their
hurtful parenting, or blame our parents, or excuse ourselves based
on our childhood experiences, we need to "get over it," and get on
with life. This pattern will allow us to amplify and Integrate the
positive qualities that we can receive from our parents and "finish
the business" that may have caused us to get stuck in our devel-
opment. Source: adapted from Robert McDonald.



The Pattern

1. identify a conflict with your parents. Identify an area oF conflict
or negative feelings associated with your parents that you
would like to resolve.

2. Get "mother" representations. Think about your mother and
notice whore in your mind and/or body you hold negative1

feelings, images, or sounds. How do you represent her? Where?
What other submodality qualities?

3. Intensify your "mother" representations. Intensify the feelings,
images, sounds even more and allow them to stream frum their
location in your body into Lhe open palm of your left band. Let
the feelings, images and sounds flow into your left hand until
you have all of them represented there.

4. Solidify into a visual shape. Now allow the feelings, sounds,
images to take a visual shape. Ask the feelings and sounds to
come together into a shape you can see.

5. Break state. Look at the ceiling, tie your shoe—or do anything
that enables you to break state,

6. Repeat with your "Father" representations. Think about your
father and notice the feelings, sounds and images associated
with him. Where do you feel him in your body? intensify these
feelings, sounds and images even more and allow the feelings,
images and sounds to stream from their location in your body
into the open palm of your right tumd. Let the feelings flow into
your right hand until you have all of these representations
them Allow these elements to become a visual shape, li' you
could mold all these elements into a shape, what would it be?
Afterwards, break state again.

7. Probe for the pmtioe intention. Ask your mother, "What did
you try to do for me that you evaluated as positive?" Kepeat the
question until this part of you (your internalized mother)
identifies a m eta-outcome thai you find positive and valuable.
She may have sought to protect you from disappointment or to
equip you Lo handle the world's hurt, etc Repeat by probing
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the positive intention of your father. Ask your father, "What did
you try to do for me that you evaluated as positive and
valuable?"

8. Thank and validate these parts. Thank both your "motner" and
"father" internalized parts for their concern for you.

9. Vet these parts appreciate each other Allow both your "mother"
and "father" representations to appreciate each others' inten-
tions and positive purposes.

1<}. Combine into a angle part. When both parent representations
accept the other's positive intentions, explain that they can now
combine to create an even more powerful positive intention.
Ask them if they would feel willing to become more influential
by combining their wishes for you into one positive force. Then,
slowly bring both h^nds together and watch and feel the two
parents mix, mingle and merge together. Pause.,. . Give the
person some time for integration if working with .someone else.
Then ask them to open their hands to discover a new image
which represents a full integration and synthesis of these parts.
The positive intentions of both parents now combine into one
powerful resource.

11. Store inside, "Now where would you want to store this
integrated image inside you so that it can become an integral
part of you? In your heart? Beneath it? In your lungs? Let it
come in, and you can touch Lhal spot to anchor these new
resourceful feelings, now... .

"And while you hold this anchor, let the feelings you have, as
you bring this integrated image into yourself, take you all the
way into your past, to just before you came into this world, at
birth. Imagine yourself fully and completely in your mother's
womb feeling all these positive feelings. Now with these
resources deeply within your body and cellular structure,
rapidly grow up through all the years of your life to thispresenL
moment,

12. Future pace. Keeping the anchor, step into the future and
image what your li fe will become from now on as you walk into
the future with these integrated resources totally within you.
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#30 Tfie Loving Yourself Pattern

Concept* Not infrequently, we speak and behave in a *vay that
doesn't demonstrate healthy self-love, but self-contempt. This
pattern works very effectively for building a mure complete
identity. By increasing a sense of worthiness, the self becomes
more integrated. Then oLher abilities such as self-appreciation
become possible. Designed to use for ego strengthening and self-
esteem enhancement. Source: Suzi Smith and Tun HaJlbom.

The Pattern

1. Comfortably think of a model of laving. Put yourself in a
comfnrtable place where you can do something that you
thoroughly enjoy. When you find that place, allow your mind to
identify someone who has cared about you intensely, even if it
only occurred for a moment.

2. Describe this "toping" model- ttegin identifying and describing
this person's qualities and attributes so that you obtain a full
sense of all the components that go into conveying to you a
person who loves you.

3. Take second position.

Now leave your body and float into the body of the person
watching you. Once you take this second position, begin to
describe the you that this person sees from out of his/her eyes... .
Notice the things that this person particularly loves about that
you. How do you feel an you watch this person love and appre-
ciate you? What words would he/she use to describe the inner
loving feelings lowTard this you? How does this you look when
seen through the eyes of someone who loves you? Allow
yourself to become aware of how looking at yourself lovingly
from another point of view enriches the experience of knowing
yourself as a lnveable person.

4. Anchor this feeling. As you go into the state of feeling
completely loved by this person, set an anchor for yourself with
some stimulus (a visual image, word, sound, touch, etc.),

5. Experience the loving.

Now receive the love sent to you by this person who really
loves you. Experience the feelings you have as this person looks
at you with love. Appreciate your loveabie qualities also. Hear
what you say to yourself wThen you enter into the presence of
someone who really loves you. What do you see as you look ouL
of your eyes knowing this complete love and acceptance?

6. Anchor. Notice how you created the state of feeling lovable.
Anchor it. Recall all the new information about yourself and
take it in to enrich your sense of self.

7. Test and future pace,

.11 Tlte Self-sufficiency Pattern

Concept. This pattern works well to connect a person to his or her
internal resources. So often we look outside ourselves for answers
lo problems instead of relying on our own inner strengths. This
pattern enables us to increase our self-efficacy and self-confidence.
Source: $U7.\ Smith and Tim Hallbom.

The Pattern

1. Identify/ resources. Identify a feeling you would like to geL
from yourself instead of looking to others or to activities, such
as support, understanding, love, etc.

2. Identify a per nan to motlrf. Think of someone (or pretend you
know someone) whom you can "always count on." As you do,
make a picture of this person with this resource. Notice the
location where you see him or her. What size of a picture do
you make of them? Notice the size and shape as well as any
other submodality factor that drives this representation of
trustworthy, stable, solid, etc.

3. Receive the model's resources. Imagine seeing this model
person giving you all of the resources for self-efficacy and confi-
dence. Vividly imagine getting the emotional resources you
want for yourself. Enjoy receiving them.
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4. Map over to your mim sdf representation. Now take (or create)
your own self image and put it in the same location as your
model. Make your picture1 the same as the picture ot "the
person you can count on" in all of the ways thaL make ;i differ-
ence to you. Become that ideal self loving and supporting you.

5. Move, this other you in even closer. Increase the feelings of
comfort, support, and connectedness coming troni your ideal
self. Enjoy the fueling of counting on yourself as you imagine
having become that ideal self loving you. Feel the love you can
have toward yourself. Enjoy this feeling of loving you.

6. Reorient and test. Now, move back into yourself and take this
loving person into yourself. Notice what a difference it makes
having this support. You now have an internal self that you can
always count on,

#32 The Receiving Wisdom From Your Inner Sage Pattern

Concept. The root idea in the term "education" describes a
"drawing out" process, thereby suggesting internal resources,
understandings, and wisdom within. This process assists drawing
out such built-in wisdom or learned wisdoms which we
sometimes forget to access, or learnings that we have made in
uther areas that we need to transfer over—this pattern offers us
that lechnology.

Further, the concept of "an Ancient Sage" with whom we ean
converse and from whom we can gain knowledge provides a
marvelous metaphor about how to use our internal wisdnm.
Doing so gives us a moment to think before acting—a very wise
way of moving through the world.

The Pattern

1, Induce a relaxation state. Use any process that enables you or
another to relax fully and completely.

2. Imagine a sage. Then allow yourself to imagine a wise person
silling in a chair or floating in the air before you. See this wise
person smiling graciously, looking at you with love and accep-
tance.
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"And this wise person has much wisdom to share because as
you can see, he/she radiates that wisdom in his/her demeanor
with dignity, joy, good health..."

3- initiate a dialogue with the *

"This sage has come to work with you as an advisor in your
decision-ma king. So, allowing yourself to teel accepted and
understood, you can begin to ask questions of this inner sage...
questions that you feel as important-.-and wonder, really
wonder, what insights might come to mind as you do..."

4 Identify with the sage. As you look and interact and talk and
think out loud in the presence of this wisdom, you can begin to
feel yourself more and more attracted to this wisdom, knowing
that, as you do, the wisdom there will flow easily and grace-
fully into you,.. . And, as it flows into you, you also can flow
into it. Because, as you imagine floating in wisdom itself and
connecting with wisdom, you ran experience more and
more of it."

5, Appreciate and integrate. "Thank this sage wisdom for your
expanded perspective and a more resourceful state, and ask
thaL wisdom to live more and more intuitively in you every
day..."

Conclusion

With these patterns we tan empower ourselves (and others) to
truly re-invent our seizes. Our constructed mental map (or ideas) of
our "self" (i,ev our "identity") arises from how we have used our
experiences to map out understandings of ourselves. Many people
suffer from a poorly mapped-out "self" concept. Others have
accepted toxic definitions that lock them into a world of pain.

"Personality," as a meta-level construct, exists as a piece of subjec-
tivity with much plasticity that we can alter and recreate so that...

we align our differing values and beliefs, so that...
we can balance our multiple perspectives, so that...
we can transform from higher level understandings so that,.
we create a "self" that motivates and encourages.
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Chapter 6
Emotional States

The Art Of Managing
Neum-Lmpiistic States

Emotions—sometimes we love them, sometimes we hate them!
Sometimes they put us in some highly resourceful and creative
places; sometimes they maki: life a living hell. Emotions, probably
more than anything else, typically drive us tn seek help. Life may
be "going to hell in a handbasket," but many (perhaps the majority
of us) don't do anything about it until we fee! the need! Typically,
we let things go, and keep trying the Fame solutions that don't
work(!)r allow ing the problems to continue to grow to unmanage-
able proportions. By then, we usually have put ourselves into
some very negative, and self-rein forcing, emotional states. Does this
sound familiar?

The patterns in this chapter address \he subject of our emotional
states. Here we wiil especially focus on the negative ones
(e.g., stress, anger, fear, regret, guilt)—those primary emotiunal states
that, when they become too intense, prevent good thinking,
problem-solving, presence of mind, etc. These emotional states
nepresent the very opposite of resourcefulness; they represent
unre sourcefulness.

The NLI' model centrally addresses these "states'" of conscious-
ness (or mind-body states}. And because states involve both
t hough ts-and-emotions—and indeed we cannot have one without
the other—we describe them as neuro-Hnguistic states. This
reminds us of the two "royal roads" to stale: mind (linguistics) and
body (neurology, physiology). In this chapter, you will discover
some cutting-edge human technology for recognizing, managing,
and transforming emotional states.
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#33 The Visunl-Kitiesthetic Dissociation Pattern (Phobia Cure)

Concept. We ran process information in two central ways: analyti-
cally and experientially. When we "think'' or read something experi-
entially, we feel as if we have entered into the story, so to speak. To
do that we repnesentationally encode it in such a way that we cue
ourselves to experience it tteum-linguistiailhf. Conversely, when we
"think" or read something analytically, we hold the material at
"arm's length," so to speak. We analyze it, think nbtmt it, and take
a spectator's point of view regarding it. In the first instance, we
associate with and in the content; in the second, we dissociate.

A caveat ubuut this language: In using the Lerm "dissociation," we do
so with caution inasmuch as we do not (and cannot) literally step
out of our body and not experience an emotion. Thus, even "disso-
ciation" involves ciur body, and occurs in the body, hence our
somatic sensations and feelings. More accurately, wi: conceptually
step aside from our emotions and think about them from a meta
position. As embiwdied neuro-linguistic beings, we cannot actually
or literally dissociate from our bodies.

Each of these perceptual styles has its strengths and weaknesses.
Association empowers us to take the first perceptual position of
self, to enter into a story, and to "know" it from within.
Dissociation allows us to take the second and third perceptual
positions, to apply scientific or personal analysis, to learn from it,
to not let it activate OUT emotional responses, to know it from
without. Too much association and we become emotional cripples,
hysterical, unable to "think," having emotional reactions, etc. Too
much dissociation and we become intellectual eggheads,
emotional incompetents, unable to relate emotionally and person-
ally, etc.

With regard to hurts, traumas, and unpleasant realities, many
people can't even think about such information. To do so re-trauma-
tizes. Typically, such individuals eventually lose their willingness
to even entertain painful thoughts; those in helping professions
frequently bum out. Others develop PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder). Because they cannot "think" without going into
negative painful emotional stales, they experience "thinking" as
distressing and unpleasant. This robs them of an important
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resource: the skill of thinking camfortabht about unpleasant nvflifs. So
"reality" pains them. So they repress, suppress, deny, avoid, etc.

The V-K dissociation pattern offers a marvelous technology for
recovering from trauma states and from PTSD- ft empowers us in
learning how lo "think" about unpleasant things without re-associ-
ating and re-experiencing the situation. We can stop signaling our
body to respond to "thoughts" as if actually in the trauma again.
By stopping the ongoing re-traumatization, we resolve the pain
and move on in life.

The technology within this pattern works by moving,
mentaliy/conceptually, to a different frame of reference (other
position, third position, dissociated viewpoint) and viewing the
information from a position ot distance. This stops us from associ-
ating into the experience and accessing negative emotional states.
This allows us to bring new resources to bear on the situation.

To recapitulate, the V-K dissociation pattern works by moving us to
a different frame of reference (a spectator viewpoint) where we
can view the "painful" information comfortably. This interrupts
our trauma thinking and prevents us from processing the infor-
mation in such a way that we collapse into a negative emotional
state.

This constructivist understanding of human subject ivity
ultimately identifies the source of experience as how we code it in
our mind-body. As you code information—so you experience
Human subjectivity lies almost completely in the coding. When
you change that coding, you change your experience at the neuro-
logical level.

So, with our two categorical ways of "thinking" (assncintedly and
iissoaatedhf), we can now develop the flexibility ofconsciousness to
choose which to do when We can decide how to code and experi-
ence information—analytically, "objectively/' and un-e motion ally,
or experientialty, "subjectively," and "emotionally." We can
remember old events as a spectator to the experience—as a movie
goer, rather than as an actor in the movie. Use this technology for
effectively managing "emotions", so that you learn from the past
rather than (eel bad about it. Use it to "switch off" any scene that
you don't need to play any more in your inner theater



A final caveat: if you use this pattern on pleasant experiences, you
will thereby neutralize them—and that will work to your detri-
ment. Doing so will rob you of the feeling of being alive and vital. It
will eliminate good feelings, motivation, emotional under-
standing, etc.

The Pattern (e.g., The Plwbia Cure)

1. Create a dissociated representation, Create a dissociated image
by imagining yourself sit Ling in a movie theater. On the screen
in this mental theater, put a black-and-white picture of the
younger you in the situation just before the traumatic event
occurred.

Freeze-frame, as a snap-shot, a scene prior to the movie. Now
sit back to watch it, aware that you have taken a spectator's
position to that younger you. Notice that you have stepped out
of the picture, and have a position from outside. This will
change how you feel about it.

As you gain this psychological distance, anchor this dissocia-
tive :esponse; delighted that you can feel glad for this Ability to
step aside even further. Because taking this spectator position
to your old memories enables you to begin to team from them in
new and useful ways.

You might notice (.hat your younger self in that memory
thought and felt from a less resourceful position than you do
now, sitting here and observing that younger you with your
adult mind. And this can give you a new and different perspec-
tive, can it not? Now.

2. Identify your driving submodalities. As a spectator to your
movie, notice your VAK codings and their submodalities
(another meta-level state). Play around with altering them.

Since you have taken this new pusition to your younger self,
you can now look at the ways you internally represent that
memory.-,and notice the submodalities your brain has used, up
to now, to code this memory.

As you begin with the visual system, just notice whether you
have the picture in color or black-and-white? A movie or
snapshot? Bright or dim? Close or tar? And as you make these
distinctions, you can begin to choose which coding would
enable you to think comfortably about that memory so that you
can stay resourceful and thoughtful in a relaxed and. comfort-
able way-
Begin to check out the auditory system of the sound track of
your memory. Do you even have a sound track? What sounds
do you hear coming from that movie? What quality of tones do
vou hear? At what volume, pitch, and melody? Now check out
your language system. What words do you hear from that
younger you? From where do you hear these words coming?
Notice their tone, volume, and location.

As you notice how that younger you feels, what sensations
does that you have in your body up there on the screen? Where
and at what intensity, weight, pressure?

What shifts in these submodality codings enable you to think
lomfortnbiy about that old memory? As you make these alter-
ations in your coding you can relax in the growing sense of
distance and control that this gives you.

Notice the effect it has for you when you dim the picture of
vour unpleasant memory- Mow turn down the brightness,
further, further, until it doesn't bother you anymore. Send the
picture ofi" into the distance.,. . Soften the tonality ot the sound
track.

3. Move to a second-level dissociation.

Now imagine yourself floating out of your body in the tenth
row of the theater and float back to the projection booth. From
this point of view you can see today's self (in the tenth TOW)
watching the younger you on the screen. As you note the adult
you sitting in the theater, let yourself also see beyond to the still
picture on the screen.
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At this seconcHevd dissociation, if at any time you feel uncom-
fortable and need to remind yourscli that you are not fo the
picture, but merely watching it, piit your hands up on the
plexiglass to remind yourself to feel safe and secure in the
control booth,

4. lit the old memory play out us you watch it from the projection
booth.

Let the initial snapshot play out as a black-and-white movie as
you watch the memory from the projection booth. Watch it from
the beginning to the end. Then let it play beyond the end to a
time when the bad scene disappears and you see that younger
you in a time and place nf safety and pleasure. As you keep
watching after the pausing of the trauma, move to a scene of
comfort..,either at that time or, if necessary, fayt-forward your
memories to some future event of comfort. When you get to
that place, stnp the action, and freeze frame the picture. [If the
experience becomes especially intense, dissociate to a third
level,]

5. Step in and reivind.

The next step will occur really fast. So don't do it until you get
all of the instructions about what and htiw to do it. in a
moment, rewind (his memory movie in fast rewind mode, as you
have seen movies or videos run backwards. Now rewind this
movie backwards at high speed. This time, rewind it while
inside it. From that vantage point, you might see a confusion of
sights and a jumbling of sounds as everything zooms back to
the beginning.

Now associate vourself into the comfort scene at the end of Lhe
movie and feel those feelings of comfort and okayness fully and
completely.

Do you tee! that comfort scene? Good, Now push the rewind
button and experience it re winding... zooooooommmmm. All
the way back to the beginning. It only takes a second or two to
do that fast rewind, and how did that feel.,.rewinding from
inside the movie?

When you experience the fast rewinding, <ill the people and
their actions go backwards. They walk and talk backwards. You
walk and talk in reverse. Everything happens in reverse, just
like rewinding a movie.

6, Repeat this process five times.

Having arrived back at the snapshot at the beginning, clear the
screen in your mind. Take a break. Shift your awareness. Open
your eyes and look around.

Now, gn to the situation of comfort at the end again and, (is soon
as you step into it, feel, see, and hear it fully... re wind the movie
even taster As you do this over and over your brain will
become more and more proficient and the rewind will go faster
and faster until the rewind takes only a second each time.
Zoom m mm!

7. Test your results.

rireak state from this exercise. Then after a minute or two, call
up the original memory and see if you can get the feelings back.
Try as hard as you can to step into the. scene anil feel the full
weight of the emotions.

Other Editing Tools

From the doubJe dissociation position of the projection booth you
can not only rewind, you can do numerous other things to change
your codings. You have many other choices. You can program
vour brain to process the film in ways to give you a great range of
perspectives and reframes on the memory.

1, Associate a resourceful memory. Recall the memory of a time
when you felt creative, confident, powerful, etc., from the past.
See what ynu saw at that time. Now turn up the brightness on
that memory. When you are hilly associated into this
resourceful state, bring into that scene the negative stimulus
(dog, spider) that you fear, or the traumatic memory, and merge
the two memories until they integrate and you see yourself
handling the situation with your resources.
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2. Alter your stfwjjd track. Re-process the way you hear yourself
and others talk. How would you want to make your voice
different? Or the voice ol someone else? What qualities would
make the memory less intense? What voice would you like to
have heard? Install an internal voice to help you through this
situation.

3. Add tonal qualities to the sound track to make it better, lake an
unpleasant memory and put some nke loud circus music
behind it. Watch the movie again. How do you feel now? Put
circus music to other memories of anger and annoyance.

4. Apply your spiritual fnith. If, in your spiritual belief system,
you can bring in your guardian angel, A loving heavenly Father,
etc., then split your screen and see through the eye of your faith,
your guardian angel hovering over the earthly scene of your
memory. See and hear your angel caring for and loving you.
Perhaps ymJ hear, "1 am with you." "1 will help you." See Jesus
touch you with his healing hand.

5. Symbolically code the memory. For instance, you might want to
make the people in your memory transparent. Color them
according to how you think/feel about them. Draw a line
around the three-dimensional persons in your memory, make
thorn two-dimensional and color them according to your evalu-
ation of them.

6. HumOtize your memory. Since laughter gives us a great
distancing skill, use your humor so that you can laugh this
emotional pain off. How far in the future do vou need to trans-
port yourself before you can look back on a memory and laugh
at it? What difference lies between a memory you can laugh at
and one that you can't? Do you see yourself in one, but not in
the other? I Jo you have one coded as a snap-shot and the other
as a movie? What difference lies in color, size, brightness?
Imagine the hurtful person talking like Donald Duck, Turn
your opponent into a caricature cartoon character with exagger-
ated lips, eyes, head, hands, etc.

I
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#34 Tlte Accessing And Managing Resourceful States Pattern

Concept. Whenever we don't have our states (i.e., own them,
control them), but our states have us, at that point we need to
develop the skills for taking ownership over them so that we can
manage them. This pattern empowers us Lo do just that, Lo take
cliarge of our own life.. Here we have some basic tools for changing
our states.

Mind ami physiology comprise. tfi£ tools for working with states-.

i. Mind: the content of internal representations about things:
what we see, hear, smell, feel in the "theater of our mind,"
plus the words we say to ourselves about those sights,
sounds, and sensations.

ii. Physiology: the state of our health, body, neurology, and all
the factors that make up and affect our physiological heing.
State-dependency refers to the fact that our states govern our
learning, memory, perception, behavior, etc. State-depen-
dency leads to "emotional expectations! sets" and "conceptual
expectation^ sets" which also determine what we see and
hear. Two persons with entirely different emotional or
conceptual expectational sets will experience the same event
in radically different ways.

The Pattern

1. The memory access,

Think about a rime when you thought-felt, talked or behaved in
such a way that you had the resource of X (confidence,
assertiveness, calmness, gentleness, etc). Fully access that
memory by seeing what you saw then, hearing what you heard,
smelling and tasting what occurred in that experience, and
feeling what you felt. Allow yourself to go back there fully and
completely until you have entered that experience.,..

2. Tiie imagination access.

Think about what it would look like, sound like, fee] like if you
stepped into X (the resource),,.imagine it fully and allow
yourself to experience it.
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3, I'he modeling access.

Think about somebody you know, know about, or someone
you've seen or heard in the movies, etc. who has the resource of
X. See, hear and feel them having this stale completely and
fully. Take second position so that you see, hear, and feel from
out of their eyes, ears and body.

Anchoring Tlie Resourceful States Pattern

Once we have experienced a resourceful state of mind-body; we
can use the anchoring pattern to fully re-access the state. When
doing it for ourselves, we will want to set up some self-anchors.
This gives us the ability to re-trigger the state at will.

#35 The State Of Consciousness Awareness Pattern

Concept. If a person lacks awareness of their mind-body states of"
consciousness, of how they shift, of what contextual cues trigger
them, of how they think-feel that puts them into (.hose slates, etc,,
then they could benefit from developing mure awareness. The
following provides a way to increase "state" awareness. As a
psychotherapist, 1 (Mil) often use it as a homework assignment or
as a workshop tool.

Our states can become so habitual that they become automatic
When that happens we experience them without awareness. To
bring our states to consciousness and attend to them necessitates a
willingness and a commitment. We have numerous ways Lo do
this.

i. We can constantly monitor our states throughout a day.
"What state of mind or emotion or body do I now experi-
ence?" "What state would I call this one?"

ii. We can ask one or more persons to assist us in cuing and
monitoring our states. "What state are. you now experi-
encing?"

iu\ We could journal our states every day for a month or more.
The following chart oilers one such format that only requires
five minutes per day.
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mriv. We Could analyze ntir slates at the end of each day
journal for just a particular state over which we w;int to gain
more control over. The second chart provides a format for
this.

Figure 6.1

Chart t-'or Jourtiaiing States {Bubble Jourrutlxng)

[nslructityns: Draw a circle to represent the states that you have
expsioiced today from the rime thai you first woke up to the present
rime. Inside the state: draw a smile or frown to indicate a positive (+) or
negative (-) emotional quality of the state. Put a number (0 to HI) for
intensity. Underneath the states identify the content of your faternal
Represeniatkms and fat-tors of your physiology that play a role. You ran use
an * to indicate things that triggered the state (the nattLral anchors in your
world). The design (>f this Is to develop more state awareness of when
and how you shift states and the com position of states.

Intensely Positive States

Cojn fort Zone

6 7 8 9 1 0 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 fl 9 10
Noon AFtymutui Evening Late Night

k 1
Intensely Negative States T
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Figure 6.2

Chart For Statf Identification And Analysis

In column I, make a list of all the states you experienced this past
week. In column 2, evaluate intensity of these states from fl-to-lOO.
In column 3, evaluate the state as a Primary State (I'S) or Meta-
State (MS), as Normal, Dragon or Royal State. How did the dragon
states fed/operate as a dragon to you? In column 4, specify the
content of the state—what Internal Representations run the state?
What beliefs? Meanings? [f a MS, identify the stale-about-a-state
structure. In column 5, specify the structure of the state using the
VAK model and the driving submodalities.

Male
Identify

Intensity
BtoWJ

Primiry Stif^, MEta-State
Dragon/Nflrmat/RjOyil

Content StnichiT?
efs Form in MD

and SHMD
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#36 Tiie "As If" Frame Pattern

Concept. The "as if" frame refers to the idea of pretending to experi-
ence a state, emotion, behavior, way of operating in the world, etc.
Developed from Vaihinger (1924, The Philosophy of "As if), this
process provides us with awaytouseour constructive imagina-
tive skills in order to instruct our brain-body about what a partic-
ular "reality" would look [ike, sound like, feel like, etc. The process
works inasmuch as we do not deal with reality as such, but only
with our models of reality. When we expand our maps of reality,
we expand our repertoire of choices.

If a person seems unable even to "imagine" a particular experi-
ence, have them model another person. Utilize this technology if
vou (or another) need to practice by pretending until vmi
construct and install the resource. This pattern offers a very gener-
ative pattern—a kind of new behavior generator pattern.

The Pattern

1, Identify the desired experience. What way of thinking, feeling,
speaking, behaving, relating, etc, would you like to obtain for
yourself? Fully describe this desired experience in descriptive
(sec, hear, feel) terms.

2, Give yourself full permission to step into the desired frame and
pretend to experience it fatty. This step plays a crucial role for
those who have set the frame (in terms of believing, valuing,
deciding) that somehow "pretending is a bad thing,"
"pretending is a fake thing," etc,

3, Construct the "as if frame and step into ii fully, I're tend that
you can step into that experience. What would you hear... feel...
say to yourself... ? How would you experience that state physi-
ologically? What would someone else set> as they iook at you?
What submodalities operate in that experience?

4, Run an evaluation check. At this point don't worry about your
emotions, i.e., what it feels like. It will feel "weird, strange,
uncomfortable, not-me, etc. Evaluate the experience in terms of
its usefulness, what you can leant from it, how it might
empower some aspect of your life, etc.
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5. Future pace. Suppose you took this way of Lhinking, feeling,
acting, etc., into your future, and go out a year, five years.,. •

6, Permit yourself to use the "as if" frame until H becomes installed.
It you like the benefits and consequences of the experience, give
yourself permission to keep trying it on and experimenting
with il and to do so until it habituates as your style of
responding.

#37 The Chaining States Pattern

Concept. Our states of consciousness move, change, transform
throughout a day. Yet sometimes going from one state to another
represents too big an alteration to do all at once. Sometimes we
have to more gradually veer from state to state. Every day we move
from one state to another. Such state changes occur naturally. On
anv given day, we typically experience anywhere from eight tn
thirty discrete states of mind-and-body. The "state" joumaling
method develops awareness of our state changes.

Because we constantly move from one state to another, direction-
alizing uur mind-emotions provides a tooi for us to create
pathways to resourceful states. This chaining-s fates pattern
involves several pieces of preparation work with lots of breaking
state, and testing.

Sometimes we get stuck, because we don't seem to have a path
rrnm a limiting or distressful state to A more resourceful state. So
when we get into a state of frustration, for example, we may only
have a map to go into deeper emotional pits: anger, resentment,
revenge, fight/flight, etc. With this pattern, we now have the
technology for building bridges (ur pathways) to more resourceful
states.

The Pattern

1. Identify an utiresourcefut state. Think about a state from which
you almost always go to deeper levels of unresourcefulness.
Whal state do you have the most difficulty recovering from?
(e.g., frustration, self-contempt, stress overload, etc-)
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2. Design a pian for developing & tiexe direction. Where would you
like to end up when you experience that negative slate?
Obviously, moving from frustration to pure ecstasy would feel
nice, but in most contextual situations where you experience a
blocking of your goals ("frustration"), to immediately feel
ecstasy would not serve to bring out your skills and resources
that enable you to effectively cope with the blocking of your
goals. What ivould you like to feel? Presence of mind, calmness,
problem-solving ability, curiosity, creativity, etc.?

3. Specifically identify a pathway. Once you know the negative
state (e.g., frustration) and your desired state (e.g,, presence of
mind), plan for a series of two to four intermediate stages
whereby you can veer from the problematic emotion to an ever-
increasing resourceful state. For instance, you might want to
plan to move from frustration to endurance to cahnnesa, to accep-
tance, and then to presence of mind.

4. Access and anchor each state. First establish an anchor on the
skin between the thumb and index finger on the back of your
right hand far frustration (or on Ihe hand of someone you are
working with). Then set an anchor for endurance tin the knuckle
of the index finger, then an anchor for catmrtess on the knuckle
of the middle finger, then one tor acceptance on Lhe knuckle of
the next finger, and finally an anchor for presence of mind on the
knuckle of the little finger. Test each anchor,

5. Chain the states together. When you have completed ail of tlii>
preparation, begin with the first state and slowly have the
person access it, helping by firing off the first anchor. Wlien the
person gels to the peak of that state (ask them to nod their
head), then fire the next anchor ii'hilc holding the first. Hold the
first for a couple of moments while holding lhe second, then
relea.se the first and maintain the second. Repeat five times.
1 hen fire the second, and when it gets to its peak, fire the
anchor for the next state. Use same process, hold boLh, then
release the first. Repeat five times Continue through the chain.



6. Test the chain. Fire the first anchor for the person to move
quickly and automatically to the otitconti' state. If so. you have
successfully set up a chain so that the person has a neurological
pathway whereby he or she can move from frustration to
presence of mind.

7. Future pace. "Imagine some time in the next week when you
may feel frustrated (firu anchor) and you can feel this (fire the
chain of anchors, holding on "presence of mind") as you go
smoothly and easily to. ..[the desired State]."

#38 Hie Submodality Overlapping Pattern

Concept. Sometimes we have difficulty using a particular repre-
sentational system (RS) to generate a particular resource. At such
rimes, we may first neL'd to start with our favorile KS, with which
we have plenty of skill, and overlap to the weaker system. In doing
this we learn tn develop a less favored RS.

A public speaker or presenter can engage in submodality overlap-
ping by simply using all of the RS, and alternate between them.
(Great literature that uses all of the systems, and which alternates
using one to begin and then another, provides the same pattern.
The Judeo-Christian scriptures provide a ^rrcat example of this.)
This pattern follows the general pattern of "pace, pace, lead."

The. Pattern

1. Identify targeted modality. Perhaps someone does not make
internal pictures very well or to his or her satisfaction, yet
would like to develop the ability to relax by visualizing
peaceful scenes and /or do other meditative processes.

2. Begin with tailored rejweseiilathnal system. If auditory: "...and
imagine listening to the sound of the wind rustling in the leaves
of a tree on a fall day, and you can hoar that wind blowing ever
so gently..," Lf kinesthetic, ",..feei the gen Lie air blowing in the
trees and hear it rustle and begin to catch a vague glimpse of
the tree limbs moving,,. ."

3. Then overlap tn the new modality, "And as you can hear these
things you can begin to see the brown and red and yellow
leaves blowing off the trees... ."

#39 The Threshold Pattern or Compulsion Blowout

Concept. Sometimes a way ni thinking-and-feeling that doesn't
serve us well continues to wTork simply because (at some level) we
still believe it will if we just work at it long and hard enough. So
we stay in dysfunctional relationships, patterns, organizations, etc.

Yet patterns of thinking, emoting, talking, and behaving can
"threshold," They can accumulate over time to the point that one
has an internal sense of "Enough!" "No more!" We can experience
"the tast straw" phenomenon about things. When we do,
suddenly we find ourselves "going over the top," Then
"something snaps" in a sudden and irrevocable way, just as, if we
bend a piece of metal back and forth, back and forth, evenfuallv it
reaches an internal "threshold." Then it snaps. At that point,
something "breaks" and, like Humpty-IJumpty, we can't put it
back to its previous state.

Sometimes a person will hit threshold with a habit pattern such as
smoking, drinking, cussing, putting up with a mate, enduring a
job, etc. Then something snaps. Therefore, the old pattern cannot
cohere in that person's life. They can't stand even the smell of a
cigarette. The taste of alcohol no longer hulds any appeal. The
thought of a particular person repulses them! They've hit
threshold. Source: Andreas and Andreas

The Pattern

1. Identify ipur compulsion state. What do you feel compulsive
about? What do you obsess about mentally, emotionally, and
behaviorally? Identify the problem.

2. Identify a nati*cvmpulsioti state. Think about something
similar to the compulsion, but unlike it in the sense that you
don't become obsessive-compulsive about it. For instance you
may feel compelled about pistachios but not about peanuts,
about ice cream, but not about yogurt.
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3. Run a cotitraztiv? unahfsis. Compare the differences between
these two items in terms of their driving sub modalities. How do
you code the thing you feel compulsive about? How do you
code the similar thing about which you do not feel compulsive?

4. Blow it out. Take the quality of the representation (the
submodality) that drives the compulsion (size, closeness, culor,
etc) and make it more and more so (bigger and bigger, closer
und closer, brighter and brighter, etc.) until you blow it out!
Exaggerate it until the experience cannot exist in that form.

When you do this, expect that the feelings of compulsion will
increase at first, and will get stronger and stronger...then as it
thresholds, it will pop, snap, blow out, etc.

5. Test Ihink about the item. How do you feel? Is the item
blown out?

6. Knti-.hft the experience. An alternative method for getting an
experience to threshold involves ratcheting it like you would a
car jack, making it go higher and higher Take the experience
and the driving submodality qualities that pump it up and
ratchet it again and again, l.)o so repeatedly until you get it
beyond threshold. Then pause for a few minutes and Lest.

7. Swish to a n&D resottrceful you. After you have changed the
compulsion, invite the person to think of the "you" for whom
these contexts offer no problem. Then use the Swish pattern (#
24) to move from the old cues that Lriggered compulsion to the
new states of resourcefulness.

#40 Transforming "Mistakes" Into "Learnings"

(Pirst "MisLakes" Pattern, see also #74 for a second one)

Concept. As with various obsessive-compulsive patterns,
sometimes we find ourselves repeatedly falling into 'the same old
pattern" again and again. Did we not learn anything? Maybe we
did not!

12&

Sometimes we organise our thinking, emoting, and behaving to
accomplish an outcome, arid then just gel into a pattern of repealing
it mindlessly. If the pattern even partiEilly worked, we may subse-
quently simply have failed to update it. We don't reality-test it
anymore. Source: LULts and Western States Training Association.

The Pattern

1. Identify the over-used pattern. Identify any pattern or cluster of
negative responses that happens over and over, (i.e. remarrying
alcoholics, repeating a particular self-defeating behavior,, etc)

2. Identify supporting limiting beliefs timt keep the pattern
operating. Identify the limiting beliefs which you have devel-
oped that contribute to or support this pattern. Believing in
persevering without considering the context, the particular
situation, ongoing feedback, etc., can operate as such a Limiting
belief.

3. I den ti fit nti experience of sitnUtt structure. Select a negative
experience that exemplifies this response.

4. Worst-case scenario comparison. Compare the negative experi-
ences to soinething worse that could have happened, but which
did not. We may feel thankful that what occurred was only that
bad and that "something worse" did not happen!

5. Explore positive side-effects. Identify how the negative experi-
ence actually caused, or contributed, something positive at
some later point in time. I'erhaps some of the most useful
things in your life would never have happened without these
seemingly negative events.

6. Find the positive intentions behind tiie negative events, identify
the positive intention behind the negative event. Also become
aware of the positive intentions of any other people involved.

7. Find positive meanings to negative events. An event that may
mean something negative on one level may mean something
positive on another level. The fact that we experienced a
problem on one level may mean Lhal we have solved it on
another level.



8- Re-edit. Go back to before all the negative events
and re Jive them using the positive insights you now possess.

9, Gei to the place you keep information, insights, etc. Mark these
new "learnings" so thai: you can find and use them again.

#41 Becoming Intentionally Compelled: The Godiva
Chocolate Pattern

Concept. This pattern links very strong, even compulsively
positive feelings, with behaviors which we want to continue and
for which we need more motivation. This pattern therefore
becomes especially useful for installing a desire to do those things
which we know we should, hut which we do not feel committed
to doing. With this technology, we can change our motivation and
feelings. Source; Richard Handler.

The Pattern

1. Identify a campuJsum. Think of something yciu feel wildly
excited about or compelled toward—such as eating good
luscious chocolate.

2. Experience yourself doing lite compulsion. Recall the experience
associated!}' in all of the RS (VAK) in such a way so that you
immediately step back into a memory and re-experience the
situation fully. Let's call this picture f.

3. Identify a desired experience. What do you want to have more
and stronger cnmpulsive feeling about? Allow yourself to
picture yourself doing that which you, intellectually, need or
want to do. Make this a dissociated image. Let's call this
picture 2.

4. Run an ecology check. How would "feeling compelled about
ttafl activ ity" serve you? Would it help or hinder you? How
would it enhance your life?

5. Connect the hiw pictures. Put picture- 1 of your compelling
activity at the back of picture 2 (the picture of the desired
activity). Visually see these two pictures inter-connectt-d, one at
the front, the other at the back.

6. Quickly apen up it small hole in the center of picture 2 and tit) >o
in such a way that you can see picture 1 through that hole.

7. Rjipidlu link the two. In a very, very rapid way, make the hole
as big as you need to in order to bring picture I through. Have
it cover picture 2. Feel the excitement.

H. Reverse. Now shrink the hole as rapidly as possible while
keeping the positive feelings.

9. Repent three times. Repeat this process at least three times, or
as many times as necessary until thinking about the activity has
become completely associated with the desired feelings.

#42 The Decision-Making Pattern

Concept. Sometimes we struggle with indeeisivene;>s as we
attempt to make a decision. Yet because our experience of "making
a decision" involves using our VAK modalities, producing better
decisions will involve using the appropriate representational
systems in the most efficient sequence. We generally find it diffi-
cult to "feel" a good choice and to make good decisions without
comparing alternates visually With this pattern we can produce
decisions of higher quality.

Additionally, a derision (linguistically) exists as a nomlnalization of
the process of decidingbvtween alternatives. Yet to move back and
forth between alternatives necessitates moving to a higher logical
level (a meta-position) in order lo have a larger perspective. This
highlights the fact that effective decision making, of necessity,
invoKres meta-levels, hence meta-states.

The Pattern

1. Identify a dechion iiren. What decision would you like to
make? Do you have a well-formed outcome regarding the
result of the decision? If not, use the pattern for Well-Formed
Outcomes.

2. Access one visual possibility. I'irst allow yourself to see one
possible decision and the solution that follows from it, (When
using this pattern with another person, as you make this
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suggestion, gesture up to line right and track to mal<e sure the
person follows visually.)

3, Meta-conwienf about I lie option, invite the person to language
the thoughts and emotions that come to mind about that
option. "As you think about that possible alternative, what
thoughts come lo mind?" (Here you may want to gesture down
and to the right as you express this to enable the person to more
easily follow. Or, you may want to gesture up to a mela-
position.)

4. Access a kinesthetk response. Next, get a feel for how much
you like Lhp option. Ask the person to get a feel for how much
he or she likes the option by looking down and to the left.

5. Repeat steps 2 through 4. Having elicited these responses
about the first option, do the same for the other alternatives.
Invite yourself or the other person to create another possibility
and repeat steps 2 through 4. Do this repeatedly until you
consider all of the significant options ut can think of no
other option.

6, Go itietti and select the best. Move to a meta-position above ail
of the individual options that you considered. At this level,
specify the essential criteria by which you will make your
decision. Prioritize these standards. Now select the option that

most of the criteria.

7. FutVtt pace. Having selected the most desirable solution and
using all of the sensory modalities, experience living out and
using this option as you imagine, fully and completely, moving
out into your future with it.

8. Check for objections. Does any part of you object to that
option? Can you integrate that objection into the option? What
price, will you pay ("or this choice? What price would you pay
for another choice?

9. Twutfesboot, If no solution seems adequate, contact the
creative part and ask that part to generate several new options.
Recycle.

#43 Tlie Pi ensure Pattern

Concept. "Pleasure" differs from happiness as a primary state
differs from a meta-slate. Pleasure, as a primary state experience,
operates as a function of our senses—the pleasures of sight, sound,
sensation, movement, smell, and taste From that we move to a
higher level and experience enjoyment or happiness about that
pleasure (a pleasure of a pleasure).

To experience pleasure one needs sensory equipment: eyes, ears,
nose, skin, etc. We experience pleasure purely and simply as the
stimulus of our sense receptors. Bui to experience enjoyment, we
need consciousness or "mind," We then bring pleasant, validating,
tkovghtejeelingS to bear on the sights, sounds, sensations, smells,
and tastes. This explains why our en joy men Ls differ so greatly. We
\ary in our thoughts about the sensory experience. One person
gives it pleasant meanings, another says that he finds it boring,
dull, unpleasant nasty, obnoxious, etc.

Tile structure of happiness involves bringing "happy thoughts" to
bear on some pleasure. For this reason, we can learn to feel
"happy" about almost anything! Happiness results not from
primary level experiences but from the ability to appreciate, to see
value, to endow with meaning, to give more importance and
significance to something. The more significance one gives to an
experience—the memo pleasant and enjoyable we make it, so we
experience it. This technology works well for anyone who seems
incapable of enjoying the experiences of life, especially the
pleasurable experiences.

The Pattern

1. Make a "fim" list. Begin by making a list of all the things that
"make you happy." Include anything that gives you a sense of
enjoyment, happiness, thrill, pleasure. "What I have fun doing,
experiencing, seeing, etc, consists of.,,"

2. Pick out one item of pleasure —one that you really like. Use it
to begin eliciting your structure of happiness. First, test it to
make sure it exists as a sensory-based referent: can you see,
hear, feel, smell or taste it? (Examples: taking a hut bath,
watching a .sunset, playing with a kitten, reading a book, etc-)
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3. Discover your pleasuring. Once you have a primsry state
"pleasure", relax and generate as many answers as come to
your mind to the question: "What positive meaning of value and
significance da I give In Ihis pleasure?" To create a diagram of the
meta-levels of meanings about that pleasure, draw a circle
designating your PS (primary state) pleasuir with each answer
to this question as a "state" of meaning and feeling about f@)
that pleasure (see chart),

4. Repeat. Repeat step three tor the higher-level pleasurable
meanings that you give to the P-S pleasure. For each, ask the
question again: "What positive meaning of value and signifi-
cance do I give to this pleasure?" Sketch out your full enjoy-
ment/happiness structure with all of its meta-levels.

Figure 63

Meta-Level Structure Of "Pleasure"
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5. Appreciate the gestait. Now sit back and notice all of the
meanings, beliefs and slates that you have generated about that
initial primary pleasure. Allow yourself to recognize that these
meanings drive your pleasure. They give it its meaning, energy,
motivation, and power. Now you know why it "holds so much
pleasure for you."

6. Use your highest pleasuring. Go to vour highest meta-p lea sure
state and access it fully and completely. Step into it and "be
there" now. Allow yourself to become fully aware of this
transcendental meaning of pleasure (happiness) and imagine
taking this perceptual state into some other everyday activities.
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Now inquire of yourself: What other everyday sensory-based
activities can I use lo anchor this high level slate? Imagine being
in this state in some particular context doing X (future pace), "Tf
I had this state, in just the way 1 want to, how would this affect
and/or alter my experience of...(work, relationships, learning,
etc.)?" This enables you to spread your pleasuring around and
connect it to other behaviors.

#44 Tlie Reducing Enjoyment Pattern or Anti-Addiction
Pattern

Concept. We can develop and experience too much enjoyment
about some things. Our tteurosettUOttks (the meanings incorporated
into our neurology) can get out of balance. We can endow smoking,
drinking, eating, etc., with so much meaning that we use those
behaviors to trigger our "happiness" even when we have to pay
Lhe price in various forms of unhappiness, in the long run!

The following pattern represents the happiness pa Hem applied to
over-used pieasures. 1b start this pattern, begin with a sensory-
based primary stnte "pleasure* that you want to decrease so that
it does not function in an overly pleasurable mode. This
technology works with addictions, obsessions and compulsions
around some pleasure that we over-use and which undermines
other important values in life.

The Pattern

1. Identify the disliked pleasure (smoking, over-eating, drinking,
relaxing, etc.)

2. Identify the metn-state levels of meaning that drive it as in the
Happiness Pattern. "What positive meaning of value and
significance do I give to this pleasure?" Draw a circle desig-
nating your P-S pleasure with each answer as a "state" of
meaning and feeling about that pleasure.

3. Repeat. Repeat step two for the higher-level pleasurable
meanings. For each ask the question: "What positive meaning
do [ give to this pleasure?" Sketch out a diagram of your tull
enjoyment/happiness structure with all of its meta-levels. (See
chart in previous pattern).



4. Appreciate the enjoyment gestaJt. Notiet1 alt of the meanings
beliefs and slates that drive this undesired pleasure This will
provide you with insight as to why this pleasure has such
power over you,

5 Df-iMtming/de-mioy. VuV your hand over one set of taeta-
level meanings. Inquire: If f took away this* line of Meta-states
about the pleasure, ham much would that rvdu& my enjoyment?
Continue to do this until vou know which meanings you need
to eliminate in order to reduce the power of this pleasaae.
Inquire: How many of the meanings do 1 need to take away
before it starts to exist as whatever it "is" at the primary level-
eating for health and nutrition rather than for comfort, to de-
stress anger, to overcome loneliness, etc,?

6. future pace the de-enjoyment. Imagine yourself fully engaged
in the primary pleasure, for example, eating. When hilly
"then.-," hear yourself say, 'This is fust food. It nourishes my
body—a nice pleasure for the moment, but no more. I ref use to
over-load it with meaning. If I love it too much—I see globs of
ugly fat growing at my mid-section" (attach whatever displea-
sure works for you!).

7. Access your highest mela-pleasure stale fully. Allow yourself to
step into that highest level meaning and to be there completely.
As you step into this state and experience it fully then realize
Lhat you can do so without engaging in that behavior anymore.
Now allow your creative part to identify other behaviors that
will allow you to experience this meta-level meaning in
everyday life.

Summary- With this pattern you can sort and separate primary
pleasures and meta-pleasures (enjoyments). You can discover
those neuro-semantic meanings that drive your behaviors and
you can change that structure so that it serves you better. With
this pattern you can amplify your happy slates of enjoyment,
and de-energize pleasures to which you don't want to give
away your power.
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#4.5 The Breaking Up Limiting Synesthesias Pattern

Concept. At times we can get several modalities combined,
confused, and stuck together in our representing of information.
We call this merging, linkage, or synthesizing of two RS a syttes-
thesin. This refers to an overlap between the St'-n^es of seeing, hearing,
feeling, smelling, etc. And sometimes this can create problems. For
example, when a person sees blood and automatically feels horror,
he or she has a V-K synesthesia (see-feel). As such, it can amplify
traumatic memnries.

The following pattern provides a method for breaking up such
synesthesias. Our overall purpose here involves adding behav-
ioral choices in such contexts by creating new patterns of response.
Doing so increases personal flexibility and adds basic resources
quickly and easily. This technology enables us to add various
neurological traits to existing synesthesias. Source: Tim Hallbom.

The Pattern

1. Identify a problem context. Find a specific person, time, and /or
place where you experience the problem behavior.

2. Access, anchor and calibrate the problem. As you access the
problem behavior and stale, anchor it to a specific location on
the floor. WTien you do this, notice the physiology, breathing,
eye accessing, voice tone, etc. in that problem state.

3, identify and step into a resource space. As you specify a
resource that would make the problem unnecessary, or prevent
the problem, step into iI and anchor that resourceful experience
to a specific place on the floor Calibrate by noLicing the changes
involved in. becoming more resourceful.

4, Step back into the problem apace. While you remember the
problem situation again, take on the physiology of the
resourceful state fully,..including voice, breathing, body
positions, etc. Continue to hold the image ot the problem while
making the physiological changes.
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5. Adding more Options. Next, add an auditory, digital and visual
construct to this resourceful slate by tapping thy left foot and
moving the right finger to the chin. As you do, look up and to
the right while saying "Mmmmm..." as if thinking of
something profound. As you do this, step back into the
resource space.

6. Ciwck out ait representations. Now think about the problem by
moving your eyes through all of the accessing positions in a
figure eight configuration always moving up from the center.
Then reverse the direction again moving up from center.

7. Test and ntn an ecology check. Break sta te, and test to see if you
have a different reaction to the problem. Run an ecology check
to determine if any part would object to using this more
resourceful choice.

#46 Filing Away Memories As Part Of One's Learning
History

Concept Sometimes the things we remember, and how we
remember them, cause us problems—torturing us with unpleasant
sights and sounds, reminding us to feel bad, guilty, a sense of loss,
etc. To de-energize such memories, make positive learnings from
them and store them into the inner library of references. Source: Dr.
Maralee Platt.

The Pattern

1. Identify a memory. Think of or identity a Ira urn a tic experience
that still 'bugs' you.

2. Identify the submodalitks. Notice the sub-modalities of how
you remember it (in color, black-and-white, still photograph,
movie, etc.).

3. Create and work with a symbol representation. Look over the
frames of your memory and let one frame of the movie repre-
sent Hie whole experience. Allow it to become a symbolic repre-
sentation, as you do, push that picture back to the horizon of
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your perceptions and, as you do, let it become black-artd-while.
See that "younger you" in the picture. let the picture become
smaller and smaller until it becomes (he size of a slide. When it
does, pul a frame around it

4. Treat it as a memory to team from. Now allow yourself to reach
out with your left hand and lake hntd of the slide, and bring il
to your left side (reverse this if the person stores his or her
memories on the right side). With the slide sitting there at your
left side, begin to extract from it all the learnings that it offers
you for your future. You don't even need to know consciously
what these learnings may consist of. You can just represent
them metaphorically or symbolically. As you do, begin to put
the learning into your own personal internal library.

5- Store it as a valuable memory. Now take your left hand and
push the slide behind you so that your mind-body system will
know that the experience has indeed passed and no longer
exists, thus allowing you to put Lhe past behind you.

6, Generalize this process. You can now ask your subconscious to
make the same kind of slides out of anv and all memories thai
have to do with the painful incident, and place them to your left
(or storage. Continue to repeat this process, allowing it to
generalize even more.

7. Replace with ftaftjty memories. In contrast to the kind of
memories that you had, put happy experiences on videotapes
in full color with a sound track and place these to your right.
Then, with your right hand, push them behind you since they
also have finished, and they can slay there... in a place where
you can easily access them anytime you want to.

Additional Patterns for Emotional States

The Re-imprinting Pattern
The Forgiveness Pattern
The Collapsing Anchors Pattern
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Conclusion

As a cogniLive-behavioral (rational-emotive) model, in NLP we
view emotions as derivative and holistic rather than foundational
or elementalistic. This point of view differs radically from the
•sore emotive therapies. "Hmotions" arise from the combination of
body fcfoestheticfl and evaluative thoughts (values, judgments,
beliefs, etc.). The overall gestalt generates an emotional (mind-
body) state.

"Emotions," like behaviors, result from a mind-body state of
consciousness. By addressing tfir component pieces of internal repre-
sentations (including kmesthetics), NLP offers patterns for
changing, transforming, amplifying and reducing "emotions."
With this model we can directly decompose the structure of
emotions. This frees us from demanding thaL people repeatedly
feel the feeling until they get over it Thus in NLP we do not have
to track down the history of emotions to deal with them effec-
tively.
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Chapter 7
Languaging

Patterns Tor Languaging Reality
With Precision, Clarity, And Empowerment

we talk about things, the language forms that we use as we
define, describe, and symbolize our experiences, powerfully affect
how we experience life. They also crucially govern the quality of
our experiences and our overall effectiveness.

What explains why language plays such a powerful and pervasive
role in our lives? Why would our 1 anguaging have this kind of
effect? WhaL explains this? It occurs for several reasons, not the
least of which involves the faet that, when we use language, we set
frames of reference. Then those frames establish our "reality" (or
models of the world, paradigms, world views, etc.).

The founder of General Semantics, Alfred Korzybski, an engineer
by training, analyzed language and found that it functions in the
human nervous system like a map or blueprint of reality. This
means that, as a symbolic system, language itself can never exist as
the territory itself; it never "is" the territory. It only represents and
stands for the territory. Kurzybski described this neurological
mapping, which our brain and nervous system does, as
"abstracting. In other words, to deal with the world, we abstract
from it to create a facsimile of the world by which we then
navigate our wav through the world.

Our very nervous system does this to create various neurological
maps—such as our sensory-based visual, auditory, and kinesthetic
maps. After that, as we continue to abstract, we develop language
as a true symbol system of the sensory representational maps.
Now words "stand for" ;ind reference the earlier abstractions.

So what? It" we do not deal with the world directly, but indirectly,
through the mediation of various levels of mental mapping, then
false-to-faet mapping and language structures will mislead us,
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mis-direct our energies, and prevent us from adjusting ourselves
tn reality. To describe a poor adjustment, Kor^ybski utilized the
term "unsane." And Korzybski felt thai the primary source of
human unsanity arises due to the Aristotelian language structure
that we have inherited over centuries and millennia. To address
this deficiency, he wrote Science And Sanity (1933/1994) to present
an entirely new, functional, dynamic and non-Aristotelian way to
language things. This began what he later designated as nettrXh
linguistic training.

From Kurzyb ski's beginning formulations, numerous writers have
brought his language technologies (or " extensions I devices") into
popular awareness (S.I Hayakawa, Gregory Bateson, Noam
Chomsky, Abraham Ma slow, Karl Pribram, Jerome Bruner, etc.).
Sandier and Grinder also tapped into the most fundamental
General Semantic formula. In their Jirsl Nf-Pbook, The Structure Of
Magic (1975), they quoted Korzybski:

A map is nut the territory it represents, but, if correct, it has a
similar structure to the territory, which accounts for its useful-
ness. ... If we reflect upon our languages, we find that at best they
must be considered only as maps. A word is not the object it
represents; and languages exhibit also this peculiar self-reflexiw-
ness, lhai we can analyze languages by linguistic means. ...
Antiquated map-language, by necessity, must lead us to semantic
disasters, as it imposes and reflects its unnatural structure.,,,

As words are not the objects which tliexf represent, structure, and
structure alone, becomes the only link which connects our
verbal processes with the empirical data. ,,,Thal languages all
Ivive same structure...we unconsciously read into the world the
structure of the language we use... .

(58-60)

Talking Our Way To Sanity

What we call psychotherapy essentially involves a conversation. Via
talking about our experiences (primary level or .state) and about
our mental maps of our experiences (meta-Ievels), we somehow
come to experience therapeutic effects. We experience a clarifying
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of our mind, an expressing of our feelings, we engage in probiem-
solving, develop insights and under standings, experience a
validation of our person, etc. Effective languaging doe.s all of that,
and more,

A century ago, Sigmund Freud's patient, Anna O., labeled the
process of psychotherapy as "the talking cure." Since then thera-
peutic talk has taken a significant role in assisting people in recov-
ering from distresses to live life more fully. Since George Miller
and the Cognitive Psychological movement began (1956), we have
ojso come to realize that we can heal people through language, but
also that language can equally wound, hurt, damage, and trauma-
tize peuple, Ellis and fleck popularized the power of cognitive
distortions which show up in irrational language structures: must-
ing, should-ing, awfulizing, catastrophizrng, personalizing,
emotiorra lizing, etc.

I\LP also initially focused on the power of therapeutic languaging.
Bandler and Grinder observed two key figures in the therapy field
(I'ritz Perls and Virginia Satir) who "just said words" and who
communicated exquisitely both verbally and non-verbally, thereby
making what seemed like "magic" happen. From the way these
therapeutic wizards talked and interacted with people, their
clients developed new understandings, their emotions became
healthier and more vigorous, and their behaviors and actions
became more effective in moving them toward their desired
outcomes.

As Bandler and Grinder analyzed and mode Led the language
behavior of these and other highly successful therapists, they
developed the M eta-mod el of language in therapy, codified in
their books, TJie Structure Of Magic, Volume I & II (1975 and 1976).
Here they developed twelve linguistic distinctions which they
used to indicate how a person's language shows ill-formedness.
As they modeled the therapeutic wizards, they noted the linguistic
distinctions that they paid attention to, and responded to, in their
dients as they told their stories. These wizards also seemed to
have a way of "challenging" these distortions, generalizations,
and deletions so that it assisted the client in recovering valuable
information and mapping out more accurate and precise
Liiiderstand ings.
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The Meta-mndei simply summarized the key patterns in SatLr's
and Perls' way of interacting Iherapeulkally with their clients. It
highlighted the linguistic structures they chose to address and
o lie red specific questions that they used to challenge the person's
way of mapping. These questions about the person's experience
and way of langnaging it enabled the person to "go back in" to
their internal references to thereby re-map their under standings in
more useful and accurate ways. By re-connecting Lhe person to his
or her remembered experience, a context was provided for them to
create a more complete and enhancing map. Doing this, people
found their cognitive mental worlds expanded, which then trans-
formed their emotions and behaviors.

While language and language use obviously play an essential role
in psychotherapy, languaging plays just as central a rote in
business, personal relationships, negotiating, health, law, educa-
tion, etc,

lhe paLterns in this chapter summarize the linguistic patterns of
NTLP. Here you will find "the structure of magic" (Bandler and
Grinder, 1975), and some oi "the secrets of magic" (Hall, 1998).
This language technology enables us to bring more accuracy and
precision to our mental mapping. It empowers us to become more
professional and conscious in our use nf language. And it provides
us with enhanced ways to language ourselves and others.

#47 Tfte Meta-Modeling Pattern

Concept. When we speak, we produce what the old
Transformational Grammar model of linguistics (Chomsky, 1965)
calls "Surface Structure" statements. Such statements have trans-
formed our "meaning" from numerous prior abstractions (called
the Deep Structure}. This refers to a fuller linguistic and neurolog-
ical model of our awarenesses,

Korzybski (1933/1994J earlier established General Semantics
founded on making a bask distinction between map and territory.
He also identified the processes by which we "abstract" from the
territory ol the world via our neurological mechanisms and then
internalize those abstractions (neurologieally) into our very
nervous system. From there we abstract again and again, summa-
rizing, deleting, generalizing, distorting, etc., until we create, first,
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neurological maps and, later, linguistic maps ^reality. Out of this
understanding of human neurological information processing (or
mapping) developed an understanding of how to enable all of us
to better use and handle our map-making skills.

Conceptually, we then begin with the understanding that we often
experience problems and distress not because the world lacks
richness of resources or opportunities, but because our maps do. Yet
we so often either don't know this or forget it. What we say about
the world, our experiences, the events that occur, seem so "real"
and obvious, How could they exist as anything else?

Korzybski referred to this as "identifying." The first unsane form of
identifying occurs when we forget that all of our "thoughts,"
representation, words, etc, only exist as symbols—symbols of
some territory, and not the territory. Yet in our language use, we
can so easily and so quickly forget this.

With the Meta-moJcl, we start with the map of the world presented
to us. We listen to the Surface Structure sta tements, and then enter
into that world by exploring and questioning from the attitude of
curiosity, interest, and respect. We begin by pacing the person so
that he or she will feel validated and understood. This elicits
"trust," rapport, and transformation. As we then converse, asking
questions of specificity, this process co-<reates a state of under-
standing and encourages the other to expand his or her individual
maps.

Meta-modeling (as a verb) refers to the process of listening and then
questioning another's map (or one's own, if applied to oneself). This
process elicits the places of ilMormedness in our maps and simul-
taneously evokes an expansion of our models. When used in
"therapy," most people never notice the Mgta-mdddittg. It just
seems like "talk." Most get so caught up in content, they seldom
notice the structure of language.

The Fallowing twelve distinctions present the Me.ta-model of
language. They do so using the three map-making processes:
deletion, generalization and distortion, thus highlighting the fact
that we make our models of the world by leaving characteristics
out (deletion), by summarizing or generalizing features (general-
ization), and by altering/distorting other features (distortion).
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Figure 7J\

Vie Jtfeta-Modd Of Language

Patterns/Distinctions

Deletions:

1. Unspecified Nouns or Referential Index fsimple deletions):

Response s! Challe n ge s

Thry dun't listen
He said that she was mean.

Whi) hptcificaHy dn^Ti 't listen lr> ynu?
Who specifically said that?
What did HE mean by 'mean'?

2. Unspecified Relations (comparative deletions):
She's a brfttT purbun. Bettor

Bcttu1 Lit wlmt?
, what?

3. Unspecified Referential Index:
He n t̂x-ted mi.'.
Ftmpk: puih mi: aiuund.

4. Unspecified Verbs:
She rejected me.
1 lelt really manipulated.

Ci\en what criteria?

Who spetifiiidly rejected you?
Win- spetilically pushes you?

How specifically- did she reject you?
Manipulated in wlut way and1 how?

5. Nominalizations (hidden or smothered verbs, ambiguous words):
Let's improve our communication.

What start' did yini wakp up in
lliis morning?

Generalizations:

fi. Universal Qualifiers (allness,
fions):
!̂ he never listens to me.

7. Modal Operators (uptTatkjnal moJtW [>f bting):
(neciiL'iAity, pfiwihility, imprmtibility, desms).
I have ti] tslue caTB [if her. V T̂iat would happen if yna did?
1 can'l tell him the truth. What wouldn't happen ]i you didiVl?

—Or what? What wfni]ld happen if
vuu did?

Whose coirimunicating do you
How wmuld yov lite BO tTnmmunirale?
ISIA: CLj-urdmalci tu index:
fcipecilicaUy what?, when?, vrho?, vrhec?
whirh?, h[jw?, etc.
DL-ilomirtilliZe lllC inir.iin.ifi7.11 inn [o
recaver the hidden vn-rb.

excep-

Never?
Whah would hapjwn iF she did?

S. Lnst Performative (An evaluative statement with the speaker
deleted or unowned):
K'S bad In be inturiHislenl. Who evaluate it m, bad?

Distortions:

Hnw dn ynu dctermme tliis label nt
"hadness?"

9, Mind Reading (meaning attributions and cause-effect assumptions

about others):
You dun't lilfle mp . How do you Ifnnw I drm't like yuu7

What evidence1 leads yuu hi tlut
ftmclusiun?

ID.Cause—Effect (causations) statements of relations between events,

stimulus-response beliefs):
You make me- Sad. Now1 dues, my behavior CHV5f> you tu feel

sad?
Counterexample: Dvi ytm aiwiys leel
sad whtn 1 du this?
How specifically di«;s this wurk?

11. Complex Equivalence (the "is" of identity, identifications);
StiL-':. dJwjys ytlling at me; How does her yellmj; mean she duesn't
bdtiL- doesn't like me. like you?

Can you nLicall a time when vou yelled at
sunieonc you liked?

He's fl loser when it cumis tu business; How do y[]u create this equation in an
he just lacks business sense. abi^jlutu way between the.1* things?

12. Presuppositions (silent assumptions):

If my husband knew liOW much
I "niffp™d, he wouldn't do thai.

Thin ivtntimeiit presupposes rhst >ihe
•,-ufftT̂  thit her husband's behavior
cjuses her su ferin^,
thah he lacks knuwiedgc- abcinl her
suftaing,
lhat his mtentHjnH would shill \i he knew.
ITow du yuu choose to suffer?
How is he neachnK?
How do vuu know he doesn't
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The Pattern

1. Listen for iU-formedness or vagueness in represmtation. As you
listen for the surface sentence statements, cue vourself to stay in
sensory' awareness. Do this by noticing if the words the nisei ves
permit you to see, hear, feel, taste and smell the referents.
Continually trade over directly from the words to creating your
own internal representations. Do this without adding anything
to the words. As you do, continue to ask yourself:

When I track over, do I have a complete understanding of
the person's referents and meanings?
Have they left something out? (Deletion) What? Unspecified
nouns, verbs, relations, etc? If so, inquire.

Continue also to check for other problems (generalizations and
distortions,)

Have they generalised something so that it lacks specifics?
Have they distorted some process sci that I don't know how
it works (cause-effect), what it means or how it came to
mean that (complex equivalence), have they information
about another person (mind-reading), etc.?

To Mela-model, a person has to stay in sensory awareness and not
project their own meanings, references, definitions, etc,, onto
the other person's words. To do this, adopt a "no-no thing"
frame of reference,

2. Challenge the ill-formedtiess. Any time you don't know what
the person has reference to or how a mental map works, inquire
about it.

"llow do you represent this 'rejection?'"
"Where did you get that information?"
"Does it always work that way?"
"What have you presupposed?"

Leam and utilise the Meta-model q Lies Lions that call for more
specificity, precision, and clarity.

14-b

3, Continue clicking for areas ofunditrity and askingfor more preci-
sion until you have n sufficient adequate representation of the otlier's
meanings.

For the newest development regarding the Meta-model, see The
Secrets Of Magic (1.99R). This work surveys the twenty-five year
history of the Meta-model regarding its evolution and develop-
ment. It also adds nine new distinctions from General Semantics,
refers to current developments in the field of linguistics and to the
effect of the demise of Transformational /Generative Grammar on
the Meta-mndel, and much more.

MS Tfie Puff em Of Meta-Modet III

Concept, lad James (IWJ7) developed a specific use for the Meta-
modcl by packaging it ds a way to do "detailed questioning for a
specific result," He initiated this use of the Meta-model by asking.

What question can 1 ask which, by the very nature of the prestqt-
posilians in the question itself, will enable a person to make the
greatest amount uf change by accepting the presuppositions
inherent in the question?

The following pattern starts with a problem and invites a person
(1) to articulate the problem content, (2) its cause, (3) failed
attempts at solutions, (4) and possibilities for solution.

Then, things flip around and the following questions orient the
person towards thinking about the solution. It invites the person
(5) to first make specific the content of the change and (6) the time
for the chiinge {along with Lin embedded command), (7) an invita-
tion to generate suggestions (with a temporal shift), and finally (8),
a confirmation of the beginning of a change. Source: This partic-
ular shortened format came from Bodenhamer (1996) who says
that this pattern necessitates "deep rapport."
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The Pattern

1. "What do you evaluate as wrong?"

2. "What has caused this problem?"

3. "How have you failed to resolve this problem up to this
point?"

4. "What would it look, sound, feel tike if you went out in
time out beyond the solution to your problem?"

Flip

5. "What would you like to change?"

6. "WJien will you stop it from functioning as a limitation to
you?"

7. "How many ways do you hum you have solved this?"

8, "1 know thai you have begun changing and seeing things differ-
ently. "

#49 The Denominatizing Pattern

Concept. Within the Meta-model, we have a linguistir distinction
known as a nominalization. This refers to both deleting a process
or a set of actions and over-generalizing the process as we summa-
rize it into a static noun form (hence the term nominalizalion). This
naming of the actions d istorts things. As a result we have a nominal-
ization which thereafter sends several false signals to the brain. For
example, when we use njominalizations, we cue our brain that our
referent exists as a static thing rather than as a dynamic process
("decision," rather than deciding, "motivation" instead of
"motivating/' etc). By implication, this typically suggests that we
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have no participation in the process. And if we don't play a part in
the process, we consequently lack any ability or power to affect it.
This represents some big-time unsane mapping of reality (e.g.,
"self-esteem" instead of self-esteeming, "relationship" instead ol
relating to someone, etc.)

Since so many of the words by which we report our experiences
involve nominalizaa'ons, learning to de-nominalize empowers us
to change "the fro/en universe" back into processes and actions (a
strong emphasis in General Semantics). Doing so empowers us to
respond within, and to, the processes, and to recognize the choices
available to us. Glasser (1983) noted the importance of this in his
ongoing development of Reality Therapy when he began to dis-
aUow emotion and psychosomatic words tu stand as nouns. Ho
insisted on turning them into verbs: angering, guilting,
depressing, headaching, etc.

The Pattern

3. Identify the ttominaiization. We can make a picture of a true
noun (a person, place or a thing). Not so with a nounified verb.
You can't make a picture of "motivation/' "self-esteem," etc.
These verbs-turned-into-nouns describe an ongoing process.
The stem, "an ongoing..." offers a way to flush out true verbs
cloaked In a noun form. Hence, "an ongoing relationship"
makes sense, but "an ongoing chair" does not.

2. Find the hidden verb lurking inside. When the term fits into Lhe
structure of "an ongoing,./' then look inside it for a hidden
verb. Inside "motivation" we have "motivate" or "move"
Inside "self-esteem" wo have Lhe verb "esteem," which means
to appraise. With some nominalizations, we may have to gu
back to the language out of which they came or back to the
context from which they originated. Hence, inside "religion" or
"religious" we have the verb "to bind back." Inside "soul" we
have "breathe."

3. Put the term back in verb form mid restore the representations of
action, movement, and process. "Who relates to whom?" "What do
you feel motivated or moved to do?" "How much would you
like to accomplish that?" "What else appeals to you?"
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#50 The Problem Defining!Formulating Pattern

Concept. When we construct a "problem" that we conceptually
have no way out of, or when our problem formulation prevents a
realistic solution, we can use this pattern to transform these
limiting, constricting, and unsane maps. After all, "problems" only
exist as linguistic constructions. Neither you nor I have ever seen
a "problem," This represents another nominalization. And this one
lures us to think of our "problem" as a thing, does it not? The map-
language does not empower us to see, hear, or feel the specifics of
any particular process. As a result, it seems so solid, permanent,
unchangeable, etc. This describes the case with so many of the
things with which we have difficulty.

Since such words refer to nothing "in the world," but everything
"in the mind/' first we have to recover the see-hear-feel referents.
Then we have to move to our conceptual world of meaning
(semantics). This enables us to recover our behavioral complex

for "the problem,"

For example, suppose someone complains about lnw "self-
esteem," The M eta-mod el teaches us to not respond with "Yes, I
know what you mean!" Instead, we might inquire about what see-
hear-feel references they used in referencing this abstraction ("self-
esteem") and wThat criteria, rules, values, etc., they used to make
that determination. Look for the process. 11 the person meets their
criteria, they will language themselves as "valuable, successful,
right," etc. If they don't meet thuse criteria, they language
themselves as "worthless, failure, without dignity and respett,"
etc.

Ultimntely, the person (and only the individual person) makes the
decision to esteem or contempt his or her "self". "I value myself
when I drive a new car." "I devalue myself when I get poor
grades," "1 value myself when I get a raise." etc. Either way, the
person constructs this semantic reality by defining, equating, and
attributing meaning to certain experiences. With this strategy,
people can de-construct the old formats and re-construct newer
and more enhancing ones.
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The Pattern

1. Examine the 'problem' in terms of the Metti-modd distinct ir-u-.
Check for violations to well-formed ness. These will show up as
lack of precise terms (vagueness), over-generalizations (abstract
words and terms), and distortions in meaning, causation,
presupposition, etc.

With "low self-esteem" the person states the "problem" as a
thing, as something he or she does nnt "have." This frames it as
outside their area of control or response. Denominali/e to
recover the se! f-esteem-ing process, then explore that process,
"For what reasons do you low self-esteem yourself? What
would it fee! like, if you esteemed yourself? What stops you?"

1. Run an ecolog}/ check on the "prublems" formulation. "IJoes it
serve you well? Do you find low self-esteem ing useful? How?
In what way? How might it undermine your experiences? Does
it make your life more of a party? Less of a party?"

3. Examine the presuppositions in the "problem." "Does the
'pniblem/ as defined, offer any solution? Or has it put you in a
corner?" I.anguaging problems as static things, beyond
anything you can affect or control, constructs a map for disem-
powering. Challenge dysfunctional presuppositions-

4. Use the "us if" frame to explore possible new formulations Of ike
problem. "Suppose you act as if you have high selt-esteem—
how would that affect your life? Would that enable you to have
a higher likelihood of success?"

Conclusion

MLF exists as a model of other models that provide specific content
to "the structure of psychotherapy" (the "talking cure")
Accordingly, NLP highlights how language crucially and centrally
affects human consciousness (thinking, emoting, experiencing,
ate). NLP also highlights the field of psychoiinguistics through its
central and originating model—the Meta-mvdel.
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The Meta-model offers an explanatory schemt1 for hotv language
works and, more importantly, how to work with our own and
others' languaging. NLP began with the Meta-model as its central
methodology. Almost all of its technologies grew out of this core.

This model informs us about how we use language to create our
mental maps of the world—and the mapping problems that we
sometimes generate. Recognizing these mapping processes
(deletion, generalization, and distortion) gives us a pathway to
facilitate change in our model of the world, as well as the models
of those with whom we communicate. Even more crucially, this
model installs within us a tentativeness about language. As a conse-
quence, we can overcome our "semantic reactions" to words and
ideas, we can develop a "thoughtful" response to language as
symbolic or semantic reality, and we can begin to use language as
only a map and nol reality

Most of the patterns in this chapter depend upon an under-
standing of the Meta-tnodei vfltmgwge. In human affairs, "magic"
can and does occur when people talk, I his becomes especially true
in the therapeutic context. It also holds just as true for the commu-
nication that occurs in close and intimate relationships where
people talk about the things that really matter lo them. With this
model, we can now work more methodologically and systemati-
cally with our languaging as we communicate.

For more "magic" utilizing developments in General Semantics,
see my (MH) recent work, The Secrets Of Magic (1998), which re-
visits The Structure Of Magic. In Secrets, I have updated the Meta-
model by extending it with additional "missing" Meta-model
distinctions gleaned from General Semantics and Cognitive-
Behavioral psychology.

Afterword. For Chapter 7

In the years since the appearance of the Meta-model, a great deal
has changed in the field of Linguistics. Grinder and Bandler origi-
nally developed the Meta-model from liie language patterns that
they heard and modeled from Fritz Perls and Virginia Satir, and
later from Krickson. They did so in their original work using the
tools of Transformational or Generative Grammar (TG)—hence
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the lengthy Appendix A on TG in their book, '['he Structure Of
Magic, Volume I. They even noted the newer developments then
occurring in Generative Semantics (p. 109, Note 6).

Actually, prior to that 1975 publication, TG had suffered what
I Harris (1993) called The Linguistic Wars. There he detailed the wars
in Linguistics as newer "schools" arose to defeat Chomsky's (1957,
1%5) Interpretative or TG- Harris also noted the death of
Generative Semantics in the early 1980s.

I .akoff (1987) later explained why TG failed as a linguistic model.
He described it in terms of the philosophical difference between a
formal mathematical model and the way people actually think and
process information—a construetivistic embodied grammar.
Earlier, he, McCawley, Ross, Postal, et al., had taken Noam
Chomsky's model and sought to find meaning in the Deep
Structure. However, the more they pushed in that direction, the
more they found irregularities, anomalies, and exceptions. And
the more they moved in mat direction, the mure Chomsky backed
off, went on the attack, and ultimately reformulated TG- He
eventually eliminated Deep Structure as an explanatory device as
he sought to explain all transformational rules exclusively in
Surface Structure devices.

As TG became more problematic, both it and Generative
Semantics gave way to other theories and models: Fauconnier's
(1985) space grammar (later "mental space"), Langacker's massive
two-volume Foundations Of Cognitive Grammar (1987,1991), etc.

Whett does this leave NLF and the Meta-model? How much does
the Mela-model depend upon TG? 16 what extend does the Meta-
model need the Deep and Surface Structure format?

Interestingly enough, the Meta-model actually does not depend on
the TC model at all. Bandler and Grinder certainly did bring over
much of the terminology of the Meta-model from TG (modals,
nniversals, nominalizations, transderivalional search, etc,—all
come from linguistics). They also brought over the general two-
level model of Deep and Surface Structure. Yet no subsequent
author in N 1.1 'ever repeated the TG Appendix in The Structure Of

. This actually indicates how little NLP depends on TG.
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The NLP Meta-model needs only a concept about "levels of
abstraction" as postulated by Korzybski (19^3/1994) in order to
operate. Korzybski constructed his levels tf abstraction from his
studies of human neurology. His levets refer to the fact that the
nervous system abstracts first at the sense-receptor level as it
transforms the energy manifestations of the world and codes them
into various neurological processes. Yet the nervous system does
not stop there. It abstracts again from the cell activation at the end
receptors and transmutes that 'information" into bio-electric
impulses which it sends to the centra! nervous center (the brain).
Next it abstracts from those neurological processes and translates
the impulses using various neuro-transmitter chemicals.

The Meta-model assumes such abstraction levels—that surface
expressions differ from deeper or prior expressions by the
abstracting processes. In this way, the Meta-model actually never
had a marriage with TG—only an affair! In that fling, it only
appropriated the language of linguistics

Today in Cognitive Linguistics we see many new developments
that 1 find much more fitting for the NLI1 model of representation,
logical levels, frames and contexts. Langacker's (1991) work,
IniflgC, Metaphor, and Concept speaks about three central processes
of mental representation.

Chapter 8

15ti

Thinking Patterns

Sorting Patterns That Govern Thinking

1 could have had a moment of'ineta-thUikitig.
Michael Hall

Sometimes the problems that we struggle with, or that another
person experiences, or that we experience with another person,
occur in that invisible realm prior to, and "meta" to, Ihinking itself.
In other words, the arena of tension, conflict, or difference involve*
our very thinking patterns. I his raises several questions about
this dimension of human experience, namely:

• What controls and determines the way we think in the lirsL
place?

• What governs our style and mode of thinking prior to the
moment we actually "think?"

• How many thinking or sorting styles exist?
• How can we lea rn ahou t and discern these invisible thinking

styles?
• Once we identify them, what can we then do about them?

The fnrm or structure of our thinking, as our thinking style., exists
nt a level above (or meta) to our thinking itself. In NLP, we desig-
nate these thinking styles as Meta-programs, i,e,, programs above
the content programs. These "programs" arise in human develop-
ment as we use our consciousness in sorting, paying attention to,
and processing information.

For example, we can pay attention to the size of a piece of infor-
mation from the tiniest detail to the largest level meaning (detail
—glnhal). Those who regularly and systematically use the "detail"
mode think from details to general understandings, use inductive
tliinking {they "chunk up" on the scale from specificity to abstrac-
tion). Those who typically think about "the big picture" (global
meanings), move conceptualIv frnni "global" to specific They
reason deductively, rather than inductively. They "chunk down"
the scale.



Another thinking pattern involve,1; matching or mismatching. When
some people process information, they sort for Hi ings thai match.
"What fits?" "How does this match what 1 already knowr?" Others
mismatch. "How does this differ from what T already know?"
"What doesn't fit here?" This Meta-program offers two different
styles of thinking and leads to two ways of orienting oneself in the
world. Now imagine how these two styles interface when people
who use them marryf Though they may talk, they will probably
each fuel unheard and not validated. They will probably fed as if
they don't talk "on the same wavelength" or channel.

Metaphorically, Meta-programs operate in human consciousness
isomorphieally to a computer's operating system. This suggests that
the same inputted data will "mean" and evoke different things
depending on the operating system nf the computer (Windows,
DOS, etc.). In human functioning, this leads to such questions as:

• What operating system does this particular person typically
use?

• What other operating systems does this person sometimes
revert to?

• What operating systems drive this person?
• What operating system would provide a better fit for this

information?

because we can "think" on several different levels, we develop
Meta-programs. Content thinking describes what we think about—
the detaJls and context of our concern, "Where will we go for
Thanksgiving this year?" Process thinking describes a higher
logical level of thinking—the way and style of our thinking. See
Figure 8.1 for a list of the NLP Meta-progranis.

#51 Identifying And Pacing A Person's Meta-Programs

Concept. We all have, and use, various sorting mechanisms (i.e.,
Mela-programs) at a meta-level fur paying attention to and
processing information. By simply learning to notice and match
the person's Meta-pru grams in our own communications, we have
an express road for getting "on the same channel." Doing this will
enable us to more effectively "enter into their world" and "speak
their language." This will undoubtedly increase understanding,
empathy, and rapport.

iss

When we identify and pace Me to -programs in such contexts as
teaching, presenting, training, selling, persuading, etc, we make
our communication maximally effective. Why? Because we, in
essence, use the other person's style of thinking and reasoning to
package our message. This makes it easier for ihem to hear and
understand, ft allows us to adapt to their way of "making sense"
of things.

The Pattern

1. Move to a meta-position and notice the structure or style of the
other's processing. Use the Meta-program lists (Figure 8.1) and
"run a diagnostic analysis" on the other's processing style.
Check which Meta-programs the other person uses.

2. Package back your words, ideas, and suggestions using the other
person's Metn-program. If you detect that the other person sorLs
for the global picture, match them by using global and general
statements, rather than specifics and details. If they use the
visual channel—use visual words, terms, and predicates, etc.

3. Take into account your own Meta-programs. Every one of our
dTBW Meta-programs supports not oniy our strengths and
skills, but also our weaknesses and blind spots. This arises
because, as we tend to over-use our driver Meta-programs, we
lose the flexibility of consciousness to shift to the olher side of
the continuum.

#52 Recognizing And Challenging Limiting Meta-Progratns

Concept. If the way we interact in a conversation seems problem-
atic and unproductive, it may indicate mis-matched Metu-programs
or some cognitive distortion. We find cognitive distortions in the
twelve distinctions of the Meta-model. These show up as "ill-
formedness" in expression, structure, or meaning. Typically, these
become especially unproductive when we over-use them. We have
noted some of the Meta-model "violations" in the list of cognitive
distortions (Figure 8.3).
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Becau.se the Meta-prograntB describe how we think (or sort), they
refer to our thinking styles. As such, Meta-programs create diffi-
culty for us when we over-use them or use them in inappropriate
contexts (e.g., when they become driver M eta -programs).

The Pattern

1. Matte to n weta-potition and listen for Sfjtfe nr structure of
someone's thinking (yours or another's). By directing our
consciousness above the content level of the messages, we will
(or can) begin to notice the various styles and prucesses that we
and others use in thinking and communicating. Identify the
operating Meta-programs by "going meta" and using the Meta-
progratn List (figure B.I).

Keep going meta. Almost everybody has problems staying out of
content, especially at first. When this happens, rest yourself
comfortably in the knowledge that this indicates your
humanity, not that you have something wrong with your meta-
thinking skills! Most of us find content juicy. It easily captures
our attention. Resist it with grace by floating above the content.

2. Evahuile tht effectiveness afifed Mete-program gn*H the content,
context, nr subject. Not all Meta-programs work equally well in
all contexts. Music appreciation necessitates using an auditory
modality, whereas in art appreciation we need the visual
modality.

Whencver we run a "quality control" analysis, this by necessity
calls on the Meta-program of sorting for differences—
mismatching wliat doesn't fit. But that meta-program will not
work very efficiently for bonding with a loved one!

3. invite the person (yourself or another) to a Mela-position to run
an ecology check on (he use uf that Meta-program in tfait context.
"How useful does it seem to you to use this Meta-program of
Association when you think about traumatic memories?"
'How effective does it make you to run an other-referent
authority sort when you need to center yourself in your own
values and beliefs?"

Figure 8.1

NLP Metij-Programs (Processing/Sorting Styles}

Chunk Size;
Central: g(>stalt; deductive thinker the big picture, general
principles.
Specific: detail; inductive thinker—the specific details of
something.

Match/ Misitsa tch:
Sameness: what does it match and seem similar?

_ Difference: how does it differ? How does it mismatch with what I
aheady know?

Rqfr^enhition System:
Visual: pictures, movies, images.
Auditory: sounds, volumes, tones, pitches.
Kinesthetic: sensations, feelings, movement, temperature,
pressure.

_ Auditory digital: words, language, specific statements.
Gustatory /olfactory: taste, smell.

Value Direction:
Toward: Jfutuit possibilities, values one feels drawn towaids.

_ Away From: past assurance, Dis-vaiues that one feels repel Ied
from.

Information Catherine Style:
Sensors: uptime. Kmpiricisrn, pragmatism. Sensory-hai^ infor-
mation accessible by the senses.
[ntuitors: downtime Vision a ry, rationalism, meanings, values,
internal knowing.

Adaptation Style:
Judders: wanting to mgk1 lift- and events adapt to oneself, to take
charge.
lJi:rceivcrs: wanting to adjust and adapt to lift and events, to float
through

Operatiowl Style:
Options: alternatives, other ways to do things, chokes; random.
Procedures: the rule* and steps fur dying something the right way,
sequential.

Reuctive Style:
Inactive: not acting much at all in response to something.

_ Reflective: acting by reflecting, thinking, meditating on it.
Active: taking action, jumping to do something.
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Reference Frame: (Authority Surt):
Self-referent (internal): referencing tmm what one thinks, faels,
and wants oneself.
Other-referent (external): referencing from what others think, feel
and want.

Modal Operator < mod us operands
Nctcs&ily: musl, should, have to. World of rules and constraints.
Possibility: could, would, might, mny, will. World of options,
choices.
Desire: want, de înf. Mode of tiperating according to want*.
Impossibility: can't, shouldn't, must not. World and mode tif
constraints.
Choice: want, will, choose. Mode of personal choice and wilL

Experience ofEmotion fftotly:
Associated: emotionally experiencing the information, in state,
first person.
Dissociated: thinking iiboul the information, second person, objec-
tive, computer mode.

Canvincer Sort (Behsvabihty):
Visual: looks right (observer).
Auditory: sounds right (hearer).
Kinesthetk: feels right (feelerJ.
Auditory digital: makes sense (thinker).
Experiential; experiencer (doer).

Preference Filter (primary interest):
People (who): enjoys people, wants Lo spend time with people.
Place (where): sorts for environment.
Object (wThat): thing and task oriented,
Activity (how): sorts for achievement, accomplishment,
Time (when): highly conscious of when.

Goal SorS:
Optimizing: does best one can and leaves it at that. Easy on self
about errors.
Perfectionism: demanding and pushing self lo do better, never
satisfied.
Skepticism: refuses to set goals, disbelieves in its value.

Value Buying Sort:
Cost: money.
Convenience: ease, comfort.
Time: speed, quickness.

Time Tenses
Fast, back then.
Prrsml; now.
Future: one nf these days.

TiTtte Experience:
In Time: random, spontaneous, lost in time.

_ Through timei sequential, high level of awareness about lime.

People Preference:
__ Extrovert recharges personal batteries socially, around people.

Introvert: recharges personal batteries by oneself.

Affiliation Filter:
Independent.
Dependent,
Team player
Manager.

Sill ii Stamps tcommunicstion mode):
Warner (acrusatory).
Placatyr (pleasing).
Computer (dissociating).
Dirt tractor (cray y making).

(assertive).

Style:
Congruent: response fits wTith stimulus.
Tncongruent: response does nol fit with stimulus,
Polarity: response goes to the opposite pole, complete mismatch.
Competitive: response tries lo win.
Meta: response takes meta-position and relates to or about the
stimulus.

More Meta-Programs

In this work we have only given a very brief description pi the
Meta-programs and the significance of the distinctions. Several
books provide a much more thorough presentation. See James and
Woodsmall (1988), Shdle Rose-Char vet (1995), Woodsmall and
Woodsmall (1997), and Hall and ttodenhamer (1997). I (MH) have
Tiecently written a major work on Meta-pro^rams with Dr, Bob
Bcid en harrier, Figuring Out People: Design Engineering Using Meta-
Programs, and extended the list to fifty-one, and have included that
1 i st here.
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Chunk Size
_Global

Matching/Same
Mismatching/

Differences

Meta-Frograms Elicilalion

One common and very powerful way to use Mctn-t
involves asking questions thai elicit a person's Meta-programs. In
the following list, we have reproduced Lhe eliritation questions
from Figuring Out People (1997).

1. "When you pick up a twtik or think about attending d. vvurtiliL*|
what do you pay attention to first—the big picture, book cover,
or ipecific details about its value?"

"If we decided to wnrk together on a pnxject, would yuu nrsl WJitt
tu know what we geitenilly will do or would you prefer to hear about
a lot nf the specifics?"

2- "How do you 'run yoisr brain' when you first attempt tn
un derstand something new tu yuu7 Du you look Grsl tor
similarities and match up the new with whs t you already
know? Or do ynu fir^t check uut the differences? Or du
you Erst do oiie pattern and then immediately do the other?"

3. "'When you think about something or learn something new,
which senMFry channel do you prefer?17

4 *r 5 ."When you listen to a speech or conversation, dn you
tend tn hear Ihe specific data ĵ i vun or du you intuit wlut
the speaker muil nitaii aiid/or intend?1" "Do you want to hear
proof iind evidence since you takp mnrp intprf Ht in your
inruiricm abinut it?" "Which do yuu End uiuro impoflATtl
—the acltLil or liw possible?" "Upon whst bains dn you
make mnst of your d«7ifiionH—the practical or u

fj.

7

_Viroal
. Auditory

_Kin esthetic

"When von think about fhmp; or make derisions, dd you
tend tn operate in hljck-and-wliitt; ejte^tirieS Or dots your
mind go lo die steps and stages thflt Qe in between? Which
do you value racist?"

"When you look ?l a problem, do ymi t(*nd finnt tn consider
tfiK wcirst cast- scLTiHriu ur the beit?...trL: pnJbicillS and diflicuities
or the opportunities and positive chflllenges'"

"Ai you bi:gin tu think jboul somi? oi yo[ii menuj tonstTTJi-ts, your
Ideas of SUixess and failure, of love and frun îveneiN, uf
relatiimnhips and work, of your pctsutul 4 udiilieS.. .do you find
Lhe represcnlaLions at what you know permanent orunKfcable?
FTuwcanyoutpll?" 'Think about JH trntthin]^ that yuu know without
41 doubt about yoursoli.' "Now think oi' something that JTOU know
hut with doubt? and questions..."

lb fa

UpbrciL'
hxtuiioti/

Downtime!

Perceptual SiyJr
Black-White

Ailribtilion Sltfte
Oprimist

Dunibihiy
Pertncalile

Focut Quality
_ Screening

L>. "When ytju think abnul the kind of places where you can atudy or
redd, ciui yuu du 1 his everywhere nr Jo you find that i<jme plates
^•ein loo nuiiy nr have tuu BUWiy uF wme uther stiOUJ
"Describe your favorite environment ft.tr eonce»l rating on
sooielhing?"
"How distracublc do you find yourself generally in life?"

10. "When yuu Ulink about A subject Lwhether a proWom or Phihiuphice! 1
not), do vuu first flunk atsontcausarion, source, and origins _Ori jjtns / Why
(why), or do you think about use, function, dirpctinn, destiny _Sollilion5/ Hnw
(how)?"

11. "Whm you think about reality, du yuu haul to think about
it A3- something permanent and solid made up of thinjp ur
do you think of it as a dance uf cJuctruni, fluid,
ever-chanjjinj^ niiidc up of (Jfoce

Reality Structure Sort
_ArJ5tolelian- Sfaric

n- Aristotelian

12. "When you think about communicilling with somebody. LtixmuntLaliOH Ctltinnel bcrl
whit do you tend to give mnntf importanci: tu—wltilt tlley Verbal/ I ' _-ifj.
Sjy or how th«\ say it?" "Wheil you communicate, do Nun-Verbal/dialoguey
yuu pay nlOK Attention to the wnrds and phrbises tiut vOu
use or to your tone, tanpu, volume, eyt CollldiZt, etc.?"
hear sihmeone Say something tJiflt seems inamp-uent with how they
express it, and yot) don't knniw which message lo go with, which do yn
tend to Favor as ttu: more 'real' message?"

Balanced
"When you

13. "When ytm feel threahmeti. ur challenged, hy some stresfi...
do you iniulediately respond, on the emntiunii! level, by wajlling
to get away from it or hi j*o at it?" Lm Lie lhe person to h*l! you
abuut several spetilic instances when he or she fac*aj a high itnSS
iitujliou. Do you detect a "p̂ n at" or J'^u nwiiy from" response tint

14. "Where du you put most of your atrentirm or reference:
on yourself or nn others (or sumetliiiig Mlfifnal to your»Tf)?"

LwoHouai Coping

Aggressive

Seif-Hi'/erenoe
__OfitW- Refen^nct:

1 |i. *ThinV about an event in a work situation that no™ £avL> EmoifotwS Siatg
juL trouble..." "What experience sum«undin£ wurk would you Asiduciiited
say has given you the most ptejiiire or dclifjit-.-" "1 Tow dn Dissociated
yuu normally foel while at WOjk*" "When you make d decision,
do you tely mow on reason and lugje or personal values nr somfcthinjj else?"

16. "When you come inlo a new situation, d[j you usually act
qiiicldy after siring it up ur do vou do J. dolailed shidy of
all tbi- ;-;:r,sequenoei bciore acting?"

Active
Reflective
.Inactive

17. "What k'ddi you Ifi accept the believability of a thing?
Something about it tofo right (V"}, sound right (A1),

(Ad), fL'els rijjht (K'} to you1"
Looks Kight

Sounds Ri^ht
Feols Right

M a ke.s if

IS. "When you think abnut a tinie when you experienc«l an
emotional state (positive or negative (, do«s that bleed over
and iiffcft SOQie or all of your o t̂her emuhoriili Stales, OT does
it Stay pretty focused so that it relates to its object?"
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19. "When yml thinfc ahout a situation at wurV ur in ynur
personal afraid that set-mi ritky ur i nvolvinf, the public's i,- •. L.
what thaughfe-iind-feeling? immediately enmc tu mind?"

2JO. "What du yuu. wunt in A job (relationship, cm, etc.)?
What du yuu want to do with your tife?"

21. "Why did yuu choose ymir car?" {ur jub, town.

22. "Dti you like to live life spontaneously AS the spirit mows
VO J or arenrdinj; hi a ptan?" "Kej;ardin£ doing 3 project together,
would yuu prefer we (hrf nutline ajid plan if out in jn orderly
fashion or would you preler LO pjstbHjpri to move into it and
flexibly adjuit to things as we j-u?"

23 "H(Hv did yuu ^ret up thH muming? Whal did you Niiy to
t before v-uu j5irt up?"

toward Values
_Away FfOfn

Procedures

AilaptaHon St

Metlnl Operators

24. "W!w1 would yuu find dS rcallv important in how yuu chuOSC
lp spend vtpur nexl two-week vacation?" "What kiiidi of thiTif;̂ .
ptupic, aciiviri*^, rfiLr wuuid you want present (or yuu hi evaluate
it 35 really pn ĵt?1* "lett mpabuut youl iavorirp nwtauraJiL."

"Tuli nit abour a ana] tfut you have set, and how did
you gn tbaol makiflg it comp tine?* "II YOU set a ^ual today to
accomplish wmethinR at s.î niiican(Tpr hnw wuuid yo" oepn tti
work on it?"

Sort

Hace
I tiinr;-;

Activity

ct,

Skepllctsm

26. "Whal do ym tend to primarily ircvnctm yourself with—tht
pri«"r cunvtjuurite, lime, ur i[LuLty, or somp cumbiiuition of

t:, when ypu domridLt jnafcing a purchase?" Convenience
_QuaKty

_ T u n e

27, "W'hen you tlunk flbo" t haviny and owninf; Tespunsibiliry for
something in a wnrV situation or peoiima] rtlztionship, what
thoughts and fniotions oorur to yuu?" "Ha? FHrniLifne ever held
yim njiiponsibJe for sismuthiilja, that went wrung thai felt VCT)
negative, to yiiu?" "What posifivp experiences can yiiu runefl
about HumLiuu.' holding vou n.-ipuiisiblt f

28. "When yew think about meeting sucni.'Ono newr do yiiu
immtdiatLlv ĥ ivp a ~vr\nn (if tniit and orwrmi;;* to the person,
of thoughts and h-diiigs oi distrust, duuirt, questions,

iusy; insLt.Utity, etc?"

Pisple CJUTPDBW
Distrtuiting

Trusting

2\t. "When yuu fixl UiC need to recharge your batteries, du you
pn.rfcr to do it alone nr with Olheri-"

(ij "I3n ymi know what yuu need in onder lo fieel and
functinn mnre surL"«ifuily .if wurl(?"
Hi) 'TJo you fcrmw ivlisl KHneune eifie needs in order to feel »nd
functiun moitJiucreflifuiJy?"
(iii) "I>i: you find it easy «r nol tn tell t peiSCTI <liat?"

Affi}wtion Surf
lridft*eritieiit'e

learn stayer

31, " Hnw do yuu typicallv LOIII murricati: ui trrmi vi
i i b l i ^ , tumpu!ing, disbractiru;, and k'VL'ling?"

i .,m;muniaitiim Sinin.J5
ISlarner

_FLn:ator
Distracter

.̂ 2. "Whin you e«oc into a situation, how do you usually
respond? Du yuu respOOd i) with a suist- uf feeling Lirid aftui^ ill a
otmgruenl and harnionious way wilh ynur thfuights-aTid-fepling."; iir,
du you Ttrpund with a stiist: uf n<jt tcelin^ or attinjj in a congruent
jnd harmonious way wilh your thcmighna and feelings?
Dn you nspnnd ii) viHth a mznm i]f DmipttntiiFn with the subject
nutter, or » teeling ol disagreement? Or LLi> do you prefer to
go ah^nie the immediate cuntext and have thuufjhtw alxtut

33- "When you romp into a situaticm, du you usuaTlv act

Gnimtl
Congruenl

CoJilpCtilive
Cunperative

PtJlirity
Meta

Sunmtii
lv after iizun; it tip ur do vuu enjjjge in >1 dcLkikil itutly Ol all

of the consequences, and then arf, or how dn you tend tn typirally
n.-Hp<Tnd?"

"Tell nit about J wotk sitiution {or cnvironmrn!) in which
yOU felt the happiest, some (une-nme-event."

.15. "Hnw wuuid yinu evaluate ytnjr work ah trf today?" "HIJW wuuid
you evaluate things in your relationship?" "How do you know rhp
quality of your work? "Upun what basin do yem say lhat?"

4+i "VVhst WUTtip ot knowledge dn you cunsider authuritative and
most reliable?" 'Trt>m whtre wuuid yuu gather, reliable iniorination
tlut you cm U'usl?" "When you deride that you need tn dn
something- where d<) yciu jr̂ t Hw inh urmiitiiin ti i (i[> it fnjm?"

_Reftective
_Both

Inactive

PrrrfT-mj?*'

Things
systems

Comparison
Quantitative

Qualitative

K.m)a'].5flvrCL'

_Modeling

E\utrienOllg

37. "If, in the pnixmsiti uf iFtudyin^ straiL-thiruj, you lud to bnMk
ofi your study and leave i!, would this setlle well or tieel
VZTV disdnru-ertin^?" "When HtjmtMme be^n^. a stury but di>csn't
compL-te it, lutw do you l t d about thjt?" "When you gel invo!vied
in a project, do you find ynuraelf TnnrpmtCTiested in the beginning,
middle, or tnd of the prujetf ?" "What part oi J ptojeel do you enjoy moM'"

_Non<."losuiy?

Tntnivtrt
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•'WhL'n you think about B°'"E " i t inm a social jrrou|i or out SLHTIIJ Pttsetti-
in ptiblic. how du yi>u gurtL'rallv handJL' yuura:if? Do you reall\ Shrewd/ Afl fii I
care ahoul jmorft&ja] im.î L' and Wtnl lo,<vt>kl any negative " _ Ccn jinc-/A M Iffls
impact on others so I ha I lh?y rpi;o£fii7^ yew* tail, politeness,
HDcial graces, ere? C3r do you no! ne^lly cue abort any of that and
just want "m be vourseH." nalurdl, Jcrthrigftl, direct, transparent, rtc.7"

"Hvaluaie your motives in interacting with others in
terms oi your mutiYiitiuFLii pnjfun.TiLX.'s bt+wftn FotviT
(dominance, rompetiti[)n, politics), Affiiiatuin {relatjomJup,
courtesy, cooperation} and Achievemenl I results, goals, H
and, lining 1 [M point an your scale distribute thutt: hundred poinli
among these three styles of handling "power."

4(1. "As you thinV annul mis X (a tirmg, perstm, mm
Bttl , l v r L u t J" J*W evaluate m, valuable, important or significant
about ihis?"

41. "Can Rnmeimf 'tell'yuu sirmL'thinjj?" "Hmv Ju yuu
think ami fed when you receive 'instructions? How weH can
you 'dell' fur 'order' ynurself bh do something and vou tiirry it
uut withunt a lut ui uvtOfluil rtsislJIice al»Ut it?"

I bntrdty De
FOWLT

Affiliation

Value Sort
11st Values

Temper lo Instruction

C'omplainl

42. T to you think of your value as a person as conditional or
unccindi Honal?" "When you esteem yourself as vaJuabk;, UncondiliortAl
wurthwhJi;. having dignity, etc, do you do il based upon 5omflrhin£ Oi
or do you twse it icpon the fart nf ynur humanity or tbat Cud mjdu
you in bis imajjL' and lutL'm.';*?"

43. "A± yuu think about some oi the things that you can do well
and thsf VOU know, without a doubt, yuu can do wtill and may even
talu: pridL- in ymur ability tu do tiitm well, iruilie a lisl of those
items " "How confident do YOU iieel about ynur skill in doin^; thtsc

44. "How df> you evperience vourselt in temiH [if y»ur mind,
emtntitms, bi>d v, RtL'a?" Mmd

Emotions
_Hody

TJ>W SC

15. "When you think about how well or how poorly ynu live up lii
your ldeaiH and in actualizing yuur iduti! iL'lf, du you tool pretty

Self-integrity
.Conflicted

intugrattd, COilgrtlClU, doing a good job in li^'tng true tn )™r values
and visions or do you feel torn, crmftirted, un-inti^ratLd,

"t\rhen? do you put most of your atUmb'tfn—im tho past,
or fubuji.'? Or, ha.1. LL VUU duvduped ail aliimpoi'il alii tilde SO thsf ynii
don't attend to 'time' a.r all?"

JfFPTf

Fast
_Pre&ent

Futuru

47. "DIJ yttu rqjnstnt 'tinu;' EIS u>ndng into you and intersected
with your body, or oulside ol yourself and body?"

49. "Du you rcpniicnt 'lime' ai tumirig irttu you And intersected
•with your body, or outside of yourself and body?"

170

Tim?
inTinie

Ihroitgh TEme

Kflnd

4L>. "When you think abour sooie difFn'iiIty arising in ewryday
His, a di^ippuinlniL-nt, probkin. frustrating difficulty that will
b!iKiL yaar progress, ctjc., whuil usually mmtt tu mind1" "Huw du
ytHi typirally respond tu internal nLtidi ur LAturual EuirdshipS?"

SO. "When you think ahonl scimt; miabehaviot thai YOU cngyigL' in,
vha | thoughta-and-i spl in fpi ctrniL' to you whtji Vwu nvjliiA1 thiit
you Jiad .ICtfd in an inappropriate way that violated iL-ĵ turuitt.1

valuL-a?" "When vou think about nn.tudinjj up, drnirij; something
emharraasinjj, stupid, socially inept, etc., what though[s-and-feelings
tome to mind?"

Unstable
Stable

Mi?rr,li)^ ficrr

<L'ause!ess
C-E

i- C-£
p e r s o n a l C-¥.
_£xtefjial C-E

] Ask any question that evokes stime
pitsuppostlion. "When yiDu tlunt ainnut what caused you to work
at the jnb thai ynu work at, hnw do VOU explain thill?" " Wliat
brought the turnout situjtion of your lift la wrist a* it does?"
"What maktiH p*-ople behave as they do?" "How did your
it-Ll Jonillip get in that ifciti:?" "Why did you Rt*t divorwd?"

#53 The Meta-Programs Change Pattern

Concept. Our Meta-programs do not come "written in stone," We
can change them, [n feet, in the normal prtMiess of growing and
developing over our life span—we do change some of them. These
stabilizing ways of thinking develop over Lime in various life
contexts and become habituated. So as we team them, we can
also unlearn them and develop more effective thinking styles.

Robbins (1986) says that one way to change a Meta-program
involves "consciously deciding to do so." Yet most of us never give
a thought to the mental software, and so we simply don't change
it. This highlights the fact that we must fir at recognize and detect
our operationa] system, and then use that awareness as art oppor-
tunity for making new choicer.

Since Meta-programs inform our brain about what to delete—if we
move toward, values, then we delete awareness about what we
move away from. If we sort for the details, we delete the big
picture. By directing our awareness to what we nonruillv delete,
we can shift focus and change our operating systems. The
following comes from Hall and Bodenhamer (1997).
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The Pattern

1. Identify She Meta-program that currently governs; your sorting,
processing, and attending. Specifically identify when, where,
and how you use this Meta-program that does not serve you
well. How does it undermine your effectiveness?

2. Describe fully the Meta-pwgrani^. you inouki prefer to use as your
default style of sorting in a given context. What meta-level
processing would you prefer to "run your perceiving and
valuing?" Specify when, where, and how you would like this
Meta-program to govern your consciousness.

3. Try it out. Imaginatively adopt the new M eta-program and
pretend to use it in sorting, perceiving, attending, etc Notice
how it seems, reels, works, etc, in described con lex Ls where you
think it would serve you better. It may seem a little "weird" at
first, but consider its strangeness due simply to your unfamil-
iar ity with looking at the world with that particular perceptual
filter. Notice what feelings you experience while using this.

If you know someone who uses this Meta-program, explore
with them their experience until you can Lake second position
to it. Then step into that position fully so that you can see the
world out of that person's Meta-program eyes, hearing what he
nr she hears, self-talking as he or she engages in self-dialogue,
and feeling what that person feeJs.

4. Rim an ttology check on the Met.a-progratn change. Co meta to
an even higher level and consider whaL this Meta-program will
do to you and fur you in terms of perception, valuing,
believing, behaving, etc. What kind of a person would it make
you? What effect would it have on various aspects of your life?

5. Gii'e yourself permission to owtafl it for a period of time.
Frequently, a person can "install" a Mela-program filter by
granting oneself permission to use it. After you give yourself
such permission, go inside and see if any part objects. If no,
then nature pace. If yes, then reframe using the objection.
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For example, suppose you have typically ustrd the other- refer-
encing Meta-program (#14) and have given yourself permission
to shift to self-Tef tracing, yet, when you do, you hear an
internal voice that sounds like your mother's voice fn tone and
tempo, "It's selfish to think about yourself. Don't be so selfish,
you will Jose all of your friends."

This voice objects on two accounts: selfishness and disapproval
that leads to loneliness. So rephrase your permission to take
these objections into account. "I give myself permission to see
the world referencing centrally from myself—my values,
beliefs, wants, etc., knowing that my values include loving,
caring, and respecting others and that this will keep me
balanced by considering the effect of my choices on others."

6. Future pace the Meta-program. Practice, in your imagination,
using this Meta-program and do so untii it begins to feel
comfortable and familiar.

'i'rouhleshooting. If you have difficulty, then do this procedure on
your Time-line. float above yourself and your line to your meta
Time-line, then fltmt back along the line into your past until you
come to one or sever til of the key experiences wherein you
began using the old Meta-program.

Then ask yourself, "If you knew when you originally made the
choice to operate from the other-referent (name the Meta-program
you want to change), would that have been before, after, or
during birth?

Use one of the lime-line processes to neutralize the old
emotions, thoughts, beliefs, decisions, etc.: the visual-kines-
thetic dissociation technique, decision destroyer pattern, etc.
Once you have cleared out the old pattern, you can install the
new Meta-program.
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#54 Identifying And Disputing Cognitive Distortions

Concept. Another set of distinctions comes from Rational-Emotive
Behavioral Therapy (SEBT). Albert Ellis and Aaron Beck hove
specified thinking errors or cognitive distortion*. These specific and
unproductive ways of reasoning (at the process level) inevitably
Lead to problematic responses. We have made a Iisi of the REBT
cognitive distortions in Figure 8.3 With a brief description of each

[he field of Cognitive-Behavioral psychology has devnted much
attention and interest in specifying these cognitive distortions. The
following list of cognitive distortions identifies thinking patterns
similar in some ways to the Meta-programs and. to the ill-fonned-
ness of thought in the Meta-model in Figure 83, Yet these differ in
some significant ways. Ellis and Beck emphasized how these
cognitive distortions create mapping blindness and dysfunction.
Again, we do not plan to take the time here to fully explain each
pattern, so we refer you to Ellis and. Harper (19751 and Beck (1983)
for fuller reading. We list them here as suggestive of other distinc-
tions to make with regard to recognizing and challenging them
when they contaminate our thinking processes.

Figure 8,3

Ccgiiitizv Distortions As Disempowering Thinking Patterns

Pattern* Of General'izntion

1. Over-Generalizing: Jumping to conclusions on little evidence or
without facts.

2- All-O-Nothing Thinking; Polarizing at extremes—black-and-
white thinking, EiLhcr-or thinking that posits options as two-
valued choices.

3. Labeling: Name-calling that uses over-generalizations which
allow one to dismiss something via the label, or to not make
important distinctions, or that classifies n phenomenon in such a
way that we do not engage in good reality-testing.
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Pattern* Of Distortion

\. Blaming: Think in an accusatory style, transferring blame, guilt,
and responsibility for a problem to someone- nr something else.

5. Mi nd-reading; Projecting thoughts, feelings, intuitions onto others
without checking out one's guesses with the person, over-trusting
one's "intuitions" and not granting others the right to have the last
word about their internal thoughts, feelings, intentions, etc.

6. Prophesying: Projecting negative outcomes into the future
without seeing alternatives or possible ways to proactively inter-
vene, usually a future pacing of fatalistic and negative outcomes.

7. Emotionalizing: Using one's emotions for filtering information.
This style assumes an over-valuing of "emotions" as an informa-
tion gathering mechanism; involves reacting emotionally to things
rather than seeking objective information and using one's
reasoning powers.

8. Personalizing: Perceiving i.-ircu instances, especially the actions of
others as specifically targeted toward oneself in a personal way,
perceiving the world through ego-centric filters that whatever
happens relates to, speaks about, or references oneself!

9. Awfulizing: Imagining the worst possible scenario and then
amplifying it with a non-referencing word, "awful" as in, "This is
awful!"

10. Should-ing: Pulling pressure on oneself (and others) to conform to
"divine" rules aboul Lhe world and life, then expressing such in
statements that involve "should" and "must/'

11. Filtering: Over-focusing on one facet of something to the exclusion
of everything else so that one develops a tunnel-vision perspective
and can see only "one thing." Typically, people use this thinking
style to filter out positive facets, thereby leaving a negative percep-
tion

12. Can't-ing: Imposing linguistic and semantic limits on oneself and
others from a "mode of impossibility," and expressing this using
the "can't" word.
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Empowering Thinking Patterns

To counter the ways thai cogiiiziny (thinking) can go astray and
become distorted (ill-formed) so that we create poor, inaccurate,
and dysfunctional maps of the territory, the following list suggests
more empowering cognitive ordering- A thorough grounding and
training in the meta-model leads to these kinds of thinking
patterns. These patterns forecast a more sckTitific way of thinking.

Figure 8A

Empowering Thinking Patterns

1, Contextual thinking (Index thinking/ Inductive thinking):
Inquire about the context of Information and index it according to
what, when, where, which, how, who* and why. Use the Meta-
model challenges for unspecified mans, verbs, relational terms,
(StC

2, Both-nnd thinking; Reality-test to determine if a situation truly
functions in. an either/or way. Tf not, then process information in
terms of a continuum. Inquire whether the two seemingly contra-
dictory options actually exist as they represent different ways,
times,circumstances, etc.

3, Reality-testing/Appreciative thinking: Test the reality of the
experience: to what extent, in what way, etc, does someone dvem
soincthing- "bad, undesirable, and unwanted?" Meta-model the
criteria/value words. Denominali/e the words to find the hidden
verbs and the evaluative process within. Consider the things that
you do appreciate and enjoy.

i. Denominating thinkiug (Deductive thinking); Reality-lcst to
determine how a label functions: accurately, usefully, productively,
too generally. Denominalize the nouns and pseudo-nouns that
make flunking and language fuzzy. Identify the evaluative pnxe^
that turned the action into a noun.

5. Systemic thinking (Responsibility to/for thinking): Reality-test to
determine the pattern of causation. Distinguish linear causation
from the multi face ted nature of systemic causation. Access a
person'3 "ability" to respond, in what way, under what circum-
stances, ptc. Distinguish between each person's responsibilty fot
(personal accountability) and to (relationships).
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6. Information-gathering thinking: This involves using
thoughts, fcclings, and intuitions to gather informal!on to find the
tacts and then to cheek the conclusions. Use the basic Mcta-moctel
question, "How do you know?"

7, Tentative predictive thinking (Consequential thinking;
Outcome thinking): Col her high quality information about the
factors, causes, forces, trends, etc., that come together to Create an
event or phenomenon. Keep an open mind about ways of inter-
vening and altering that destiny- I -oak at consequences of certain
actions, ctc

8, Critical thinking and meta-thinking: Think critically and analyti-
cally about the multi-causational nature of human emotions and
back-track to the thoughts out of which the emoiions arose. Think
above and beyond the immediate content le. the patterns,
processes, and structures of the content,

9. Reality-tesi thinking about the "shoulds": Challenge thy word
"should" by discovering what rule or law orders or demands such.
If you can find no law, invite the drinker to shift to desire thinking,
"I would prefer that..." "1 would like..,"

10.Depersonalizing thinking (Dissociative thinking; Responsibility
to/for thinking); Reality-test to see if the content or context truly
deals with and references you in a personal way. Tf not, then code
information in a third-person perspective rather than in first-
person. Learn to empathi/t? without sympathising.

11. Possibility thinking (Reality-testing; Indexing thinking): Reality-
test the term "can't" to distinguish physical or psychological
crafts, then shift to possibility thinking. Meta-model by asking
about the constraints, "What stops you?" "What would it feel like,
l<x>k like, or sound like, if vou could?"

The Pattern

1, Identify the cognitive distortions in a presentation of a difficulty or
limitation. Use the lint in Figure 83 to chuck for cognitive dislor-
titins. Sprafy all of the ones that create problems and difficul-
ties for you or another person.
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2. Check out the cofrnitiiv distortion hy reflecting it back to the
person, "It sounds as though the way you have thought about
this (involves awfuii^ing. Does it seem accurate as you step back
from it and examine it?" "How would you characterize this
pattern of thought?"

3. Invite the thinker•/processor to a meta-pnsition. Dues this pattern
of thinking reflect one that you for I) typically use? How long
have you used this cognitive distortion in sorting through
things? Has it served you well? In what way? In what way may
it have undermined youi sense of well-being and accurate
processing? What more useful way of processing this inlorma-
tion would you like to use?

4. Challenge and dispute the distortion. Argue against personal-
izing, awfulizing, shouid-ing, etc. By identifying and arguing
against these cognitive patterns, we bring them out into the
light where we can deal with them. This breaks their power of
working outside our consciousness,

5. Replace the cognitiw distortions with some empowering thinking
patterns. Use Figure H.4 to prompt you with some of these more
enhancing ways of thinking.

Conclusion

We all have problems "thinking-" And so we should. After all, as
long as we live and function as fallible beings, we will experience
fallibility, limitations, irrationality, etc. in om thinking and
reasoning skills. Further, as long as we exist as somatic and
emotional beings, we can expect our emotions, drives, and
impulses to frequently rise up and get in the way of clear thinking,
problem solving, and decision making-
Yet Ihis very awareness of our fallibility provides a tempering
grace. It enables us to take a me ta-position to our thinking—to
TIIeta-think about our thinking- From this perceptual position, we
can then run an ecology test do some reafity testing, and thereby
check out our thinking. In this way, we can have our thinking—
rather than it having us!
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Chapter 9
Meanings And Semantics

Patterns For Enhancing Neuro-Semantic Reality

T)ie greatest revolution of our gene nit ion in the discovery tliat
human beings, by changing their inner attitudes of their minds,
can change the outer aspects of their lii?es,

William James

Having explored our "parts," our identity our mind-body states of
consciousness and the language that drives them, we now move to
the weird and wonderful, zany and neurotic world of meaning. As
a semantic class of life (Korzybski) we live, emote, experience,
rejoice, and suffer because of meanings.

Yet meaning, as such, does not exist in the world. It never has, it
never will. In fact, it cannot. Meaning {another nominalization)
arises from the interaction of the human mind with things (or with
other meanings). It takes a "mind" for meaning to emerge
(meaning results from "minding"). And in human affairs, it takes
a human mind or consciousness to create meaning. The original
term from which meaning arose goes back to a German term that
designated "holding" something like an idea or representation
"before the mind."

The Cognitive-Behavioral model quotes as a proverb a saying
uttered Ln the first century by the Stoic philosopher Epictetus as he
ivrote in Enchiridion.

Men are not disturbed by things, but by (he views they hike of
them.

Epictetus
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The great majority of our experiences, distresses, joys, neuroses,
ecstasies, etc., arise from the experience oF "meaning." We
attribute this or that meaning to something: to ourselves, others,
the world, etc., and via that attrfbutJonal process we create our
semantic reality—nay, OUT neurty-semantic reality.

hi this chapter, we separate the dimensions of meaning for special
attention. The map that codes meaning may need changing, or
retraining. Accordingly, we begin with the refraining patterns.

#55 The Content Refraining Pattern

Concept. Meaning arises in the following way. After birth we
begin to move through the world. As we do, we first encounter
empirical see-hear-feel things and events. We then represent them
in our minds using our sensory-based RS. But we don't leave it at
that. We inevitably bring higher level abstractions (coded in
language and higher-level symbols) to bear upon our representa-
tions. And when we do, we create a frame.

This frame of reference then creates and defines our meanings. Thus
begins neuro-semantic reality. What does "meaning" mean? Since
meaning does not occur in the worid, but only in a human mind-
body, meaning refers to the linkage between things external (or
internal) with internal "thoughts-and-emotions." What dues
anything mean then? It all depends. It depends upon...

• the person making the linkage
• the con Lex t within which the person makes the linkage
• the mind-emotions evoked in the linkage
• the person's learning history
• the meanings/messages sent by others or set up in the

environment by others (cultural meanings)
• the state the person immediately comes from
• etc.

This highlights the complexity of meaning, does it not? Who
would have thought that meaning cuuld mean so much and could
depend upon so many contingencies and upon so many different
contexts? Normally, we don't even think about such things. More
typically, we tend to think that a thing 'means what it means." K"o
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one ever explained all of this to us. We mi^ht have even assumed
that "meaning" somehow existed in the dictionary apart from a
meaning-maker!

Yet because meaning actually emerges from our thinking, evalu-
ating, explaining, attributing, believing, interpreting (coded in our
neuro-linguistics) along with numerous contexts (cultural,
personal, somatic, etc), weaning function* an one of the most plastic
processes around. In other words:

• anything can mean almost anything
• n ol hi ng can mea n n o th ing
• whatever meaning you attribute to anything exists as

unique, idiosyncratic, and not precisely shared
• we have to cod i fy our meanings to preserve them
• we can never give anything the exact same meaning twice.

What does all this mean? It means that the significance you give to
something, you du neurologically-conceptually. You link the
external world with your meanings and associations. It also means
that nothing inherently means anything. Tt always depends.

Given all this, the basic re framing principle simply involves taking
a behavior, an external behavior (EB), mid a perspective (an
internal representation), and putting them together. This creates a
frame of reference or association.

Changing this formula transforms the meaning. And when
meanings transform, so do responses, behaviors, and emotions.
This explains how refraining transforms meaning. Thinking about
this via a formula, we have:

EB = IS
External Behavior = Internal State

(See-hear-ieel stimuli) (In Lemal thoughts, connections,
emotions, etc.)

Understanding meaning in this way enables us to appreciate that
zvlwever sets the frame runs the shou* (or determines/creates the

reality") This holds I rue for the frames in our mind. It alsu holds
true for the frames that we use and operate within us when
communica ting with others.



When we cant change the external world, we can still change our
meaning about that world so that we can have new/different
internal experiences and therefore new /different responses and
emotions. KeiYaming broiidcns perspectives, gives more choices,
more flexibility, and more sense of control. Source: Bandler and
Grinder (1982).

Identifying Frames

Identify a subject, then its amtenl (the details), then its structure
(VAK, form and syntax), then step hack to ask the pf&ttppositiongl
questions: What do we have to assume as true for this to make
sense? What perspective does this come from? What assumptions?
What beliefs? What values? (Meta-thinking skills).

Content Retraining: identify a subject then ask the content
question: How can T view this as beneficial or of value?.. as having
a positive function?

The Pattern (Conscious Reframjng)

1. Identify a behavior (habit, mental, emotion) you dun t yet like or
appreciate in yourself. Begin at the primary level with any
disliked behavior.

2. What part of you produces this behiwior? Some part or facet of
you produces this. As you identify that part, give it a name.

3. Search out the part's positive intention. "What do you seek to
accomplish for me that you deem as positive? What useful
objective do you seek to achieve using this behavior?"

4. Identify the frame. What frame (or frames) of reference runs
this part? What diK.bs this behavior or response mean to you?
Why do you value it? What do you seek to accomplish?

5. De-frame. What submodality change would effectively alter
this frame? What language shift would change this referent?

ft. Reframe the contents How could you view this behavior as
valuable for you? What can you appreciate about this part and
i ts Intention?
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7. Reframe the context: Where could you use this behavior as a
valuable response? When would you find it useful?

8. Integrate this new frame: "1 give myself permission to use this
new understanding/attribution to consciously think about this
behavior.." Any internal objections?

9. Test: What happens inside when you now think about the
part of you that generates that behavior?

#56 The Context Refraining Pattern

Identify a behavior, emotion, belief, state, etc. and then ask context
questions;

• Where could I use this as a positive value?
• When would T find it useful?

Once you have identified the context, then vividly imagine
yourself using the behavior in the appropriate context. This
describes the traditional NLP approach to context refraining. In
addition to this, we can aiso lake a response and develop greater
flexibility by shitting it from its usual frames and exploring its
effects and results when we put it in new, strange, and different
contexts.

For example, what if we took playfulness and moved it to the
context of work? Or put it into the context of relationship, negoti-
ating, learning, etc.? Responses take on new and different
meanings in different contexts. Suppose wTe take an attitude of love
or spirituality, which we usually connect to contexts of relation-
ships and religion, and put them in the context of conflict resolu-
tion?

#57 The Submadiilities Refrdining Pattern

Throughout many of the patterns in this book we have already
worked with the simplest form of retraming—Rc^reseuttjlionai
Refraining. I his refers to changing or altering sensory-based facets
within, and around, our VAK representations When we change
the quality or property of how we have something coded, we
frequently alter its very frame of reference.
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For example, our frame of reference changes when we take one uf
our mental pictures and view it with a black bonier rather than
seeing it >̂s panoramic. Or, notice the change that results when we
view it as a black-ond-white snapshot rather than one with full
and bright colors. When we change some of the qualities and
properties within our representation coding, it can alter the very
structure of the information so that it seems re-framed, And, as
with all refraining, doing this thereby transforms subsequent
Lhinking, feeling, and responding.

#13 The Six-stqi Re framing Pattern (Repeated here from
chapter 3)

Concept. Whenever we ha\re, so to speak, a "part" of ourselves
that carries out some set of behaviors which we do not seem able
to stop with cur conscious mind, that part then operates outside
our conscious awareness and may not accept a conscious reframe
uf meaning. We then may need to use an unconscious refraining
model, namely, the six-step reframe.

This pattern provides a method for reprogromrning a part which
produces behaviors that no longer serve us well, and aligns that
part so that it will produce more useful and enhancing behaviors,
automatically and systematically. This represents EI technology
whereby we can develop new behavioral choices which we don't
seem to generate from our conscious understandings.

Whenever meanings become habitual, they become unconscious.
Over time, they become so streamlined, that they drop out of
awareness, and become the unconscious frames of reference that
we use—our default frames. This saves time, trouble, energy, etc.
But it can also create problems, particularly if the meaning
(program) becomes unnecessary, untrue, or unproductive.

Sometimes we ask ourselves things like, "Why do I. do this?" At
other times we say, "1 hate the parL of myself that..," This model
provides a way to re-align all of our parts which, in turn, creates
better integration, self-appreciation, and harmony. We sometimes
fail to update our meanings so that they stay current with our
ever-changing situations. Source: Bandler and Grinder (1979,1982),

The Pattern

1. Identify a troublesome behavior. "What behavior would you
like to change?" Think of something that you want to do, but
some part of you prevents you from doing. Or, think of
something that you don't want to do but, no matter how hard
you try to stop it, you do it anyway. Find a behavior that fits one
of these linguistic environments: "I want to slop Xing." "1 want
to X, but something stops me." (Yes, actually you stop yourself

some facet of you.)

2, Lstahiisli rapport. Validate the part that carries out these
behavior "programs" so automatically. Also validate the
frustration and discomfort you feel (or a person feels) about not
feeling able to slop the behaviors. "[ want you to go inside and
acknowledge the part of you that produces these behaviors."

3- Communicate with the part that produces this behavior. Go inside
and ask, "Will the part of me that generates this behavior
communicate with me in consciousness?" Wait for and notice
your internal responses: feelings, images, sounds. Then say, "If
this means Yes mcre^e in brightness, volume, intensity." "If
this means No, let it decrease." If "No", increase the rapport
with this part. You may also, if working with another, ask the
person to allow one finger to move in response to "Yes." Wait
for a "Yes" signal. Ask tor one finger to move in response to
"No," to establish a "No" signal. Always thank the part for
communicatiiig.

4. Discover its positive intention. Ask the Yes / N o question,
"Would you foci willing to let me know in consciousness what
you seek to accomplish for me that I could deem as positive by
producing this behavior?" Wait for response. If you get a "Yes"
response, then say, "Do I find this intention acceptable in
consciousness?" "Do 1 want to have a part that fulfills this
function?"

5. ObtRin permission for ctjange. Ask the part that creates this
behavior if it would like even more and powerful choices, "If
you had other ways to accomplish tills positive intent that
would work as well as or heller than your present behavior,
would you feel willing to try them out?"
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If you get a "No" response, ask the person: "Would you feel
willing to trust that your unconscious has some well-inten-
tioned and positive purpose for you, even though it won't tell
you at this moment?"

ft. Access your creative part—the part of you that creates,
innovates, and tomes up with new ideas. "Now have the part
tliat runs the unwanted behavior communicate its positive
intention to your creative part. Have the creative part generate
three new choices and communicate them to the first part. Let
that part give a "Yes" signal each time it selects one that it
deems as good as, or better than, the original unwanted
behavior.

If the part exhibits any resistance to accepting new behaviors,
say, "In a moment I will reach over and take your hand and it
will not lower any faster than your unconscious mind will
generate and begin to use three new ways of behaving that you
consider better than those you have previously used and which
you find acceptable to all of your parts. And you may not have
any conscious awareness of the three new behaviors, but at
some point you will find yourself simply using these new
behaviors."

7. Future pace the change. Address the part and say, "Mow
become willing to take responsibility for using one of the three
new alternative behaviors in the appropriate contexts." Let
your unconscious mind identify the cues that will trigger the
new choices. Use the cues to experience what it feels like to
effortlessly arid automatically have one of those new choices
become available in that context

8. Ott'ck for ecology. "Does any part of me object to having one
of these three new alternatives?" ff "Yes,"repeat steps three
through eight

(Note; Your unconscious mind has already established
numerous communications with you—we call them
"symptoms," Now you have a way to use these symptoms as
barometers for change.)

UH,

#58 The Six-step Re framing As A Mcta-States Pattern

Concept. The Meta-state model refers to bringing one 'state" of
consciousness (a mind-body state) to bear upon another state. This
moves us to a higher logical level so that our though ts-and-
feelings refer to another state of thoughts-and-feelings. Thus
sometimes we experience fear or anger, guilt, shame, or joy. These
states refer to primary states (as we might refer to primary colors).
But, when we tear our anger or fear our fear, we have moved to a
higher level and created a more complex and layered form of
consciousness (see Hall, 1995, 19%).

The Pattern

1. Identify the incta-part. The pattern speaks about some "part"
of us that generates an unwanted behavior (either by inhibiting
the response or creating a counter-response that conflicts with
it) which operates at a meLa-tevel to ourselves. "What part of
you refuses to allow you to X (speak assertively, finish a task,
feel motivated, etc.) or what part of you produces Y (gets defen-
sive, takes offense, jumps to conclusion) which prevents you
from X?"

2. Identify the positnfe intention uf the part. As we engage in the
discovery process of llnding the part's positive intention, this
also moves us to a Meta-state about that Meta-stale; naming
that "part" identifies the state or construct. What does this part
of you do for you that you consider of positive value and
importance?

3. Access and apply ifimr creative part. Asking for our creative
"part" to speak to the positive intention essentially describes
the process of how we Meta-state OUT positive intention state to
generate better choices. Tliink-and-feel creatively about the
choices that you can produce to attain this desired outcome.

The "unconscious" factor (living without awareness of the part,
the positive intention state that has driven this part and is
aware of the creative alternatives that we invent via our
creative state) describes the unconscious barrier that also makes
us unaware of our meta-states and how thev drive our experi-
ences...apart from consciousness.
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4. Future ptne. Future pacing the new choices, using the
"symptoms" and other signals of the "unconscious mind",
shows how mete-levels (in this case the meta-meta-state of
"applying the resource to the 'future'") always drives and
modulates lower levels. With your new understandings,
experience using this new preferred response.

5. Check ecology. Running a final ecology check activates an
ecology-check state tn make sure that the process works holisti-
cally for our welfare.

#59 The Pulling Apart Belief Synesthesia Pattern

Concept. If a person experiences a problematic state in several
representational systems and in such a way that it seems to
"happen all at once" (so the person has no sense of their strategy
that creates the state) then we can consider this process
functioning as a synesthesia pattern wherein two systems have
become so linked together Lhat a stimulus will seemingly fire them
both off together.

Robert Dilts (1990), in working with changing belief systems,
described the synesthesia pattern of some beliefs which occur
quickly and automatically, using the metaphor of a molecule. He
pictured the end result as a molecule of many elements {VAK and
Ad) all glued together. To help a person separate (or de-frame) this
construction, he suggested pulling apart the component pieces
and putting them back in the NLP eye accessing cue spaces [See
Eye Accessing Cue Chart, Appendix A). This pattern separates and
sorts out the representational pieces of an experience in order to
de-frame the construction and provide more choice. Source: Dilts
(1990).

The Pattern

1. Identify the belief that functions tike a finest-fiesta. What belief
immediately and automatically whoops you into a state? What
stimulus suddenly causes you to experience a whole set of VAK
representations?

1SB

2. Individually identify the component pieces end sort them nut into
the ey&ac&ssmg positions. Use your hand to indicate where to
put the pieces of the synesthesid. "Do you see anything when
you experience this belief? Okay, T want you to look up {remem-
bered or constructed) and see it here Ho you hear anything9

Okay, I want you to put that sound over here... . What feelings
are you experiencing? Put them here." Etc.,

3. Break state and check the ecology. Think about the experience
now and see if you can do so without the old synesthesias.

#60 Hie Establishing Your Value Hierarchy Pattern

Concept. Our criteria refers to our standards of evaluation by
which we make decisions about the importance of things, events,
ideas, people, etc. Our values and criteria provide an organising
structure to our lives as well as a motivating force. As we add
more and more values and criteria, the values themselves can
begin to conflict with each other putting us at odds with ourselves.
Also, we can over- or under-value some criteria. When this
happens, internal conflict can also occur so that we become out-of-
balance,

I he shift of values and criteria usually involves an analogue
shift—adjusting the relative importance of the criteria instead of
accepting or rejecting them wholesale. This technology becomes
useful when we feel indecisive, can't make up our mind, experi-
ence lots of confusion, ambivalence, and inner conflict. We can also
use it for resolving interpersonal difficulties, improving our
decision making strategies, and before doing agreement frames.
Source: Andreas and Andreas (1937).

The Pattern

1. Identify sin area. Think of one realm of life where values seem
confusing (relationships, work, etc).

2. Elicit a hierarchy of criteria. Think of something trivial that
you could do, but you wouldn't (e.g., standing on a chair,
throwing a piece of chalk across the room). "Doing the dishes.
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What do you .accomplish by not doing this?" "T save tune/'
(Always get the criteria stated in the positi ve.—what the person
wants.)

"What would get you to dn this even though it would violate
that particular criterion?" (i.e., saving time, though a waste of
time), "If someone came for a visit,"

"So what do you find important about that?" (As they keep
adding more context, find out what the person values in that.)

Behavior

(-} Could do dishes, hat wun't

( 0 Wuuld do dishes

(-) Wouldn't iiD dishes

(4-) Would

(-}

Context

& lew dirty dishes

& Linking a meal

in nnhy^iiaut dishes

fc crisis in building

Crilerian

Save time

Neutral impression

1-itiTJt'fnT (DI cooking)

T Ty gi LTIC

Safety of p t i

Cuntinue this process of doing or not doing the particular
behaviors by adding more and more context that gets a person
to do tht: behavior or disengage from it. With each step, identify
the criterion it exemplifies, "What seems important enough to
get you to violate the previous criterion?"

Doing this will elicit tttt outcome chain. When you reach the first
criterion (A), inquire, "What stops you?" This will elicit some
reverse ur negative criterion (B).

Then recycle, "When would you do A even through it causes
H?" This brings in the next higher level criterion (C). Negative
examples in this process elicit more highly valued criteria.
"When would you not do A even though it results in B or C?"

3. Identify the highest criterion mid construct a hierarchy. Continue
until you have the must important criterion. Make a continuum
from the least to the most important criteria.
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4. Identify submodalitiss. Find the submodahly differences
between the least and (he most important criteria. How do you
represent "saving time." "excellence," "safety of others," etc.?
Elicit see, hear, fed descriptions and especially the analogue
submodalities that vary.

5. Pitt your criteria m a Continuum. Deter mini.1 how much you
w aitt to reduce a particular criterion, where you want it to be on
the scale. Then shift the suhmodaliries of that criterion so that it
matches the submodalities of those at that lower place. Adjust
the submodalities so that the criterion becomes coded for the
degree of importance that you wanL it to have.

6. Ecology check, lake a meta-position and evaluate your
hierarchy of values. Do they serve you well? Do they fall into
an order that enables you to make good decisions, to create
inner harmony? Any problems or mis-alignments? Identify the
criterion you would like to change.

7. Shift criterion. Identify the criterion to be shifted and deter-
mine where you want it to end up. What order of values will
get you where you want to go?

8. Change submodalities. Slowly change the criterion to the
appropriate place on your continuum. Give it the submodali ties
according to the importance you wish it to have. Notice the
submodalities of the criterion before and after it. Code it appro-
priately.

9. Test. How does your value hierarchy look to you now? Will
it help guide you into right behaviors and decisions?

10. Future pace. Think of a situation where the new criterion will
make a difference tt> you and put yourself into that context and
notice your experience.



#67 The Kinesthetic Hierarchy Of Criteria Pattern

1- Location 1. In this location, identify a behavior tliat the
person wmts to do, but does not do (e.g., to stop smoking),

2. Location 2. In this location, elicit the criteria and meta-
outcomes that motivale the person's wants loward his or her
desired outcome (e.g., the cassation of coughing). "Why do you
want this?" "How do you value this as significant or impor-
tant?"

3. location 3. In this location, find the criteria that stop the
person from changing. "What stops you?" These values will
represent higher level outcomes inasmuch as they stop the
outcomes in the second location. Identify the criteria and meta-
outcomes at this level (e.g., feeling relaxed, nurtured).

4. Location 4. In location 4, find a higher level criterion thai can
override the limiting criteria of step 3. WhaL do you find more
significant or so important thai you would give up smoking even
if the smoking triggers feelings of relaxation and nurturing?
(e.g., feeling respected by your family). Whal do you hold as a
value even more important than lhat (e.g., saving your Life}?

5. Anchor 4. As the person continues to experience the fourth
location of the highest values and criteria, amplify and anchor
fully

6. Transfer the highest values. Holding the anchor assist the
person to step back into location 3, "...noticing what you think-
and-feel in this state with this (fire anchor) resource." Do the
same as you walk with the person to locations 2 and 1. This
pattern accesses the person's highest criterion and applies it to
the prior states. It communicates, "Since you value saving your
life, bring those thoughts-emotions (values) to bear on this
previous state, and this one,"

7. Transfer the subnivdiility codings downward. Since we now take
the criterion of the highest level, along with its submodality
codings, into location 3, 2, and 1, as you walk the person
through, ask them to identify new ways for them to achieve
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their desired outcome. "How else could you feel relayed and
i iuruu>id and $tiU stop smoking?" As they notice the submodol-
ilies of each slate, have them fine tune and adjust them with the
submodality codings of the highest experience.

8, Keefi amplifying. As you use the person's driver submodali-
ties of his or her highest value and apply to each lower level,
make each lower state more and more compelling. Afso, as you
move into each lower location, check to see if the person has the
driving Meta-programs of the highest level criterion also.

9. Future pace and check for ecology.

#62 The Thought Virus Inoculation Pattern

Concept. Sometimes we get hold of ideas that function entirely as
dysfunctional beliefs Lhal mentally poison us. We think of such
ideas as toxic viruses. Robert Dilts developed this pattern from his
work in applying NLP within the health field oi applied medicine.
Lie applied the metaphor of thought OifliBt$ that toxily and sicken
men la I-emotional life. Via this technology we can change toxic
beliefs and inoculate ourselves, or others, against sick ways of
thinking.

The Pattern

1. Establish Uleral "spaces" on si floor. As the person experiences
each of these states with their corresponding VAK representa-
tions, fully anchor the person at these spaces.

a) Neutral meta-positioii space where you can review the
whole prtKiess and access creative, resourceful ideas.

b) Old limiting beliefs. This space represents "Something that
you used tn believe, but no longer believe," nuch as a belief
in Santa Clans.

c) Open to doubting. Think about a time when you began to
doubt that the old belief was true, i,e,, when you began to
wonder about Santa.



d) Museum of old beliefs. This represents those beliefs that you
once believed, but which you no longer believe, i.e., & place
to leave beliefs you have grown out of. (''B-S-" space—a
space where you go, "Wrong!" "Doesn't compute/')

e) A new belief horn which you would like to operate. Check
tu make sure that the belief operates appropriately. Check
also for congruity from the meta-position before actually
establishing the space. Ask the person to say the belief a
couple of times to polish up the language.

f) Open to believing. Think of something you didn't believe
in the past that you now feel open to believing.

g) A sacred space that represents your mission in life. A space
of congruent self-trust that you evaluate as absolutely sacred
to you that you will not violate.

2. Test each space. Once you have set up anchored spaces for
these differing experiences, lest each one by having the person
step into the space and fully experience it. You may wish to
move to the meta-position between each move.

3. Run a toxic thought through the process. Elicit a thought, idea,
belief that functions toxic ally for the person and move them
through the process until Lhey deposit it in the museum of old
beliefs. Move to the meta-position and fully identify an empow-
ering thought or belief to put in the void.

4. Moot' through ail the spaces using the new belief.

(Note: if at any time the person experiences confusion, move to
the meta-position and clarify thoughts and feelings from that
position.)

5. future pace and check for ecology*
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Conclusion

completely and thoroughly govern our lives. As a
semantic class of life, meanings inevitably and inescapably
dominate and pervade every aspect of our daily experiences. They
especially govern our emotions and therefore our affective-
somatic stales of consciousness And yet, simultaneously, we find
that meanings exist as very plastic and moldable. As creatures of
the mind and nervous system, they have a fluidity about them that
allows them to shift and change fairly easily.

Meanings do not exist as things and so we can't write them in
stone. We create meanings in the first place by our thinking, evalu-
ating, appraising, connecting, etc,, and so we am also create new and
different meanings any time we so desire. With the patterns in this
chapter we have several ways to reframe meanings that may have
become unenhancing, dysfunctional, or limiting.

In addition, we can use the Belief Change Pattern and the Decision
IJtes trover Pa I tern as further methods for transforming meanings.
We can all learn to live by ever increasing and empowering our
meanings.
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Chapter 10

Strategies

Patterns For Building Empowering Action Plans

Regardless of how we feel, we always have some control over what
we do.

William Classer, M.D.

When you know how to do something, it looks so easy—so
magical to those who don't!

Michael Hall

How do things work? How does a piece of "human subjectivity,"
e.g., motivation, decision-making, flirting, negotiating, parenting,
dieting, fitness, learning, etc, "work?"

• What docs a person have to do first in mind-body?
• What next, and next, and next?
• What VAK repn^entatium; dues a person need to make up a

given formula?
• What subroodalilies?
• Wh a t Me Ea-pr ugr ams ?
• What Meta-level responses and states?
• What supporting beliefs and values?

With these questions we have just entered into the domain of strate-
gies. In NLP, this refers to "the structure of subjective experience."
Building on the Cognitive-Behavioral work of Miller, Galanter,
..md Pribram (1960) in Plans And Th& Structure Of Behavkn, Dilts,
Handler, Grinder, Cameron-handler and DeLozier (1980) took their
TOTL model and enriched it with the representation systems.

Using the flow chart of human consciousness as it moves through
the phases of Testing, Operating, Testing, Eind Exiting (TOTE)
[which function as cognitive-behavioral information processing
programs], the NLP co-founders greatly enhanced the TOTE
model-
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Actually, this model began in behaviorism in the 5-K model
(stimulus-response) of Pavlov and Watson. At this level we have a
simple association linkage between stimulus ath1 response. Viewing
human "mind" and response in this model, the external events
(the stimuli) cause a response (a feeling, emotion, understanding,
behavior, etc,)-

Stimulus —> Response

Then, as the early and middle decades of the twentieth century
passed, Ihis S-R model became increasingly inadequate for
explaining human functioning. Eventually a behaviorist, Tollman
{1923), added a cognitive dttftension to it. lie developed S-O-R by
bringing in Other Variables (the O). He used this expression rather
than the (at that time) dirty word "mind."

Yet the TOTE model had to wait for the cognitive revolution initi-
ated by George Miller (1936) and Neiser (1967) and the refine-
ments that brain researcher Karl Pribram added. This refined the
S-O-K model much further. In this model a responding organism
inputs some sensory stimulus (S) and tests it internally against some
coded representation of a desired state or criterion (O), As the
testing proceeds, it either meets the lest or tails fa meet it. This
results in congruity—so that the external and internal representa-
tions match (e.g., the volume of the stereo externally matches what
the person internally prefers). Or it may result in incongruity so
Lhat the external and internal representations do not match, \f they
do not match, the person may test again by altering his or her
internal representations or by operating on the external stimulus
(e.g., turning up the volume), limiting such a "program" o\ input,
processing, and output results in some kind of response or
behavior.

Later the NLP co-founders got hold of the TOTE model and
dressed it up to make it usable as the structural formal for thinking
about human strategies—the flow of human consciousness in a
formulaic way as it sequences itself until it generates responses.

Many times the problems that we experience in life have to do
with the strategy question of "hw to." We kmw what to do. We
just don't have the know how. We have clarified what effective

action or response to Lake. We want to speak assertively, speak
before groups with confidence, resolve conflicts with a win/win
attitude, forgive, motivate ourselves to compieLe an unpleasant
task, exercise regularly, e;at more sensibly, think before we act, etc.
But how do we pull such things off? What strategy {sequence of
internal representations) will provide us with the formula for
direct ionalizing and training our brain-body to so respond?

This describes the place for strategy awareness, development,
accessing, utilizing, etc. So, in this chapter we have included,
under the category of strategy, the NLF patterns that provide the
formulas (or processes) whereby we can "take effective actions."

#63 The New Behavior Generator Pattern

Concept, When we do not know SWW to da something, we need to
learn a new pattern, model, OT process that will, step-by-step,
enable us to discover the formula. Do we know how to take criti-
cism weli and to use it conslructivelv? Do we know how to
motivate ourselves? Tf we don't have a strategv for something, we
won't be able to do it. Did you receive a program for resolving
conflicts respectfully? Tor gathering high quality information? For
speaking affirmatively and showing affection? Well then, you may
simply need to leam or invent such a strategy-
Strategy development occurs whenever and wherever learning
occurs. For by learning, we become trained to organize and
sequence representations so that they build up various skills.

As we construct these strategies (or parts), we describe them in
terms of what they do, their function, rather than in terms of how
they do it, their behavior. In other words, we build parts to achieve
outcomes. WTith every strategy we learn, we essentially install a
part within ourselves to pull off certain behavioral outcomes. Do
you have an assertive part? A forgiving part? A creative part? Of
course, the tricky bit lies in creating parts that wont interfere with
other parts and outcomes. Source: Bandier and Grinder (1979).
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The Pattern

1. Mmtffy a part or function that the perstm needs. Determine the
specifk outcome the person wants. For instance, they might
want to build an assertive part, or a part to handle conflict
positively, or a part Lo handle rejection resourcefully, etc.

2. Access tntd anchor the components that make up this part.
Identify any past experiences when the person had the ability
to do some piece of it. Now relive each situation and experience
the desired aspects En all representational systems. Anchor each
component piece of this new behavior.

3. Create scenario within the imagination. Create a detailed set of
images of yourself engaging in this new behavior Once the
person has treated a dissociated visual/auditory constructed
movie, have them sit hack to observe the whole sequence.

4. Ecological check. Go inside and ask, "Docs any part of me
object to this new behavior? Does any part object to making this
movie a reality?" Check in ail representational systems for
objecting parts, (This involves a yes/no question). If you sense
an objection, have the signal intensify for "Yes", and decrease
for "No", or use finger signals.

5. Satisfy all objections. If you discover any objections, use the
information to re-edit the movie. Dn another ecological check.
Continue this process until you find no objections. It becomes
important to redefine and satisfy all objections, since in this
process we build a new motivational part.

6. Experience the movie. Now, have the person step inside the
image and go through the sequences in an associated state. "As
you then experience yourself successfully engaging in the new
behaviors, set up a self-anchor for this state and feeling."

7. Program it into your unconscious. Ask your unconscious to
analyze the fantasy you have created and to pull from it the
essential ingredients of the program you want to have inside
you. Your unconscious can then use this information to build a
part and give it a dynamic expression. Get what you need to
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know from the imagined imagery to build a part irf you that can
dcf this exquisitely and easily, and *t every moment that it
needs to b^ done.

8, Tc$l and future pace. Make sure the part is accessible and
responds appropriately. Future pace by seeing yourself use this
part effectively in the future.

#63b Adaptation: The Dtiy Lnd Review

Concept. Sometimes, at the end of a day, we Itnd it worthwhile
and valuable to reinmv our day to make learnings and use the
feedback from things that worked or that did not work well, in
order lo future pace more effective patterns lor the future. The
following pattern represents art "advanced and user-friendly New
Behavior Generator" as designed by Alexander Van fturen (Anchor
Point, November 1997).

The Pattern

Begin by acknowledging your own personal inner wisdom,
strength, and love. This will enable you to center yourself as
you presuppose personal resources and cap abilities.

1. Ku n a movie of file day's activities. Starling at the beginning ot
the day, run a movie through your mind of the activities,
events, conversations, and people you encountered throughout
Lhe day,

2. Freeze frame the movie ut tht' "rough spots." Stop the mo vie-
when ever y»u find places where you didn't like the response
you got from others or where you didn't like your own
behavior. This identifies the problem contexts.

3. Identify resources to apply. Ask, "What worked?" What
actions, feelings, ideas, responses and ways of being worked
well during the day? What other resources could I have used
and applied from other contexts?"
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4 Identify difficulties ta address. Ask, "What did not work?"
Then use the levels of beliefs to ask such things as the
following:

a) How would 1 have liked to have affected others? (Spirit)

b) What kind of a person did I want to be in this situation?
(Identity)

c) What did I deem as of the most importance in this situa-
tion? (Values)

d) What did I feel certain nf or wan I to feel certain of?
(Beliefs)

e) What was I able to do or what would I like to have been
able to do? (Capabilities)

f) What fueling or action would I like to have taken?
(Hehaviors)

5. Creating the new reality. Play the movie again seeing yourself
doing, feeling, being, acting, etc., with all uf the resources you
imagined. VJo so until you generate a positive emotional
response to the- new creative movie, lo do this, keep recycling
back through the resource development step.

6. Finish backtracking the day's movie. (ruture pace, run an
ecology check and enjoy.

#64 The Forgiveness Pattern

Concept. When we live with unforgiving feelings toward
someone, we experience though ts-and-emotions of resentment,
anger, bitterness, etc. And these nemo-linguistic states will not do
us any good. We then install the hurt that someone has caused (or
that we believe and feel they caused) as a significant memory or
reference in our mind. Since we have not released it, resolved it,
come to terms with it, etc., we have become stuck at the point of hurt.
SubsequerLtlij, it keeps inappropriately signaling our mind-body of
hurt, thereby imprisoning the hurt within!

I We need to forgive. We need to forgive and release it.

FJut how? How do we forgive?

Forgiveness, as a neuro- linguist if state, describes a very powerful
and useful subjective experience. This forgiveness pattern offers a.
process that enables us to create the experience of forgiveness.

As a more complex piece of subjectivity, various beliefs can
operate that either support or limit our ability to access the
strategy of forgiveness. What do you believe ah out forgiveness?
Wrhat ideas hold you back from forgiving? I low long do you
believe it takes to develop forgiveness? What do you believe about
the relationship between forgiving and re-entering relationship?
Wi th that person?

In shifting from unforgiving to forgiving, we alter our perceptions
and meanings from seeing the person /event fused together, as
ugly, dark, demonic, etc, to seeing the person and event as two
separate phenomena, HO that we can sort out our thoughts-feelings
about each and not let our rage at the behavior contaminate our
compassion for the person.
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The Pattern

1. AcetSS a shite ofsetf-ttsieerning. Ct-nter yourself in your Values,
standards, beliefs, and dij^nity.

2. Access stale of human digttity of all peopk: Get full description
(VAK) of people as sacred, special, important, valuable, and
fallible.

3- Distinguish person from Itehavior. Imagine making a clear-cut
distinction in self and others between expressions of a person
and their inner Being. What supporlive beliefs would
strengthen this?

4. Give yourself permission to rage against hurtful behaviors. Once
you have permission, then rage against hurtful behaviors.
Access the anger in order to draw boundaries against unaccept-
able behaviors without violating the person.

5. Give yourself permission to tove/vatidate the persnn in spite of
their hurtful beiumior. Recognize their positive intent, access
compassion for their limitations and fallibilities.

(t. Release behaviors by refusing to over-value them. Access a state
of 'releasing," or 'letting go." Di^-invest meaning and energy
from the behavior. Access supporting beliefs, become aware of
your response-abilities in the matter of the hurt—a tempering
awareness.

7. Integrate boundaries, compassion ami releasing. Imagine the You
who can establish and communicate effective boundaries,
express firmness of character, and compassionately release
hurts and bitternesses.
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#65 Ttie Allergy Cure Pattern

Concept. An allergic response involve?; the nervous system's
adaptation as sneezing, coughing, skin reactions, etc., to a non-
toxic element (the hair of a cat or dog, springtime pollens, etc) or
even to emotional subjects (criticism, certain person, etc).
Conceptually, we understand an allergy as a immune function that
has made a mistake. The immune, system has associated
{"learned") to treat something n on -dangerous as a threat- So our
immune system attacks some harmless antigens as i/they threaten
us. Yet the body's immune system has simply made a mistake in
its coding and cuing of its response. Many times allergies result
from a psychological trauma.

This technology involves re-educating the immune system so that
it stops attacking a n on-toxic dement and benign substances.
Source: Andreas and Andreas (1989).

The Pattern

1, Calibrate.. "What doe5 it feel like (or sound like, look like, etc.)
when you experience the presence of the allergen?" As you ask
this question, watch the person's physiology, eye accessing
cues, breathing, etc., in order to calibrate to their state and
responses,

2. Frame tit? allergy as a mistake. Explain the concept that
immune systems can make mistakes and get activated when
nothing in the environment necessitates its response.

"Your immune system has simply made a mistake;
somehow it thinks of something as dangerous when actually
no danger exists. It has made a mistake about what it needs
to attack and what it does not need to attack. We want to re-
teach or re-train your immune system so that it can learn,
quickJy, how to function more effectively."

IQh

3. Ortck for ecology/secondary gain.

"How would you experience your everyday life if you didn't
have this response? What does having this allergy do for you
that may have some secondary benefit? Can you think of
anything positive that comes from having this allergy? "

4. Identify and anchor an appropriate coutiter-extimpk'. resource.

"What Ciin you think of that would serve as a goud counter-
example to this allergy trigger that seems as similar to the
allergen as possible and yet one to which your immune
system reacts appropriately. Imagine yourself now in the
presence of this similar agent."

Anchor the allergy response and hold the anchor thought the
whole process.

5. Dissociate. "Now imagine that right in front of you an im-
penetrable plexiglass shield exists that goes from wall to wall,
from floor to ceiling,.." While holding the resourceful anchor,
ask the person to,

"See yourself over there on the other side of the plexiglass
having your immune system funcHoning appropriately. As
you watch, you can remember that this represents ttie you
with the effective immune system which allows you to enter
into the presence of allergens without reacting..."

6. Gradually, introduce the allergen.

"As you watch yourself over there behind the plexiglass
shield, slowly introduce the allergen that used to cause a
problem for you. Let the allergen gradually move behind the
glass giving yuur immune system a chance to get used to it."

Wait at this point until you see a physiological shift indicating
that the person's immune system has begun to adjust. Next, ask
the immune system for a signal that it has absorbed the new
information, The response will essentially signal you that "Yes,
all right, I've got it. Ill change the notches on my flag so it
doesn't match up with any of the T cells I have."
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7, Re-associate. Continuing to hold the anchor, "Now allow
yourself to step into Lhe you, behind the plexiglass, and fully
experience the allergen that used to create an allergic response
for you."

H, Calibrate. See if the physiology, eye accessing cues, breathing,
etc. have changed.

9, Future Pace.

"Imagine a time in the Future when you will come into the
presence of this allergen that caused a problem and you find
has no effect now. Step into several of these times and notice
how comfortable you feel,"

10, Test, If you can actually test carefully, do so. If not, imagine
the allergen and re-calibrate to see thai physiology remains
changed .

§66 Tlie Grief Resolution Pattern

Concept Sometimes when we lose someone or something very
special to us, we get caught up in excessive and unnecessary
grieving. Then we continue to grieve the loss of a loved one, a job,
a childhood, etc., and feel sad, depressed, or hopeless, and become
unable to get on with life. Perhaps we simply lack a good strategy
for bringing closure to the loss, using it for growth, and moving
on.

The facL lhat people in other cultures can experience grief cir loss
in very different ways from our cultural style suggests that human
subjectivity has a wide range of choices. In some cultures, loss
triggers people to give up, rage, seek revenge, commit suicide, etc.,
whilst in cithers it enables people to celebrate and even rejoice—
giving loss the meaning of "a transition to another life."

This illustrates the plasticity of meaning. It underscores lhat loss
does not necessitate a prescribed form of grieving. Our subjective
experience is always derived from how we represent the loss and
Lhe meanings we attribute to it. Again, the map in our heads about

the territory of loss suggests that there exist multiple maps (hence
reactions) that we can experience. What strategy map do we want
to choose as we navigale life?

Grief also involves not only an external loss, but also internal
losses—a loss of meaning, values, expectations, etc Ilxperiences nf
grief arise not only from our loss, but much more from how we
perceive the loss. Our meaning determines lhe experience—and
our representational sequence of VAK responses controls the
meaning. Resolving grief involves re-establishing connections and
values in order to recover. Source: Andreas and Andreas

The Pattern

1. Identify lhe grief representation, think: about someone or
.something you have lost, or a potential loss. Notice how you
represent that person or tiling. You may experience having the
loved one "there, but not really there." Or you may "see them,
but only vaguely," in some insubstantial way. Identify the
submodalities associated with the sense of loss. Common
submodalities include seeing the person as flat, transparent.
distant, floating off the ground, unclear, etc. Grief usually
involves an unfinished or unreal representation.

Z Identify your stuck grief representation. If you have experienced
a grief in which you feel "stuck," nolice your representations of
this. How do you think about it? One man said, "1 see her in a
.small, still picture. It looks very dark and depressing. I don't
want to look at it." When someone inquired about this, the man
said it represented "lhe last time I saw her-—the day we broke
up," Here the content controls the representations. If we recall
bad times with a loved one, rather than good times, we will
increase our sense of pain.

3. Identify your "special memory" representation. Think back to a
time when you had some special memories associated with this
person, when you experienced something of importance.
Change any negative associations to positive associations.
Identify the meanings and values you wish to keep. What did
you especially appreciate and value?
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4. Identify "finished grief' as a resource experience.

"Now think back to isomeone who no longer plays a part in
your life and yetr when you recall this person, you feei good
and enriched. Your thoughts provide you with a sense of
their presence perhaps or of their value to you. Now notice
how you think of uSat person."

IdLTitify the modalities and sub modalities that you use. Notice
also the meanings that you give to them.

5. Re-ixtde your representations.

"Would you have any objection to developing a more-
resourceful way to think about the person you have lost so
that you could feel good about him or her? Does any part of
you object to keeping the good feelings that you received
from this other person and letting them enrich your life?"

6. Access a valued experience with the person.

"Think of one of the most special times you had with this
person. See him or her as life-size, moving, and over to your
left (or whatever driving submodalities the person has).
Tiiink of him (her) in the same way as you thought about
your old buddy or friend. And even though you have lost
him/her, you can still have those good feelings.--"

7. Identify the values. To preserve the benefits of that relation-
ship and to use them to move into the future, we add this step.

"As you allow yourself to review all of the- good experiences
you had wi th this person, notice the things you valued about
her (him): warmth, intimacy, spontaneity, variety, stability,
fun, adventure, etc.

"As you identify the values that you do not want to lose
from this person, make a symbolic image of all these values
and then bring that symbol into you...to keep near to your
heart."
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8. Check ecology and future puce. "Now imagine going into your
future with these values that you received from that person...
let these values enrich you and be an ongoing legacy of that
person."

9. Test, Now think of that person and notice what you think-
and-feel about her/him. See if you can feel as bad and
desperate as you did earlier

#67 The Pre-Grieving Pattern

Concept. The strategy that enables us to effectively grieve, release,
and move on with life also empowers us to access the value{s) of
what we might have anticipated having lost in the "future" via our
imagination, so that we don't have to tortun.' ourselves!

1. Wliat will you probably lose in the future? We humans live a
fragile and fallible life: we get sick, move through life stages,
die, etc. Good ego strength enables us to "look reality in the
face" without quivering, whining, throwing a tantrum, etc. It
enables us to welcome reality as it exists. Identity the things
that we will or could lose.

2. Determine (tutenme representations of indue. How do you need
to think and represent such events to remind you of their
temporal nature so that you can remember them as time-
limited? What other things do vou value and appreciate even
though you know "it too will pass away?" What supporting
beliefs and values can empower you in this respect?

3. Transfer the ending to the fyture tosses. Use your representa-
tions of that valued experience or person to identify your VAK
representations of "acceptable loss." Then transfer to Lhe
persons, things, events that you may or will lose in the future.

4. Access resources for coping with such tosses. How might you
experience those valued qualities in new and different ways,
with new and different people, in your future? Create a repre-
sentation of doing this. See the resourceful you moving on with
life creatively, joyfully, etc.



5. Ecology chak. Do you have any parts that object to making
this resourceful picture a part of your future? If so, take the
objections and use them to modify your representations,

6. Install mi your Time-tine. Access your Time-lint.- and then
install your representation in the future.

#68 The Healthy Eating Pattern

Concept. Sometimes we don't eat as healthily as we should in
order to have the health and fitness lhaL corresponds with a
vigorous and energetic life. Do we have a good strategy for
healthy eating? We may not. Mating in a healthy way involves
listening to the "wisdom uf the body" so that we can recognize
when we feel "lull" and "empty." In so doing, we learn to eat for
nutrition, not for some psychological value: comfort, nurture,
relaxation, etc.

Eating in a healthy way also involves our decision-making
strategy. We need to make good choices that take into account
long-term pleasures and criteria, well-being, health, etc., rather
than short-term pleasures. Healthy eating also involves the
shifting of beliefs—transforming limiting beliefs into empowering
beliefs, getting over the old eating "progrLunming" of childhood,
and building supportive beliefs about self, body imagery, etc.
Source: Andreas and Andreas (1989), "The Naturally Slender
Eating Strategy."

The Pattern

1. Obtain your eating time representations. How do you know the
time has come to "eat?" Do you see, hear, or feel something?
Imagine that you have worked all day: how do you know the
time has come for lunch or supper?

2. Check your stomach fee tings. What do you feel? What kin es-
thetic qualities do you experience? Chock whether your
stomach feels full, empty, or some degree in between. Also
check for the overall feelings: tension, relaxation, etc.
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3. Explore. "What would feel good in my stomach right now?"
Ask this of your body wisdom and notice what response you
get. Think of an available and healthy food item (eg,, turkey
sandwich, vegetable soup, salad, etc.) and imagine eating it. Try
as many items as necessary to find the most appropriate one.
Recall the sensations that this item creates.

4. Compare. Compare the feeling from the favored lood item
with the feeling you had in your stomach before you imaged
eating anything. Which feels better? Imagine what your body
will feel like over the next few hours. If you get a "Mo" that it
won't feel better, decline that food. If you get a "Yes," then
accept it. Notice that you decide now based on which will give
you the best feeling over time.

5. Explore and compare usiug a nuji-iwalthy item. Visualize an
uiihealthy food item (e.g., a candy bar). Imagine eating it, and
feel it in your stomach. Experience what it feeL; like now, in a
few hours, tomorrow. Imagine what you think and feel about it
over time Compare these feelings with the feelings you got
from steps 3 and 4. Notice which feeling yuu find more pleasur-
able. Which chokes make you feel better?

6. future puce. When you have considered enough possibilities,
notice the food items that make you feel the best and imagine
yourself taking these chokes into your future.

#69 The Resolving Co-dependence Pattern

Cnncej?t. What we call "co-dependent relationships" result from
becoming overly involved with others so that we assume respon-
sibility fof things that obviously lie outside our area of response.
We thtnk-and-fecl responsible for how someone else thinks, teels,
and /or behaves. People who fall into the co-dependent pattern
usually end up intruding into the responsibility circle of others,
and fajl to assume proper responsibility for themselves. They
typically lack a good sense of connectedness to their own self. This
pattern provides a way to reconnect with one's self, to stop co-
dependent ways of relating, and to encourage healthy mfrr-depen-
dent relationships.
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The Pattern

1. Think of someone you ham become over-involved with, Whn do
you feel responsible for (not to, but for)?

2. Identify connection Kpmmt&foil& Scan your body and notice
where you sense connections from you to the other person.
Such representations usually take the form, of various
metaphors: ropes, ties, apron strings, etc. Allow yourself to
become aw an: of some metaphorical way that seems to describe
how you represent your connected ness.

3. Sever ttte ties. Now imagine, for a moment, that you have
become completely free from these ties. Does any part of you
object to this? If some voice or part objects,, explore its positive
intention in creating or keeping the tie. Identify wha I secondary
gain you obtain from the relationship.

4. Identify your outcomes and meta-outcomes. IdenLify your objec-
tive in maintaining the connection to this other person. What do
you get from this relationship? What do you give to this
relationship?

5. Construct an ideal self. Use- the information you obtained to
build an ideal you with all the resources, qualities and abilities
necessary to have healthy relationships with yourself and with
others. Visually locate this ideal self in just the right location.

ft. Swish to tin', resourceful you. As you disconnect each tie from
the other person, see yourself reconnecting it to your ideal self.
Experience gelling your desired outcome now from this ideal
sell rather than from ihe other person. Soak in ihese good
feelings and sit with them for a few moments.

7. Connect other to Resourceful Self. Send this other person to
his/her ideal self that has the ability to maintain good bound-
aries, keep good distance, and respond appropriately. Imagine
helping the other reconnect each tie to his/her resourceful self.
Now see you interacting appropriately with this other person
in the future.
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#70 The Assertive Speaking Pattern

Concept, Do you have * good strategy for speaking up and
asserting your own thoughts, values, beliefs, feelings, etc?
Assertive ness involves a basic human right—that of owning and
claiming responsibility for our own thoughts, values, feelings, etc.
Some people simply lack the strategy and training regarding how
to do it. Others have suffered having permission taken away from
them so that they don't allow themselves to voice their feelings.
This shows up in fears about the. meaning of assertive behavior (a
Meta-state). "If 1 speak up, people will not like me; I will be
rejected; people will think I'm bossy," etc, Such lack of assertive-
ness results from dysfunctional beliefs or inadequate program-
ming.

Conceptually, asserting differs from fleeing and fighting—the two
responses that arise when we feel afraid, threatened, insecure,
violated, etc. In the fleeing aspect of the fight/flight syndrome nf
genera! arousal, we become primarily conscious of our fear as a
symptom of insecurity and slress. In the fighting aspect of
fight/flight, we become primarily conscious of anger as a
symptom of our insecurity and stress. Accordingly, aggression
lacks the quality and resource of assertiveness as much as does
passivity. This pattern adds assertiveness (speaking up kindly and
respectfully) us a resource in our communicating and relating.
Source: Andreas and Andreas (J989).

The Pattern

1, Discover how the person stops himfiiersdf from shaking up
assertively.

"Think of a time when you wanted to express yourself in an
assertive way, but didn't feel that you could. As you think of
that time, notice what pictures you make, where you see
them, and how many you have. What else do you notice
about those pictures? What do you say to yourself? Whose
voice do you use and where do you locate that voice? What
feelings do you experience as you notice this, and where do
you locate those feelings?"
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1. Locate the belief associated ivith assert iiv ness.

"As you think about speaking up and expressing vour own
thoughts and emotiuns, what ideas or beliefs do you hav«
about this? Uo you hold any negative thoughts about it?
What could serve as a useful purpose in not speaking up
assertively?"

3. Invest assertiveness with more value and meaning. Search lor the
opposite of discounting and devaluing assertiveness. Identify
the benefits supporting becoming more asserlive.

"Think for a moment of all Lhe advantages that will accrue
for you in learning to speak and relate more assertively.
Whal do you think of olher people who express themselves
in a resppcLful arid firm way? What ean adopting this
resource do for you?"

4. Fully represent assertweness in a compelling way.

"Whal pictures, sounds, feelings and words support the
resource of assertiveness for you? What internal pictures
would you create if you felt as assertive as you would like to
feel? Notice their qualities and location. How would you
talk to yourself? Notice your voice tone, rate, location, etc.
What feelings would you have if you felt as assertive as you
would like to feel?"

Flicit and fully represent times in the person's past when they
responded in art assertive way Integrate these with your
pictures of assertively responding now and in the future,

5. Switch pictures. Have the person move their pic Lures and
representations of non-assertiveness behind their pictures and
representations of communiciiting with assertiveness. Let the
non-assertive pictures take on the qualities of the assertive
pictures.

"Now move those n on-assertive pictures (indicate
location) over here behind these pictures of you speaking
assertively. Change them to reflect you as assertive with h
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same color, images, and movement as the assertive pictures.
Move any non-assertive voices to the plate where your
internal dialogue supports assertiveness. Change the
message so that all voices support aaserttyenjess in the same
way. If you find any negative feelings about asserLiveness,
move them to Lhe location where you hold good feelings
about assertiveness. Have them take on the same qualities as
Lhe good feelings. Work with these parts until you feel
congruent and comfortable with communicating
assertively/'

6. Future pace.

"See yourself clearly in your future as responding
assertively in situations where assertiveness would function
as a true resource. Step in and fully experience all the good
feelings that result from asserting yourself respectfully."

#71 Vte Responding To Criticism Pattern

Concept. We generally recognize the ability to receive criticism
without feeling hurt or judged as an important skill and one well
worth developing. I his pattern turns "criticism" into "feedback"
and allows us Lo feel safe while another offers us a message. We
may evaluate that message as unpleasant and undesirtd whether
we find it true or untrue, accurate or inaccurate. This technology
enables us to treat the products (words, tones, volumes, etc.) that
come out of another's mind and mouth as theirs. This frees us from
immediately personalizing and feeling bad!

This skill depends upon the concept that "words are not real"
They only exist as symbols or maps vj"reality, never reality itself
("The map is not the territory")- Realizing Lhis at the feeling level
empowers us to develop a good relationship to information,
communication, and messages. Accepting that words only exist as
symbols in the mind of the sender, we can breathe more easily in
the knowledge that "criticism" (a nominalization) also exists only
in our mind, not in the world.
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The term "criticism" itself, as a nominalization, highlights a
hidden verb, "criticize" (also "critique"). It refers to an evaluation
and to someone evaluating. Ask yourself, "Have I adjusted myself
to the fact that human minds inevitably do what human minds do
best—they weigh, compare, evaluate, criticize, etc.7 How well
adjusted have I made myself with this fact?"

This pattern enables us to have a strategy for responding resource-
fully to any critical communication while maintaining presence of
mind as well as our own value and dignity.

The Pattern

1. Acceas a safety state. To "hear/' receive, and respond effec-
tively to criticism we need to operate from a state wherein we
feel un threatened. Physically distance yourself until you feel
safe. If y»u find this challenging, then imagine putting up a
plexiglass screen around you that will shield you from
incoming information. Anchor this.

To strengthen and amplify your sense of safety and strength,
take a minute to get into a physiologically powerful position.
Stand or sit tall, center yourself, distribute weight evenly,
breathe deeply

2. Acknowledge and twlidatc the atiier person. "Bob (use his or her
name), I appreciate the time you have taken in talking with me
about this issue.'11

3. LHcit fuller information. Ask for specific and quantifiable
information that you can picture clearly. "What exactly do you
mean. Help me to understand your concerns." Take charge of
the conversation by only asking questions. Ask for details.

4. Fully picture the. details affined. As you hear the person speak,
make a mental picture of the criticism on your mind's screen to
your right (for constructed images) of the criticism. Maintain a
conceptual sense of a comfortable distance from that internal
film. To get a complete picture, continue to ask, "Do you have
any other details to add?"
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5. Reflect back your understand'itt$. Reiterate in detail the criti-
cism offered. "So what you specifically object to involves this
and this. Do I have that right?" This aims to pace and match the
other's understanding, so that he or she, at least, feels under-
stood,

6. Agreement frame. When you feel you have a complete picture,
ask the other person if he or she has anything else to add. Once
you have agreement about the criticism, do not go back and
add issues or details.

7. Gfedfc mi your own understandings. On a screen, in your mind,
up and to your left, make a picture (with sounds, words,
feelings, etc.) of how you view the topic. What do you think,
believe, value, feel, etc about the subject?

8. Do a comparative analysis. Compare both pictures and, as you
do, look for areas of agreement and disagreement. I low dose or
far away do vou stand with your critic?

9. Graciously cammunicale your understandings. Begin with those
areas of agreement to establish rapport, " I agree that..." Let him
or her know where you agree. And appreciatively thank them,
"I'm glad you broughL this to my attention." Then let the
pc-rsun knuw precisely where you see things differently. "I do
not agree that.,,"

10. Move from "uttdersiett&ngs" to decisions. If the person merely
intends to give you information with the criticism, as you thank
him or her, say, "I will take your thoughts into consideration,"
and leave it at that. If you need to negotiate or respond in terms
of some action, you might inquire as to what specifically the
other wants and/or inform them of what you intend to do in
the light of the criticism,

11. Negotiate the relationship. If you want to further the relation-
ship, you might want to ask, "What would you like me to do
that would make a positive difference for you in regard to this
matter?" You can use this format even if you choose not to do
anything about the criticism. "Since I plan to do this or that in



order to maintain my own self-integrity with my values, Idon'J
want you to feel rejected. What else rould I possibly do that
would enable.1 us to fed connected?"

1Z Disagree agreeably. If you disagree completely with the criti-
cism and plan to take no action regarding it, then aim to offer
your disagreement in as agreeable a manner as possible.

"Thanks for sharing your viewpoint about this. Since our
views differ so much about this, it scorns that we have come
to an impasse at this point. Do you have anything else you
might want to offer?"

In dosing, let the person know that even more than the specific
criticism, you really appreciate their openness and willingness
to offer you a different perspective.

#72 The Establishing Boundaries Pattern

Concept, We experience "co-dependent" relating when we become
overly involved with others and assume responsibility for things
that we should leave to them, because co-dependency involves
poor ego-boundaries and the failure to assume proper responsi-
bility, people who get into this style of thinking-and-feeling
typically lack a good boundary development. This pattern enables
us to set personal boundaries, which, in turn, leads to a greater
.sense of personal power, security, and centeredness.

The Pattern

1, Identify a boundary problem that arises from the lack of good,
solid, and firm boundaries. For example, you might feel respon-
sible for how another feels; you rescue them Irom the problems
they create for themselves, or worry more about something in
another's life than they do, etc, "Boundaries" refer to ego-
bound ariea that give us a sense of "me" in contradistinction to
"other." Within the "boundary" we experience our values,
beliefs, thoughts, feelings, and sense of identity7.

2. Create a sertse-of-afilf space and its boundaries, Begin with a
physical sense of your territorial "space" and imagine it
moving out to eighteen inches or two feet as a literal space all
around you. Begin filling up this space with qualities, droughts,
feelings, resources, values, etc, that belong uniquely to you
(e,g., assertiveness, confidence, dignity, love, trustworthiness,
etc.). Anchor it with a color, word, or object.

3. Solidify the boundary. At the rim of your personal space
imagine an invisible boundary. You might imagine it as a force
field as in Star Trek, or as plexiglass, or as a boundary form that
provides a separate sense of "me" apart from and different
from everybody out there. Fully experience this individuation
from first person and anchor it.

4. Take second position. Step out of yourself momentarily as you
take second position with someone who values you and
respects your boundaries. From their eyes, see the you with
good boundaries. Hear them validating and appreciating these
boundaries. Notice anything that you might need to make the
resource even better.

5. Reassume first position. Identify, amplify, and validate even-
personal value, belief, and understanding that makes you
distinct from other selves. Future pace this way of orienting
yourself in the world.

ft. Trouble-shoot. Imagine meeting someone who does not
respect your boundaries and who talks and acts in ways tbaL
attempt to pierce your boundaries. See them trying to do this,
while your resourceful self expresses the thoughts that keep the
boundaries up and in good shape.

7, Check ecology and future pace. Imagine using these boundaries
as you move into your future. "And you can now imagine how
it would feel to move out into the world with this..."
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#73 Tiie Magical Parents Pattern

Concept. Some of us find ourselves entering adult life having
suffered from inadequaLe parenting. Somehow we got stuck with
parents who skipped Parenting 101 (i.e., parents who did not
study how to become good parents!). Today, we need to re-parent
ourselves in order to become more mature, loving, assertive, etc.
Often the inadequate parenting we received inhibits our develop-
mental growth so that we get stuck at various stages of develop-
ment This pattern addresses the deficits we might have experi-
enced as children and gives us the technology to engage in creative
and productive self-nurturing. Source: Sally Chamberlaine and Jan
Prince, Fran the Inside Out.

The Pattern

1. Identify needs and resources. Imagine a blackboard or use a
piece of paper. On one side, list the emotional needs that you
did not receive as a child. On the- other side, list the qualities
necessary to fulfill these needs (e.g., understanding, empathy).

2. Identify parental models. Begin to construct in your mind
model parents who possess the qualities necessary to fulfill the
needs of the child. See, hear, and feel them completely Use
models that you have seen, read about, or observed. Especially
see parents who respond with unconditional love and concern.
Anchor this resource.

3- Enrich the parental model. Visualize and discuss how these
parents relate to each other and to the child. Do this until you
have a fully functioning model of effective parenting.

4. Time-tine buck to birth. Float up above your Time-line and go
back to the day of your birLh. Drnp into that experience and,
from your adult self, with all your resources, thank the old
parents and explain that now your new magical parents will take
over. Then have the magical parents welcome the child into the
world and give the child loving messages. Make sure the child
feels protected and cared for as you tell the child of the differ-
ence he or she will make in the world.
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5. Time-line up through childhood. Begin to let the magical
parents fuJfill all the required emotional rieeds as you move
with that child up through time.

6. Time-line resourcefully through old negative experiences. As you
move through time, let the magical parents become especially
available to the child during the negative incidents in your
memory. As you do so, let these situations repJav from the new
and resourceful perspective of the capable and resourceful
child who now has caring and wise parents. Notice the different
outcome as you nsk your subconscious mind to move to
additional times when the duld needed supportive parents.
Replay these situations with the added resources from the child
and parents.

7. Zuom up the Time-line to the present. As you Time-line
resourcefully through these experiences, fire the anchor for
feeling unconditional love from your parents and let your
unconscious mind know that "this can generalize as you move
more and more rapidly and quicker up through time to the
present, moment."

8. Stop, integrate, future pace. Holding the anchor, allow your
unconscious to fully integrate these learnings and feelings and
keep these learnings and feeling as you move into a bright
nature.

#74 The Transforming Mistakes Into Learnings Pattern
(Second "Mistake" Pattern—see #40 for the first)

Concept. When we make mistakes, we frequently respond to them
in such a way that we put ourselves into a negative emotional
state. The shame and guilt associated with our experience often
obscure the lessons that we could learn. With this pattern, we have
Lt strategy for luoking past the negative emotions to embrace the
learnings available. We can then develop the ability to use
mistakes as learning tools. (We presented one format for this in the
chapter on neuro-linguisric states; here we offer a second one.
Enjoy.)
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The Pattern

1. identify a mistake. Identify a mistake which you do not want
to make again or a mistake which you have associated with a
negative emotion such as guilt or shams.

2. Clarify yaur understanding about the "mistake," Decide how
you know it as a "mistake." What criteria do you use? Whose
standards? What beliefs and values do you apply?

3. Amplify tlie negative feelings, begin to increase the intensity of
your "negative responses" to the mistake until von become
unwilling to experimcL1 it again,

4. Ret rime learnings from the mistake. Look thoroughly at the
cause-effect stTuctunL'(s) that underlies the mistake. What led Lo
it? What factors contributed? Ktc. Identify any and all positive
intentions What did the part of you that generated the mistake
seek to do that was of positive value? Identify the benefits or
learnings coming from the experience. What secondary benefits
resulted from the mistake (someone rescued you, paid you
attention, etc.)?

5. Separate emotions from lessons. Imagine a box with a very
heavy lid. As you separate the negative emotions from the
lessons that you have learned n-om the mistake, allow all of
those emotions which no longer serve- you to go into that box.
Float above your Time-line, back to the place(s) where the
mistakes occurred. Put those iessons there in such a way that
you can easily recall them.

6. East Recall the experience. Do any of the negative emotions
reoccur or do vou find that the emotions have become neutral-
i/ed? ff any of the negative emotions remain, run a movie
quickly from the beginning to the end of the situation until only
the lessons remain (the V-K Dissociation pattern).

#75 77?e Thinking/Evaluating Wisely And TJiorouglily
Pattern (SCORE Model)

Concept. What strategy do you have for thinking through a situa-
tion, problem, experience, or for gathering complete information?
Thinking in a multi-faceted way (a term derived from Systems
Theory which means being able to think in multiple ways simul-
taneously) about causes, contributing factors, systemic processes,
etc., describes "wisdom"—the npposile of jumping to conclusions,
reacting without thinking, having tunnel-vision, etc.

In NLP, the SCOiiF. model provides a way to consider many oi the
basic components that make up effective problem-solving and the
mental-emotionaJ organizing of data. The letters of this term
"SCORE'* stand tor the words: Symptoms, Causes, Outcomes,
Resources, and Effects. Dilts, who uses the SCORE model exten-
sively, as well as Tim Hallbom and Su7i Smith, suggest that we
ought to consider these elements as comprising the minimum
amount of information that we need to make good decisions and
create effective changes.

While properly SCORE describes a model, and not a technique, a
great many techniques come out of this format Tn a sense, SCORE
describes the overall NLP meta-pattern of thinking about preset}t
state, desired state, and bridging from one to the other with
resources.

The Pattern

1. Gather information using the SCORE model.

Symptoms typically come to OUT attention and so represent the

most noticeable and conscious aspects of a situation or
problem. What surface and presenting symptoms do T notice?
What other Sytnptom* may 1 not have attended to? What about
long-term symptoms? How do I represent these symptoms?
What meanings do I attribute to them?

Causes refer to those effects and factors that bring a situation nr
problem into existence. What causes this situation? We usually
experience these as less obvious and more hidden. What
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underlying cause could possibly explain this? Some limes
factors that only contribute to a situation, but do not actually
cause it, play an important role. What about other contributing
factors that 1 may not have paid much attention to?

Outcome(s) refers to "the end" or goal we have in mind, and,
inasmuch as in the system of human consciousness outcomes
feed-forward information, they also play a contributing roie.
What direction have 1 put myself in? What orientational focus
affects the current situation? If I continue on this path, where
will il take me? What other outcomes may arise from those
outcomes? What final outcome state do I want to move toward?

Resources refer to those factors and components of thought,
emotion, memory, imagination, etc., by which we create our
representations, meanings, beliefs, behaviors, etc Personal
resources arise from our RS (VAK) and languaging. What
resources do 1 need to move from this present state to my
desired state?

Effects refer to the results or consequences of applying our
resources to the situation. Whal happens when I think this
wav? tee! this way? Speak or act in this or that fashion? Does
the response I get fit with the outcome I want? If not, then we
might stop doing what doesn't work and try something else
(the resource of flexibility). Frequently we can mistake the
desired effect of achieving an outcome For the outcome itself.
Thus we get a positive effect from wanting our goal without
actually doing anything!

2. Use your learmnga from the SCORE format to guide your
decisions and actions. Do you have clarity about your outcome?
Do you have access to sufficient resources? What other infor-
mation do you need to gather? Where do you stand in the
overall picture of the current situation with your resources as
they move you to your desired outcome?

The Dancing Score. More recently (1996), Robert Dilts has de\ el-
oped a model of "Systemic NLP" by having a person spatially
anchor each of the SCORE components along a line from "past" to

"present" to "future." Then he asks the person to establish a
line—one that runs parallel to the SCORE line—and has the person
step into each "meta" position to a person from their history or
imagination who has resources, wisdom, or different perspectives.
Doing this process exclusively via the kinesthetic modality—
meaning not talking about it, but "just knowing it as you step into
each position," enables a person to access his or her "somatic
syntax" (as Robert describes it).

Once a person has "walked through" each of the spatial places of
the SCORF on both the primary line and then the meta-line, he or
she can then move through it more and more quickly—dancing his
or her way through the kinesthetic spaces, letting all of the
intuitive and non-conscious awarenesses emerge.

#76 A Creativity Strategy (The Walt Disney Pattern)

Concept, What kind of strategy do you have for accessing a
creativity stale wherein you can invent new responses for yourself
and others? Robert Dilts modeled Walt Disney's process and
concluded, "...there were actually three different Waits: the
dreamer, the realist, and the spoiler (also called the "critic"). You
never knew which one was coming to your meeting," Source:
Robert Hilts,

This strategy moves through these three states as Ihe three
processes that enable us to both feel creative and to actually create.

The Pattern

1. Aecm each of the three state*. With yourself, or with someone
else, take the time to access, fully describe, and completeh
experience in an associated way each of the three states. You
may want lo use some spatial kinesthetic anchoring so that you
have a space to which you physically move. Access and anchor
each one.

Dreamer. Think of a time when you creatively dreamed up or
fantasized about some new ideas without any hesitation or
inhibitions. Fully remember it or imagine it and then step into
that experience and relive it from first person position.
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Realist. Recall a lime when you demonstrated a high level
thinking realistically and de\ ised some specific plan that then
allowed you to put an idea into action. Step into the Realist
space and fully experience it. What does this "ready to imple-
ment" state feel like?

EvalualoryOitic. When did you engage in good, solid "critical
thinking?" Recall a time when you constructively criticized and
evaluated a plan so thai you sharpened it, honed it, and made
it better. Step in and relive it associatedly.

2. More to a msUtfOsiiim. Step aside frnm all of these states
(physically or in your imagination} and, as you step back,
notice each of them from the meta-level. Now experience your
thoughts and feelings about each state, As you do, appreciate
each as having a valid role and place.

3, Identify a desired outcome and "run it through the pattern." Now
move first to your diuainer state and visualize more fully this
outcome. See it as a movie playing on the screen of your mind...
or as a storyboard—i.e., as a sequence of images about your
goal. As ynu let the dream continue, constantly edit and re-edit
your movie.

NTow move into the realist position and notice what you need to
do, if anything, that would achieve your outcome. What actions
do you need to take? How would you implement this vision?
What would comprise the first step, the second, the third?
Create an action plan for implementing this dream.

Now step into your critic/evaJuator space and critically
evaluate it—looking for missing pieces, for what might not
work, for what you still need, etc. Keep a list of improvements
that vou can make.

4. Re-dream your dream. Return tu your dreamer state and
creatively use all of the realistic and critical information you
receivedto make the idea an even better one. Keep re-cycling
through this process until every fabric in your being goes,
"Yes!'r

#77 The Spinning Icotis Patient (Integration Pattern)

Concept: This patLern of tin' Spinning lama creates an iconic
metaphor out of any two contrasting experiences for the purpose
of generating a higher level generalization [or meta-state].

The process involves eliciting a fairly concrete, sensory represen-
tation of two experiences. The next step involves changing the
concrete representations into abstract icons. This moves the
process of problem-solving, creativity, etc, into a different and
higher realm. You then follow this by making EI change in the VAK
structure at the submodality level of location. By rotating the
icons, exchanging locations, and spinning more and more rapidly,
a new "metaphor" arises by blending the icons into a single iconic
representation. This results in a new connection. The new icon
exists as a symbolic guide to help a person move from present state
to desired slate. In the final step, the person tdh a story about the
new icon. In doing this one moves down the ladder of abstraction
and frequently gains insights into about how to achieve the goal.
The following represents the visual version of the pattern. This
operates as an integration pattern useful for virtually any NLP
change work. Nelson Zink and Joe Munshaw developed this
pattern, originally named "Synthesizing Generalisations."

The Pattern

1. identify two states. Think ot a discrepancy between your
present stale and your desired stale or goal. Notice any incon-
gruity between the current state or experience and the state or
experience that you want to have, ur between your present
resources and your desired resources.

2, Get two visual representations. As you think of your present
state (problem state, stuck state), what visual image or repre-
sentation do you get? What picture occurs in your mind's eye?
Notice particularly where you locate the picture and its
distance from you. Describe ihe picture briefly.

As you think of your desired state (outcome, goal, resources),
what vis lull representation do you get? Notice this picture's
location and distance. Describe briefly.
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3. Abstract from the represeti tat ions to a symbol or icon. Now, allow
your mind to turn the first picture into some kind of abstract
symbol or iconic visual representation. Just let the icon appear.
Keep the icon in the location of the first picture.

[Note: when you use this with someone, pay special attention
to pacing the recipient's vocabulary and experience. Also you
may find that the phrases, "stick figure drawing," "cartoon," or
"caricature" may work better for some people than the phrase,
"iconic visual representation," Some people develop very
elaborate and detailed icons while others create pictures with
very simple visual representations, sometimes as simple as
merely coding a color. The key here lies in guiding the client
from a concrete, specific picture to an abstract visual symbolic
represen ta tion.J

4, Repeat this same process with the second picture. Turn it into an
iconic image that you find in the same location as the second
picture.

5- Rotate the icons until tiiey spin out wildly. See the two iconic
images at true same time, now, each image in its proper location.
[Pause]

Now, s-I-o-w-t-y begin to rotate them, allow them to exchange
locations, then move back to their original locations, then
exchange locations again, etc. Begin to rotate or spin them a bit
more rapidly now. Let them go round and round and, as they
do, spin more and more rapidly Now let them move very
rapidly! Have the person continue to do this for about ten
seconds.

[Note: the basic idea here involves getting the icons to move
around each other. For some people the word "rotate" will
work best; others will respond better to the word "spin." The
key lies in the moving relationship between the two icons in
relationship to each other.]

6, Biend the. spinning icons. As you rotate the icons very, vrry
rapidly, now let them blend together into a single image and
allow this new image to move right out in front of vou, where
you can view it easily- What new icon do you see before you?
Describe it briefly.

[As you do, get a quick and brief description. Pace the client's
emotions and ideas about the new icon. Move as quickly as
possible to step seven.]

7. Language a story. When you have the new icon in place,
immediately begin telling whatever "story" or incident comes
to your mind. This could arise from a past memory or incident
in your life, a fair}' tale or story you have heard, a made-up or
constructed story from your \ite..Jiv-h-n-t-e-v-e*T you have—
simply begin tolling a story, now.

[Note: At the end of the story begin exploring with the client
how the insights gained from it apply to getting the outcome or
desired state the client seeks. "How is the storv relevant to vour
difficulty?" The story/metaphor exists as a fairly abstract piece,
but less abstract than the icons. The metaphor offers insights
into specific elements of how the problem or quest for the goal
might now be considered differently.

The story or narrative, discussed in step seven, does not neces-
sarily play an essential role to the change work created in the
first six steps. The story simply takes the change which has
happened largely at an unconscious level and makes it more
conscious and coherent to the client.

For experienced practitioners who work regularly with people,
you can add the. Spinning leans Technique to your elegant "bag of
tricks." Compare and contrast Spinning Icons with what you
do, and discover what happens, /.ink and Munshaw (1998)
have also developed auditory and kinesthetic versions of the
Spinning Icon technique. Contact Joe Munshaw at Gateway
NLP Institute for a free copy o( those instructions:
jmunshaw@primary.net
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Conclusion

NLP arose from modeling, and continues to model strategies of
excellence. By identifying the language components of subjectivity,
as well as the structural components that make up its syntax,, we
can accurately describe the "strategy" of subjectivity. We can also
discover the strategy trf experiences that du not attain their desired
outcome, and either redesign it, or simply install a new one.

For other patterns that involve strategies, see the Establishing
Value Hierarchy Pattern, the As If Frame Pattern, and Lhe
Agreement Frame Pattern.
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And The Magic Of Enhancing Patterns Continues ...

We have put into this volume the most extensive list to date of
NLP patterns for "running your own brain," taking charge of your
life, becoming more resourceful, and generatively transforming
yourself. And yet this list by no means exhausts the field. Many,
many other patterns have already been created as well as a multi-
tude of hybrid patterns that mix and mingle with these to thereby
create new mixtures applicable to various fields: health, therapy,
sports, business, personal life, hnbbies, religion, law, education,
etc

Having recently authored, with Dr. Bobby Boderthamer, a work on
Time-Lines (1997), I (MH) here list a whole set of patterns that we
have not included in this book.

I. Entering into the Place of Pure Potentiality
Z Fast Time & Slow Time—Time Distortion Pattern
3. Spiral ing Resource Experiences in Time—Collapsing into

the Now
4. Accessing the Flow State of the Kternal Now
5. Developing More Time for Patience—Now
6. Chrono-phobia Cure Pattern
7. Transforming "Time" by New Sentence Generator
8. Linguistic Ke-Narrating Life
9- Linguistically De-Story ing and Re-Story ing life
10. Developing a New Rhythm for "lime"
II. Developing a Neurological Rhythm for "Time" & "Times"
12. 'Time" Alignment Pattern
13. Finishing a Past Gestalt
14. Taking Interest to Reframe "Boredom"

Since developing and promoting the NLP M eta-States Model, I
(MH) also have created and designed numerous patterns that
involve taking a mela-leveJ position, as well as reformulating
many of the NLP patterns in terms of that model. We have
included a tew ill this text. Others include:

1, The Einstein Pattern of Creativity and Problem-Solving
2. Triangles of Excellence (de veloped from N tchola s's, 1996,

MDI pattern)
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3. Synthesizing General iza t ions (developed from Zink &
Munshaw's pattern, 1996)

4. The Mystery Theater 3(10ft Pattern (Anchor Point, December

r>. Gestalting States Patterns For Resolving Conflicts
(Developed from Assaglott's Trail spersonal psychology
work and book oil t'sychosynthesis)

6. Interpersonal Meta-Stahng [Anchor Point, June 1996 and
February 1997)

7. Self-Management of Negative Emotions Pattern
8. The Miracle Adjustment Shift (Anchor Point, January 1997,

developed from Brief Psychotherapy rs Miracle Question)
9. The NLP Happiness Pattern (Anchor Point, June 1996, and

January 1997)
10. The De-Pleasuring Pattern (for detraining addictions)

Of course, these additional patterns only touch the hem of the
garment in terms of the scores and scores of other patterns that
have arisen and continue to arise in the field of NLJ', Monthly in
Anchor Point (Utah, USA) and quarterly in NLF World
(Switzerland), and in Rapport (London) as well as in other publi-
cations, you will see the creativity of this field man i tested.

Come, join the revolution of human evolution for excellence!
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Chapter 11
Thinking In Patterns

Pattern Thinking As An Art And A Skill

Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from
magic,

Arthur C Clarke

When it comes tu our choices about what to til ink and how to think,
we have a great many options. We referred to this in Chapter H
with regard to thinking patterns.

Fur instance, we can think inductively from many particulars and
move up to some general principle. We can think deductively
down from some global understanding as we move down to
9pedfic applications. We can even think, as Gregory Bateson
described and recommended, abdut lively, by using metaphors
and analogies, and reason across from one thing to another thing,
Lakoff and Johnson (1^80) and numerous cognitive theorists argue
for the metaphorical basis of cugnition in making sense of things.

We can also think in sights, sounds, sensations Lind in words
(representational systems). We can think by matching and
comparing for similarities or we can think by mismatching and
comparing for differences (sorting tor sameness versus difference).
We can think in terms of what WL' think and know or what others
think and know ("self" and "other" referencing). Indeed, we have
many kinds of ways of thinking.

fn terms of a thinking style that we have assumed throughout this
work—we have encouraged a strategic and procedural style rafter
than an optional or creative style. By identifying patterned ways of
redirecting consciousness in expanding one's conceptual maps, we
have relied on specific patterns. In doing so, we have presupposed
that you can easily shift to thinking in patterns. When you do,
such pattern thinking gives you specific procedures for how to use
yuur brain so that you can mnre effectively manage yourself and
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your states. This also presupposes that certain processes inher-
ently work better than others and thai we cart leam specific strate-
gics for effectiveness which govern specific domains. By learning
to think in Lerms of strategic patterns, we can more easily adopt the
most effective strategies.

This dovetails into the chapter on Strategies {chapter 10) wherein
we described the importance of modeling. After all, these NLP
patterns, for the most part, arose from modeiing as a special kind of
pattern thinking. Thus the special kind of thinking involved in
modeling human subjectivity leads us to sort for and think about
such things as the following:

• How docs a person Sevefop pattern thinking in order to
generate patterns?

• What kind of thinking may interfere with pattern thinking?
m Will pattern thinking interfere1 with creative thinking, critical

thinking, or intuitive thinking?

Pattern Thinking

I "he processes that work so efficiently, quickly, and thoroughly in
the Cognitive-Behavioral psychologies do so because of the
emphasis on tuna rather than why. This separates Ihe "why" models
of human functioning that function on explanation and under-
standing origins and history (e.g., psychoanalysis, Jungian,
Adlerian, Ego, Humanistic Existential, Transpersonal, etc.] from
the "how" rnodeis that focus on process and structure (NLP, Briefr
Gestalt, Reality Therapy, REBT, etc.).

How thinking skips over the psycho-theological belief systems
ahout origins and "meanings" and goes right to s true hire. I Low
should we code this or that information (as ideas, beliefs, under-
standings) to create a strategy (or model of the world) that will
allow us to function in business, friendship, intimate relationships,
recreation, etc, with much more passion and joy? Once we find
the structure of experience (regardless of content) we can change
that very structure via modalities and submodalities.
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This bypasses resistance, psycho-aicheoloj^y, the need for under-
standing its source, etc. It enables us to work in a much more
solution-focused way. Working at tiie structural level of experience
(beliefs, behaviors, emotion, etc.) in our neurology allows us to
make changes without knowing a lot of content. Theoretician?
designate this approach as "process psychology" We look for the
process; we ask process questions ("I low do you prevent the
problem from occurring?"); we identify processes at work ("So
when you hear her voice, that loud shrilling voice in your head,
that really 'rattles your cage"1); and facilitate trying out new
processes ("Now shrink down that picture and allow it to fade
out").

Shifting From Content To Process

If pattern thinking involves shifting out of the "content" of thoughts
to a higher logical level—thinking about the structure and proems of
thoughts—how do we do this? What steps do we need to take to
make this shift?

First, we need to recognize the difference between the two. Bo
many people don't. Actually this describes part of the problem—
people get caught up in the content.

Whenever we develop tunnel vision about a problem or solution,
we can only see one thing—and it looms large in our sight. We
then filter nut "unique outcomes," exceptions, counter-examples,
alternatives, etc. Filtering out the positive, we then use our tunnel
vision perspective to predict a gloomy future. In becoming more
and more caught up in the problem, we personalize, calastrnphize,
over-generalize, think in all-or-nothing terms, and then end up
prophesying, "It's hopeless."

Even therapists frequently don't always operate from a process
approach. They can also lose perspective and get caught up in the
content. At that point, we typically have two people experiencing a
stuck state! Therapists who suffer burn-out frequently reach that
point because they let the client's languaging of their di tern mas
function as an hypnotic induction!



Getting "raught up in the details of the client's content" also
occurs when therapists forget that diagnostic labels only operate
as symbols and like other words, "they are not real." Labels only
exist as linguistic maps and explanatory schemes. Forgetting to
treat the labels as just labels, therapists fail to see the person
behind the label.

Second, we need the ability to step aside from the content. Once
we recognize the difference between content and process, we can
step aside from the1 content. This means that we can put our beliefs
on hold, treat them tentatively, not taking our language or stories
(or those of others) too seriously.

Using our map-territory understanding of how the nervous
system abstracts information from the world to create our under-
standings enables us to treat all human constructs as just that—
human constructs. This helps us to lighten up, reject "seriousness,"'
see things more humorously; and realize that more often than not
we {and others) have simply languagai ourselves for misery.

General Semantics introduces several formulations that can assist
us at this point.

1- The may-territory distinction* "The map is not the territory",
2. Consciousness of abstracting or awareness that our subjective

reality arises from and reflects our abstracting and does not
necessarily correspond with "reality,"

3. Tentatiseitesfi—a tentative attitude about the "reality" of our
maps, our words, our ideas, our feelings. "It seems to me,,,
at this point in time..."

i Indexing the specifics: what, when, where, who, how, in what
way, from what source, etc,

5. Etc. "1 can never say all about anything. Therefore 1 need to
append my statements with 'etc.'" [Ah, now you have an
explanation for the apparent over-use of etc. in this text!]

Understanding and using these formulations assists us in not
getting caught up in content. They enable us to maintain a sanity
about our human constructions, since na identity exists, only non-
identity exists. In other words, "sameness" does not exist in

process reality, onlv differences. This means that everything
continually changes, shifts, alters, transforms. So allmsss and
identity exist as illusions and can lead to unsanity

Recognizing these things cTiables us to step back or, as Bateson
said, to go "meta" to our content and think-feel flknd it at a higher
logical level, iaking a higher perspective means using our self-
reflexive consciousness and engaging in an advanced form of
human thinking—thinking about our thinking.

Third, we need to practice "going meta" and noticing the struc-
tural elements in the content- ISTLP does this in its basic mudel
since we have to step back and identify the different modes of
awareness. Noticing the visual, auditory and kinesthetic represen-
tations (VAK) puts us at a higher logical level than content. Again,
we moved to another process level when we began making
distinctions in the qualities of the modalities and specified some of
the submodalities.

Learning the strategy model facilitates moving from content to
process. It operates at the process level to the extent that it causes
us to notice how an experience functions. It facilitates our under-
standing about the syntax of the experience.

The Meta-St cites Model further provides us with a rich awa reness of
structure, as it moves our awareness even higher through moving
up logical levels. This model takes into consideration the struc-
tural effect when wre bring a state of consciousness (of mind-body)
to bear upon another state of consciousness (as in fear of fear,
anger at fear, etc).

Fourth, develop awareness about structures and processes in
subjectivity. The more structural facets that wre know and under-
stand, the more ability we will have to conceptually step aside and
notice process. So far we have offered for your consideration:

Modalities (Representational Systems)
Submodalities
Meta-programs (sorting styles)
Strategies (TOTEs as sequences ot KS)
Meta-states



Even the transformation patterns gets us thinking more about
process and structure than content. This develops our intuitive
sense of how patterns work, what makes them work, how to generate
them with ourselves and others, how to quality-test them, etc

Conclusion

Nl.f', as a model of human excellence and psychosis, began via a
process of modeling. The founders of this domain initiated Eheir
work by asking process questions:

• "How does this piece of human subjectivity work?"
• "What patterns oi internal processing go into the formula

that generates this?"
• "How ran we structurally describe the patterns and meta-

pattems?"

Thus, modeling a person's strategy for a piece of genius, or for a
piece of psychosis such as schizophrenia, has structure. In this
chapter wTe have suggested the importance of thinking in terms of
patterns—curiosity about structuring patterns, understanding of
pattern analysis, skill in replication of enhancing patterns, etc.
Accepting and perceiving patients empowers us to recognize,
identify, and replicate patterns of excellence. We then can "run
those patterns" through our own neuro-linguistics.

In the next two chapters we carry this analysis further. First, we
wTill explore the wisdom involved in knowing what magic to do
wlien (the very theme of this work). Then we will identify a few
major domains of application and how to do pattern thinking in
those areas to create ever-increasing levels of excellence.

Chapter 12
Figuring Out What Magic To Do At What Times

Robert Dilts, in the context of thinking about and designing a
"Unified f-'iehl Theory of NLP," has raised a central question that
frequently comes up with regard to using these magical NLF
patterns. We have used this question, in fact, as part of our formu-
lation of this work. I (MH) have heard people raise this question
repeatedly while conducting NLF training, namely,

"How do you know what to da when?"

As we now apply this to Ike MLP toolbox containing scores of
patterns, processes, and techniques, how can we figure out wkai
pattern to use, with what difficulties} at what times, with regard to
dijferen t ii idivid ua Is ?

In the 1950s, Abraham Maslow noted that, if you only have a
hammer, the likelihood increases that you will tend to see every
problem as something to hammer. Yet not every tool will work for
every problem. The Visual-Kinesthelir Dissociation pattern, as a
human technology, will not work for every presenting problem,
nor will Six-step Reframing, or Core Transtcirmatkm. This leads us
to postulate several very important questions:

• Wlieti will a particular pattern work?
will that same pattern not work?

/ factors indicate use o( a given pattern?
What factors counter-indicate its use?
What meta-level understimdings guide our decisions about
wiiat pattern to choose?
What understandings assist us in deciding when to use it?
Wliat distinctions about "problems" can heJp us to sort and
separate them?
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To date, the NIP model has offered only a lew guidelines, and
very general ones at that, so we have, "When what you do doesn't
work, try something else.' In spite of the genera] usefulness of this
rule, it actually provides no direction about what to do. It only
suggests that we do "something" different. It offers no distinctions
about matching certain problems with certain patterns. Nor does
this rule of flexibility prescribe what else to try. An such it only
offers ns a rule for a floundering flexibility rather than an mfflli-
gible flexibility.

Distinctions Inside "Problems"

Robert Dills (1995) has suggested thai we begin by first looking at
"problems" themselves and then explore Home distinctions that we
can make with regard to them. In his 1995 seminar, Unified field
Theory uf NLP, and in his 1996 article NIP, Self Organization and
Strategies of Change Management, he suggested two sets of distinc-
tions: stable/unstable and simple/complex.

• "Is the problem stable or unstable?"
• "Does the problem present itself coiisistently, regularly, and

predictably or does it present itself in an unstable way,
inconsistent and random?"

Tiie Stability Factor

Stable problems have a regularity and dependability about them.
The person consistently and systemically experiences the problem.
They can count on it. You can on it. For example,, every time the
person steps into an elevator, he freaks out. Or, every time she
hears that tone of voice, she feels an inner sense of panic.

Problems of this sort have a stable S-R {stimulus > response) struc-
ture. Thus the strategy that drives it involves a straightforward
and habitual pattern. Witltin this structure, a synesthesia drives and
organizes it in order to keep it consistently regular. I he person
never gets into an elevator, rides up, goes into a meeting and then
thinks, "Shoot, I forgot to feel panicky!" So we typically find stable
problems operating from out-of<onseious awareness (uncon-
scious processes).
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Unstable problems operate from, and involve, a very different tone
and structure. They come and go. They manifest an ebb and flow
that operates, seemingly, without rhyme or reason. Typically we
can't figure them out! Nor can wi1 count on them. They occur in
random patterns. Now it occurs; now it doesn't. The problem lacks
consistency and regularity. You can't count on the problem nor
predict it-

Dilts describes this kind of problem as involving an ever-shifting
landscape. He uses this phrase about "landscapes" as a vivid
metaphor for unstable problems. For example, a person will suffer
from depression on one occasion and from mania on the next. Or,
a person can't decide about anything, and then later becomes
rigidly dogmatic in his or her decisions. First they experience one
set of symptoms, and then they experience another Bet

Typically, unstable problems involve more complexity inasmuch
as we have more "parts' nr facets of personality (mind, emotion,
meaning, value, beliefs, contexts, roles, etc.) that play a part in the
process. With unstable problems we should therefore inquire about
the number of component pieces or elements that play a
contributing factor to the difficulty.

77n? Complexity Factor

After the stable/unstable distinction, we can look for and take into
consideration the complexity of a problem.

• "How simple nr complex do we find the problem?"
• "When we examine the structure of the problem, how would

we describe the manner of its operation? In a simple or
complex manner?"

• "Does it involve just primarily level functions and opera-
tions, or does it involve reflexive processes that loop back
from output at one time that later becomes input?"

Simple problems involve direct, immediate, and primary level
processes. Photons tit this description. So do allergies. When the
stimulus occurs, the person then has a direct response to it. Again,
stimulus > response. Simple problems generally contain just a lew
elements rather than many components. Dtlts, continuing his
metaphor, describes this as having a "solid landscape."
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Complex problems, on the other hand, involve many elements and
may also involve many layers or levels of involvement. Thus Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) certainly has the S-R structure to
iL of A phobia. It also has many other components, i.e, the fear
response not only to a sight, Sound, sensation, but to many sights,
sounds, and. sensations- ft may a ho involve many levels. Thus
someone suffering from PTSD may have not only a strategy to fear
darkness, the sound of footsteps, and other primary Jevet stimuli,
but also a strategy to experience a panic attack at the thought of
such a mettwry, at the idea of abuse, at the meaning of being
controlled, etc.

With these two factors we can now create a quadrant of four inter-
faces that allows us to examine problems for simple/complex and

stable/unstable..

Figure 12 J
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In Quadrant I of the chart we have simple and stable problems
(e.g., phobias, allergies, stuck in a negative emotional state,
decisions, or limitations, unproductive strategies, procrastination,
depressions, learned helpless ness etc.) These problems stay put
and operate regularly and systematically. So more uften than not,
one profound shift at the key leverage point may create profound,
radical, and surprising trans formation. Magic!

Thus we experience the magical effects of "the phobia cure" in
MLR It works fast, and profoundly. So with other shifts, when we
come upon a methodologically regular strategy—and we inter-
vene so that it can't keep functioning as it has. Herein lie most of
the highly celebrated interventions of N'LP.

In Quadrant II we have simple, but unstable, problems. These
come and go in a random and unpredictable manner—uncontrol-
lable anger that flares up unpredictable stress overloads that come
"out of the blue, manic-depression, obsessive-compulsive disor-
ders, etc. Sometimes you have these kinds of problems—
sometimes you don't. Here a person may think he or she has
created a solution or resolution to a difficult)', only to find it
reappearing at a later date.

Contexts play a crucial role in these kinds of problems. The
problem may not occur daily. It probably does not operate as part
of ones basic orientation through the world—which also explains
whv a person doesn't "understand" the problem when it does
occur, "I'm not a violent person." "I don't even believe in getting
upset with someone." "1 don't know why 1 get into that kind of a
mood."

Thus the context of die person's ongoing state—that slowly and
imperceptibly builds up until they have reached a place where
other maps kick in—plays a much more crucial role in these
problems- Here, then, we have to explore contexts, contexts over
time, identity contexts, meaning contexts, etc



Iii Quadrant III we have complex and stable problems. Though
they involve many components and/or layers, we can predictably
count on them. These include such things as PT5D, unenhancing
meta-states (set Contempt), eating disorders, identity disorders,
etc.

The difficulty with stable-and-complex problems lies in hilly
specifying all oi the complexities that go into generating them,

• What other thoughts-and-feel ings do you experience with
regard to this problem?

• What other meanings?
• What other component pieces bleed over into this experi-

ence?

Here we will typically want to simplify and reduce the "problem"
by pulling apart the complexities and treating them as we would
problems that occur in Quadrant 1,

In Quadrant IV we have complex, but unstable problems. These
problems also come and go. Here again we can't predict when the
complex problems will occur. They don't seem to operate from a
systematic strategy. These include such phenomena as: multi-
personality disorder, schizoform personality disorder, schizo-
phrenia, etc.

It the stable-and-complex problems of Quadrant TT1 provide a
challenge in identifying till of the different component pieces that
go into making them up, here we have another complicating
problem. The problem won't hold still so that we can lake a good
clear pidun? of it. Its lack of stability causes it to continually shi ft
and change, and ihis can sabotage a clear and precise description
of it.

Tracking A Problem's Trajectory

Whal happens to a simple-and-stable problem (I) when il becomes
unstable (IT)? When a phobia (I) becomes unstable (E) it ceases to
operate as a dependable phobia. As it de-stabili7es, it breaks up
the rigid S-R patterning. This destabilLzation creates a space lor
change and transformation.

What happens lo a simple-and-stable problem (I) when it becomes
complex (ill)? When a phobia (i) becomes complex (111), it becomes
stronger and more rigid, just in new and more complicating
ways—a±j PTSD or agoraphobia. Now the problem takes on new
layers and levels so that the person fears his fear, fears time, fears
self, fears higher level fears.

What happens when a complex-and-stable problem {111) becomes
unstable (IV)? De-stabilizing the rigid synesthesia patterns breaks
up the constructions, again making room for change and 3 new re-
construction.

What happens when a simple-and-un slable problem (11) becomes
complex (III)? It becomes a quadrant IV problem—complex and
unstable.

What happens when a complcx-and-unstable problem (IV)
becomes simple-and-unstable (11)? It becomes somewhat more
manageable and even more so if it becomes simple-and-stable.

Guidelines For Choosing Patterns For Interventions

When we come across a stable, regular, and consistent problem,
we may first want to de-stabilize it. By de-stabilizing the struc-
ture, it frequently becomes de-framed and cannot exist any more.
At olher times, it simply opens up space for us whereby we can
bring about change Three powerful means for detraining and
deconstructing a reality include: Meta-modeling, strategy analysis,
and submodality exploration. With these technologies, we can
alter the structure of the problem.

When it comes to problems that have much complexity and
layeredness, we can locus primarily on simplifying and reducing
their size and shape. This enables us to fragment them. And, in so
fragmenting them, we essentially use the strategy of "dividing and
conquering," Then it becomes easier to find or create solutions tu
smaller problems. Reducing the confusion clarifies the processes.
Then we can begin to sort out the complexities, discover the time
element that operates, elc



When we encounter an unstable problem, we will want to go to
the opposite direction, and stabilise it. Stabilising a problem
thereby transforms an unstable and anwielding problem so that it
operates with more rej^ularity. And by giving it more stability, we
can "hold it still" long enough tn identify its underlying strategy
and the components that drive it. How do we so stabilize an
unstable problem? We can provide more feedback and more
reflexiveness from 3 <neta-level about its functioning. These things
generally help to stabilize a process. Moving to a higher level of
resolution can provide help as it establishes a meta-level of
stability, as an "Agreement Frame" does in a conflict.

When instability arises from lack of focus and direction—we can
simply begin to identify some goals, values, and outcomes. "On
what level do you think or fee! this?" "On what Level do you want
this outcome?"

Levels Of Problems

In an early work on NW, Robert Dilts (1983) made another set or
distinctions about "problems." He sorted out differences, which T
(MH, 1995, 1996) have labeled primary state experiences and
behaviors, from meta-level constructions. This refers to the logical
levels involved in a problem.

The more acute behaviors, such as bad habits, compulsions, and
phobias tend to amstthde content behaviors and are fairly easily
dealt with by employing simple Qtidmiflg techniques of depro-
gramming and program substitution. Behavior such as chronic
depression, psychosis, or neurosis will probably require state-
altering techniques, such as interruption, exaggeration or the
various verbal and non-verbal tracking techniques.

(Part m, p. 88).

This suggests that when we work with meta-level structures, we
can expect more complexity, layeredness, and therefore a longer
time element involved in bringing it to resolution, Dilts (1990,
page 70) described how he discovered that it took a longer time
when he worked with the meta-level nature of beliefs. He noted
that this took longer, not because it "should take a long time and

be complicated," but because sometimes things hav^ a layered
nature to them so that it takes more lime to uncover the true struc-
ture of things.

If we work on a problem that involves mota-levels at the same level
of the problem, it will take much longer. But if we move to a higher
level and outframe the problem from that position—sometimes
we can perform meta-magic that "in one fell swoop" can change a
response in a moment. For more on this see Advanced NM'
Modeling—NLPt Going Meta: Modeling And Engineering Human
(Hall, 1997).

When we have more layered ness within a "problem," we gener-
ally have a structure of reflexivitu. This means that not only do we
have some fears or angers about something and that creates
suffering, but we have though ts-and-feelings about those first
thoughts-iind-feelings. To explore the iayeredness of a problem we
have to pull apart the retlexivity to find the patterns of psychic
energy turning back onto itself. This feedback of previous
thoughts-and-feelings and concepts back into the system will
indicate how complex a system we have on OUT hands.

More "Problem" Distinctions

Emotional Intensity. How much energy or emotional intensity does
a given problem have? How compelling does it fee! to the person?
How much does it drive them? Do they feel that it operates on the
edge of consciousness or at the center? When the "problem"
occurs, does it totally consume and drive them or does i E just gnaw
at them from the edges? How much does the problem enter into
consciousness? A little, or does it totally consume them?

As we ask these questions about ike emotional intensity of a
"probJem," wre probe to understand the psychological world of the
sufferer. Some "problems" do not even break forth into conscious-
ness. A person may procrastinate, fall into a depression, break
forth into a rageahoiic episode, and hardly notice it. Another
person may experience running the very same behaviors and do
so painfully conscious of doing so. One person may run these
behaviors, but not compulsively. If they notice themselves procras-
tinating, depressing, raging, etc., they may simply stop doing so.
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For them, conscious awareness brings control. For the others,
conscious awareness only intensifies the pain, as it reminds them
that "the problem has them" rather than that they have charge

the "problem."

Nor does the emotional intensity element make a "problem" more
or less difficult to change. The most raging panic operates
according to an internal coding structure- and Ciin change almost
immediately when a person changes that format (as in the V-K
dissociation technique). Prior to this understanding, theorists
tended to assume that the emotional intensity of a prnblem nu&nl
"more entrenched, deeper, and more difficult to change." But the
NTLP model suggests that we recognize that the somatic kines-
thetics (the emotional intensity) result from the coding. Code a
fearful Item from an associated perspective—dose, loud, etc—and
it will crank up one's responses to it.

Habitual ion time. Generally, we find it important to inquire about
how long a person has had a particular problem. Also, typically,
the longer a person has suffered from a "problem," the more
entrenched and solid (stable) the problem has become. But not
always. By habituating and repeating a certain pattern trf thinking,
emoting, and responding, il formulates one's neurology. Doing
this enables us to streamline the strategy and run it without
consciousness. This empowers us to "fly into a state of" rage,
panic, helplessness, etc It also enables us to connect more and
more things U> the state so that we have more anchors for it.

These facets of habituation (more repetitions and associations,
becoming more streamlined, with less conscious awareness)
deepen the "problem" strategy. Yet the habituation process alone
does not completely determine a problem's stability or
entrenched ness. We do have to maintain it. And we maintain a
strategy by giving it importance, significance, and value. Tt has to
keep serving some valued service.

Thus ongoing continual development of skill and competence, which
typically occurs in human growth and development over the
Mfespan, can itself temper and even nullify "problems." In this
way, we can simply outgrow a fear or phobia. OUT overall general
resourcefulness as a person makes the older fears less significant
and realistic.

Accessibility oftither resources. Obviously, "problems" do nc.it exist in
a vacuum, but within the whole person -as -an-organism in
numerous contexts. This means that they exist alongside personal
and contextual resources. Typically, the more resources that a person
can access and bring to bear on a difficulty, the less of a "problem''
that difficulty presents. And conversely, the fewer resources, the
more problematic the difficulty.

Accordingly, in exploring a problem with any person, we will
want to probe, detect, amplify, and apply resources to the problem.
This explains why slates of desperation amplify 'problems." In
such states, we blow things out of proportion, and engage in such
cognitive distortions as personalizing, ralastrophizing,
awfuliiing, negative filtering, thinking in dualistic either-nr
patterns, etc.

Here Brief Therapy, Ericksonian Hypnosis, Narrative Therapy,
MI.I' and other solution-oriented therapies utilize the overall
strategy of hunting down, accessing, and creating resources. The
more- resourcefully a person thinks and feels depends on the coping
and mastering skills that they can access and apply How existen-
tially safe does a person feel in his or her person? How much of a
reality orientation does the person have? How skilled at problem-
solving? At appropriate risk taking, at living with a sense of
purpose and mission, at connecting in loving, affectionate, and
supportive ways with others?

Conclusion

All "problems" that challenge and provoke us do not have the
same structure. In this chapter we have explored the pattern of
"problems" by looking at them in terms of stable/unstable and
simple/complex. Making these distinctions with regard to stimu-
lating events, information, and experiences allows us to have a
better grasp about what to do with regard to different kinds of
difficulties.

This means that even a great piece of "magic" will do you no good if
you use it on the wrong problem! Thus—the right magic for the
right problem!
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Chapter 13

Domains Of Use

Hints For Using NLP In Business, Education,

Therapy, Sports, Health, Relationships, Etc.

Business

NLP patterns offer lots of wonderful resources in the realms of
business, management, team building, sales, and consulting. Basic
communication skills offer resources for making sense of things
and communicating with precision and clarity. Numerous authors
and trainers have adapted these patterns to the domain of creating
and maintaining rapport.

We would direct the business person to chapter 3 on the basic
patterns for learning and using "pacing" as well as to the
"Precision Model" (Grinder's form of the Mela-model) in chapter
7. Since "communication" drives businesses, understanding the
basic processes of communicating, and the rules for using the
Mctn-mode] linguistic muddledness (vagueness) in assisting others
to clarify and to offer more precise descriptions, powerfully
increases one's effectiveness.

As a professional communicator in the business realm—whether
you seek to inform, leach, persuade, sell, market, etc—you need
to have a sense of what your words and non-verbal messages do in
the minds-and-bodies of those who hear you. To lack this aware-
ness limits you to "shooting in the dark," merely hoping thai your
language use will have its desired effect. But once you know that
you always and inevitably induce those who listen to you into
states at mind-and-emotion, you can begin to use your languaging
(verbally and non-verbally) more consciously and creatively. Here
the pa Hems in chapter 6 on state inductions will provide much
assistance.
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Wh^t state or stales do you typically evoke in people? Whst states
assist and enhance your work? Which do not? What states would
you like to have more power in evoking? How do you recognise
such in those around you? This underscores the importance of
Cidibration skills and the ability to work at meta-levels.

Further, in business we inevitably operate out of our own Meta-
programs that govern how and what we sort for, and so does every-
body with whom we interact. We identified the NIP Meta-
programs in chapters and suggested that these programs operate
as different channels ofawnreness, so to speak. Does the person need
details first, or the big picture? Does your boss want you to give
him or her a procedure, or several options, for getting a job done?
What does your client sort for when he or she decides to make a
purchase? What convinces that person?

ha business, consulting, managing, selling, marketing, etc,, we also
sometimes need to have well-developed specific procedures or
strategies. We addressed the subject ot NLP strntegies in chapter 10.
What does the strategy for effectively managing resistant
employees look like? What strategy does a successful person in the
stock market use? What supporting beliefs does he or she utilize?
How does one effectively manage to "confront" someone making
a mistake and do so maintaining and giving dignity to the persons
involved? (For full works on strategy analysis and design, see
NLP: Volume I, and NLP: Going Meta—Advance Modeling Using
Meta-Levels.)

Education

As a communication model of human learning, NLP obviously
has many, many applications in the domain of education and.
training. Accordingly, we would recommend that an educator
begin with the basic patterns (chapter 3) as well as with the Ml .1*
model itself (chapter 2) in order to become highly proficient in the
representation systems and the kind of learning styles that
students use.
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This corresponds amazingly wrell to the work of L>r Howard
Gardner (1983, 1991, 1993) in his books on Multiple Intelligences.
The eight intelligences thai Gardner identified relate closely to
NLP.

Verbal-finguislic intelligence
Logical-mathematical intelligence
Visual-spatial intelligence
Bodily-kinesthetic intelligence
Musical-rhythmic intelligence
Interpersonal intelligence
Intrapersonal intelligence
N a tura li s t i n tel li gence

The basic NLP model about "mind" specifies our learning modal-
ities (the VAK representational systems), and then, at a meta-level,
the multiple Meta-programs (chapter B), provide even greater
levels of distinctions regarding how we input and process infor-
mation.

Turther, inasmuch as every learning context involves a holistic
mind-body state, educators inevitably have to attend to the mind-
body states in which they find their learners. Since >tnte-depewdency
means that a non-enhancing state can actually prevent learning, a
professional teacher must work with the neuro-linguistk stales
that their students bring into class. Without question, in most
schools teachers can in fact count on their students probably not
coming to school in a conducive learning state. This makes the
NLP patterns for working with and managing states (chapter 6)
very importanL

Wisdom, in fact, would stiggest, don't you think, that an effective
and professional educator would have a well-developed and
explicit strategy for eliciting leiiming states, inducing states of
curiosity, wonder, openness, excitement, etc.? And, if we back up
one step further, then we would want to explore the best strategy
to put ourselves into a state where we even think about modeling
excellent examples of teachers (chapter 10).

Tor fuller works on the application of NLP to education, see Sid
Jacobsons three volumes Meta-Cation, Joseph Yeager's work
Thinking Aboul Thinking Using NLP, and Michael Grinder's ENVoY:
Personal Guide to Classroom Management.
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Psychotherapy

Interestingly enough, even though NLP began via a modeling
project of three world-renowned therapists from three different
psychological models, in the initial work, 77it' Structure Of Magic,
Volume I (1975), Bandler and Grinder essentially assumed and
created a Cognitive-Behavioral model. Subsequently NLP has
been located within the Cognitive-Behavioral "school" of
psychology ever since (Gilliland, James, and Bowman, 1989, pp.
249}. And so it should.

In psychotherapy, the chapters on conflicting parts (chapter 4),
identity (chapter 5), meaning {chapter 9), states (chapter 6} and
strategies (chapter 10) will offer a wide range of interventions. Yet
since these NTLP patterns grew out of the way language itselt
works (chapter 7) and the way human "minds" process it (chapter
6), the interventions at the level of thinking (the Meta-programs)
and via Meta-modeling thus become highly generative.

NLP's therapeutic approach to problems, difficulties, and
symptoms primarily involves seeking first to understand the
internal structure and to then "mess" up that structure. In other
words, there already exists a pattern or strategy in every "problem"
whether depression, alcoholism, schizophrenia, an eating
disorder, etc. So we ask ourselves and sometimes the client, "How
does this problem work? "Teach me how to have this problem."
"What do 1 have to think or feel or say first, then second, etc?"

Pattern analysis enables us to follow the course of development of
a difficulty from its origin (ethnology), contributing factors, risk
factors, component parts, symptoms, etc. This enables us to antic-
ipate, predict, understand, diagnose, and treat the problem.

Treatment also has a pattern. We can trace the development of an
intervention designed to ameliorate a problem and lead a person
to a more wTholesome and well-balanced life. Such therapeutic
"magic" has structure. So learning its strategy enables us to
practice such magic. We can identify and learn the internal and
external structure of interacting with a client therapeutkally so that
our conversation, encounters, assignments, feedback, and process
leads to solutions.
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Inasmuch as Nl_LJ presupposes the cognitive-behavioral model,
this means that the values, effectiveness, and legitimacy of the
Cognitive-Behavioral approach also apply to NT .P.

Cognitive-behavioral psychology indeed has now become one of
the fastest growing movements in psychology. Since the lyfcOs it
has gradually been replacing psychoanalysis, behaviorism, and
Rogerian approaches. Further, it tends to show up in many forms
of modem psychotherapy that do not even use that label or
identify themselves as "cognitive" (i.e., Reality Therapy, Gestalt,
Kamity Systems, etc.).

1. Efficacy and Legitimacy Since the 1960s the Cognitive-
Behavioral approach has demonstrated efficacy with numerous
symptoms in multiple studies. It also continues to head the list
in terms of efficiency in me la-analysis studies. (See Garfield
and Bergin, 1987, Handbook of Psychotherapy and Behavior Change:
Ait Empirical Analysis).

2. Respectful Collaboration. The Cognitive-Behavioral therapist
explains tiie actual mechanisms responsible for change in order to
empower the client in owning and using the mechanisms. This
reduces the "authority" or "expert" role that the older
psychologies relied upon and invites the client to enter into a
cooperative and respectful collaboration.

3. Holistic and Systemic. The Cognitive-Behavioral approach
operates from an holistic understand ijig. It incorporates models
and techniques that affect perception, understanding, and
reason as well as neurology, physiology, environmental context,
etc In so doing, it utilizes a systems approach which avoids the
dual is tic and eleinentalistic problems of the older psychologies.

4. Efficiency Oriented. With the growth of managed health care,
emphasis has shifted to doing therapy more efficiently so that it
works more quickly and with more quality. The Cognitive-
Behavioral model assumes that clients not only can learn, buL
riwft to take responsibility for themselves and not depend upon
the therapist to inform them as to what their internal processes
(dreams, emotions, ideas, passions, etc) "really" mean. By
respecting the dignity and personality of the client, this
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approach hflps clients actualize potentials. It does so by taking
more of an educational and skill development approach. This
moves therapy along much more quickly and puts the respon-
sibility for one's own mental-emotional well-being where it
belongs—on the client, wiLh the therapist functioning primarily
as coach, consultant, helper.

5. Process Oriented. The Cognitive-Behavioral approach focuses
on processes, mechanisms of change, and models. I his.
supports the idea that we started with in this work on patterns.
If productively helping another human being to get a better
handle on life has JUI internal structure, then, as we discover
those intervention patterns that we see effective clinicians use,
we can model them and their patterns.

The NLF patterns in this work take the best of what wurks from
many schools o! psychology. Utilizing the ABCs model of
Rational Emotive Behavioral Therapy of Ellis and the Cognitive
Model of Beck, NLP expands the "Beliefs" in B a hundied-fold to
a multiple o! "intervening variables" (ToLLmart, 1932); in doing so,
it provides a hundred new places for intervention at finer levels of
analysis than just "belief change," "disputing irrational beliefs,"
"disputing with cognitive distortions," etc.

As a form of Brief psychotherapy, in NLP therapy, therapist and
client co-create a therapeutic resolution by working together and
establishing desired outcomes as well as methods for gauging and
measuring movement toward these outcomes. In this approach,
the therapist does not adopt the expert role, but the role of facili-
tator and coach. The client fully participate* in thp process and owns
it. This avoids most of die "resistance" issues that plague other
approaches.

This inter-iiLtivt' style also involves the therapist's playing an active
and directive role, rather than a passive one. Once the client has
identified his or her desired outcome, the therapist assists the
client in moving toward the solution slate. "Therapy" becomes a
matter of structuring, a question about bo&> to bridge from prcsen t
state to solution state. Questions about resources and processes
become increasingly important. Brief psychotherapy using KLF
lakes the following steps:

Step One: Identifying The Problem

Therapy begins with a person's story. The therapist initially
only provides the context lor Lhe story to be told. By providing
this time and space for the problem story, the therapist offers a
touch of grace—sympathy, empathy, understanding, validation,
universalizatinn, etc., of the problem.

Then, as the therapist reflects back an empathetic under-
standing of "the problem'' and it matches or paces the person's
felt and perceived sense of "reality/' the therapeutic relation-
ship begins. Building this sense of rapport sets the frame in
therapy for more disclosure.

[As an aside, this work focuses primarily on the actual patterns of
transformation which one will use lo move a person from a
problem state to a solution state. Nevertheless numerous NLP
books have detailed the importance of the therapeutic relationship
itself and the pattern of pacing (matching the person's model of
the world) as the structure of empathy. See the bibliography.)

Simultaneously, the therapist begins Lo explore precisely and
specifically the client's definitions of "the problem" and how it
evidences a problem in life. This generates the therapeutic
focus. In this exploratory stage, the Lherapist's empathy leads
the client in becoming more and more specific and focused.
Using the NLP Meta-inodel, the therapist gathers high quality
information. So, as a client talks abouL "the problem," active
Meta-modeling facilitates a new kind of talking or languaging
of "me problem." It enables the person to mentally map out the
problem with less ill-formed ness and more precision and
clarity. As this transpires, the person develops a more accurate
and useful map for navigating life (chapter 7).

The therapist will use the Mela-model's questions to challenge
and enhance the poor mapping. The aim of this? To empower
the client to reaceess the experience from which they created
their mental map and to Lhen challenge the vagueness, fluff, ill-
constructions, etc., of the map. This frees the person to then re-
map in much more accurate and empowering ways.
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Step Two: Specifying Tiie Wcll-Jbrmed Solution State

Once the client has identified what he or she finds problematic
and has explained his/her map of the problem, the therapy
quickly shifts to a solution-focus.

"What do you want?"
"If you didn't have this 'problem/ what would you want to
have?"
"Think for a minute about the solution state that you would
like to experience, and begin to describe for me what that
would look like, sound like, feel like, how you would talk to
yourself, etc..."

To develop a well-farmed outcome, the therapist uses certain
criteria lo govern the exploration of the client's desired
outcome. Doing this rc-dfrectionnlizes the client's thinking. Such
questioning also empowers the client to think in terms nf
specific behavioral actions that they can take, in a step-by-step
manner, to allow them to move toward the sol u Li on effectively.

Specifying "The Problem"

As therapist and client become more specifically aware of a
problem, this hones their therapeutic focus. In this work we
have sorted "problems" into the seven categories enumerated in
chapter 1. Repeated here, we offer a model for thinking about,
Eind working with, problems. Using this classification nf type.s or
kinds of problems enables us to relate the NLP patterns to
them. In other words, we have chosen to sort various
"problems" as falling into these kinds of "issues."

• Parts—suffering from two or more "integral parts" in
conflict

• Identity—suffering from having one's sense of self in
distress

• States—experiencing problematic, unresourceful and/or
emotional states of consciousness

• Language—experiencing cognitive errors in self-talk and
languaging oneself in negative and distressful ways

• Thinking—experiencing problems in thinking style, meta-
programs, and cognitive distortions
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• Meanings—Suffering from limiting beliefs and diminished
meanings

• Strategics—Suffering from not knowing how to engender a
part of desired behavior {micro- and macro-behavior)

This purely arbitrary system simply provides a way to organize
our thinking about the "issues" that people experience. Obviously
a person may suffer from incongruity when one part ol Lhe self
wants to play during work time and work when it is time to play.
The client may also struggle with beliefs about such conflicts and
what this implies about their identity, the states Lhey get into, etc.
So we do not want to think of these categories as exclusive, but
merely as a way to sort out difficulties so we can address them
methodically and effectively. If a particular pattern does not shift
a "problem," we simply go to another category and address it
from that angle.

Figure 13,1 (Figure 2 Si repeated hem)

Tiie NLP Algorithm

Present State

Description; specifically
how 3. problem

Desired Solution State

Specific description in
trrms nf well-formedness

Bridging to—
Kinds of resources needed to move

Parti—suffering iVcnn having iwn or more "parts" in conflict
Identity—suffering frum having one's sense of self in distress
States—experiencing problematic unrcsoiucetu I states of consciousness
Langudj^—experi^nting-.cngnjbvc errors in self-talk and languaging

oneself in negative and distressful ways
]h in king styles—suffering fnjm cognitive and peiri.ipt.ual distortions

or simply inappropriate Meta-programs
Meanings—suffering from IhrtiHng beliefs and unenhancing meanings
StfJlegies—suffering from not knowing how to achieve a piece ui

desired behavior (micro- and maoo-beliavior)



Now, given these descriptions of NI_1J therapy, a good therapist
using NLP patterns will:

1. Buiid rapport with the client lo create a safe place for
healing,

2. Use rapport to actively engage the client in the process.
3. Specify "the problem" so thai a specific therapeutic focus

develops.
4. Think and operate by moving from undesired state to

desired State.
5. Access resources in the client for bridging from the now to

the solution state,
6. Utilize specific strategies and patterns for change,

calibrating throughout the process.

Sports

NLF, in the domain of athletics and sports, plays a key role
primarily in terms of steles and state-management Tor a number of
years, 1 (MH) worked as a coach for a boys' gymnastics team and
as a "menttil" coach for a girls' competitive team. As 1 did so, 1
focused primarily on assisting the youngsters to team about how
to "run their own brains" so that they could put themselves into
the best athletic state. This gave me the opportunity to help them
identify resourceful and unresourceiul states—and how mind
inevitably governs body.

1 found that 1 used the "state management" patterns a lot in that
context (chapter 6), as well as the Desired Outcome Pattern
(chapter 3), Anchoring (chapter 3), and Strategies (chapter 10). In.
the last case, each sport (and even each expert in each sport) will
have its own strategy Thus we can anticipate a different strategy
for skiing, basketball, swimming, racing, boxing, football, etc.

Here also beliefs about self, capability, possibility, learning, etc.,
will play a key role in supporting or limiting a person's perfor-
mance (chapter 5). In this domain also one should consider the role
of language. The best gymnasts that 1 worked with and inter-
viewed had not only shitted to thinking of and defining
themselves as a "gvmnast," but also had come to effectively
language themselves as such (chapter 7).

Health

NLP, in the fields of health, medicine, fitness, etc., has much to say-
As a holistic model, the neuro-linguistk model begins from the
assumption of the mind-body connection. That is, what and how
we communicate to ourselves inevitably (and inescapably) has an
effect upon our body.

In this domain, therefore, the patterns for working with conflicting
"parts" (chapter 4) will play a crucial role. Whenever we have
internal conflict within ourselves, we can expect to pay a price for
that "conflict." This becomes true with a vengeance when we
consider negative Meta-state structures that we create by which
we turn our psychic energies against ourselves. Such "dragon" states
(Hall, 1996) include: contempt of the self, anger against one's
anger, fear about fear, rejection of fallibility, hatred of embarrass-
ment, guilt about anger at one's fear, contempt for one's guilt
about one's fear, etc.

Specific patterns that relate to health in this volume include the
following: the Phobia Cure (#33 the V/K Dissociation pattern), #65
the Allergy Cure pattern, #66 the Grief Resolution pattern, #67 the
Pre-Grieving pattern, #68 the Healthy Eating pattern, etc. (chapter
10).

Tn the domain of healthr we will also want to check out identity
beliefs (Chapter 5), Many people have defined Lhemselves as sick
or diseased, from a family predisposed to heart attacks, cancer, etc.
Others have built beliefs and mental maps that put limits on what
kinds of experiences and processes can be addressed "psychologi-
cally" To carry around such self-definitions inevitably affects
treatment.

Similarly, ill the area of language and language use, if we language
Ourselves for illness, disease, shortness of life, health problems, we
frequently create a self-fulfilling prophecy (chapter 7). Here we
need to listen carefully to our language and challenge
unenhancing formations, e.g., "She's a pain in the neck," "1 always
get a cold on holiday," "Committee meetings with him give me
indigestion/' "Well no sleep tonight—I've got an important
engagement tomorrow."
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Relationships

In the area 01 relationships, much NLP literal tire has been created -
Here everything in NLP about communication: rapport, pacing,
representational systems, predicates, anchoring, desired outcome
frame, etc. (chapter 3), plays a most important role. Here, too,
managing our own states, so that we meet people while in a "good
place" (resourceful) rather than when unresourceful, enables us to
"be at our best" (chapter 6). Such state management skills and
patterns also enable us to bring out the best in others.

And again, the role that language plays in relating to others—
disclosing our inner thoughts and feelings, our values and beliefs,
our hopes and dreams—enables us to either connect with others,
or to feel frustrated (chapter 7). Good relationships involve thp
ability to connect with each other in terms of understanding and
also in terms of good problem-solving and negotiating. Here we
need some specific strategies for connecting, parenting, bonding,
supporting, etc. (chapter 10).

Conclusion

As a model of human functioning, NLP applies to so many
domains. And as a model of txaBettce in subjective experience, it
provides us with a way ol thinking (a model) for us to effectively
understand and work with such subjective experiences.

Epilogue

The revolution in modeling human excellence has begun, and by now
you should have a pretty good idea of the very structure of how tn do
magic with your own personality, with that of others, at work, with
loved ones, for fun, etc. Let this empowerment of taking charge of
your own dreams and experiences grow and expand until you
become the magician you want to become using your own "spells"
that you cast in your mind and in your everyday languaging.

By now also you undoubtedly have access and experience to
numerous N I. P patterns that can work "magic." And, if you have
indeed been touched by some aspect of NLP magic, you may also
have become curious about how that magic works Good. That
provides you with the basic orientation of modeling. And, if
indeed we have just barely scratched the surface of nil the magic
that lies out there awaiting our discovery, then we need a lot more
people with modeling skills. And with that we say...

Let the magic continue—!
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Appendix A
Eye Accessing Cue Chart

Their Right Side Tlicir Loft Side

(The Person Looking At You)
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Appendix B
Calibration Exercise

For Agree/Disagree or Yes/No

Pair up with another person and engage in a pleasant conversa-
tional style of asking simple and easy questions. For this exercise,
ask light-level questions and then confirm them with "Yes/No"
questions while you simultaneously pay attention to the non-
verbal responses the other person gives you as he or she verbally
says "Yes/ No" in agreement or disagreement wilh what you say.

"You say your name is Bob?"
"What do you like to be called?"
•'Bobby? So you prefer that?"
"Were you born in California?"
"Do you own your uwn car?"

Calibrate to what constitutes a yes/no response n on-verbally for
your partner Notice differences between the non-verbal responses
for "Yes" and from those that accompany "No."

For example, some people will spontaneously and unconsciously
tense their jaw muscles for "No/' and relax them for "Yes" Some
people will have a paler complexion for "No," and a Tedder or
flushed look for "Yes." Some will till the head forward when
conveying "Yes/' and back for "No."

As you calibrate, notice muscle tension, eye movements,
gesturing, eye relaxation/tension, mouth, breathing, etc.

When you feel that you can distinguish between the "Yes" and
"No" messages that a person gives at the non-verbal level, then
ask your partner tu not answer ihe question verbally, bul only non-
verbally. Then continue to ask questions and observe responses.
After each question, let your partner know whether you think he
or she gave a "Yes" or "No" answer. When you get four right
answers in a row, switch roles.
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Doing thiy will train your intuition for the "\e#, I agree" non-
verbal signals and the "No, I disagree™ signals for a given person.
Practice with several people so that you can become even more
aware of the variations in people. Ihen spend an entire day or two
just noticing these kinds of agree/disagree cues that people give
vou.

Appendix C

There "Is" No "Is'

Did you even notice that we wrote this book using the General
Semantic extcnsional device called. E-Prime (except for quotations
from others)? We did-

E-what? Eitglish-^r/merf of the verb "to be" (is, am, are, was, were,
be, being, been), invented by D. David Bourland, Jr. and popular-
ized by Bourland and Paul Dennlthorne Johnston in To Be Or Not:
A11 E-Prime Anthology, I-.-Prime and E-Chuice empower people to
not fall into the "is" traps of language.

The "Is" traps? Yes, Alfred Korzybski (1941/1994) warned that the
"is" of identity and the "is" of predication present two dangerous
linguistic and semantic constructions that map false-to-fact
conclusions- The first has to do with identity—how we identify a
thing or what we identify ourselves with—and the second with
attribution—how we frequently project our "stuff" onto others or
onto things without realizing it.

Identity, as "sameness in all respects/' does not even exist. It can't.
At the sub-microscopic level, everything involves a "dance of
electrons" always moving, changing, and becoming. So no thing
etui ever "stay the same" even with itself. So nothing "is" in any
static, permanent, unchanging way. Since nothing exists as eternal;
buL since every thing continually changes, then nothing "is." To
use "is" mis-speaks, mis-evaluates, and mis-maps reality. To say,
"She is la/y...," "Ihat is a stupid statement.--/' falsely maps reality.
And Korzybski argued that unsanity and insanity ultimately lie in
identifications.

Prediaitian refers to "asserting" something. Sn to say, "This is
good," "That flower is red/' "He is really stupid!" creates a
language structure which implies that something "out there"
contains these qualities of "goodness," "redness," and "stupidity."
The "is" suggests that such things exist independent aft fa speaker's
experience. Not so. Our descriptions speak primarily about our
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internal experience.' indicating our judgments ;ind values. More
accurately we could have said, "I evaluate as good this or that/' "1
see that flower as red," "I think of him as suffering from
stupidity!"

"Is" statements falsely distract, confuse logical levels, and subtly
lead us to think that such value judgments exist outside our skin
in the world "objectively." Wrong again. The evaluations (good,
red, stupid) function as definitions and interpretations in the
speaker's mind.

The "to be" verb dangerously presupposes that "things" (actually
events or processes) stay the same. Not so! This verb invites us to
create mental representations of fixedness so that we begin to set
the world in concrete and to live in "a Frozen universe." This verb
codes Ihe dynamic nature trfprocesses statically- "Life is tough," "I
am no good a t math."

Do these statements not sound definitive? Absolute? "That's just
the way it is!" No wonder Bourland calls "is," "am," and "are,"
etc, "the. deity modi.'." "The fact is that this work is no good!" Such
words carry a sense of completeness, finality, and time-indepen-
dence. Yet discerni ng the difference between the map and the terri-
tory tells us these phenomena exist on different logical levels.
Using E-Prime (or E-Choke) reduces slipping in groundless
authoritarian statements which only closes minds or invites
arguments.

Tf we confuse the language we use in describing reality (our map)
with reality (the territory), then wre identify differing things. And
that makes for unsanity. There "is" no "is." "Is" non-references. It
points to nothing in reality. It operates entirely as an irrational
construction of the human mind. Its use leads to semantic mis-
evaluationh.

Conversely, writing, thinking, and speaking in E-Prime
contributes to "consciousness ofabstracting" (conscious awareness),
that we make maps of the world which inherently differ from the
world. E-IVime enables us to think and speak with more clarity
and precision as it forces us to take first-person. This reduces the
passive verb tense ("It was done," "Mistakes were made"). It
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restores speaker* to statements, thereby con text ualizing state-
ments. E-l'rime, by raising consciousness of abstracting, thereby
enables us to index language. Now I realize that the person I met
last week, Personiaol ^ k , "is" not equal in all respects to the person
who stands before me, Person,,,,, W(Tlt. This assists me in making
critical and valuable distinctions.

E-Choice differs from E-Prime in that with it one uses tftf "is" of
existence (e.g., "Where is your office?" "It is on 7th. Street at
Orchard Avenue,"), tite auxiliary "is" (e.g., "He is coming next
week") and the "is" of name, (e.g., "What is your name?" 'It is
Michael." "My name is Bob"). Though we wrote this in V- Prime,
we have decided to begin to use E-Choice so as to avoid some
circumlocution that we have used in the past(!).
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Appendix D
NLP As Therapy

hi A Managed Care World

While NLP originally arose from modeling several therapy
processes, NLP itself is not a therapy. Ralher, NLI1 operates as a
communication model about human mental -a nd-neun logical
functioning.

Nevertheless it does translate as a meta-psychological model very
easily, as noted in The. Structure Off Magic (1975). Applying NLP to
the therapeutic process uf assisting a hurting human being ha find
resolution of difficulties and empowerment in life, we offer the
following as an overview of the process. Here we have sorted it
into six sessions (to fit current Managed Care criteria).

Session 1, Build rapport, pace the client's current experiences of
thoughts and feelings, begin to develop an empathk Under-
standing of the situation and how the client finds it distressing
or problematic, begin to identify the therapeutic focus—what
the person will have and experience whim they don't have the
problem.

Session 2. Building of therapeutic goals that meet the criteria of
well-formedness. This means: the desired outcome stated in
specific, small chunk behaviors and skills, means lor measuring
or determining progress, awareness of potential obstacles to
success, and beginning to develop resources.

Sesshns 3-5. Employ specific patterns of transformation as strate-
gies whereby a client can begin to move from problem state to
solution state. Give lots of therapeutic support and encourage-
ment, with constant review of performance goals, etc.

Session 6. Terminate the therapy with review, future pacing
gains and resources, rehearsal for set-backs, etc
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Elements TJiat Make NLP Therapy A "Brief' Psychotherapy

Managed Cart' focuses on therapy as short-term, time-limited, and
strangle. Using NLP in this way necessitates that we make sure
that we have certain component elements in place. Namely;

A focus an precision and specificity. Imprecision, vague thinking,
fuzzy definitions, etc., work as "problems" in human
consciousness. Therefore clarity, precision, focus, and speci-
ficity play a very crucial role.

A goal-directed sense nf support fram the therapist. When a client
senses that the therapist has skill and knowledge in facilitating
the therapeutic direction, this can instill hope, trust, and
motivation.

Specific tools ("technologies")Jbr achieving goals, "just talking," in
the hope of gaining some insight that will change problems,
isn't short-term, goal-directed brief psychotherapy. It consists
of specific processes, strategies, and patterns for actually
moving from one state to another.

A co-created exchange. Start with what the client already wants to
accomplish, align with their objectives, and prove trustworthy,
knowledgeable, and skilled by helping them get what they
want. Letting the client have and own responsibility for the
outcomes cuts out any need for them to resist. The therapist
plays the role nt coach and facilitator, not parent.

The ability to think strategically. The expertise of the therapist
rests primarily in having knowledge and skills in empowering
the person to develop resources, refrain e unproductive ways of
looking at things, increasing motivation to take effective action,
etc.

A view that (fterapy also occurs beyond tite office. The therapist
gives assignments between sessions that will access resources,
develop insights, practice changed ways of thinking and
behaving, so that the "talk" in the office becomes the lifestyle
outside the office.
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77/t1 ability to check up on progress and measure it. Eveary session
after the rrnst should involve "holding the client responsible" by
inquiring about how things have begun to change, what they
learned, how they functioned, etc This-presupposes their active
involvement, their motivation, and their ownership. Raring
symptoms on a scale (0 to 10) and checking on progress
conveys the belief, hope and expectation of change.

Tfierapy Checklist

Did I establish rapport? Pace the client?

Did T establish a desired -outcome state with the client?

Did it meet the conditions of well-formedness?

|}id the client seem engaged?

Did 1 st*em engaged with the client?

Would T classify the client as: Visitor, Customer, or Observer?

Did I use an intervention?

• What?

• For what purpose?

• Did it seem successful?

• Based upon what evidence?

Did I prescribe some homework? If so, what?

WTiat issues, problems, process will come next?

What issues do I need to explore and clarify?

How far along has client moved from Problem State to Solution

State?

Do we yet have a we.N-defined solution state in mind?



EA I3 Audit

1. What is the presenting prubltfm?

2. The signs and symptoms of such?:_

3. Why does this client seek assistance now?

4. Treatment focus:

5- Treatment goals:

Impact:

1. Amount (1-10) that the client seemed engaged in the process:

2. Assessment tit the problem:

3, Treatment focus:

4. Cooperative goal setting by client with therapist:

.->. Interventions and decision points in the process today:

6. Homework prescribed:

7. Documentation abuut the therapy process: _

8. Client's evaluatum of today's therapy (1-10):

Understanding

Ownership of process

Motivation

9. Level of client's current ability to function:

—-— Personally

Vocationally

In Relationships

Other

Appendix E

List Of NLP Centers*

USA

The following is a list of NLP Centers in the USA for 1999. In the
following "F" stands for NLP Practitioner Training, "MP" stands for
Master Practitioner I raining "T" stands for NLP Trainer Training. As the
field of M LP fn"ows, more and more specialized trainings have developed
and will continue to develop. Centers now offer courses in Photoreading,
Core Transformation, Hypnosis, etc.

Originally we had hoped to have devoted a good section to each training
tenter—until we discovered all of ihc following Centers in the USA. Yfe
put out a press release via Aiidwr Point Magazine and via the Internet for
information—those who responded have their information included.

England Institute of NLP
505 Pratt Corner Ko.iu
AmheTst, MA 01002-%OG

Massachusetts Institute of NLP

198 Jewell St.
Georgetown
Georgetown,

Judith A, Swadc & Associates
400 Hillside Aw.
Ste. 11
Ncedham, MA 02194

The Northeast Institute for NLP
Zero Kinsley Street

^ N H 03068

NLF America/Blue Dell Systems
61 Steamboat Wharf. Suit*? M
P.O. Bos 259
My&tkr CI1.063SS
(560) 536-2249
]ocizh@w orkinet .com

Also:
22320 Calibre Court. Suite 9ff>
Boca Raton, FL. 33433
b I u_i7jC^ro mpu.servr.com
P & MP trainings. Intro. & Adv.
Hypnosis, GrnsniHiV Intprinl Model,

Technology, the Vision Q

Northeast NLF Institute
361 Simpson Rd.
Saco. MP 04072

ISfLP Center of Connecticut
irtck H- Bliwm
23 Sherman Street
Fairficld, CN. 06430

NIP Seminars Croup International
PO Eos 424
Hopatocong, NJ 07843
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NLE1 Applied behavioral
Technologies
1 liit,efiialji>[iiil Blvd., Suite 400
Mahway.Nj 07495-0025

Institute for Education &. Cognitive
Psychology
c/o FEA.
12 Centre Drive
Jameshurg, Vf 09831

\
860-6677rax:

Http: / / www.njpsa.nrg
S;ji'L"jfl/!ZL's us I raining in

thinking ami xeeierattd leaning. Msf of
the Institute':? uvrk center* tvr improving
education & the Jiixs of children. Aha
cenfermx on peak pftfiyrmatia', personal
&• professional daxbpmem.

Ocean NLP Center

Turns River, NJ 08755

New York training Institute fnr NLI1

155 Prince Street
New York, NY 10012
(212) 674-3194
HiipV/nlpcenter.coin
f e> Mi1 bwnJHgs, hjfpiusis, teaching fn
USA, Europe, onrf Israel.

The NLP O n t « of New York
24 East 12th Street, 4th, Ste 402
New York,
212 647- (
800 422- 8657
Fax 973 509-9599

httjLT: / / vv w vv.nip training.tum
P, MP, & T; Erickwititui Hypnosis,
Com Transformation, Workshops for
F.ducaififs,

Dynamic Wellness Center
3SV^st2£Ou Steed #n.m
New York City, NY 10010

Upstate Centre far NLF
333 Hudson Stieet
ComwallC)n-Hudr NY 12520

Upstate t e n ire lor N LF
PO Bo* W18

Success Enterprises/NLP
161 C". Monroe Ave. PO Box 42ft
PHtefotd, NY 14534

Creative Growth Unlimited
r-in W. Union St.
Newark, NJ 14? 13

Olic Production Trainings
1903 Walnut Stiwi, # 4(10
Ptufedelphia, PA 19109
(2151 467-5035
E(ibmarket©aol.com

Tnergetics
111 Centerville Rd.
Lancaster, PA 17603

NLP Training Systems
2129 Spring Maiden St.
Phildrfphia, PA Vi\M)

Nemo Synergy
1012 BfithlLium Pike, PO Bnx 269
Spring FTousn, PA 19477

Choicework Institute
fillS Park Hnighu; Avonuc
Balttmore, Ml J. 21215

Advanced Behavioral Modeling /
[NLPTA
1201 Delta Glen Court
ViouiahVA 22182-1320
(703) 757-7945
Fax (703) 757- 7946

h t lp: / / wwiv.hciokup.ntii / -i nip LJ
Advanced trainings, e$p. In niadeiing mi
T trtnttings.

NLP TnHtitute of D,C
JbOU Ciyh-tiil Drive, Suite 1^12
Arlington VA. 22202
Ad minstrati tc- OH.:
One Critt»ny Terrace
914 496- 41JH1
Fax 914 496-6708
Rock Tavern, NY 12575-5105
P, MP, Training, with emphasis in

I .earn tnfiHtute Of

NLP of Gastunis / Institute Of
M e ura-Semantics

NC SS064
704 861-1545
Fax 70486-1-1545
Bob&neuinseinantics.ajni
littp:/ / ivww.nr u msenianticj.com
P, MP trainings iriWl an emphasis on
personal integrity mid training fa>ifr the
conscious and the unconscious mind-

South Carolina NLI'
PO Box 1140
I'aivlnys, SC 295i&

Peak Performance Corp.
1640-8 Powera Ferry Rd., #300

Avatar Industries
4^70 (.leorgLitown Square
Adanta, C.A 30338

The Connecting Link
14." Waging Ridge way
Lawrencwille, C A 30245

Rivijnn Training Lutitute
1093 A1A Bird., #390
St Augustine, PL 321)64
904 471-7161
rivijoiiG&a ug.com
P, MP trilinirtgs. with a special interest rrr
health, wellness, personal & professional
dfrelapiuent. PhotoRs^din^, Legated m
jadsmville, F},.

Plant CiW,FL 33564

LION -S®1ca rnusa.com
hltp: / / wvk"v\r.leamusa.crjm

Southern Institute of NLP/
Intfrnatinnal NLP
PO fk>x 52^
Indian Rocks Efeacb, FL3378S
(813) 596-1891
Fax (813) 595- 0040
Sun n Ipiti ntl -n lp.com
P, MP cV T trainings. Focuses on inlcrna-
tifmnl trainings in Eurtspe.

Mid-South Institute of NLP
2906 Gdrth Kofld S.!•:.
Huntville, AL 35801

The NCS lnslilii(e
422 Gay St
Knox\.ille,TN 37902

M.PofOhm
(J76 Everwood
Columbus, Oi l 43214

L.H.A.D. Coosnltonfe

Rcynoldsbuig, Oil 43066

Ohio Valley NLP
PO Box 9854
Cincinnati, OH .15208

IDHEA Seminarb
12nO5 W. Ncrth Ave. Suite 291
EteookfieidL WI53005
1-800-414-790-1991
l-80n-REX-SIKES
7r,i in ?_i idcJ-StinfiLnars.com

Focuses en applying NJ P for personal
development, offers. P & MP trainings, and
,VL fe for living a more enjoyable £-
suatasful life.
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Learning Strategies Corp.
yno R. Way

Wayzata, MJSl

Entertrainrncnt

Nf.P St Louis

, IL. 60610

Boundaries Unlimited
PO Box W4
Evw»ton,tL 68204

Health Dynamics
4601 N. daremnnt
Chicagn. IT. 60625

NLP Institute af Chicago
FO Box 251&4
Chk-ago, II 60625

Tranformational Technnlogics
PO Bos 18476
Chicago, SL. 606IS

NIP institute of Chicago
1532 W. Victoria St-
Chicago, IL 60660-4223

In-Training The future
210 W.Jefferaom Street

b, IL. 61455-0S17

Gateway NLI"
1227 ] indenwuod Avenue
Edivardsville, n_. (52025-2321
1-800- 252-5100

lax: (618) 692-2033
w w w.gatewaynlp.rnm

Offers P cV MP tntbang through
Apprenticeship Program imrking direcllif
with Dr. M winnow, Professm of Sptviit
Communications at Southern Illinois
University.

Ball win, MO 63011
(314) 39 L-0906
Fax (314)23tl-K217
NLl'SitI. Liiiis@acrl.com

NLP Midwest
B41fi Kauai Dr.
Papillion, NE 68046

NLP Midwesl
North 104th. Ptaia
a, NE. 68138

' \ T P lnsLtule nf New
Orleans
1-121 Nitpuleun Avenue
New Orleans, LA. 70115

The South Central Institute of NLP
PO flux 1213
Mandevillc-, LA 7O47D
(800)3*7-3615
(504) 626-7424
Fax: (504) 626-7424

Offering P 61 MP training, emp!m?if on
NLP in ftHSintfSs & tditcatfon, ivternu-
tismal training, Singapore: Iniegratiue
Learning Cnrp., 197 jaian Pttikat,
SfHgtpore, 537toV. (65) 7$4r-7305.

Mind-Body Harnionv Ins ti lute
fr5W Government St., Suite C
Baton KouRt;, LA. 70S06
(504) 67^4873

P & MP nrittbtgs, Meta-SUttes,
Mirui-Bothf Integration*.

MP Center of ^ew Orleans
4058 Franklin
New Orleans, LA 70122

Skills / NLP nf
5400 N. Grand Blvd. Suite 100
OWahmua City. OK 73J12
(405) 942-4371
{800) 775-3397
Fax: (405) 947-304C-,

Offering P & MP courses, specializing
If anting disubititits sucfi as ADD.

Change Paint
Bux 42227
Oklahoma City, OK 73123

Accelerated Transformatmn
PO fto\ 831612
Kichardwn, TX 715083

NLP Learning SySt*iflS> Corp,
4U50 W. Park, Suite 102
Piano, IX ?5075

Taylor Johnson & Associates
I'D ft™ 871224
Dallas, TX 752K7"

NLP Institute of Huuston, Inc.
49tKl Wcwiway, Sbe 700
Iluustun, TX 77056

NLP Center of
4600 Post Oak Place, Suite 204
HouitmTX. 77027
(713) 439-0011
(SOU) 623-1925
Fax: (713) 439- OtttO
rndas@blkliux.tuin
Web: www.nlpcenttjroftexaS-Ooni
NLP Coder since 1981. Emphasis NLF us
applied in br̂ tfWSS and air;x>rate settings,
P tirMP trainings, Metti-States training.

Access NLP Seminars Croup
PO Box 1257
Austin, IX 7R704

Institute for Advanced Hypnosis
10608 Lockerbie Dr
Austin, TX 78750

]"he Inptihitc of NLT
8820 Business Tjrk Dr.
Austin, TX 7&59J4S6

H Paso NLP Help Center &
TimcLijie Therapy Institute
15111 Arizonaj Suit*; 7- V
II I'aso, TX 79902
C91S1532-8881
Fax/(915) KS2-SBH1
ciDw@nlptlpdio.toro
WTSTV.nlpeipaiitj.com
Offering V b MP trainings, 'time Line
Tlvrajnt & Htfpnosif; certification.

NLP Comprehensive
12567 West Cedar Drive
Suite 102
Lake wood, CO

Institute
PO Hox 9231
Grand Junction, CO 81501
(970) 523-7877
IVfirhael©Neurusenianti(.'S-COfn
http:/ / www.neuiotieinanticS-COrn

The Center
.3900 Amity Rd. J<24 Box 3775
Boise, [D83!ft)5

Personal Enrichment Center
P.O. Bo* 111 (208)234-1159
PocateUa !D 8^204-0111
P & MP trainings, sfnss reduction, focus
nn health, well-being, {tain ii1 disease
nwruigctttent, career transition, vwrk place

Transitinner Management Inc.
1981 E Murrjy-Hnltaday Rd #250
Salt Lake City', U1 [84117

Westtrn States NXP Training
346 South 500 last Suite 200
Salt Lakt City, UT. 84102

NLP Trainings Unlimited, Inc
PO Box 2800-291
Carefree, AZ 85377
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Advanta^p Group
4067 E. Grant Road, Suite 2(12

n, AZ 85712

New Mexico <_"Qjini*ctiun/ Whole
Brain OjTnmurdcation
Rout^f?. buxl24DJ.
Santa Pe, NM 87505

NLP Weliness Center
2141 North Alvnrnon
TusconrAZ

NLF Hummingbird Well ness
5055 E. Broadway Ulvd. C 214
Tuscan, AZ. BS711

Nil P of Southern California
4387 York Blvd
Los Angetes* CA 90041

Southern California Center fat IN IF1

2075 Pains Vcrdes [Jr., Ste 2QQ
Lomita, CA 90717

Adept hitemaliojia!
One World Trade Ctt, Ste. BOO
Long Beach, CASC83I
Success Design International
11934 Occannaire.
Malibu, CA 90265

(310) 457-7062
NLPTDE A©worl dnetattnet
P &t \W framings. Curt Tmnsjhnnation,
Personal Produdkrity, IDEA. EMVoY.
Emphasis tin making a positive difference
for individuals and businesses,

The Hulman Group
21O50 Van Owen Street
Canoga ('ark, CA 91303

Robbins Research International
9191 Tbwne Center Drive
San iMi^u, CA. 92122

NLF Institute & Training Center
Time Line Therapy Institute
675 Carriinf De Lot. M^rv .̂ ^uite 3ti2
San Cltmenlc, CA 92673
(71-1) 24S-7377

N'euiD-Conccpts Institute
25822 Evergreen lid.
Laguna Hills, CA 92653

Hypnosis & NLF Institute
16S42 Von Karman Ave. Suite 475
[rvine, CA 92714

MLP Assn<ia
775 Burnett Ave. #2
San Frandsco, CA 941.11

The VAK
7TO L. El Caminc Real, #110
Mountain View, CA 94040

First Institute of NLP
44 Montgomery St. 5 th Floor
San Franciscn, CA 941 (H

The rusenc« Works
5115 Merced Avenue, Stc 125
Oakland, C A 94611

NLP Maiin
Carl Bucheit & Robert S. Hoffmpyer
1^ Quail Court
San Rafael, CA949Q3!
(415) 499-0639
P and MV Iraming?,, free introduction
seminars, Emphasis in tniinmxs en
HUlking them fun, practical, and profound.

New l i fe Tower Associates
PO Box 508
Walnut Creek, CA

-NIF of t'itlifomia. Inc.
230 Mt. Hennon Rd. Ste 214
Scotts Valley, CA 95066

NLI* University/ I >vnamif Learning
Center
PC Bos 1112
ben L.Lnnand, CA 95005
Offering ttmbtmg in P, MR and TmitisK
levels along mOt mad of flu- other train-
ings assiKiaied with NLP-

Oujntum i.cjp
PO Box 67359

Training Center in Portland
3250 Payne Kd
Medford, OR

The Ml-I1 Connection
PO Box 7»1«
Santa Cruz, CA 95061

Kcsoumes
230 Mount Hermon Rd,, Ste 21)7
Scntts VaUey, CA 960W

M f !TL3 -O utcomes
366 lulin Street
Fclton, CA, 95U1S
(408) 335-3727
Fax (*06) 335-9949
Center iof rmfessianal Development
245-M Mt. Hfiimon Rd., #323
Scotis Valley, CA 95066

Syntax Communication Modeling
Corp,
I'D Hox22%
Lift Gates, CA 95031
<40S) 395-0952
Fax {4081 395-9662
s y ntav^syn tx.ctrai
www.syfttx.xom
Offering advanced professional daftop-

• for facilitutor? and consultants,
itisidi frimlsidp of organizations. Reflected
in book: Smart Work: The Syntax Guide
For Mutual Understanding In The
Wurkpljce. Cnmplimentsry W

Advance Memo Dynamics
616 I'iikoi Street, Suire 1BU2
Honahilur HI.

Cascade Center, Inn
4903 Linden Awe. N., #3
Seattle, WA9B103

NLP Northwest, INC.
46J Deer Lane
Anacortes, WA9S221

Other-Th an -Conscious
Communications
PO Cox b97
l-riday Harbor, WA 9K25l1

Michael Grinder & Associates
16303NE 259th St.
Haule Ground, WA 98604
(360) 687^3238
Fax (503) 28J-104fl
Web: //memtvers.aol.com/mggrinder
/ homopage.html

I\TLP &• education, EW<JY
management pnigrant. Summer

Institute tin Ltwning Style.

The Human Solution
RO. Bo\ 776
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UK

ANLP
P.O. Bo* 78
Stourbridge
West Midlands DY8 2YT
01384 443 935

The Howl and Partnership
22 Painter Wood
Hillington
Clitheroe
Lanes BB79JD
01234 822 060

Brian Morton Human Resource
Development
1 Ko&on Court
356 Poole Road
Poole
Dorset BH12 1AW
01202 251 087

Calabor Business And Training

Carlisle
Cumbria CA2 SPIJ

Centre NLP
16 Glenville Avenue
QenBdd
l-eicester LF.3 8BE
0116 2373356

Change works
Woodsidu
Shire Lane

Hwt, WD3 5NH
01923 291044

Christina Eacchini
1 "i FulwGud Cijirdi^n^
Twickenham
Middles'** TW1 1EN
0181 891 3068

Nf 1' Centres

The Development Partnership
2 Barnfield
Sf Michaels
Tendcndnii
Kent TNZ4 HEU
01580 765 023

The Developing Company
9 Suuthwood Lawn Koad
London N€ 551)
0181 .̂ 41 1UD2

Diana Beaver
The Cottage
Temple Cui ting
V w Cheltenham
Clos CL54 5RP
01451 850 S6^

Excel Com muni cations URD
45 West Street
Marluw
Bucks BL7 2\S
M&2S4S«854

Frank Daniels Associates
10^ Hands Koad
Meaner
DeTbs DE75 7BH
01773 532 195

Future Pacing
5 Wellington Square
Cheltenham
ClosCL504JU
01242 221 788

Hidden Resources
21 Wood View
Birkby
HuddVrsfield HD2 2DT
01484 549 515

NLP Academy
^V37 Esst Street

KeniBRl 1QQ

Insight Trainings
14rj C h a p e l l a n e

1 .ongton
Preston PR4 5NA
01772 617 b63

Integration Training Centre
12 Prince Of Wales Mansions
rrinLd Of Wales Drive
London SWll 4BJ
0171 622 4670

International Training Seminars
(ITS)
73 Brooko Road
London N16 7KD
0181 442 4133

John Seymour Associates
17 Boyoe Drive
Bristol BS2 ?XC?
0117955 7827

Lambent Trainings
4 Coombe Gdidei^S

New Maiden
Surav KI34AA
0181 715 2559

Marl in Management Trainings
Broomfield Cottage
Hal field Heath
Herts CM22 7DZ
01279 731 649

NLF Ntrrtheast
Bongate Mill Frttrn House
Mill Hill
Appleby
Cumbria CA16 nLfR
01?6R351934

(^)rj;jTiis3lif]nal Healing
48 Walton Roati
Stockton Heath
Warrington WA4 6NI •
01925 861 600

Pegaaus NLP Trsinings
V Ridley Road
Hkmrne'mouth BI19 1LB
01202 54?l 2=50
01202 534 250

Performance EnhartCtiitienf
1 Manor Court
Barnes Wall is lload
Segensworth Last
Fareham
Hants KH5 5TH
014«9 B89 W.*)

Performance Partnership Ltd
11 Atfon Hill Mews
310 Uxbridge Road
Acton
l<indonW3 9QN
0181992 9^23

Personal Growth Training Ltd
41 llges Lane
Cholsey
Oxon OX10 9^X
(Fl«n 652 265

Pilgrims
Kcynes College
University Of Keitt
Canterbury
Kent CT2 »Hl
U1227 762 111

Fast Graduate Professional
r.ctu cation
St Luke's Hospital
Blackmoorfooi Road
Huddersfteld HIJ4 5RQ
01484 654 711 (ext. 3276)
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PPD Personal Develupment
Unit 30A
The Lining
tiolindale
London NW9 6DR
01W. 200 4944

Realisation at Sten house
36 Plaslurlnn Gardens
Ponlcanna

01222 377732

Reeve & Atteridgt?
18 Holms Oase
Sunninghill
Ascot
Berks SI 5 91JJ

Resourcing Snlutiunb Ltd
Royal Station Court
Station Road
Si Twyford
Barks RC.W ylW

6610

Sensory Systems
162 Queen's
Glasgow G42
0141 424 4177

The Society OfNLF
McKcrma Brvtri Ltd
Aberdeen Studios
22/24 Highbury1 Grove
London \"5 2f;A
0171 704 6614-

Sue Knight Associates
Great Oaki
Green Lane
Burnham
Bucks SI I 8 QA
0162^6*7 368

Train ing Changes
7 Spenser Avenue

GlusGL517DX
01242 5m 640
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Glossary of NLP Terms

Accessing Cuftn The ways we tune our bodies by breatiiing, posture,
geslun? and eye movements to think jn certain ways.

As-If Fratnei Pretending that some event ha* happened, so thinking
"as if" it had occurred, encourages creative problem-
solving by mentally going beyond apparent obstacles to
desired solutions.

Anohpte: Continuously variable between limits, like a dimmer
switch for a light. An analogue submodality varies like
light tti dark, while a digital submodality operates as
either off or on, i.e., we see a picture in either an associ-
ated or dissociated way.

Analogue Using one of the senses (visual, auditory, kincsthetic.
Marking: olfactory or gustatory) exclusive of wonJs to mark out,

or bring special attention. It works best when one does
not make it known consciously to the other person. Their
unconscious will pick up the marking. The speaker may
use a gesture Kke a hand, arm tir eyebrow movement or
change the tone or pitt h of his/her voice to make note of
an idea and tts mark it Out.

The process by which any stimulus or representation
(external or internal) gets connected to, and so triggers, a
response. Anchors occur naturally and intentionally {as
in analogue marking). The NLF concept of anchoring
derives from the Tavlovian stimiilus-iesponst' n.>a ction,
classical conditioning. In Pavlov's study the tuning fork
became the stimulus (anchtir) that cued the dog to
salivate.

Association: This refi-rs to mentally seeing, hearing, and feeling from
inside an experience. Associated contrasts with dissoci-
ated- In dissociation, you see a young you in the visual
image. Generally, diswK-iation removes emotion from the
experience, while, with association, we experience the
information emotionally.

Aiiditnty: The sense of hearing, one of the basic Representation
Systems.

Backtrack: To review or summarize, to feed back tt> the other person
their key words, posture, tonality, etc The l^atktrdck
Frame refers to a simple but eloquent way to deepen
rapport.
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Behavior:

Beliefs:

Blow-out:

Calibration:

Capability:

Chunking
or Stepping:

Complex
Equivalence:

Congruence:

Conscious:

Content:

Content
RefriXTttitig:

Context;

Any activity we engage inr "micro" like thinking, or
"macro" like external actions-
Thoughts, conscious or unconscious, which have grown
into a generati/jticm about causality, meaning, self,
others, behaviors, identity, etc. lie Lief.s address the world
and how we operate in it. iieiicfs guide us in perceiving
and interpreting reality. Beliefs relate closely to values.
NLP has several belief change pattems.

A submodaliry shift process wherein you take a problem
sihiation; use one submudality, make it quickly get
worst' by degrees or levels until it becomes ridiculously
distorted—in either a terrify ing or humorous way. ft then
blows out the boundaries of representation and /or
neurology. The person can then not get back the original
experience.

Becoming tuned-in to another's state via reading non-
verbal signals previously observed and calibrated.

An ability, a ituccessful strategy for carrying out a task.

Changing perception by going up or down levels iind/cr
logical levels. Chunking up refers to going up a level
{inducing up, induction}. It leads to higher abstractions.
Chunking down refers to going down a level (deducing,
deduction). It leads to more specific examples or cases.

A linguistic distinction wherein someone makes two
statements to mean the same thing, eg., "lie is late; he
doesn't love me."

A state wherein one's internal representation works in an
aligned way. What a person says corresponds with what
he/she dues. Both tiieir non-verbal signals and their
verbal (statements match. A state of unity, fitness, internal
harmony, not conflict

Present moment awareness. Awareness of seven +/- two
chunks of information.

The specifics and details of an event, answers what? and

why? Contrasts with process or structure-

Giving a statement another meaning. Created by asking,

"What else could this mean?"

The setting, frame or process in which events occur and
provides meaning for content.
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Context Changing the context of a s la lament which gives it
Refraining: another meaning, created by asking, "Where would this

represeni an appropriate response?" All meaning
operaies as context-dependent. So meaning changes
whenever we change context-

Canversatiottat An hypnotic linguistic distinction, a question people
Postulate; naturally interpret as a command- "Will you now lea IT

NLF? ' '

Criterion: A value, what one finds important in a particular
context

Crass Over Matching one's body movements with a diffeTvnt type of
Mirroring: movement, e.g., tapping your finger in time to someone'*

breathing.

Gtesi Information that provides clues to another's subjective
structures, e.g., eye accessing cues, predicates, breathing,
body posture, gestures, voice tone and tonality, etc.

Deep Structure: The complete linguistic form of a statement from which
Ihe surface structure derives.

Deletion:

Digital:

Dissociation:

Doumtime:

Ecology:

The missing portion of an experience either linguistically

or representation ally-

Varying between two states, e.g., a light switch—either
on or off. A digital submodality: color or black-and-
white; an analogue submodality: varying between dark
and bright.

Not "in" an experience, but seeing or hearing it from
outside as from a spectator's point of view, in contrast to
association.

The modeling process by which we inaccurately repre-
sent something in our neurology or linguistics. Can
occur to create limitations or resources.

Not in sensory awareness, but "down" inside one's own
mind seeing, hearing, and feeling thoughts, memories,
awarenesses; a light trance state with attention focused
inward.

The question about the overall relationship between
idea, skill, response and larger environment or system.
Internal ecology: the overall relationship between person
and thoughts, strategies, behaviors, capabilities, values
and beliefs. The dynamic balance of elements in a
system.
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Elidtattttn:

Empowerment:

Epsstemola^y:

Lye Act-essing
Cwt?s;

First Position:

Frame:

' Pace.

Generalization:

Gestatt:

Gustatory:

Hardwired:

Hypnosis:

Ittetttilyi

incangritcncc:

Evoking a state by word, behavior, gesture or any
stimuli. Gathering information hy direct observation of
nim-verbal signals or by asking Mcta-model questions.

Process of Adding vitality, energy, and new powerful
resources hi a person; vitality at the neurological level,
change of habits.

The study of how we know what we know. ISTLP operates
as an epistemology.

Movements of the eyes in certain directions indicating
visual, auditory or kinesthetic thinking (processing).

Perceiving the world from your own point ot view,
associated; one of the thnve perceptual positions.

Context, environment, meta-level, a way of perceiving
something (as in Outcome Frame, "As-lf" trame,
llacktrack Frame, etc.).

Process of mentally practicing (rehearsing) an event
before it happens. One of the key pnicesses for ensuring
the permanency of an outcome,, a frequent and key ingre-
dient in most NLP interventions.

Process by which one specific experience comes to repre-
sent a whole class of experiences, one of the three
modeling processes in NLP

A collection of memories connected neurologieally,
based on similar emotions.

The sense of taste, one of the representation systems.

Neurologically-based factor, the neural connectors
primarily formed during gestation, similar to the hard
wiring of a computer.

A state altered from usual states, an inward focus of
attention, trance, a state measurable un an FRG.

Self-image or self-concept; the person you define
yourself.

State wherein parts conflict and war with each other,
having reservations; not totally committed to an
outcome, expressed in incongruent messages, signals.;
lack of alignment or matching of word and behavior.
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In.-,iitlliiiion; Process for putting a new mental strategy (way of doing
things) inside mind-body so it operates automatically,
often achieved through anchoring, leverage, metaphors,
parables, refraining, future pacing, ctc

Internai Patterns of informalion we create and store in our minds,
Representations: combinations of sights, sounds, sensations, smells and
OR) iastes.

Kinesthetic: Sensations, feelings, tactile sensations on surface of skin,
proprioccptive sensations inside the body; includes
vcstibular system or sense of balance.

Leading: Changing your own behaviors after obtaining rapport 50
another follows. An acid lest for high level oi rapport.

Lend System: The representation system that inputs information into
consciousness, often a different system from the primary
KS,

Leverage: Int'nrmation or stimulus that motivates a person; change
point in a system.

Logical Level: A higher level, a level abaut a lower level, a meta-levei
LhaL drives and modulates the lower level.

Loop: A circle, cycle, story, metaphor or representation that
gt»es back to its own beginning, so that it loops back
(feeds back) onto itself. An open loop; a story left unfin-
ished. A closed loop: a finished story. In strategies; loop
refers to getting hung up in a set of procedures for which
there is no way out, the strategy fails to exit.

Map of Reality: Model of the world, a unique representation of the world
built in each person's brain by abstracting (nom experi-
ences, comprised of a neurological and a linguistic map,
one's internal representations (IK).

Matching: Adopting facets of another's outputs (behavior, words,
etc) to enhance rapport.

Meta: Above, beyond, about, at a higher level, a logical level
higher.
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Metu-Stute:

A model witli 11 (or 12) linguistic distinctions that identi-
fies language patterns that obscure meaning in a commu-
nication via distortion, deletion and generalization; 11
(or 12) specific chaiienges or questions by which to
clarify imprecise language (ill-formedness) to reconnect
it to sensory experience and the. deep structure. Me lit-
modeling bring* a person out of trance. Developed, 1975,
by Richard Bandler and John Grinder. Basis of all other
discoveries in NLP,

Meta-PrograiHs: The menta!/perceptual programs for sorting and paying
attention to stimuli, perceptual filters that govern atten-
tion, sometimes "neum-sorta," or meia-processes.

A state about a state, bringing a state of mind-body (fear,
anger, joy, learning) to bear upon another state from a
higher logical level, generates a gcstalt state—a meta-
state, developed by Michael Hall-

Metaphar: Indirect communication by a story, figure of speech,
parable, simile, allegory, etc., implying a comparison, a
"carrying over" of meaning by presenting something on
the side. Use: to bypass conscious resistance and commu-
nicate to unconscious mind directly.

Milton Model: Inverse of (he Mela-model, using artfully vague
language patterns to pace another person's experience
and access unconscious resources. The Milton Model
induces trance.

,Vf itrnring: Precise] y m a tching porti on s of an* >ther person's beh a v ior
for the purpose of building rapport, becoming a mirror
image of another's physiology, tonah'ty and predicates.

Mismatching: Offering different patterns of behavior to another;
breaking rapport for the purpose of redirecting, inter-
rupting, or terminating a meeting or conversation;
mismatching as a meta-progratn.

Modal Linguistic distinctions In the Me In-model that indicate
Operators: the "mode" by which a person "operates"—the mode of

necessity, impossibility, desire, possibility, etc.; the predi-
cates (can, can't, possible, impossible, have to, must, etc.)
that we utilize for motivation.

Model: A description of how something works, a generalized,
deleted or distorted copy of the original.

3U6

Modnlhig: The process of observing and replicating the successful
actions and behaviors of others; the process of discerning
ihe sequence uf 1R and behaviors that enable someone to
accomplish a task; the basis of Accelerated I .earning.

Model of A map of reality, a unique representation of the world via
the World: abstraction from our experiences; the total of one's

personal operating principles.

Multiple The process of describing the same thing from different
)}escription: viewpoints.

The study of excellence, a model of how people structure
their experience; the structure of subjective experience;
how humans become programmed in their thinking-
emoting and behaving in their very neurology by the
various hngvaga they use to process, code and retrieve
information.

Neurological Known as the different levels of experience: environ-
Lerels; inert, behavior, capability, belief, identity and

spirituality constructed by Dilts, not true "logical" levels
(MH).

Xttntinali7.atioti: A linguistic distinction in the Meta-model; an hypnotic
pattern of trance language; a process or verb turned into
an (abstract) noun; a process frozen in time.

The sense of smell.Olfactory:

Outcome:

Overlap:

Pacing:

Parts:

Perceptual
Fitters

A specific, sensory-based desired result. Should meet the
weJJ-foTTnedness criteria.

Using one RS to gain access to another, to overlap from
one highly developed RS to a less developed system.

Gaining and maintaining rapport with another by
joining their model of the world by saying what fits with
and matches their language, beliefs, values, current
experience, etc. Crucial to rapport building-
Unconscious parts, sub-personalities created through
some Significant F.motional Experience (SEE); disowned
and separated functions that begin to take on a life of
their own, a source of infra-personal conflict when ineon-
gruent.

Unique ideas, experiences, beliefs, values, mcta-
programs, decisions, memories and language that shape
and color our model of the world.
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Position:

Phonological
Ambiguity:

Physiological;

Preferred
System:

Our point of view, one of three positions: first position:
associated, second position: from another person's
perspective, third position; from another other position.

Two words that sound alike, but we can see there/their
d i t feren ce in a plain/plane way if we look to see/sea it.

The physira | part of the pcrson.

What we assert or predicate about a subject; sensory
based words indicating a particular KS (visual predi-
cates, auditory, kin esthetic, unspecified).

The RS that an individual typically uses most in thinking
and organizing experience.

Ptesuppositiotis: Ideas that we have to lake for granted for a communica-
tion to make sense; assumption1!; that which "holds"
(position) "up" (sup) a statement "ahead of time" (pre).

Ambiguity created by merging two separate sentences
into one can always try to make sense of their, hi that
sentence notice that "one" both ends the first sentence
and begins the second: a punctuation ambiguity.

Bandler once said thai Grinder said that Erickson said
that, "It is a linguistic pattern wherein someone else
expresses our message." Quotes displace resistance from
the speaker, an hypnotic pattern.

A sense of connection with another, a feeling of
mutuality, a sense of trust, created by pacing, mirroring
and matching, a state of empathy or second position.

Punctnation
Ambiguity:

Quotes:

Rapport:

Refraining: laking a frame of reference so that it looks new or
different; presenting an event or idea from a different
point of view so it has a different meaning; content or

reframing, a change pattern.

Repreaeutation: An idea, thought, presentation of sensory-bas^ or
evaluative based information.

Heprssentatiou How we mentally code information using the sensory
System fRS>; systems: Visual, Auditory, Kinesthctic, Olfactory, and

Gustatory.

Reaitisite Flexibility in thinking, emoting, speaking, behaving; the
Variety: person with the most flexibility of behavior controls the

action; the Law of Requisite Variety.

Resources; Any means we can bring to bear to achieve an outcome:
physiology, slates, thoughts, strategics, experiences,
people, events or possessions.

f The total neurological and physical experience when a
; person feels resourceful.

Categories: The five body postures and language styles indicating
specific ways of communicating: Weler, blamer,
placator, computer and distratiter, developed by Virginia
Satir.

Second Perceiving the world from another's point of view, in
PosttUrtti tune with another's sense of reality.

Sensory Amity: Awareness of the outside world, of the senses, making
finer distinction & about the sensory information we get
from the world.

Sensory-Rased Information directly observable and verifiable by the
neseriptinn: senses; see-hear-feel language that we can test empiri-

cally, in contrast to evaluative descripuons.

Si%nificant A high level emotional event during which we tend to
Emotional make intense learnings that become imprinted, the
Experience fS£f>: generation of unconscious parts.

Stute; I lulistic phenomenon of mind-body emotions, mood,
emotional condition; sum total of all neurological and
physical processes within individual at any moment in
time.

Stratcgi/: A sequencing of thinking-behaving to obtain an outcome
or create an experience, the structure of subjectivity
ordered in a linear modol of the I1QTE.

SttbiiwduHties: Distinctions within each RS. qualities of internal repre-
sentations; the smallest bufldtng blocks of thoughts,
ch aracteri sties in each system.

Surface A linguistic term for the spoken or written communica-
Structwe; tion derived from the deep structure by deletion, distor-

tion and generalization.

SyjifsfJicsia: Automatic link from one itS to another, a V-K synesthesia
involves seeing —> feeling without a moment of
consciousness to think about it; automatic program.

Syntactic Ambiguous sentence where a verb plus "ing" serves as
Ambiguity: either an adjecti v e or a v erb, e.g., "In fl uenc ingpeoplecan

make a difference."
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Thittl Poaitiim: Perceiving the world from viewpoint at an observer's
position, one of the three? perceptual positions, position
where you see both yourself and another.

Time-line: A metaphor describing how we store our sights, sounds
and sensations of memnries and imaginations, a way of
coding and processing the construct 'time.1'

An NLr" therapeutic technique developed by Tad James;
a pmces* for dealing with problems in one's constructs

technique: of past or future, events.

Trance: An altered state with an inward focus of attention;
hypnosis.

Tripit The process of penceiving experience through first,
Description: second and third positions to gain wisdom of all three

viewpoints.

Unconscious: Everything not in conscious awareness, minor KS,

Unified Field-- The unifying framework for NLP, a three-dimensional
matrix of Neurological Levels, Perceptual Positions and

lime" codings

Universal A linguistic term in the Mela-model for words that code
Quantifier: things with "allness" (every, all, never, none, etc); a

distinction that admits no exceptions.

Unspecified Nouns that do not specify to whom or to what they refer.
Nouns:

Unspecified Verbs that have the adverb deleted, delete specifics of the
Verbs: action.

Uptime: State where attention and senses directed outward to
immediate environment; ail sensory channels open and
alert

Value: What is important to you in a particular context? Your
values (criteria} Eire what motivate yriu in life. Every
motivational strategy ends with a kinesthetic representa-
tion. You feel the value of your representations.

Visual: Seeing, imagining; the RS of sight.

VistHilization; The process of Seeing images in your mind.

Weil- The criterion that enable us to specify an outcome in
Lormednrss ways that make it achievable and verifiable; powerful
Condition: tool for negotiating win/win solutions.
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